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DIRECTIVE AND STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR THE 
ROYAL AIR FORCE AEROBATIC TEAM 

(THE RED ARROWS) 
 

RECORD OF AMENDMENTS 
 

Amendment 

List 

Incorporated 

By 
Date Comments 

Initial Issue 
Wg Cdr 
RAFAT 

11 May 12  

Change 1 
Wg Cdr 
RAFAT 

19 Jun 12 - Re-issue of Part 1 Annex D. 

Change 2 
Wg Cdr 
RAFAT 

20 Aug 12 
- New Section on G Protection Part 1 para 48-54. 
- Site Surveys Section Updated Part 1 para 64. 
- New Part 4 Section 4 Manoeuvre G Analysis. 

Change 3 
Wg Cdr 
RAFAT 

5 Sep 12 
- Amends three Part 4 CONOPS Annexes to incorporate the G considerations 
from Part 4 Section 4, including Flat Split, Gypo Break and Vortex. 

Change 4 
Wg Cdr 
RAFAT 

9 Nov 12 

- RAFAT DD now a continuous document: All references to 2012 removed. 
- Minor changes throughout Parts 1, 3 & 4 to re-organise and consolidate. 
- Addition of contents page. 
- Removal of 2012 PDA and addition of Winter Training Plan in Part 2. 
- Addition of RAFAT PDA process Annex F to Part 1. 

Change 5 OC RAFAT 10 Dec 12 
- Updates reflecting changes in RAFAT C2 Structure. 
- Small amendments to Pax requirements. 
- Small changes to admin regarding aircrew t-shirts. 

Change 6 OC RAFAT 17 May 13 
- Full update for 2013 PDA. 
- 2013 PDA Documentation and Waivers in Part 2. 
- Update of Passenger Regs in line with TGOs. 

Change 7 OC RAFAT 13 Oct 13 
- Update correcting errors from previous version. 
- Inclusion of Pilot Placement process in part 1. 
- Minor changes resulting from internal audit. 

Change 8 SO RAFAT 30 Mar 14 

- Full review following Comdt CFS handover. 
- Review of selection process. 
- Review of C2 Structure. 
- Inclusion of SO RAFAT within assurance chain. 
- Deletion of turnbacks. 

Change 9 OC RAFAT 27 May 14 
- Part 2 updated for PDA. 
- Removal of some duplication between Part 3 and Part 4. 
- Minor corrections throughout. 

Change 10 OC RAFAT 6 Oct 14 
- Part 1 updated to include AOC 22 Gp Mission Directive, AOC 22 Gp RAFAT 
Directive. 
- Part 2 2014 PDA removed, and 2015 Winter Training Programme included. 

Change 11 OC RAFAT 7 Jan 15 

- AOC 22 Gp Mission Directive removed. 
- AOC 22 Gp RAFAT Directive to AL1. 
- Winter Trg Plan Approval by Comdt CFS. 
- Part 4 updated to include new manoeuvres for 2015 display. 
- Minor changes and corrections throughout. 

Change 12 OC RAFAT 26 Apr 15 

- More guidance on LL transits to balance MAC and other risks. 
- Changes to PAX terminology and classification. 
- Change to RAFAT Flight Approvals and Requirements Table. 
- Removal of looping break from PDA process. 
- Part 2 updated for PDA. Winter Trg approval removed. 
- Minor changes to SOPs (Part 3). 
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Amendment 

List 

Incorporated 

By 
Date Comments 

Change 13 OC RAFAT 01 Jul 15 - Rear cockpit, internal anti-G trouser policy change. 

Change 14 OC RAFAT 2 Oct 15 
- Change SO role from COS CFS to OC Ops Valley. 
- Reference to DDH changed to ADDH. 
- Part 2: PDA 2015 paperwork replaced by 2016 Training Plan. 

Change 15 OC RAFAT 26 Apr 16 
- Update to Rear cockpit, internal anti-G trouser policy in Part 1. 
- Part 2 updated for PDA 2016. Winter Trg approval removed. 
- Changes to reflect amendments to RA2335. 

Change 16 OC RAFAT 16 Jun 16 
- Change of Comdt CFS. 
- Change of SO to HQ CFS COS. 

Change 17 OC RAFAT 5 Jan 17 
- Rework of Part 1 to incorporate changes on transition from TGOs to GASOs. 
- PDA 16 removed and replaced by Training Programme for 2017. 
- New AOC Directive for RAFAT. 

Change 18 OC RAFAT 28 May 17 

- Part 1 updated to reflect changes to CAP403/RA2335. 
- Part 2 updated for PDA 2017. Winter Trg approval removed. 
- Part 3 reviewed and updated. 
- Part 4 reviewed and updated. 

Change 19 OC RAFAT 12 Dec 17 - WTP 18 incorporated / PDA 17 removed. 

Change 20 OC RAFAT 20 Apr 18 
- Updated AOC 22 Gp Directive 18/01. 
- Revised WTP 18 AL1. 
- Updated Manoeuvre Briefs/Risk Control Measures. 

Change 21 OC RAFAT 23 May 18 

- Part 1 reviewed and updated. 
- Part 2 updated for PDA 2018. Winter Training approval removed. 
- Part 3 reviewed. 
- Part 4 updated, new Manoeuvre Briefs and Risk Control Measures added. 

Change 22 OC RAFAT 01 Feb 19 
- PDA 18 removed. 
- Approval to Train/WTP 19. 
- AOC Directive to RAFAT 19/01 issued. 

Change 23 OC RAFAT 29 May 19 

- PDA 19 issued. 
- RAFAT Flypast Tasking updated to correct references. 
- SC training package incorporated. 
- Refined restricted/prohibited manoeuvres and PAX limitations. 

Change 24 OC RAFAT 13 Dec 19 
- Part 1 reviewed and updated. Includes updated AOC Directive 20/01. 
- Part 2 WTP incorporated. 

Change 24 
amend 

OC RAFAT 1 Apr 20 
- Part 1 - Updated passenger flying regulations. Alignment with new RA2340 
 regulations. 

Change 25 OC RAFAT 8 Jul 20 

- Part 1 reviewed and updated. 
- Part 2 Winter training plan removed; PDA 2020 issued. 
- Part 3 reviewed and updated. 
- Part 4 reviewed and updated 



AIR OFFICER COMMANDING 
NO 1 GROUP 

AOC NUMBER 1 GROUP ACCEPTANCE 
OF THE ROYAL AIR FORCE AEROBATIC 

TEAM DISPLAY DIRECTIVE 20/1 

1. This Royal' Air Force Aerobatic Team (RAFAT) Display Directive was endorsed by 
AOC 22 Gp as the Operating Duty Holder (ODH) and accepted as part of his Public 
Display Authority, dated 8 Jul 20. As part of the RAFAT transfer from 22 Gp to 1 Gp, and 
as the incoming ODH for RAFAT, I accept this Directive in full and endorse the foreword 
written by AOC 22 Gp. 

2. This Directive defines the 2020 Display Season and will expire upon the conclusion 
of that season. This document will then be reviewed and re-issued, under my signature, for 
the 2021 Display Season. 

A Marshall 
AVM 
AOC 1 Gp 
17 Aug 20 
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AIR OFFICER COMMANDING 
NO 22 GROUP 

 
ROYAL AIR FORCE AEROBATIC TEAM 

DIRECTIVE 20/01 AL1 
 

FOREWARD 
 

 

Context 
 
1. Background. The Royal Air Force Aerobatic Team (RAFAT), the Red Arrows, has 
held a privileged place with the British public since its formation in 1964. The Team’s 
reputation for excellence on the ground and in the air, across all ranks and trades, at home 
and overseas is second to none in the aerobatic community and is widely admired by air 
forces and spectators around the World. This reputation for Great British Excellence and 
RAF/Defence influence has key relevance to the UK drive for prosperity and inspiring the 
next generation in aerospace. This was borne out by the 2016 Asia-Pacific tour, 2017 ME 
Tour, extensive coverage of RAF100 in 2018 and a North America tour in 2019. The Team 
and its activities should be viewed through a lens that is less about ‘show closing’ and 
more about ‘market opening’, and as a ‘convening asset for UK prosperity and social 
mobility’. Building UK Plc opportunity and reputation exists at home, and particularly 
abroad alongside UK businesses and OGD, the linkage back into RAF principles and 
practices such as leadership, management, risk analysis, resilience development and 
training concepts. This activity remains novel and contentious, requiring the clearest 
command oversight, the closest control and the strongest governance. 
 
2. Scope. This Directive provides direction for RAFAT in Display Season 2020 (DS20); 
it is incorporated into Part 1 of the RAFAT Display Directive and replaces AOC 22 Gp 
RAFAT Directive 19/01 dated 23 Jan 19. This Directive AL1 incorporates amendments 
made to DS20 due to COVID-19 and reflects RAFAT’s transfer to 1 Gp during the season.  

 
Direction 

 
3. Aim. The aim of this document is to direct RAFAT activity for DS20 to deliver UK 
Govt, Defence and RAF objectives. 
 
4. Intent. CAS has confirmed his direction and guidance for RAFAT: 

 
“to conduct a safe, memorable, visually exciting formation display (up to 9-ship using 
the Hawk T Mk1) by the RAF Aerobatics Team (RAFAT – The Red Arrows). The 
display will be in accordance with extant UK aviation/display regulations as far as 
practicable (waivers will be sought where necessary). ALARP and Tolerable risk will 
be judged/held by the Chief of the Air Staff on behalf of the SofS. The purpose is to 
use and demonstrate the skills, professionalism and capabilities of the RAF to 
respective target audiences in line with Defence Strategic Direction to support 
Defence Engagement nationally and internationally, together with HMG’s plans for 
Global Britain, influence, prosperity and prestige. This involves UK and overseas 
displays (and flypasts) for public, business, defence and national engagement 
opportunities, both independently and in support of other Government departments 
and key national campaigns, specifically GREAT, and commemorative events.” 
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My intent is that in DS20 RAFAT will deliver another world-class aerobatic display season 
that is safe, dynamic and innovative. Display duration and frequency will be adjusted to 
account for Hawk T1 fleet pressure and we will manage the aircraft to meet the revised 
OSD of 2030. RAFAT events will again be focussed on high-end objectives, closely linked 
to RAF, Defence and UKG outcomes (through the Air and Joint Commitments Strategic 
SGs (A & JCSSGs)) and accountable to public scrutiny. All Reds, Blues and support 
personnel will act as ambassadors and promote policy and reputation wherever the team 
is displaying. I will continue to look ahead to settle a long-term base proposition for RAFAT 
and evaluate options for its development and projection through other means, such as the 
online environment, VR and other technological opportunities. The role of RAFAT in 
enhancing and protecting the RAF’s reputation for excellence is a clear goal. 
 
5. Objectives. My objectives for RAFAT in priority order are to: 
 

a. Deliver a safe, dynamic and innovative formation aerobatic display throughout 
DS20. 
 
b. Conduct a safe transfer of authority to 1 Gp. 

 
c. Deliver the RAFAT task within 2500 hrs Hawk T1 AFT. 

 
d. Ensure support arrangements deliver Hawk T1 OSD NET 2030. 

 
e. Continue to develop long-term basing options for RAFAT. 

 
6. Main Effort. My Main Effort is to deliver a safe RAFAT DS20. Due to societal risk, 
the SDH/CAS will be consulted regarding display compliance, risk and any novel requests 
or changing states of display or flypast that emerge during DS20. 
 
7. Tasks. The following tasks apply: 

 
a. SASO is to: 
 

i. Lead contractual and commercial negotiations with potential partners. 
 
ii. Co-ordinate the delivery of European/Near Middle-Eastern1 aspects of the 
season at the Gp level. 

 
b. DFT is to: 
 

i. Command RAFAT through Comdt CFS. 
 
ii. Maintain the high safety and supervisory standards. 

 
iii. Approve key RAFAT appointments (pilots and execs). 

 
iv. Recommend for my approval the display manoeuvres and sequences. 

 

 
1 Dependent on JCSSG / Air requirements and direction. 
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v. Deliver the work-up and pre-PDA activities. 
 

vi. Recommend to me the PDA standard display and a DS20 programme. 
 

vii. Deliver DS20 when the display is approved. 
 

c. Comdt CFS is to: 
 

i. Command RAFAT through the OC. 
 
ii. Deliver the Avn DDH functions. 

 
iii. Lead any approvals or waivers requirements icw the MAA. 

 
iv. Co-ordinate preparations for the European aspects of the season. 

 
v. Approve pilot positions. 

 
vi. Approve all winter training activity. 

 
vii. Provide periodic updates on performance, progress, risks and issues. 

 
d. OC RAFAT is to: 
 

i. Command RAFAT. 
 
ii. Recommend when the team is ready for PDA. 

 
iii. Deliver a safe, dynamic and exceptional DS20 formation aerobatic display. 

 
e. Standing authority delegations are set out at Table 1 below.2 
 

Delivery 
 
8. Strategy. RAFAT contribute to National Security Objective 2 - Project Our Global 
Influence - and Objective 3 - Promote UK Prosperity. In these contexts, the Team is a key 
enabler of Defence Engagement and support to defence exports. Whilst the conventional 
‘at home’ season in the air and on the ground will build our reputation, the overseas 
elements will also help secure national advantage from the RAFAT. I will authorise the 
overall when it has been approved by the RAF Events team, Comdt CFS and DFT. Once 
settled, variation will be by exception and following approval by DFT. 
 

Subject OC RAFAT Comdt CFS DFT AOC 22 Gp 

Personnel Cmd & mgt  
Approve PR team 

Pilot positions Pilot approval 
Exec approval 
Pilot tour extensions 

OC RAFAT 
Red 1 (Leader) 
 

Display PDA recommend 
Supervision 
Day-to-day prog 

Lead MAA 
Approval/Waivers 
Winter trg approval 
9 ship approval 
100ft trg approval 

PDA recommend 
DS construct 
DS changes 

Manœuvres 
Sequence 
PDA 
Tour designation 

 
2 Expect standing authority delegations to transfer to the appropriate 1 Gp CoC. 
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PDA recommend 
Rest days 
Dissimilar formation 

Subject OC RAFAT Comdt CFS DFT AOC 22 Gp 

PR Activity Interviews 
SCA visits 

Sponsorship 
Event approval 
Clothing logos 

- Aircraft livery 
‘Great’ Campaign 

Media  Web 
Twitter 
Facebook 

Specialist 
Technical 
Regional 

- National media 

 
Table 1. Standing RAFAT Authority delegations. 
 
9. Air Activity. RAFAT will develop Full, Rolling, Flat displays and flypast options to 
maximise opportunities presented by weather and local venue constraints; these and 
dynamic break manoeuvres will be approved by AOC 22 Gp as part of PDA. Flypast 
opportunities, in transit between bases and events, will be maximized in coordination with 
the RAF Events Team: minor deviations from track will incur no charge, although the 
Events Team may seek to recover costs for significant track excursions. Whilst maximising 
the use of the Team throughout the year, rest and reflection are critical components of the 
annual commitment and these will be formally programmed. More may be added at the 
discretion of OC RAFAT in consultation with Comdt CFS (intended as a supervisory tool to 
manage fatigue, unexpected occurrence, personnel issues etc). Tour activity will be 
coordinated by Comdt CFS in liaison with colleagues from DIT and FCO (and 22 Gp 
SASO). Domestic activity will be directed and approved by the Events Team, in line with 
the following priorities: 
 

a. Non-discretionary events such as QBF and State visits. 
 
b. National events, anniversaries, commemorations, RIAT & Cosford Airshow. 

 
c. Nationwide events including events north of the M4, Scotland, Wales & NI. 

 
d. High public footfall events such as coastal shows. 

 
e. ‘Inspire’ Events with important themes e.g. STEM, youth, BAME & gender. 

 
f. Annual internal events such as RAF Families’ Days. 

 
g. Other events in consultation with AOC 22 Gp. 

 
10. Ground Activity. Ground activity, in combination with or distinct from the reach of an 
air display, can have a profound effect. In the social media era, the potential reach and 
influence of these serials can have excellent DE effect. These events will be delivered 
through face-to-face contact at public venues, publicity material and social media 
networking by all members of RAFAT. A greater emphasis will be placed on engagement 
with leading businesses, equivalent brands and in support of UKG, GREAT, MOD and 
wider RAF objectives, both in the UK and on the European tour. Whilst Air Safety will 
always drive the capacity for other activity, Reds 1-11 may engage in sponsored events, 
but not within 2 hours of a scheduled display or 12 hours before flying. Given this, RAFAT 
ground activity priorities are as follows: 
 

a. Major event ‘meet the public’ activity on the back of displays. 
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b. Social media connections using all media and with the whole Team. 

 
c. UKG events in support of the GREAT Campaign and other strategic partners. 

 
d. Interviews and articles to international, national, regional and local media. 

 
e. Home base hosting. 

 
11. Visits. Visits to the home base are a valuable engagement tool, are only possible on 
a small number of days per annum, reach only a few people and can disrupt Unit activity; 
therefore, they are to be very carefully managed and targeted. Insight to visitors will 
include: watching everything during a normal training day – briefs, flying, debriefs, lunch 
with the pilots and touring the engineering bays – provided it does not interfere with the 
daily flying programme. Visitors will be afforded an intimate, behind the scenes insight into 
RAFAT training, engineering and logistics. They will have the opportunity to meet and be 
photographed with the pilots and ground crew. A maximum group of 30 guests is 
permitted; these visits may be auctioned by selected charities in accordance with an 
approved commercial contract; any novel or potentially contentious association should be 
agreed by AOC 22 Gp and DRes. This activity should incur no additional public cost. 
 
12. Charging. The RAFAT display charges broadly cover net additional costs such as 
accommodation, transport, food and allowances for displays and have been agreed with 
Air Commercial and D Res. For simplification, this is averaged over the year and a fixed 
fee is applied to each display, invoiced by the Events Team, but not levied against closed 
Military events and abated at 50% for open events such as RIAT. Specific arrangements 
are established for other national events. Care must be taken to ensure consistency of 
approach when applying charges; where waivers are proposed an audit trail must be 
retained. Should a display be cancelled as a result of poor weather, the display organisers 
will recover the cost through their event insurance. If the RAFAT has to cancel a display 
for operational or technical reasons, no invoice will be raised. 

 
13. Sponsorship. Sponsorship will continue to enable the delivery of critical RAFAT 
functions. All current sponsorship agreements are to be reviewed annually3 to ensure 
proprietary and common sense. Future sponsorship is to seek to develop alignment with 
the ‘GREAT British Excellence’ brand identity. RAFAT personnel, aircraft and uniforms will 
not be made available for advertising and/or sponsorship logos. Options for unofficial 
clothing may be developed by Comdt CFS, subject to DDC/DIPR approval. All 
sponsorships are to be conducted iaw defence guidelines (JSP 462 Pt 2 Ch 7 et al). 

 
14. Merchandising. The Red Arrows brands are managed by the MOD and licenced 
through the IMG contract. The Red Arrows Trust will derive income from royalties from the 
Red Arrows trademarks and income will be distributed to selected charities by the trustees, 
acknowledging any recommendations from the RAFAT. The Red Arrows name, crest and 
‘Diamond Nine’ logo are trademarks under full control of the SofS, through DDC/DIPR. 

 

 
3 Annual review by the TLB sponsorship focal point (SFP) is undertaken via the post season Sponsorship Forum. All RAFAT 
sponsorships were renewed for the 2019 DS and are valid for 3 years. AOC 22 Gp, Cmdt CFS and OC RAFAT will continue to 
periodically review current sponsorships, in consultation with SFP and D Res.  
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15. Opportunity. OC RAFAT is to proactively investigate the feasibility of further and 
wider promotional concepts. Streaming in-cockpit pictures, voice and telemetry during 
displays, signature flypasts and behind the scenes ground activity exposure are areas 
where additional value could be exploited. All such arrangements will be subject to 
appropriate contract. 

 
16. Development. RAFAT must evolve if it is to retain its world-leading status and deliver 
the objectives set on it by the AFBEx. Therefore, SASO will lead an analysis of what might 
be possible, harnessing the following generic themes: 

 
a. Future Vision. My vision is ‘…that RAFAT directly help to secure the UK 
national interests, promote ‘Great British Excellence’ and contribute to the engine of 
UK GDP and by association raise awareness, understanding and support for the 
Royal Air Force, Defence and National Security…’. 
 
b. Values. This will be achieved by harnessing the following RAFAT values: 

 
i. The persistent pursuit of excellence. 
 
ii. The optimum fusion of technology, teamwork and tenacity. 

 
iii. Humility, courage, exquisite attention to detail, dynamism and ruthless 
determination. 

 
iv. Representation of the ‘RAF Family’ (whole force, cadets, veterans and 
charities). 

 
c. Objectives. In doing so RAFAT would: 
 

i. Promote GREAT British business. 
 
ii. Spearhead UK Government creativity, innovation and technology 
promotions. 

 
iii. Tailor displays, tours and annualised agenda to meet UKG objectives. 

 
iv. Tailor events to deliver against targeted business objectives. 

 
d. Opportunities. To achieve this RAFAT will: 
 

i. Understand the nature of the Red Arrows’ value to the nation. 
 
ii. Develop a brand and marketing strategy that capitalises this. 

 
iii. Evolve RAFAT to develop the maximum opportunity from the team. 

 
iv. Engage UKG and business to drive the concept. 

 
v. Identify key partners with whom we can together achieve the vision. 
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vi. Develop displays, tours, visits, ambassadorial acts, etc that confer value to 
business. 

 
vii. Develop the facilities the Red Arrows operate from, to align it with the 
vision and values. 

 
viii. Secure the Red Arrows IPR and capitalise on it. 

 
Capability 

 
17. Aircraft. The RAFAT Hawk MkT1 fleet has been granted an extension of service 
through to 2030. Air COS Cap is the Sponsor for RAFAT capability who will ensure funding 
continuance until OSD. A forward available fleet of 14 aircraft is based on the requirement 
to generate 10 aircraft per display (9 + 1 spare) with an assumed serviceability rate of 
90%. 
 
18. Personnel. The establishment of RAFAT is 125 full time appointments including 9 
FTRS and 2 Civil Servant posts. This includes OC RAFAT, 10 x pilots, 1 x RAFAT SO2 
Manager, 1 x WO Adjutant, approx. 100 x A4 personnel (various branches and trades), 4 x 
Operations personnel, 3 x Photographers, 3 x PR staff and 2 x Admin personnel. Other 
than the pilots, their nominated rear-seat ‘Circus’ engineers and those staff in FTRS posts, 
RAFAT personnel are eligible for out of area and additional duty commitments; ahead of 
DS 20, OC RAFAT is to review the establishment and the availability for DWR tasking with 
RAF Manning. 

 
19. Team Freeze. Reds 2-9 will ‘freeze’ in their present positions on the team into DS21: 
the Team Leader will conduct a HOTO with his successor in early Oct 20. The DS21 
winter training plan will reflect the implications of the team freeze decision.  

 
20. Basing. The RAFAT is a Lodger Unit at AOC 2 Gp’s station, RAF Scampton, and 
shares facilities with 1ACC and the MMU. Future basing options for RAFAT will be 
developed; RAFAT (and its ADH/Command chains) will be key contributors as unique 
airspace and ground environment requirements must be fully accommodated into this 
work. 

 
Co-ordinating Instructions 

 
21. Battle Rhythm. The following key events will drive the annual cycle for RAFAT in 
2020/21: 
 

Jun-Sep Domestic Display Season a/r (to include RIAT). Confirm overseas intent 
for following year. 

Jun-Oct European engagement as directed.  
Oct  Post season leave. 
Nov/Dec Post DS lessons, leave, ac maint, Display Directive and Winter Training 

Plan (WTP) development, Display development. Confirm MAA waiver 
requirements. 

Mar  Endorse the DS programme outline. 
Apr/May Pre DS symposium. PDA and next DS pilot approval. 
Jun-Sep DS 21. 

 



22. Validity. This Directive, including the AU , replaces Directive 19/01 dated 23 Jan 19. 

23. Consistency. Cdrs are to recast their own orders within the context of this Directive. 

24. Revision. This Directive will be re-issued on ToA to 1 Gp — timing to be confirmed. In 
the meantime, to capture changes to the operating context and any new or substantive 
changes to Defence or RAF policy. I may authorise amendment through AL in light of 
changing context or policies if required. 

<signature> 

W A W James 
AVM 
AOC 22 Gp 

8 Jul 20 

xi 
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DIRECTIVE AND STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR THE 
ROYAL AIR FORCE AEROBATIC TEAM 

(THE RED ARROWS) 
 

1. Comdt CFS commands the Royal Air Force Aerobatic Team, The Red Arrows, and 
exercises operational control through OC RAFAT. OC RAFAT is the Officer Commanding 
and HQ CFS COS is SO(DDH) for RAFAT operations. The Team Leader is the primary 
flying supervisor and display SME, and reports to OC RAFAT who in turn reports to Comdt 
CFS. 
 
2. This Directive comprises 4 parts and specifies the training and display procedures as 
follows: 

 
a. Part 1 - Standing Orders and Administration. This section details the 
supervision, training and pre-season procedures, operational and display 
considerations for RAFAT. 
 
b. Part 2 – Approval to Train / Public Display Authority. This section authorises 
the RAFAT to commence display training for DS20. The Winter Training Plan (WTP) 
for 2020 will be developed and incorporated (circa Dec 19) once the Team Leader 
has considered his full plan and display sequence; this will be in consultation with OC 
RAFAT and the new Synchro Leader. On award of Public Display Authority (PDA), 
this approval to train is replaced with the 2020 PDA and associated display sequence 
information. 

 
c. Part 3 - Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs). Prepared by the Team 
Leader for OC RAFAT, this section gives the flying and navigation SOPs for RAFAT. 

 
d. Part 4 - Concept of Operations (CONOPS) and Risk Assessments. This 
section contains the high-level CONOPS for RAFAT, along with supporting Risk 
Assessments. It should be read in parallel with the RAFAT Risk Bowties. 

 
3. The Directive complements all normal flying regulations and the regulations for air 
display flying contained in MAA Regulatory Publications (MRP), CAP 403 and STANAG 
3533. Specifically, RAFAT is cleared to operate to the limits in this Directive by MAA RA 
2335. Other limitations imposed by local flying orders, Aircrew Manuals and the Hawk 
Military Aircraft Release are to be observed. RAFAT is to operate iaw MRP, GASOs and 
FRCs except as authorised by the waivers recorded in this document. 
 
4. OC RAFAT is to maintain a record to show that all RAFAT pilots, SEngO, Aircrew 
Planning Officer and Team Manager have read and understood the latest version of this 
Directive and to satisfy himself that the requirements of this Directive are met safely and 
effectively. Supernumerary Crew and RAFAT Circus should sign for APPENDIX 1 to 
ANNEX D of PART 1 of the DD to ensure they are familiar with their qualifications and 
currencies. 

 
A FRANKLIN 
Group Captain 
Comdt CFS  
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RAFAT DISPLAY DIRECTIVE PART 1 - STANDING ORDERS 
 

SECTION 1: SUPERVISION, TRAINING AND PRE-SEASON PROCEDURES 
 

SUPERVISION OF AEROBATIC TRAINING 
 

1. Command, Duty Holder and Supervisory Chain. Working to the Operational Duty 
Holder, AOC 22 Gp, Comdt CFS is the Aviation Delivery Duty Holder for RAFAT, with HQ 
CFS COS as his Senior Operator. CAE(ADDH) has been appointed within 22 Gp. 
Responsibility for day-to-day flying supervision is delegated from Comdt CFS to OC 
RAFAT who is supported by the Team Leader, Red 10 and the Synchro Leader (Red 6). 
RAFAT Air Safety Management is conducted via the CFS ASMT. 
 

 
 

2. Supervision. Supervision of aerobatic training is to be carried out by Comdt CFS, 
OC RAFAT, Team Leader, Red 10, Red 6 or SO RAFAT as appropriate, by observation of 
individual and Team practices, both from the ground and in the air. In addition, all 
formation training sorties and solo aerobatic sorties below 2000 ft MSD are to be videod 
for debriefing purposes. Other suitably qualified personnel may be nominated to supervise 
on a case-by-case basis with approval from Comdt CFS. Supervision will include: 
 

a. Formal Airborne Supervision. Formal airborne supervision is where the 
supervisor takes part in the full brief-fly-debrief cycle for a particular sortie and 
observes the airborne element from an ac within the formation. 
 

b. Formal Ground Supervision. Formal ground supervision is where the 
supervisor takes part in the full brief-fly-debrief cycle for a particular sortie and 
observes the airborne element from the ground display datum. Where this has taken 
place, the supervisor will log his involvement in a separate column in the auth sheets 
for future reference. Any significant events on the sortie will be recorded in the 
RAFAT supervisory spreadsheet. 

 

c. Ad Hoc Supervision. The supervisor will watch the airborne element of a sortie 
from a vantage point on the ground, not necessarily Datum. The crews are generally 

ODH AOC 22  Gp 

ADDH Comdt CFS 

SO (ADDH) 
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unaware that the supervisor is present. The supervisor may attend the brief or debrief 
if deemed appropriate or if any safety points are observed. 

 

3. Requirement. The supervisory requirements for a professional display team such as 
RAFAT are different to those for pilots who are undertaking display flying as a Secondary 
Duty. The principle difference is that for a full-time display team not all training sorties can 
or need to be watched by a ground supervisor, and RAFAT has a MAA waiver to RA 23354 
that allows this. RAFAT supervisors are to ensure that: 
 

a. A safe approach is taken by all those who are participating in RAFAT activity. 
 

b. High quality and comprehensive briefings are conducted before all flights. 
 

c. All flying is conducted in a safe and competent manner. 
 

d. Rigorous debriefing is standard practice and that all relevant learning points are 
identified and acted upon. 

 

e. All regulations and orders are strictly adhered to. 
 

4. Display Season Supervision. A video cameraman and RAFAT supervisor, usually 
Red 10, is to be at Datum for all RAFAT displays. The Display Supervisor will have 2-way 
R/T contact with the formation leader and is responsible for ensuring that unforeseen 
hazards are briefed to the Team. Should an incident or anything unusual occur, the 
supervisor is the RAFAT point of contact for coordination with the local emergency 
services. 
 

5. Observation of Specific Sorties. In general, the frequency and manner of such 
observation by those in the supervisory chain is a matter of judgement and varies with the 
phase of training. However, the following sorties are specifically to be observed: 

 

a. New Leader solo aerobatic training sorties below 1500 ft MSD (para 19). 
 

b. Temporary/Acting Team Leader solo aerobatic training sorties (para 23). 
 

c. New Synchro pilot (No 7) individual aerobatic sorties (para 25). 
 

d. New Synchro Leader (No 6) solo aerobatic sorties (para 26). 
 

e. New Gypo pilots’ (Nos 8 & 9) individual aerobatic sorties (para 29). 
 

f. Gypo pilots’ sorties to regain currency at display MSD (para 33). 
 

6. Duty Senior Supervisor. OC RAFAT is responsible for the supervision of daily flying 
at RAF Scampton. OC RAFAT will act as Duty Senior Supervisor (DSS); or this duty may 
be delegated to SO RAFAT, RAFAT Team Leader, RAFAT Exec, Red 10, the RAFAT APO 
or specifically nominated SQEP personnel. The DSS will be notified on the Daily Flying 
Programme at RAF Scampton during programmed flying times. When necessary the DSS 
can fulfil this role while flying within R313 and in R/T contact with ATC. Specific terms of 
reference for the DSS are as follows: 
 

 
4  See Part 2 of the RAFAT DD for MAA Waiver(s) issued for the display season 
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a. A DSS will be promulgated from start to cease flying. The DSS is to be 
immediately contactable through RAFAT ops or their mobile phone: 

i. OC RAFAT  07721 833834 

 
ii. Team Leader   07710 903462 

 

iii. Red 10   07990 530505 

 

iv. RAFAT Exec  07802 331834 

 

v. RAFAT APO  07944 999275 
 

b. The DSS is responsible for supervising the RAFAT duty pilot and for ensuring 
that the diversions and Flying Phase chosen are suitable. 
 

c. All DSS should pay particular attention to the RAFAT Crash Plan and RAF 
Scampton FOB and will receive a formal briefing from OC RAFAT or Team Leader, 
prior to undertaking DSS duties. 
 

d. When handing over the duty, the outgoing DSS is to ensure that a handover 
takes place using the following checklist: 

 

i. Brief the current and forecast met. 

 

ii. Brief the diversion situation. 

 

iii. Brief the airfield status. 

 

iv. Inform the RAFAT Air and Space Operations Specialist (ASOS) of the new 
DSS. 

 

7. RAFAT Duty Pilot. The RAFAT Duty Pilot (RDP) is responsible to the DSS for 
ensuring safe flying at RAF Scampton (SCA). This duty is carried out by a nominated 
Team pilot during winter training and routine SCA operations. During the summer season the 
RDP is delegated to the nominated Nav for that particular transit or display sortie. Specific 
duties include: 

 

a. Ensuring that a suitable diversion is booked through RAFAT Ops before flying 
commences. The diversion is to be booked iaw the chart at Annex A of the SCA FOB 
and the RDP is to declare a minimum Fuel on the Ground (FOG) which gives due 
allowance for the distance to diversion, forecast transit headwind and weather at the 
diversion airfield. Diversion airfields should be selected from those listed at Annex B 
of the SCA FOB. The RDP is to declare the appropriate Operating Category iaw 
Annex C of the SCA FOB and liaise with the DSS with regard to restrictions for the 
prevailing conditions. 

 

b. The RDP is to monitor the prevailing and forecast weather conditions 
throughout the period of operations and update the FOG, diversion airfields and 
Operating Category when required. 
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c. Any other tasks as detailed by the DSS. 
 
Note: The RDP may fly as required by the RAFAT Programme. 
 
RAFAT DISPLAY SEQUENCES 
 

8. Sequences of manoeuvres for Full, Rolling and Flat displays are to be developed and 
authorised for use by RAFAT each year. 

 

a. Winter Training. Comdt CFS will issue approval to train prior to commencing 
winter training with the new Team pilots. This will replace the previous season’s PDA 
and form Part 2 of this Directive. The training plan for the next season will be 
developed by the Team Leader. The plan will be agreed by OC RAFAT and Comdt 
CFS. Once approved, the training plan will be incorporated into Part 2. 

 

b. New Manoeuvres. Any new manoeuvre, for which a manoeuvre brief and risk 
assessment is not included in the RAFAT Display Directive Part 4, is first to be 
cleared in principle by Comdt CFS before progressive airborne testing for viability 
with minimum participation at a safe altitude. When he is satisfied as to the 
manoeuvre’s practicability, Comdt CFS is to authorise the formal process of working 
up the new manoeuvre. The clearance process will be for the Team Leader to staff a 
manoeuvre brief and manoeuvre specific risk assessment to OC RAFAT, who will 
then submit a Duty Holder Advice Note (DHAN) to Comdt CFS, via the DDH SO for 
his endorsement. The manoeuvre brief and risk assessments should be uplifted to 
Part 4 of the Directive in time for review at PDA. 

 

c. Authorised Displays. The sequences authorised for the current display season 
are contained in Part 2 of this Directive with Authority to Display presented at the 
start of this section. 

 

9. Crowd Rear Arrival. CAA have issued an annual approval for RAFAT crowd rear 
arrival (DD Part 2 Annex A). Subject to annual review by AOC 22 Gp, and MAA waiver, the 
authorised arrival for RAFAT displays is from the rear of the crowd. The Team Leader is to 
have an alternative start to the display, which does not involve crowd overflight, for those 
occasions where this arrival is not possible. Both these arrivals will be subject to the PDA 
approval process. 

 
WEATHER MINIMA 

 

10. During work-up training, the following weather limitations are to apply: 

 

a. Practice Displays. When the Full, Rolling or Flat display is practised, the 
display weather limitations at Part 1, Section 3, para 100 applies. 

 

b. Non-Aerobatic Formation Trg. To allow the Team to practise non-aerobatic 
elements of formation flying, the in-flight weather minima may be reduced to a 
visibility of 5 km and 500ft clear of cloud. 

 

TEAM PILOT SELECTION 
 

11. One of the significant mitigations (and barriers within RAFAT bowties) for RAFAT 
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display and training risks is the selection of the most suitable pilots from the RAF. The 
RAFAT selection process, refined over many years of experience, ensures that pilots with 
the correct level of competency and experience are chosen for the Team. 

 

12. The selection process begins with the distribution of a request to all RAF stns to trawl 
for suitable candidates. This request is sent in Nov and mandates the following criteria for 
candidates: 

 

a. Fast-jet pilot of Flt Lt rank. 

 

b. Current flying assessment of Above Average or better. 
 

c. Have approximately 1500 hrs. 
 

d. Completed at least one operational fast-jet tour. 
 

13. Each applicant’s F5200 will be sent for scrutiny by the Team Leader and OC RAFAT. 
After an initial filter to ensure compliance with the minimum requirements, the Team 
Leader will précis each F5200, detailing the applicant’s flying history as far back as 
Elementary Flying Trg. Each applicant will be graded A-D based on their perceived 
suitability from their flying records in the F5200.  

 

14. From the original list of applicants (typically ranging between 20 and 40 per year), a 
shortlist of up to 9 is selected from the highest grades of suitability mentioned in Para 11. 
Comdt CFS will approve the shortlist before pilots are informed. This shortlist of applicants 
is then invited to spend several days with the Team to conduct the next stage of the 
process which will include: 

 

a. Formation Aerobatic Flying Test. Each candidate will fly in the rear seat of 
the Exec’s ac on the Team Leader’s wing for a flying test that will comprise 1 or 2 
sorties lasting approx. 25 mins. The sortie content is at the discretion of the Team 
Leader but will include formation aerobatics NB 1000 ft MSD and non-aerobatic close 
formation manoeuvring NB 500 ft MSD. Typically, 2 loops and 2 barrel rolls in Battle 
formation and 2 loops and 2 barrel rolls in Diamond formation, plus all of the ‘link 
flying’, will be flown by the candidate. The Team Leader and the Exec will discuss 
and grade each candidate based on the following criteria: 

 

i. Station keeping. 

 

ii. Smoothness of control. 
 

iii. ‘Learning curve’. 
 

iv. Level of self-critique. 
 

b. Formal Interview. Each candidate will complete a formal interview conducted 
by Comdt CFS, OC RAFAT and the Team Leader. Each candidate will be 
questioned, from a standard list to ensure consistency (unless the previous shortlist 
experience of the individual dictates otherwise), on a number of topics including their 
experience, flying history and Air Safety knowledge. 
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c. Formation Flying Experience. Each candidate should fly in each position 
during the selection process both to provide an opportunity for the candidate to 
experience the full gamut of RAFAT flying and to expose them to the high rate of 
flying to ensure that both RAFAT and the candidate are able to assess suitability for 
the role. 

 

d. Team Discussion. OC RAFAT, the Team Leader and Team pilots will discuss 
the performance of the candidates during the shortlist week with a view to 
determining the most suitable pilots for the Team. 

 

15. Selection. At the end of the shortlist period OC RAFAT, Team Leader and Comdt 
CFS will discuss each of the candidates’ performances throughout the selection process. 
After approval by Comdt CFS, and in consultation with Air Manning (for guaranteed 
availability), DFT will be requested to endorse the final selection. Applicants will be 
informed of the results by their chain of command. 

 
PILOT PLACEMENT FOR THE NEW SEASON 
 

16. All RAFAT pilots undergo continual assessment by the Team Leader throughout the 
year. The Team Leader will have observed performance while in the air and while viewing 
every practice and display sortie video debrief. The Team Leader will select the optimum 
position for each pilot for the following display season, considering flying and supervisory 
ability, and make his recommendation to OC RAFAT for endorsement by Comdt CFS. 

 
NEW PILOT TRAINING 

 

17. On appointment to RAFAT pilots are to undertake appropriate lead-in training as 
detailed below: 

 

a. Ground Training. New Team pilots are to complete the courses and 
requirements listed below prior to starting winter training with RAFAT. The Team 
Exec is to ensure these courses are completed before arrival and to assist with any 
bookings if required. If a pilot is current for a course prior to arrival they may discuss 
the requirement to re-attend with the Team Exec on an individual basis, the aim is 
that any currencies should not lapse during the RAFAT tour where possible. 
Additionally, every effort is to be made to complete all modules of the Intermediate 
Officer Development Programme (IODP). 

 

i. FLAC or FSC. 

 

ii. CAM AMTW (Hawk), including centrifuge training. 
 

iii. Practical high-G training. 
 

iv. CCS. 
 

v. All routine currencies such as pool and para drills, medical, dental and 
fitness test. 

 

vi. HF Training.  
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b. Flying Training. New Team Pilots5 are to arrive on RAFAT current on the 
Hawk after completing an approved refresher course, if necessary. They are then to 
complete the RAFAT specific syllabus at Annex A and an arrival check by the Team 
Leader before commencing training on the Team. The arrival check is to include 
clearance to carry out aerobatics down to 2000 ft MSD. If flying training is to 
commence whilst the current Team is on tour, this is to be separately addressed by 
the Cmd and DH chain. 

 
AOC 22 GP SQEP REQUIREMENTS 

 

18. Before accepting the ODH responsibility for RAFAT, AOC 22 Gp may wish to gain 
extra experience of RAFAT operations in order to become SQEP. A suggested syllabus for 
this is presented at Annex A and can be adjusted iaw the individual’s experience. 

 
PROGRESSION OF LEAD-IN FORMATION AEROBATIC TRAINING 

 

19. New Leader. Training of a new leader is to take precedence over all other training. If 
the new Team Leader is available, then he should shadow the current Leader in the latter 
part of the display season as an essential part of the handover process. The shadowing 
period should include a demo of transit flying, display flying (all 3 shows) and a major 
flypast with TOT. His formal training is to be carried out as follows: 

 

a. Dual Training. At least one dedicated dual sortie NB 300 ft MSD should be 
flown with the previous Team Leader prior to the commencement of solo aerobatic 
training. The aim of the sortie is to discuss and demonstrate the techniques 
employed and to observe the relevant visual clues. 

 

b. Solo Aerobatic Training. Before commencing formation lead training, the new 
leader is to complete the following solo aerobatic training: 

 

i. 2 sorties NB 1500 ft MSD. 

 

ii. 2 sorties NB 1000 ft MSD, observed by Comdt CFS, OC RAFAT or Red 
10.  

 

iii. 2 sorties NB 500 ft MSD, observed by Comdt CFS, OC RAFAT or Red 10. 
 

iv. 4 sorties NB 300 ft MSD, observed by Comdt CFS, OC RAFAT or Red 10. 
 

c. Formation Training. After completion of his solo aerobatic training, the new 
Leader may commence formation aerobatic training with formations of up to 7 ac. 
Such training is initially to be conducted NB 3000 ft MSD. Comdt CFS is to be 
informed of how the Team Leader’s work up of new pilots is to be integrated in 
addition to any decisions to reduce heights IAW the work-down matrix in the Winter 
Training Plan. 

 

20. New Team Pilots. New pilots will fly in positions 2, 3, 4 or 5. Formations which 
include new Team members may be increased in size and complexity as the Team Leader 
becomes satisfied with progress. During the stages defined below, new Team members 

 
5 Including OC RAFAT and Red 10. 
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are to fly in formations of not more than 7 ac, led by the Team Leader (old or new). The 
following minimum numbers of practices are to be completed: 

 

a. 10 sequences NB 3000 ft MSD. 

 

b. 10 sequences NB 1000 ft MSD. 
 

c. 15 sequences NB 500 ft MSD. 
 

A number of sequences may be flown during each individual sortie. After these 
requirements have been met, and he is satisfied with the progress of the new pilots, the 
Team Leader will submit a request to OC RAFAT for Comdt CFS to clear the Team to 
practise down to display heights in formations of up to 7 ac. 

 

21. Performance Indicators and Assessment of Performance for New Team Pilots. 
Prior to stepping down the heights listed in para 20 above, the Team Leader is to satisfy 
himself that all new Team Pilots have demonstrated consistent position keeping within 
their ‘box’ of airspace appropriate for that level of experience. They must have shown an 
adequate learning curve and use of the formation flying techniques specific to RAFAT. 
Additionally, all new pilots must have demonstrated an ability to be self-critical during 
debriefing. Ultimately, the Team Leader must be confident that new pilots have achieved a 
level of competence to operate at lower heights. All sorties during the stages defined in 
para 20 above, and when deemed appropriate, are to be written-up using the RAFAT 
Supervisor Report Form. Hard copies are to be kept in the Team Progress Folder. There is 
no requirement to complete an assessment for each individual pilot; a single formation 
assessment will suffice. Only the following individuals are to write-up these sorties: 

 

a. Team Leader. 

 

b. Team Exec when acting as formation leader under the Team Leader’s absence.  
 

c. ‘Uncle Enid’6, but only when flying as part of the formation. 
 

22. Additional Supervisory Assessments. In addition to the requirement to capture the 
performance of the new Team Pilots in para 21 above, supervisors (Comdt CFS, OC 
RAFAT, Team Leader, Red 10 or CFS Exam Wing) should use the RAFAT Supervisor 
Report Forms, stored on ‘Sharepoint’ and in the relevant pilot’s folder, to record significant 
details of any supervised sortie, whether observed from the air or the ground. A single 
write up, covering any significant concerns or achievements, on a particular sortie will 
suffice. In addition, the Team Leader is to provide weekly ops reports to OC RAFAT, who 
in turn will add comments and forward to Comdt CFS, on the progress of the Team and 
the plan for the following week. These reports are to be placed in the Team Progress 
Folder. Additionally, the following sorties are to be reported on and placed in the pilot’s 
Training Folders: 

 

a. Convex sorties RA 11-157. 

 

b. All work-down sorties for the Team Leader, Synchro Leader, Synchro Wingman, 

 
6 ‘Uncle Enid’ is the senior member of Enid and is responsible for mentoring the first year Team pilots. 
7 As detailed in Annex A. 
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Gypo, Reds 10 and 11 as detailed in this Directive. 
 

c. Arrival checks.  
 

d. Simulator sortie report forms.  
 

e. Copy of F166-Instrument Rating Test Report (original to be placed on 
individuals F5200). A sortie write-up form should also be completed for all IRTs.  

 

23. Absence of Team Leader. It is important that continuity in Team training is 
maintained. 

 

a. Short Absences. During any short absence of the Team Leader, the Exec, or 
other suitably experienced RAFAT pilot chosen by Comdt CFS, may act as “element 
leader” leading elements of the Team in formation training at a minimum of 1000 ft 
MSD, subject to the following conditions: 

 

i. Proficiency. The element leader is to be current in solo aerobatic CT NB 
1500 ft MSD in order to lead down to 3000 ft MSD and is to complete the 
training up to 19.b.ii before being cleared to lead down to 1000 ft MSD by 
Comdt CFS. He is also to have previously demonstrated to the Team Leader, 
by means of one or more dual lead checks, his competency to lead at the 
required minimum altitudes and maximum formation sizes. 

 

ii. Comdt CFS Approval. Comdt CFS is to dictate the maximum size of 
formation and the minimum altitude to which the Exec is cleared to lead, 
dependent on the experience of the Exec, or other replacement, and the Team 
members he is to lead. In any case, each parameter is to be no more 
demanding than that for which the replacement leader has previously 
demonstrated proficiency to the Team Leader during a dual check. 

 

b. Long Absences. If the Team Leader is unavailable for a significant period, 
Comdt CFS may nominate an Acting Team Leader. Training of the Acting Team 
Leader is to be in accordance with relevant sections of para 19 for a new leader, 
subject to any waivers Comdt CFS may deem appropriate for the chosen individual. 

 

24. OC RAFAT and Red 10. OC RAFAT and Red 10 are to complete the following 
training, as appropriate: 

 

a. Arrival. OC RAFAT and Red 10 will complete RA sorties 11-15 on arrival on the 
Unit. Once these sorties are complete, and after a comprehensive pre-sortie brief, 
they are authorised to transit as part of the Team in formations up to 12 ac but are 
limited to non-aerobatic manoeuvres until completion of further training detailed 
below: 

 

b. Formation Aerobatics – Work-down. Once they have completed a successful 
dual formation aerobatics check, either as part of the Refresher Course at RAF 
Leeming, or on a RAFAT CT sortie, OC RAFAT and Red 10 may conduct mutual 
formation aerobatics NB 5000 ft MSD. As a lead in to Photo Chasing and Looping 
Arrivals, OC RAFAT and Red 10 may be cleared to conduct formation aerobatics 
down to 1000 ft MSD iaw the following work-down schedule: 
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i. Solo aerobatics training NB 1000 ft MSD iaw para 19.b.i and 19.b.ii. 

 

ii. 6 formation aerobatics sequences, initially NB 3000 ft MSD, and then, at 
the Leader’s discretion, NB 1000 ft MSD. At least 2 sorties are to be flown in 
formation with the Team Leader. 

 

c. Looping Breaks. Red 10 and OC RAFAT may be authorised to carry out 
Looping Breaks after the following training: 

 

i. Work-down training as in para 24.b above. 

 

ii. At least one dedicated sortie of Battle Loops initially NB 1000 ft MSD, 
reducing to NB 500 ft MSD at Team Leader’s discretion. 

 

d. Photo Chase Training. Red 10 and OC RAFAT may be authorised to carry out 
Photo Chase Sorties at display heights after the following training: 

 

i. Work-down training as in para 24.b above. 

 

ii. At least 6 dedicated Photo Chase training sorties flown dual with a current 
Photo Chase Pilot. The first two sorties are to be flown as an observer from the 
rear seat, with the final 4 sorties flown from the front seat. 

 

e. Formation Aerobatics as Part of the Main Formation. Exceptionally, if Red 
10 or 11 have previously served as a Team member, he may be used for training 
sorties with the main formation at Comdt CFS discretion on completion of a work-
down as para 24b above unless he is current at RAFAT operations. 

 
Note: Training sorties for OC RAFAT and Red 10 may be flown NB 1000 ft MSD with the 
Leader or NB 2000 ft MSD with the Exec/Synchro Lead. If the Exec has completed the 
work-down in accordance with para 23.a.i, he may lead down to NB 1000 ft MSD 
 

SYNCHRO PAIR TRAINING  
 
25. New Pilot. The new Synchro pilot (Red 7) is to complete the following individual 
aerobatic training sorties as a minimum after having flown with both previous Synchro 
pilots during a practice Synchro display sequence. Each individual aerobatic sortie should 
commence, weather permitting, with 2 loops at the cleared MSD and a trimming run prior 
to starting the sequence: 

 

a. 2 individual aerobatic sorties at NB 1000 ft MSD, observed by Comdt CFS, OC 
RAFAT, Team Leader, Red 10 or Synchro Leader8. 
 

b. 4 individual aerobatic sorties at NB 500 ft MSD, observed by Comdt CFS, OC 
RAFAT, Team Leader, Red 10 or Synchro Leader9. 

 

c. 4 individual aerobatic sorties at NB 250 ft MSD, observed by Comdt CFS, OC 
RAFAT, Team Leader, Red 10 or Synchro Leader9. 

 
8 This can be either the current or out-going Synchro Leader. 
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d. 4 individual aerobatic sorties to display limits (NB 100 ft MSD), observed by 
Comdt CFS, OC RAFAT, Team Leader, Red 10 or Red 69. 

 

The Team Leader is to seek separate clearances from Comdt CFS for each of 25 c and 25 
d above. Once the Team Leader is content that the requirements of these paras are 
completed satisfactorily, non-aerobatic synchronised timing runs may be practised NB 100 
ft MSD. 

 

26. New Leader. The new Synchro Leader (Red 6) is to fly a minimum of 4 individual 
aerobatic sorties to the display limits before commencing synchronised aerobatics. All 
sorties to be specifically observed by Comdt CFS, OC RAFAT, Team Leader or Red 10. 
 

27. Pairs Flying. When the Team Leader is satisfied with the individual manoeuvre 
performances and timing runs of the Synchro Pair at display heights, he may authorise 
synchronised manoeuvre training to commence. The composition of sorties is to be 
decided by the Team Leader and Synchro Leader, commencing with the basic 
manoeuvres. 

 
TRAINING FOR UNCLE ENID 

 

28. One second year or experienced pilot will fly in the 4 or 5 position. As he will already 
have flown in the Enid part of the formation for a complete season, there is no specific 
training required before flying in this new role. 

 
TRAINING FOR REDS 8 & 9 

 

29. Reds 8 & 9 Work-down. In preparation for Gypo Section manoeuvres, Reds 8 and 9 
are to complete the following dedicated singleton sorties before commencing Gypo 
training: 
 

a. One aerobatic (looping) sortie, to include inverted runs, at 1000 ft MSD, 
observed by Comdt CFS, OC RAFAT, Team Leader or Red 10. 
 

b. One aerobatic (looping) sortie, to include inverted runs, at 500 ft MSD, observed 
by Comdt CFS, OC RAFAT, Team Leader or Red 10. 

 

c. One aerobatic (looping) sortie, to include inverted runs, at 300 ft MSD, observed 
by Comdt CFS, OC RAFAT, Team Leader or Red 10. 

 

d. Subsequent Gypo training sorties are to be flown initially at a height decided by 
Red 6 and Team Leader. 

 
FORMATION AEROBATIC TRAINING  
 

30. Team Training. When all members of the Team have completed the foregoing 
phases of training to the satisfaction of the Team Leader, the Team Leader is to seek 
Comdt CFS authority (through OC RAFAT) for the full sequence to be practised with 9 ac 
down to display height. 

 

31. Practice at Other Airfields Pre-PDA. When 9 ac have practised the display at 
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display height to the Team Leader’s satisfaction, he may seek authority from Comdt CFS 
to carry out practices at other airfields other than RAF Scampton. All such sites are to be 
approved by Comdt CFS before the practice takes place. Red 10 is responsible for 
notification and liaison with Aeronautical Information Service (AIS – NATS) for airspace 
restrictions as appropriate. It is especially important that COs/airfield managers, whose 
airfields may be used for off-base Out of Season Practices (OSP), are aware that an off-
base OSP represents a graduated step in the Team’s work-up programme. At the stage of 
training where OSPs are flown, the Team does not have PDA. It is therefore unacceptable 
for COs/airfield managers to attempt to build an informal flying display around the 
RAFAT’s OSP at their establishment. Red 10 is to bring this stipulation to the attention of 
every CO/airfield manager who agrees to an OSP at his airfield. In the event that it 
appears that a CO/airfield manager is not prepared to allow an OSP to be conducted in the 
spirit of these guidelines, then an alternative venue is to be sought. 

 
FORMATION AEROBATICS CURRENCY 

 

32. Extended Absence - All Team Members. If any pilot has not flown formation for 
over 21 days, they are to complete the following training before resuming formation 
aerobatics at display height: 

 

a. One CT sortie.  

 

b. Their first formation aerobatic practice sequence is to be flown NB 1000 ft MSD. 
 

33. Pilots in Gypo Section. If a pilot of the Gypo Section has not flown the sequence 
during the previous 21 days, they are to complete the following training before flying the 
display sequence: 

 

a. For Reds 8 and 9:  one CT sortie, to include aerobatics (looping) initially NB 
500 ft MSD and, subsequently, NB 300 ft MSD. To be specifically observed by 
Comdt CFS, OC RAFAT, Team Leader or Red 10. 

 

b. For the Synchro Pair:  one CT sortie, to include aerobatics initially NB 500 ft 
MSD and, subsequently, NB 100 ft MSD, followed by one dedicated pairs sortie of 
synchronised aerobatics. To be specifically observed by Comdt CFS, OC RAFAT, 
Team Leader or Red 10. 

 

When the Synchro Pair resume flying with the main formation, the first sortie is to include 
formation manoeuvring NB 1000 ft MSD, flown to the Leader’s satisfaction, followed by a 
sequence at display heights. Synchronised manoeuvres are not to be flown on this sortie. 

 
CONTINUATION TRAINING 

 

34. All pilots are to possess a current instrument rating and maintain flying currency in 
core aircraft handling skills. Pilots should maintain currency for all BTRs9 iaw CFS Order 
2103(1). To achieve this, dedicated CT sorties are to be flown, the CT exercises carried out 
should be recorded in the auth sheets, and Ops will log and update their STARS records 
accordingly. As a guide, a dedicated CT sortie should be flown on average once per 
month. Red 10 and OC RAFAT should aim to fly a minimum of 5 sorties as captain per 

 
9 Basic Training Requirements 
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month. 

 

35. A matrix of standard authorisation phraseology for RAFAT sorties is given below: 
 

a. As required by 22 Gp ASO 2306(2), the matrix below details standard RAFAT 
Authorisation Sheet phraseology and the corresponding implicit sortie content: 

 

Auth Sheet Wording Implicit Events 

Close formation, NB xxxx 

MSD 

Close formation, including formation aerobatics, iaw RAFAT SOPs, flown down 
to a minimum separation distance (MSD) of xxxx feet. 

CT All General Handling BTRs and Instrument Flying events for which RAFAT 
pilots are required to maintain currency (day and night), excluding display 
practice. 
 
Note: Flapless circuits and Spinning BTRs may be conducted in the Simulator 

PEFATO Practice engine failure after take-off emergency training. 

PD xxx Practice Diversion to a nominated alternate airfield (xxx) for a visual or 
instrument approach. 

Aeros NB xxxx MSD Singleton aerobatics flown to an MSD of xxxx feet. 

LL NB xxxx MSD Flight in the Low Flying System not below xxxx feet MSD. LFS booking number 
is to be annotated alongside the authorisation detail. 

Transit Singleton or formation transit sortie flown iaw RAFAT SOPs (to be conducted 
at medium or high level unless low level flight authorised iaw the wording 
above). 

Airtest iaw Schedule Full or partial Airtest flown in accordance with the Hawk TMk1/1A Airtest 

Schedule. 

IRT Instrument Rating Test profile in accordance with CFS Orders. 

Pod Handling Check Smoke Pod handling check flown in accordance with RAFAT SOPs. 

PAX n10 Indicates that passengers are being carried on the sortie; Tactical, 
Familiarization or Air Experience Passenger.  

SC Indicates that the rear seat occupant is being flown with the status of 
Supernumerary Crew. 
Note: SC should only be employed on sorties that are directly associated with 
their primary role. 

 

b. Routine airborne events such as close formation takeoffs and RAFAT breaks 
from 300 ft MSD within the airfield boundary are implicit for all sorties subject to 
additional limitations at the discretion of the Authoriser (eg limiting RAFAT breaks for 
FI conservation reasons). Unambiguous wording is to be used in the Authorisation 
Sheets to describe details of sorties and/or events not covered by the matrix above. 

 

c. Practice Forced Landings (PFLs). In addition to academic profiles, PFLs 
(engine idling) should be practised from situations representative of those that might 
be encountered during displays. 

 
10 The suffix ‘n’ relates to the category of PAX as defined in Annex D of the RAFAT Display Directive. Circus will only fly 

as tactical passengers within pax limitations. 
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d. Spinning. Intentional spinning with the smoke pod fitted is prohibited and there 
is no requirement for RAFAT pilots to routinely maintain currency at spinning. Spin trg 
is to be completed during the pre-employment trg at RAF Leeming, both in the air 
and in the simulator. Subsequently, a periodic check of knowledge of spin recovery 
procedures is to be conducted during routine simulator sorties. 

 

e. Simulator. Each Team pilot, Red 10 and OC RAFAT are to maintain a 90-day 
simulator currency. 

 

f. Formation Aerobatic CT - Team Leader, OC RAFAT and Red 10. OC RAFAT 
and Red 10, after the training at para 24b, and when approved by Comdt CFS, may 
conduct mutual formation aerobatic CT NB 2000 ft MSD. A trained element leader 
may lead the Team Leader, OC RAFAT and Red 10 on CT formation aerobatics NB 
2000 ft MSD; this altitude may be decreased to NB 1000 ft MSD subject to the 
following: 

 

i. The element leader has been previously cleared to lead at NB 1000 ft 
MSD, iaw para 23.a.(1). 

 

ii. OC RAFAT and Red 10 have successfully completed the work-down 
training down to 1000 ft MSD iaw para 24.b.(2). 

 

OC RAFAT and Red 10 are to maintain 180-day currency in formation aerobatics at 
their cleared MSD11. 

 

36. Location of Aerobatics below 2000 ft MSD.  Any aerobatics executed below 2000 
ft MSD are to be flown over an active airfield or at the approved Ex SPRINGHAWK display 
datums, and all low flying below 250 ft MSD is to be conducted within an active airfield 
boundary. Other locations must be approved by OC RAFAT. 

 

37. Flying Ability Test (FAT). RAFAT pilots should conduct a FAT on an annual basis. 
HQ CFS will nominate suitable CFS-accredited examiners to visit the Unit to conduct FATs 
for Reds 1-11 plus in-role checks on Reds 1-9 on an opportunity basis dependent on the 
stage of RAFAT training. The FAT content can include a simulated emergency after take-
off, low level flying, practice diversion, stalls, spin, PFLs and circuits. 

 

38. Instrument Rating Test. RAFAT pilots should maintain a current instrument rating 
iaw GASO 2120. The RAFAT IRT profile can be found at CFS Order 2120. 

 

39. Post Maintenance Air Test Pilots. RAFAT pilots that have completed the RAFAT 
Hawk T1 Post Maintenance Air Test Pilot Syllabus are to maintain a 180-day Airtest Pilot 
currency iaw CFS order 222012. 

 
11 If 180-day currency expires, MSD will revert to 5000’ for one sortie, prior to resuming at cleared MSD. 
12 If 180-day currency expires, the pilot will require carrying out an airtest with a current Hawk T1 UTP.  
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PART 1 SECTION 2: OPERATIONS 
 

AUTHORISATION OF FLIGHTS 
 

40. Regulation. Authorisation of RAFAT sorties will be carried out iaw RA 2306(1). 

 

41. Authorising Officers. RAFAT flying, and flights in RAFAT ac, are to be authorised in 
accordance with the RAFAT Authorisation Matrix13 which is signed by Comdt CFS and is 
to be displayed next to the RAFAT Authorisation Sheets. Specific note is to be made of the 
following: 

 

a. CFS Exam Wg. CFS Hawk examiners may authorise GH standardisation 
sorties, IRTs, all sorties from the CFS Hawk Syllabus for RAFAT pilots (Annex A) and 
their own SCT. 

 

b. Maintenance Test Flights. OC RAFAT is to ensure that a list is maintained on 
the unit of pilots who are qualified and authorised to conduct maintenance test flights 
(MTF). The number of such pilots is to be minimised to ensure standardisation of 
flight testing. These pilots are permitted to authorise their own air test sorties iaw 
GASO 2220. Wherever possible, MTF are to be flown dual with another qualified 
aircrew member or with a RAFAT engineer who has been authorised iaw the 
Supernumerary Crew programme at Annex D. It is the responsibility of the air test 
pilot to fully brief the rear seat occupant on the flight test profile to be flown, 
highlighting specific duties and responsibilities including selection of services from 
the rear seat. 

 

42. Pre-Signing of Authorisation Sheets. RA 2306(1) states that the mission cannot be 
flown unless “the aircraft commander has signified that he understands the mission or duty 
by initializing the appropriate authorisation sheets”. As a guide: 

 

a. Out-and-back Sorties. In common with fast-jet sqns, whether a singleton or 
formation sortie is to be flown to another airfield and then return to base, it is 
appropriate for the pilot to be authorised for both sorties and sign as having 
understood the duty for both. 

 

b. Pre-Season Training sorties. The nature of RAFAT training sorties means that 
it is appropriate for the aircraft commander to sign as having understood the duty for 
the sorties to be flown that day before the first sortie of the day. 

 
USE OF UNMODIFIED ENGINES 

 

43. Use of Aircraft with Engines not having the Improved Acceleration Modification 
(MOD A0629). Whenever RAFAT displays are flown using aircraft with unmodified engines 
(MOD A0629), such aircraft are restricted to the Lead position. For training sorties, 
unmodified aircraft may be flown in the Lead position, and in the Red 2 and 3 slots 
provided no aircraft are flying outside or directly behind them. 

 
  

 
13 RAFAT Authorisation Matrix. 

https://modgovuk.sharepoint.com/teams/cui5-452/OPS/Surp/WIP%20Open/Forms/AllItems.aspx?RootFolder=%2Fteams%2Fcui5%2D452%2FOPS%2FSurp%2FWIP%20Open
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AIRCRAFT SYSTEM FAILURES 

 

44. Anti-G System. The following rules apply to failures of the aircraft anti-G system: 

 

a. Ground Failure. The aircraft is to be rejected if the anti-G system is inoperative 
during the after-start checks for any display sortie. 

 

b. Airborne Failure. On any display sortie, the element leader is to be informed of 
an anti-g system failure. A limit of plus 4G is to be used and no form of RAFAT break 
is to be flown by the aircraft with the unserviceable anti-G system. First-half 
manoeuvres are still permitted but the second half is not to be flown by the pilot with 
the failure. 

 

c. Deliberate OFF selection. The anti-g system is only to be selected OFF by the 
pilot if it over-inflates to uncomfortable levels. In this case, it is to be treated as a 
failed system. 

 

d. Reporting. Any aircraft or AEA anti-g system related technical failures are to be 
reported on a DASOR. 

 
POD HANDLING CHECKS 
 

45. Occasionally it may be necessary to fit a smoke pod to an airframe in a combination 
that has not been flown before14. Before releasing the ac for formation aerobatics or high-
level transit, the ac should undergo a Pod Handling Check (PHC) flown by a qualified air 
test pilot where possible. Exceptionally, pilots experienced in the RAFAT role may be 
authorised by OC RAFAT or the Team Leader to carry out PHCs. If the PHC is not 
completed to the full extent outlined below, a limitation is to be entered into the ac 
F700/F703 detailing the elements of the PHC that have not been met. If the ac and smoke 
pod combination do not meet the limits outlined below, the PHC pilot and Engineering 
Officer are to determine whether a limitation or further engineering investigation is 
appropriate. If the PHC is assessed as successful, the pilot may continue with 
routine training within the same sortie. 

 

46. A full PHC is to consist of the following: 
 

a. Climb to FL150 and trim for M 0.70. 

 

b. Accelerate to M 0.83. Check and record ball deflection in excess of ½ ball width. 
 

c. In clean configuration, decelerate to a full, clean stall checking for wing drop or 
other abnormal handling characteristics. 

 

d. Accelerate to M 0.6 and descend to an altitude of 2000-3000 ft. Check and 
record ball deflection in excess of ½ ball width. 

 

e. Trim for 350 kt. 
 

 
14 For example, a particular pod on an ac which it has not previously been fitted to, meaning that the aerodynamic interaction resulting 
from that specific pod and ac combination is an unknown quantity. 
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f. Loop to achieve 140-150 kt and light buffet over the top. Check and record 
abnormal wing drop. Check and record ball deflection. 

 

g. Apply various buffet levels, checking for, and recording, abnormal yaw. Where 
possible, smoke should be used selecting 3 colour switches in turn. 

 
BRIEFINGS 

 

47. General. All RAFAT sorties are to be briefed iaw RA 2305(5): 

 

a. Crew Composition, Formation Composition/ Changes and Limitations. 

 

b. Aircraft Details (Performance, serviceability, role equipment). 
 

c. Meteorology. 
 

d. ATC data, alternative routes and diversions. 
 

e. Navigational Warnings, including Bird Concentration Warnings. 
 

f. Communications Plan. 
 

g. Sortie Content. 
 

h. Flight Restrictions. 
 

i. Emergency / Survival Procedures. 
 

48. Brief: Sortie Content. The Team Leader is to ensure that briefings are 
comprehensive and detailed during the initial training and the following topics are to be 
covered. Once the Team has been cleared to display height, briefings for Standard Full, 
Rolling and Flat practices need not include items c to k below: 

 

a. Type of display. 

 

b. Site briefing - to include bird activity and any unusual features that might 
constitute a hazard to low flying ac. 

 

c. Start-up and taxy procedures. 
 

d. Take off procedures. 
 

e. Join-up procedures. 
 

f. Manoeuvres to be flown. 
 

g. Min heights to be flown by the main formation, Gypo Section and the Synchro 
Pair. 

 

h. Formation changes. 
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i. RT calls and acknowledgements. 
 

j. Recovery, circuit joining and landing. 
 

k. Minimum fuel states. 
 

49. Emergencies. Emergencies will be routinely discussed and rehearsed during sortie 
briefings and will be tailored to the sortie being flown. They may include, but not be limited 
to: 

 

a. RT failure at any stage of the sortie. 

 

b. Aborting take off. 
 

c. Ac emergencies. 
 

d. Escape routes. 
 

e. Loss of visual. 
 

50. Specific Extra Briefing Requirements. 

 

a. G Considerations. For manoeuvres flown for the first time, G considerations 
must be briefed. Differences in anti-g protection equipment worn should also be 
considered and briefed appropriately. 

 

b. Display Sorties. The Team Leader is to obtain the most current available 
display site information before giving his briefing. 

 

c. Synchro Pair. Whenever the sortie is to include synchronised manoeuvres by 
the Synchro Pair, these manoeuvres are to be briefed by Synchro Leader prior to the 
main briefing. The Team Leader is to make reference to Synchro manoeuvres, as 
appropriate, in the main briefing. Gypo manoeuvres will be briefed as part of the main 
briefing. 

 

d. Transit Sorties. The following aspects are to be covered in the pre-flight 
briefing before all transit flights: 

 
i. Weather. 
 
ii. Flight plan navigational details (including diversions). 

 
iii. Safety equipment, flying clothing and survival considerations. 

 
iv. Start-up, taxy, take-off and join up procedures. 

 
v. Number of sections to be flown and transit formations. 

 
vi. Climb, descent and recovery procedures. 
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51. Outbrief. An outbrief is to be given prior to every RAFAT sortie. RAFAT Air 
Engineering Standing Orders specify that Circus receive an outbrief (from Circus Leader) 
containing any relevant briefing items prior to each flight. 
 
DIVERSION AIRFIELDS 
 
52. The Formation Leader is to ensure that suitable diversion airfields along the route are 
nominated. If an ac has to divert in an emergency, the Formation Leader is to consider if a 
second ac is to be detailed as an escort. Diversions are to be selected iaw the criteria 
specified in the SCA FOB. 
 
AIRCRAFT DOCUMENTATION CHECK 
 
53. Aircraft captains are responsible for ensuring that they are aware of the modification 
and serviceability state of their ac before flight. This is especially important after 
maintenance periods and engineering days where the ac may have had significant work 
carried out. Similarly, this is particularly important when signing for a spare ac that may be 
unfamiliar to them. 
 
TAKE OFF PROCEDURES 
 
54. Formation Take Offs. The suitability for formation take-offs will depend on all the 
relevant circumstances prevailing, including runway width and length, crosswinds and 
experience of the pilots. However, formation take-offs are not to be attempted when the 
mean crosswind component exceeds 20 kt, or gusts exceed 25 kt. Further limitations are: 
 

a. Sections are to roll at intervals of not less than one second. 
 
b. When runway length is 8000 ft or greater, the overrun barrier (if available) is 
normally to be raised. For runways of < 8000 ft, the barrier is to be down but 
available. 

 
c. When lining up on the runway, spacing between sections is normally to be 750 
ft. Where, in the judgement of the Leader, such spacing would result in unacceptable 
reduction of available runway for the lead section, the separation may be reduced to 
500 ft. Before doing so, the Leader is to consider all factors, including runway surface 
and wind, and is to brief a commensurate increase in the time interval between 
sections rolling. 

 
d. For IMC snake climbs, the roll interval between elements is to be not less than 
30 seconds. 

 
55. Stream Take Offs. Where conditions preclude a formation take off, the roll interval 
between ac is to be not less than one second. 
 
RUNWAY DIMENSIONS 
 
56. Formation take offs (display or transit) should not be flown when the ASDA of the 
runway in use is <5500’. For landing, a minimum LDA of ODM distance + 600’ is required. 
When operating from short runways, or in adverse conditions, the Hawk ODM is to be 
used to determine take off and landing performance capability. For formation take offs of 5 
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ac, the runway width is to be a minimum of 200 ft. For Vic landings of 3 ac and display 
take-offs, the runway width is to be a minimum of 147 ft. 
 
AIRCRAFT SEPARATION 
 
57. Synchro Pair/Gypo. During Synchro split manoeuvres, the Synchro Pair are to 
maintain a MSD of 100 ft. This distance is measured between those parts of the ac which 
are closest together, ie between wing tips or between fin and belly. For any shackle-type 
manoeuvre, including those with Gypo, ac are to be separated nose to tail by a minimum 
of 4 ac lengths. Red 6 is to be the Section Leader and responsible for the timing and 
positioning of all synchronised manoeuvres. The responsibility for safe separation of all 
crossovers is to be as briefed by Red 6. If Red 7 loses sight of Red 6, he is to advise Red 
6 immediately on the RT. If Red 6 has visual contact with Red 7, he becomes responsible 
for maintaining safe separation; if not, he is to inform Red 7 on RT and both pilots are to 
break off the manoeuvre immediately. Should either of the synchronised aerobatic pilots 
have a total RT failure; the synchro element of the sortie is to be abandoned. For Gypo, 
collision avoidance responsibility is reverse numerical ie. 9-8-7-6, with the higher number 
being responsible for avoiding all lower numbers. 
 
TRANSIT FLYING 
 
58. Low Level. In accordance with MOD policy for reducing nuisance to the public, low 
flying is to be kept to the minimum required to complete the task, especially at weekends 
and on Public Holidays. RAFAT have standing authority for daylight use of the UKLFS 
including Out of Hours (OOH) use as follows: 
 

a. GA traffic is likely to be found in the band 1500-3000’ AGL/AMSL, so to reduce 
RtoL from LoSS Other Air Users (Mid Air Collision), RAFAT LL transit flying to and 
from authorised15 events is to be planned at or above 500ft AGL/AMSL and at 360 
kts.16 The route should be promulgated as a NOTAM and input into the CADS. If it is 
feasible to do so, sorties should be planned to avoid predicted areas of intense GA 
activity17 in order to reduce LoSS Other Air Users (Mid Air Collision) at LL. If GA 
traffic is less likely to be encountered, then an increased LL transit height should be 
flown to reduce birdstrike and LoSS Ground RtoL. It should then be noted that GA 
radar contacts might be harder to spot because, unlike at 500’ AGL/AMSL, the 
formation would have to scan both above and below the horizon. Although it may 
increase the transit complexity, a ML transit may be the preferred choice, to reduce 
MAC risk. 
 
b. Where a venue or supporting airfield lies within a town/built up area avoidance 
(including any chain-link area or the TVAA), MOD approval to enter that area is 
granted for all authorised RAFAT displays and flypasts. 

 
c. Use of the UKLFS at weekends and on public holidays: 

 
i. Daylight use of the UKLFS at weekends is approved for all authorised 

 
15 An ‘authorised’ display or flypast is an event that has been scrutinized and formally tasked by the RAF Events Team and approved by 
AOC 22  Gp. 
16 Although the low level portion of the sortie can be authorised to NB 250’ MSD if forced down by adverse weather etc. 
17 Glider competitions and airfield ‘fly in’ days pose an increased risk of LL MAC due to the volume of GA traffic. For instance, Lasham 
airfield could launch up to 80 gliders per hour during competition times. 

 



RAFAT displays and flypasts18. 

ii. Daylight use of the UKLFS on a public holiday is approved for all 
authorised RAFAT displays and flypasts. 

iii. Entry to the TVAA and all Avoidance Areas at the weekend is approved for 
all authorised RAFAT displays and flypasts18. For Central London, prior 
approval is required from ACAS through his PSO (ACAS-PSOAmod.uk).

59. Birdstrike Hazard. The Team navigation officers are to plan transit routes that avoid 
known bird concentration areas. They are to advise the Team Leader on the likely bird 
activity and the degree of bird control at destination airfields or display sites. The Team 
Leader is to take this information into consideration when briefing. Except where flypast or 
display requirements preclude it, RAFAT pilots are to abide by the coastline crossing and 
sunrise/sunset rules specified in GASO 2330. Red 10 is to take into consideration 
birdstrike risk when completing site surveys, and when agreeing to times for displays or 
flypasts in locations that may have a high concentration of birds such as coastal sites. 

60. RAFAT Flypasts. In general, all flypasts by RAFAT are to be tasked by the RAF 
Events Team (ET). Exceptionally, when there is insufficient time to obtain such approval, 
the Team Leader may authorise a flypast so long as OC RAFAT has approved it. OC 
RAFAT will inform Comdt CFS and the ET as soon as possible after the event. All flypasts 
must balance the benefit to the RAF and MOD against any potential risk created by 
completing the flypast. The minimum height for overflight is 500' MSD, or higher minimum 
if required by the Team Leader, or the airfield or other appropriate authority at the flypast 
venue. 

RECOVERY 

61. Breaks. The standard profile for a break is to be 300 ft MSD climbing to 700 ft MSD 
downwind. At events where the crowd has already formed, only breaks away from the 
spectator area are to be flown. All breaks are to be flown between 310-330 kt IAS to allow 
for sufficient control authority without excessive G loading on the aircraft and pilot. In the 
event that this speed range will be exceeded, the Leader will call "We are hot". This call is 
to be acknowledged by a nominated second aircraft and all pilots are to exercise caution 
during the break to avoid G-induced impairment. The maximum permitted break speed 
is 350 kt IAS. RAFAT DD Part 4 Section 4 refers to the control measures for RAFAT 
breaks. 

Note: Supernumerary Crew and Tactical Passenger G limitations. 

62. The following breaks are permitted (these exclude Red 10, OC RAFAT, Snr Opr and 
Comdt CFS unless stated): 

a. Looping Breaks. Looping breaks are authorised from the following formations: 

i. Diamond to a Spaghetti Break - 1000 ft circuit (NB 500 ft MSD). 

ii. Battle (may include Red 10 & OC RAFAT) - 700 ft circuit. 

18 Annex G Para 1d(1). 
18 Annex G Para ld(3). 
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b. Flat Breaks. Flat breaks are authorised from the following formations: 
 

i. Vixen/Big Vixen - 700 ft circuit. 
 
ii. Mange - 700 ft circuit (may include Red 10 or OC RAFAT). 

 
iii. Battle - 700 ft circuit (may include Red 10 and/or OC RAFAT / Comdt CFS 
/ Snr Opr). 

 
NOTE: The terms Looping and Flat Breaks relate to the approach to the break, not to the 
breaking manoeuvre itself (which is upwards). 

 
63. Landing Separation. The minimum spacing between successive landing ac is to be 
2000 ft. The formation leader is to increase the landing spacing should prevailing 
conditions necessitate it. 
 
PROHIBITED / RESTRICTED MANOEUVRES 
 
64. The following manoeuvres are prohibited in RAFAT aircraft: 
 

a. Turnbacks to the reciprocal runway20. 
 
b. PFLs (any profile) when carrying passengers. 

 
c. PFLs commencing below 1000 ft when operating with SC. 

 
d. PEFATOs when carrying PAX or SC. 

 
e. Spinning with a RAFAT smoke pod fitted. 

 
f. Flapless (roller or full-stop) landings with a RAFAT smoke pod fitted. 

 
NIGHT FLYING 

 
65. If a night landing is planned, the ac captain is to be night current iaw GASO 2322. 
 
USE OF SMOKE 
 
66. The Team Leader is to ensure that smoke is used in such a manner as to minimise 
annoyance whilst maximising the benefits for flight safety. 
 
SAFETY EQUIPMENT 
 
67. All personnel flying in RAFAT ac are to wear approved safety equipment. 
Regulations for safety equipment and clothing are at MAA RA 2130, as supplemented by 
GASO 2130. During displays and practices, all operating pilots are to wear anti-g suits. 
FCAGT should be worn if compatible. Mk 4 can be used if FCAGT are not suitable due to 
cockpit integration issues. To minimise additional pressure on Circus groundcrew 

 
20 Turnbacks are considered any manoeuvre below 300 kts to the reciprocal runway during the take off phase. Once above 300 kts the 
aircraft is no longer considered in an EFATO scenario and a PFL to any usable runway option is permitted 
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balanced against the benign nature of transit sorties, Circus groundcrew do not wear anti-g 
suits on transit flights. To reduce the likelihood of control interference due to AEA, pilots 
should check to confirm they can achieve the full range of stick movement, particularly 
when carrying passengers. 
 
G PROTECTION 
 
68. RAFAT G Considerations. RAFAT G considerations are detailed in Part 4 section 4. 
 
69. Publications. All pilots are to have an appropriate understanding and application of 
the following MRPs, STANAGs and APs: 

 
a. Regulatory Article (RA) 2135 – Medical Requirements. 
 
b.  RA 2345 – Aircrew Fatigue Management. 

 
c. NATO STANAG 3827 – Minimum Requirements for Physiological Training of 
Aircrew in High G Environment. 

 
d. AP3456 Volume 6, Aviation Medicine, Pt 1, Sect 1, Chap 3, p 22-34. 

 
70. Training. All pilots are to be current in G-awareness and centrifuge training iaw 
RA2135. 
 
71. Anti-G Trousers. Pilots are to ensure that their anti-G trousers fit correctly prior to 
every sortie21. A formal check of fit will be completed and recorded by RAFAT safety 
equipment at the start of winter training and 6 months after this point. FCAGT are the 
preferred AGT to provide the best level of G protection and should be worn if compatible. 
A full integration check of FCAGT is required prior to first use due to the increased size of 
the garment. 

 
72. Physiological Factors which may reduce G-Tolerance. There are a number of 
physiological factors that can conspire to reduce G-tolerance. These are: increased body 
temperature, dehydration, minor illness, decrease in blood sugar, alcohol ingestion, 
hyperventilation and hypoxia, body morphology, time-off flying and fatigue. If a pilot 
suspects that any one of these factors may affect his G-tolerance then he must highlight 
this to the Team Leader and not fly the planned sortie. The effect of physical exercise on G 
tolerance is unclear. Some studies have demonstrated that anaerobic strength training can 
provide increased endurance at high sustained levels of acceleration. However, a number 
of subjects undertaking aerobic fitness training experienced a decrease in G tolerance 
through a lowering of resting heart rate. Further work is underway to clarify the affects; 
however, aircrew are advised to eat and hydrate before each sortie and to consider 
carefully the timing of exercise in relation to flying. RA 2135 states ‘Strenuous or prolonged 
physical exercise may adversely affect aircrew’s ability to withstand the stress of flight. 
Aircrew should be aware of the possible consequences of such exercise and should 
consult a Military Aviation Medical Examiner (MAME) in cases of doubt’. 
 
73. G Awareness and Warm Up. All pilots are to complete a G Awareness and Warm 
up manoeuvre prior to flying any sortie which involves high G manoeuvres (>4G) iaw 
AP3456 6-1-32 h. The details of these manoeuvres are included within Part 4, Section 4. 

 
21 Pilots are to ensure if wearing Mk 4 AGT that thigh zips are done up prior to entering the cockpit to ensure correct G protection. 
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74. G Layoff. If a pilot has not flown for a period of more than 7 days before a display, a 
G awareness evolution must be accomplished prior to the display. This will take the form 
of a number of turns of increasing G so that the individual can assess G tolerance and 
practice the AGSM. 

 
75. Reporting. Pilots are to report any instances of G-induced impairment using a 
DASOR. 

 
DEBRIEFING 

 
76. The Formation Leader is to carry out a comprehensive and detailed debrief at the 
earliest opportunity after each flight, supported by video of the sortie. He is to comment on 
each manoeuvre, highlighting mistakes and Flight Safety hazards. When present, the 
ground supervisor22 is to be prepared to comment, in detail, on positioning of the 
formation, station keeping in formation and during changes, timing and the positioning of 
synchronised manoeuvres; also, observance of the minimum heights. He is to draw to the 
Team Leader’s attention, specifically, to any potential Flight Safety hazards. Team 
members are to draw attention to, and comment on, any difficulties encountered. 
 
CREW DUTY TIME 
 
77. RAFAT crew duty considerations are contained within the GASO 2345(1) and CFS 
Order 2345(1). The maximum Crew Duty Time (CDT) for RAFAT crews is 12 hours; the 
ADDH, or in his absence OC RAFAT, may authorize an increase of up to 2 hours in CDT 
as long as the associated fg duty is a transit only and the CDT is followed by a suitable 
period in the RAFAT schedule to enable crews to rest. 
 
CIRCUS PROCEDURES 
 
78. Experience. Pilots and authorisers are to always be aware of the relative 
inexperience of Circus personnel in the airborne environment. Specifically, pilots are to 
check that the Circus engineers are correctly strapped in the ac up to the first 2 weeks 
following PDA. 
 
79. Cameras. Circus engineers are not to use cameras in the cockpit without the 
permission of the pilot. Cameras should not be used at critical stages of flight such as 
take-off and landing. 

 
80. Training. Circus will be trained as Tactical Passengers as per the RAFAT CIRCUS 
AND SUPERNUMERARY CREW training syllabus contained in Appendix 1 to Annex D to 
the RAFAT DD part 1. 
 
SOCIAL MEDIA GUIDELINES 
 
81. Overriding principles: 
 

a. The Public Relations Manager (PRM) has overall responsibility for managing 
RAFAT media activity. PRM advice should be sort on all PR and media related 
issues. 

 
22 Normally Red 10 or 11. 



b. Above all, posting of imagery is secondary to all other core RAFAT duties and 
content must not bring the team or RAF into disrepute. 

c. Digital first — social media is now recognised as the primary way RAFAT 
engages with global audiences. 

d. Activity must be carried out safely, in accordance with MOD policy and 
guidelines and compliant' with regulations and orders. 

e. It is recognised that a substantial'amount of data on RAFAT activity will be 
made available to the public. The basic principles of OPSEC / PERSEC should still 
be considered and, adhered to within the confines of the role. 

f. Timely, quality content is preferred over quantity. High qualitystill images,. 
cockpit video and behind-the-scenes footage, supporting RAF/RAFAT key messages 
should be utilised. 

g. - Output.will be shared between corporate accounts (such as @rafredarrows and 
• @redarrowsdyeteam) and more personal activity, via a small number of selected, 

official individual handles (for example @rafred1). 

h. Social media activity is aimed at growing followers, informing audiences, raising 
awareness of the brand and specific campaigns-based work (such as STEM or an 

' overseas tour). 

82. Users: 

a. Pilots. All RAFAT pilots have the option of running individual Twitter and/or • 
Instagram social media accounts — these should be official accounts (not personal), 
and wherever possible with the @rafredX style naming convention. As the key team 
members with the highest profile, it's reasonable and acceptable to allow each pilot 
to have a public presence on social media. 

b. There is also a need to have a 'range of other RAFAT personnel with an 'official 
social media existence, to provide messaging on different subjects to different 
audiences. However, there is also a requirement for output to be of high quality, 
focussed and still feel part of a corporate, well-regarded brand.. Maintaining an 
excellent reputation is crucial. Social media posts are often picked up by traditional 
media outlets and ill-judged output can.undermine official campaigns. 

c. Other. Additional social media accounts can include the Junior Engineering 
Officer (JEngO) — as one of the most visible engineers on the team, using 
@rafcircusl. One junior rank Circus member, changing each season, and nominated 
jointly by the PRM, JEng0 and Circus Leader can also be nominated. They can use 
Twitter and/or Instagram on an official basis and will undergo social media training , 
and receive guidance from the PRM.,

d. No other team members are to operate official social media accounts, set up 
new handles or post corporate imagery (such as cockpit video) to any channels 
without prior arrangement/permission with the PRM. 
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83. Cockpit Imagery: 
 

a.  Circus and pax are to be reminded of existing rules regarding use of cameras 
in the cockpit – which includes gaining the aircraft captain’s approval, and for no 
images (video or still photographs) to be posted on open and accessible social media 
accounts (such as Twitter, Instagram and Snapchat – whether an official or personal 
account) without the permission of OC RAFAT and/or the PRM. 
 
b. There will be occasions when the PR team may require official imagery to be 
taken by rear-seat occupants and used for arranged media releases, or weekend 
updates – such as imagery from the Queen’s Birthday Flypast. In these instances, 
imagery will be sent to the PR team. The photographer will be credited using a 
picture by-line if possible and the user allowed to post it to his or her open-source 
social media accounts, such as Twitter, Instagram or Snapchat. 

 
c. Cockpit imagery remains the property of the MOD and is only allowed to be kept 
by RAFAT personnel for personal use. Content must be locked-down and content not 
visible to third parties. 

 
SAFEGUARDING POLICY 

 
84. Policy and Related Procedures for safeguarding children and adults at risk. The 
Ministry of Defence, Royal Air Force and the Royal Air Force Aerobatic Team 
acknowledge and accept it has a responsibility for the wellbeing and safety of all children, 
young people and adults who are under its care or visiting their Stations/Units etc. It is the 
duty of all adults working within these realms to safeguard the welfare of these individuals 
by creating an environment that protects them from harm. JSP 834 sets out the key 
principles that all MOD personnel are to comply with to safeguard children, young people 
and adults and is based on the following principles: 
 

a. Safeguarding is everyone’s responsibility. 
 
b. All MOD personnel who work with or have contact with children and young 
people should be familiar with Working Together to Safeguard Children statutory 
guidance. 

 
c. All children and adults, regardless of age, ability or disability, gender, race, 
religion, ethnic origin, sexual orientation, relationship or gender status have the right 
to be protected from abuse, neglect or poor practice. 

 
85. Annual safeguarding training will be delivered to all members of the Royal Air Force 
Aerobatic Team by the Station Community Development Officer which will cover topics 
including child abuse definitions, recognising general signs of abuse, The Children’s Act 
1989 and other relevant legislation, barriers to disclosure, responding to children and next 
steps. 
 
RAFAT FLIGHT SAFETY REPORTING CULTURE  
 
86. The Team Leader is to ensure that prompt reporting action, in accordance with MRP 
RA 1400, is taken in the event of any serious incident or accident. During normal working 
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hours, OC RAFAT is to be the point of contact at home base, in addition to the reporting 
chain specified in RA 1400. Outside normal working hours, OC RAFAT is to be informed; 
he is then to inform Comdt CFS. The Team Leader, or Red 10, is to report the occurrence 
to the DCDS Duty Officer on +44 (0) 30 6788 8938, who will alert the appropriate 
Command Staff. The Team’s reporting officer is also to report the occurrence to HQ Air 
Cmd Duty Staff Officer on +44 1494 494072. The PRM is also to be informed of incidents 
at the earliest opportunity. 
 

87. The official brief issued to civilian organisations is to include the reporting procedures 
to be used if RAF personnel directly associated with the display are unable to initiate them. 
See Appendix 1 to Annex B for details. 

 
RAFAT RA(T) INFRINGEMENTS – TEAM ACTIONS 

 
88. The following actions need to be carried out whilst airborne to aid the investigation 
into potential intruders: 
 

a. Nav. Whilst maintaining SA on the offender, state clearly to the participating or 
nearest ATCU that you are declaring an infringement and that you will be filing upon 
landing. 

 

b. Team Leader. Inform Red 10. Further assistance might be obtained from the 
Flying Display Director. 

 
c. Ac Identification. Any pilot who sees the offending ac should record relevant 
identification details. RAFAT pilots must not attempt any unbriefed formation or 
attempt to get unnecessarily close to the offending ac in an attempt to record tail 
numbers or other details. Doing so is likely to introduce unnecessary flight safety risk 
and may prejudice any potential case that the CAA can bring. 

 
89. On landing the subsequent actions below should also be completed: 
 

a. Formation Nav. The Formation Nav will write a concise factual summary of the 
events as they unfolded chronologically. It is vital that this information is gathered 
ASAP to keep this primary witness statement fresh. It should then be included with 
the PDR in the Nav section to allow compilation of an infringement statement and 
allow the MOD and CAA to start their investigations. 

 
b. Red 10. Red 10 will phone: 

 
i. OC RAFAT     +44 7721 833834 
 
ii. CAA Investigation and Enforcement Team +44 2074 536193* 

are@caa.co.uk  
 

(* indicates 24 hr answer phone) 
 

90. The Formation Nav should complete the online CAA form (search “CAA breach” in 
any search engine) as soon as connectivity allows and submit a DASOR at the first 
opportunity. 

mailto:xxx@xxx.xx.xx
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PART 1 SECTION 3: DISPLAYS 
 
DISPLAY CLEARANCE 
 
91. A date will be planned at the end of the winter training period for AOC 22 Gp, to 
undertake the PDA approval process for RAFAT. In the run up to this event, OC RAFAT 
will assure Comdt CFS that the Team are ready, and if Comdt CFS is in agreement he will 
then recommend to AOC 22 Gp (via DFT) that the PDA process will proceed as planned. 
The outline for the PDA process is at Annex F. The authorised display sequences (full, flat 
and rolling), and loser plan, will be incorporated as Part 2 of the RAFAT Display Directive 
along with the signed PDA approval form. 
 
OPERATING BASE / DISPLAY SITES 
 
92. Operating Base Security. Once the display programme for a given season has 
been decided and operating bases identified, the RAFAT Adj is to pass the following 
details to OC RAF Police Flight RAF Scampton: 
 

a. Name of Operating Base. 
 

b. POC at Operating Base (Including telephone number). 
 

c. Dates and times of RAFAT visits. 
 

d. Details of RAFAT airmen to be provided as aircraft guards. 
 

93. Security Risk Estimates (SREs). SREs will be generated for all overseas venues, 
including staging airfields. 
 

94. Pre-Season Site Reviews and Surveys. During pre-season planning, when the 
Events Team has confirmed display bids, a review of every site is to be conducted to 
establish its suitability for display. The brief, at Annex B, is to be sent to display authorities. 
On-site surveys will be carried out at locations where the Team has not displayed 
previously; any waivers to this will be approved through OC RAFAT. 

 
a. Purpose. The purpose of a site survey is to identify any operational or Air 
Safety issues that will affect a RAFAT display. It will take particular note of local 
hazards, airspace, terrain, local flying avoids, built-up areas and display risks that 
could affect the general public. 

 

b. Nature. Site surveys will start with a desktop review of mapping of the area 
including Low Flying Charts, OS Mapping and satellite photography. Previous years 
surveys and Post Display Reports will also be reviewed. For the first display at a 
particular site, an on-site visit is to be carried out, usually by Synchro Leader or Red 
10. If OC RAFAT decides that a pre-season safety survey is impracticable, the 
sponsor is to be contacted to discuss likely hazards. In this event, the pre-display 
survey is to be completed by Red 10 when he arrives at the site immediately prior to 
the display; he is then to relay any relevant observations to the Team Leader by 
telephone or radio. 

 
a. Report. A site survey report is to be completed by Red 10. If there are significant Air 
Safety concerns from the survey, these will be elevated through OC RAFAT to Comdt CFS 
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in his role as ADDH and potentially to AOC 22 Gp or, indeed, to the SDH. The site survey 
and Desk Top Review (DTR) process will highlight if there is potential for significant 
disturbance to the public or if there are societal concerns regarding the display or an 
increase risk to life. These will be highlighted in the report so that the RAF Events Team are 
aware of the issue when they approve the display.  In accordance with MAA SOP 044, sites 
will be assessed using the following criteria: 

Airspace Complexity 

1 Not complex No controlled airspace, low density GA and/or Mil traffic 

2 Minor complexity Some controlled airspace ivo, some GA and/or Mil traffic expected 

3 Medium 
complexity 

Some factor controlled airspace, some GA and/or Mil traffic and traffic restrictions, 
some commercial traffic 

4 More complex Controlled airspace is a factor, routine commercial/GA traffic, some airspace restrictions 
ivo 

5 Very complex Busy or complicated controlled airspace directly affecting the event, very high levels or 
commercial/GA traffic 

Geographical Complexity 

1 Not complex Over the sea entirely, over completely flat terrain with no obstructions to affect (incl 
ingress/egress ivo) 

2 Minor complexity Mostly over the sea but with some land to consider (incl ingress/egress ivo) 

3 Medium 
complexity 

Flat terrain or oversea but with obstructions that are a factor (incl ingress/egress ivo) 

4 More complex Rolling terrain and/or a number of obstructions; Display Area difficult to see 

5 Very complex Steep or constrained geography, significant obstructions (incl ingress/egress ivo) 

Congested Area Complexity, incl Third Parties (people going about their daily lives) 

1 Not complex No factor congested areas, roads, railways or other LOCs 

2 Minor complexity Some factor congested areas, minor or quiet roads, railways or other LOCs 

3 Medium 
complexity 

Several factor congested areas, several minor or medium roads, railways or other 
LOCs 

4 More complex Multiple factor congested areas, multiple busy roads, railways or other LOCs 

5 Very complex Significant factor congested areas, major or very busy roads, busy railways or other 
LOCs 

Secondary Spectators Complexity (spectators not in areas allocated for them by the FDD, eg outside the 
event) 

1 Not complex No secondary spectators to consider 

2 Minor complexity Some secondary spectators to consider, eg boats, factor lay-bys etc 

3 Medium 
complexity 

Several areas of secondary spectators to consider, multiple boats/lay-bys/uncontrolled 
fields etc 

4 More complex Multiple secondary spectators that require consideration by the EO/FDD; might affect 
display pilots 

5 Very complex Significant areas of secondary spectators that may disrupt the event; might affect 
display pilots 

Display Program Complexity 

1 Not complex Display will be short and require little or no deconfliction  

2 Minor complexity Display will be shorter and require some deconfliction 

3 Medium 
complexity 

Display is over more than one day; display flying may be integrated with routine flying; 
deconfliction required 

4 More complex Display flying must be integrated with routine flying or other; deconfliction a factor; 
multiple additional flypasts  

5 Very complex Display flying must be integrated with other flying; deconfliction vital; multiple additional 
flypasts 

Event Type Complexity 

1 Not complex Display flying is the only activity (eg RIAT) 

3 Medium 
complexity 

Display flying is combined with ground activities (eg Farnborough) 

5 Very complex Display flying is not the main draw for an event (eg Goodwood FoS, Moto GP) 

 

b. Display Site Review Process.  A desktop review will be carried out for all 

sites prior to the display season.  A repeat on-site review will be completed where the site 

has not been visited within 4 years, or where the desktop review highlights new areas of 

concern.  Displays planned over active airfields do not require repeat on-site reviews but a 

thorough discussion is to be had with the FDD regarding any potential new hazards, along 
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with studying the relevant section of the DAM.  Red 10 will collate the FDD’s assessment on 

risks attributable to flying and add them to the site survey or desktop review paperwork.  OC 

RAFAT and Red 10 will review all the display sites for the DS and summarise the points to 

the ADDH for his comment and endorsement as required.  Any complex sites, or those with 

notable hazards will be elevated to the ODH from info or comment as required; the ODH 

may consider elevating some sites to the SDH for awareness.  The FDD experience level is 

to be considered – if it is deemed insufficient then the matter is to be referred to the ADDH.  

Desktop reviews will include the following information as a minimum (in line with CAA 

CAP403 Chapter 2 (Article 86 Permission application process): 

(1) Previous RAFAT display with indication of PDR on file. 

(2) Detailed display mapping (OS in UK) with likely pitch map overlaid and indication of     

the display area and MEZ (if relevant) 

(3) Area map highlighting airspace issues or avoids from the UKLFHB. 

(4) List of hazards identified or reported. 

(5) Lines of communications near the display site (major roads, railways etc). 

(6) Built up areas that will be affected by the display. 

(7) Terrain profiles to 3nm. 

(8) Tide times (where applicable). 

(9) BAMGIS historical bird activity and reports of other wildlife. 

(10) Note of FDD experience, accreditation, tier level etc. 

(11) Notes from event risk assessment (often the previous iteration must be used 

for initial planning, due to timing of publication of both documents). 

(12) In close consultation with the FDD, consider measures that could reduce 

overflight, both aerobatic and non-aerobatic, over second or second parties including 

amendments to the datum and line, or minor changes to the individual display 

manoeuvres without invalidating the Team’s PDA.   

(13) Assessment of suitability  

(14) Comments by OC RAFAT, ADDH and ODH (where applicable) 

2. Pre-Display Surveys.  Red 1023 is to carry out a visual inspection of the Display Area 

before commencement of all RAFAT displays.  Ideally, this should be done 90 mins before the 

Team is scheduled to arrive, 30 mins as a minimum.  The survey is to include a specific look for 

any new uncharted masts up to 300’ high that have not been notified to CAA.  The area to be 

observed is that where ac will fly below 300’, nominally out to 1.5 nm crowd front and 1.5 nm crowd 

left and right.  This will be done on arrival using binoculars from the ground, and from the air if the 

area cannot be seen from the ground.  If a survey of this area cannot be undertaken, ac are not to 

fly below 300’.  Any additional hazards are identified and reported to the Team Leader, either by 

telephone at the mounting airfield before take-off, or by radio as the Team approaches the site.  In 

 
23 Or other suitably trained and qualified ground supervisor such as OC RAFAT. 
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the absence of any unforeseen hazard, Red 10 is to establish radio contact with the Team Leader 

as he approaches the display area to pass any pertinent information.  During the display, he is to 

be alert for the appearance of anything that might become a hazard and is to tell the Team Leader 

its nature and its position.  Furthermore, Red 10 should inform the Team Leader of any unforeseen 

crowd gatherings outside of the event area so that he can avoid the area if it is feasible to do so.  

3. Pre-Tour Surveys.  When the Team is tasked for an overseas tour, surveys of sites which 

the Team does not have recent knowledge of, are to be carried out sufficiently in advance of the 

tour to avoid diplomatic embarrassment if the site is not suitable.   

4. Security Risk Estimates (SREs).  SREs will be generated for all overseas venues, 

including staging airfields.   

5. Display Site Information.  Before briefing for a display, the Team Leader is normally to be 

in possession of: 

a. An aerial photograph of the display site and surrounding area. 

b. A current OS 1:50 000 map of the display site and surrounding area. 

c. A map, supplied by the display organiser, of the display site showing obstacles 

above 25 ft in height within the display area, high-tension cables, known bird concentrations, 

and unique obstacles greater than 50 ft in height within a 2 nm radius of the centre of the 

display area. 

Note:  The use of ACANS software and imagery on RAFAT iPads can significantly enhance DA 
hazard situational awareness. 

6. Displays Over Water.  At displays over water, the Synchro Pair and Reds 8 and 9 are not 

to descend below a platform height of 100 ft above water level, plus the height of the highest mast 

or obstacle (such as a pier) within a band of 230m either side of the display line.  At seaside 

displays, pilots are to assume that boats will be present, that they will be uncontrolled, and that 

they will be mobile. 

No ATC Radio Communication.  At sites without ATC radio communications, Red 10 is to be at 

the site and is to use a portable radio to communicate with the Team Leader to augment, if 

necessary, the information available at the briefing.  He is also to ascertain the POB of each ac 

before the practice or display begins. 

 
WEATHER MINIMA 

 
95. The following weather limitations are to apply. Cloud bases refer to significant cloud 
(i.e. 3/8ths or SCT cover in the area of the display): 
 

Cloud Base  Visibility 
 

a. Full Display  5500 ft AGL  5 km 
 
b. Rolling Display  2500 ft AGL  5 km 

 
c. Flat Display  1000 ft AGL  5 km 
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All formation changes are to be performed clear of cloud. The Team Leader is authorised 
to vary the display between the Flat, Rolling and Full display sequence as may be 
necessary to cater for variations in weather during the show. 
 
VERTICAL SEPARATION MINIMA 
 
96. The separation minima to be observed are specified below. Minima refer to the 
lowest ac in the formation and, where applicable, are subject to an approved waiver from 
RA2335. The minima may be increased by the ADDH as part of the site review process, 
so it is essential that the endorsed Desk Top Review or Site Survey paperwork accompany 
the RAFAT display folder. 
 

a. Main Formation. Looping and rolling manoeuvres are to be flown in such a way 
that recovery can, if necessary, be achieved smoothly by 500 ft MSD. The main 
formation may then be flown down to NB 300 ft MSD. For formation run in and 
breaks, see para 62. Rollbacks are to be flown NB 300 ft MSD. 

 
b. Synchro Pair & Individual ac of Gypo Section. The minimum separation 
distance during display manoeuvres is 100 ft. Prolonged inverted flight manoeuvres 
are to be flown NB 150 ft MSD. 

 
When repositioning after completing display manoeuvres, ac are not to fly below 300 ft 
MSD iaw RA 2335. 
 
HORIZONTAL SEPARATION MINIMA 

 
97. Subject to the appropriate waiver to RA 2335 and authorisation by AOC 22 Gp, the 
start to a RAFAT display involves overflight of the crowd from Crowd Rear decending to a 
height NB 300 ft MSD. On completion of the Crowd Rear Arrival all subsequent 
manoeuvres are to be positioned such that, at no time, does any aircraft approach closer 
than 230m from the crowd enclosure iaw RA 2335. The Team Leader is to orientate the 
display to the spectator area. 
 
CARRIAGE OF PERSONNEL 
 
98. Passenger Flights in RAFAT Aircraft. All passenger flights with RAFAT are to be 
approved, authorised and conducted in accordance with the protocols at Annex D. 
 
ADMINISTRATION 
 
99. RAFAT display season administrative procedures are at Annex C. 
 

DEVIATIONS FROM GASOS 
 

100. RAFAT comply with GASOs unless specifically authorised by AOC 22 Gp and any 
waivers will be listed within Part 2. In the transfer from TGOs to GASOs, ADDHs have 
been granted greater freedom to manage fg activity by devolving more responsibility for fg 
regulation and orders within his AOR. The ADDH’s CFS Orders bridge the gap between 
GASOs and the DD. 
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STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES (SOPs) 
 
101. RAFAT SOPs are written by the Team Leader as Part 3 of the RAFAT Display 
Directive and are to be reviewed at least annually. Comdt CFS is to be advised of any 
changes to SOPs, through OC RAFAT. 
 
TASKING 
 
102. The RAF Events Team is routinely responsible for RAFAT display and flypast 
tasking. Any non-standard or additional tasking which emerges after the Display Season 
draft programme has been endorsed by AOC 22 Gp, DCOM Ops and the Events Team, is 
to be subject to a Risk Assessment before being formally accepted or rejected using the 
form included at Annex E, and approval iaw AOC 22 Gp RAFAT Directive. 
 

 
 
A R FRANKLIN 
Gp Capt 
Comdt CFS 
 
Annexes: 
 
A. CFS Hawk Syllabus for RAFAT Pilots, Supervisor Training and SC and Circus Sim 
Training. 
B. Organiser Brief. 
C. RAFAT Administration. 
D. Flights in RAFAT Aircraft. 
E. RAFAT Non-Standard Tasking Risk Assessment. 
F. RAFAT PDA Procedure. 
G. MOD Approval for RAFAT use of the UKLFS.
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ANNEX A TO 
RAFAT DD PART 1 
 

CFS HAWK SYLLABUS FOR RAFAT PILOTS, SUPERVISOR TRAINING AND SC AND 
CIRCUS SIM TRAINING 
 
HAWK REFRESHER SYLLABUS FOR RAFAT PILOTS - NON HAWK CURRENT  
(Flown under the authority and supervision of OC 100 Sqn)1 

 
Exercise Content  DUAL SOLO 

RA1 

a. E of C. 
b. Stalling – clean & config. 
c. Radar – GCA. 
d. Circuits. 

1.10  

RA2 

a. Low Flying. 
b. Stalling - finals & manoeuvre. 
c. Aerobatics. 
d. Low Speed Recovery. 
e. Standby Instruments Recovery. 
f. Circuits. 
g. Rapid Egress Drill. 

1.15  

RA3 

a. Heavyweight Circuit. 
b. Spinning. 
c. Gliding Techniques. 
d. Aerobatics. 
e. Visual PFLs. 
f. EFATO Demo. 
g. Circuits. 

1.10  

RA4 

a. Low Flying. 
b. Spinning. 
c. Aerobatics. 
d. Circuits. 
e. PFLs. 

 1.00 

RA5 

a. IF Take Off & Climb. 
b. Practice Diversion & ILS. 
c. Steep Turns & Low-Level Abort. 
d. UPs & Standby Instruments. 
e. Standby Instruments Recovery. 
f. TACAN Hold & Approach. 

1.10  

RA6 IRT Practice. 1.00  

RA7 IRT. 1.00  

RA8 

a. EFATO. 
b. High Level Handling. 
c. MRTs. 
d. Radar PFL. 
e. Circuits. 

1.10  

RA9 
a. Close Formation. 
b. Formation Circuit. 
c. Pairs Landing. 

1.10  

RA10 
a. Self-Plan Low Level Navex. 
b. Max Braking Technique Demo. 

1.00  

Phase Total: 10.05 1.00 

 

Note: 
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1. The Hawk refresher syllabus can be changed by OC 100 Sqn, depending on 
refresher pilot experience, to produce a pilot for RAFAT who is Hawk current with a valid 
IRT. 
RAFAT SPECIFIC TRAINING – HAWK CURRENT PILOTS 
(Flown under the authority of CFS Exam Wing) 
 

Exercise Content1,2,3 DUAL SOLO 

RA11 

a. Revise Finals Turn Stalling. 
b. 5000ft CFS Aeros Sequence.  
c. Manoeuvre In Buffet – various speeds, airbrake in/out. 
d. Pitch Authority 150kts. 
e. Introduce High Speed ILS. 
f. Demo Stretching Glide For 180kts To 150kts. 
g. Final Landing – max braking – min distance from 100kts. 

1.00 
(Full fuel) 

 

RA12 

a. PFLs - various speeds & heights. 

b. RAFAT Breaks 300ft To 700ft. 

c. Low Level Circuits – steep / shallow. 

d. 2000ft Aeros Sequence. 

1.00 
(Full fuel) 

 

RA13 

a. 630°C TGT Take-Off (Abort considerations). 
b. GH As Required. 
c. 2000ft Aeros Check Out. 
d. PFLs -various speeds and heights4. 

1.00 
(1200kg) 

 

RA14 

a. GH As Required. 
b. RAFAT Breaks – 300ft. 
c. RAFAT Breaks – simulated engine failures. 
d. Aeros To Cleared MSD. 
e. Circuits – as required. 

 
 

0.55 
(1200kg) 

 
 
 

RA15 
Arrival 
Check 

Flown with the Team Leader. The aim of the arrival check is to 
ensure that the pilot is safe to start formation training with RAFAT. 
Sortie content should include: (mandatory items in bold)  

 
a. 630°C TGT Take-Off (Simulated take-off emergency) 
b. LL Navex Incl IP-Tgt 
c. LL Abort 
d. Finals Turn Stall 
e. High-Speed ILS6 
f. Aerobatics  
g. PFLs 
h. 500’ PFL Clearance 
i. RAFAT VRIAB 
j. Circuits 

 
 

1.00 
(Full fuel) 

 

 Phase Total: 4:00 0:55 

 

Notes: 
 

1. Pre-employment training for current Hawk pilots is to be approved by Comdt CFS. 
RA11-14 is normally to be considered the minimum. Sorties may be omitted, for previous 
RAFAT experienced pilots, at the discretion of OC RAFAT provided all essential trg 
elements have been completed.  
2. During Convex, student should be shown techniques for cross winds, wet runways 
and short runways. 
3. Where possible, Red Arrows SOPs are to be incorporated into the RAFAT specific 
phase.  
4. In addition to the normal full pattern PFL & EFATO PFLs should be initiated over an 
active airfield from simulated engine failure/surge, at speeds and heights which relate to a 
typical display: eg pulling up from display height, going away from the airfield, or at datum 
while flying past. 
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5. The RAFAT Advanced Convex Study Guide is at Appendix 1. 
6. If omitted from RA 11-14. 
7. To include clearance for Trg folder. 
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HAWK SIMULATOR REFRESHER SYLLABUS – RAFAT PILOTS – NON HAWK 
CURRENT 

 
SIMEX No. SORTIE CONTENT 

Famil 

SIMULATOR FAMILIARIZATION 
(HIFS/HWTS with Hood Open or CPIT) 
 
Student talked through/shown: 
 
a. Initial Checks. 
b. Ejection Seat Checks. 
c. Strapping-In Procedures. 
d. Internal Checks. 
e. Engine Start Procedures. 
f. After Start Checks. 
g. RT Procedures. 
h. Taxying Checks. 
i. Pre-Take-Off Checks. 
j. Abort Brief. 
k. Runway Checks. 
l. After Landing Checks. 
m. Shutdown Checks. 
n. Ejection Seat & MDC Safety Pins Procedures.  

HRef 1 

FAMILIARIZATION FLIGHT & EMERGENCIES (HWTS) 
 
a. Trims. 
b. HYD Failures. 
c. ECA/T6NL. 

HRef 2 

EMERGENCIES (HWTS) 
 
a. Undercarriage. 
b. Electrics. 
c. Relights. 
d. Engine Fail: Oil & Seizure. 
e. Radar AFL. 

HRef 3 

EMERGENCIES (HWTS) 
 
a. Surges & Relights. 
b. Gas Leaks & Fires. 

HRef 4 

EMERGENCIES (HWTS) 
 
a. Oil after T/O. 
b. Birdstrike - Airframe. 
c. LSHC. 
d. Emergency Revision. 
e. START Fire. 
f. Manual Abandonment. 

HRef 5 
SOLO CLEARANCE (HWTS) 
 
a. Sortie profile as required. 
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HAWK CIRCUS AND SUPERNUMARY CREW SIMULATOR TRAINING SYLLABUS 
 

SIMEX No. SORTIE CONTENT 

Famil 

SIMULATOR FAMILIARIZATION 
(HWTS with supervisor in dome) 
 
Student talked through/shown: 
 
a. Ejection Seat & MDC Safety Pins Procedures. 
b. Strapping-In Procedures. 
c. Cockpit Familiarisation. 
d. Student Take-Off (coached by supervisor). 
e. Handling Famil. 
f. Low Level Demo (Sim replay). 
g. Birdstrike Into Zoom Climb – engine surge/relight (flown by supervisor). 
h. Student General Handling. 
i. No Notice Ejection (called by consol operator). 
j. Reset – straight in approach (coached by supervisor). 
k. Student Landing. 
l. Brake Failure – leading to Barrier engagement. 
m. Rapid Ground Egress - talk through. 
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RAFAT SUPERVISION TRAINING – NEW AOC/ADDH 
 

Serial Event Detail Supervisor 

Brief 1 MAA/GASO Brief Brief to cover MRP and GASO rules and 
regulations pertinent to RAFAT ops 

Comdt 
CFS/OC 
RAFAT 

Monitor 1 Enid Trg Sortie Observe ‘Enid’ trg sortie, operating to display 
MSD, from ‘Datum’. 

Comdt CFS, 
OC RAFAT, 
Red 1 or Red 
10 

Monitor 2 Synchro Trg Sortie Observe ‘Synchro’ trg sortie, operating to 
display MSD, from ‘Datum’. 

Monitor 3 Practice Display Observe 9-ship display practice sortie from 
‘Datum’. (Depending on time of year) 

Fly 124 Familiarisation 
Sortie 

Familiarisation sortie flown iaw Display 
Directive25 to prepare AOC for formation 
aerobatic trg sorties with the main Team and 
to demonstrate RAFAT SOPs. Sortie content 
to take account of AOC’s previous 
experience. Where possible the following 
events should be demonstrated: 
 
Close Formation Taxying 
Pairs Formation Aerobatics 
Singleton LL Aerobatics 
300 ft PFL 
RAFAT Break 

Red 1 / 
RAFAT QFI  

Fly 2 Red 1 Famil Formation trg sortie led by Red 1 and flown 
down to display MSD. 

Red 1 

Fly 3 Pilot Famil Formation trg sortie with other Team pilot, 
normally ‘Uncle Enid’. If Red 2, 3 or 4 are 
cleared for passenger flying, this sortie can 
be flown with a 1st year pilot. Sortie flown to 
display MSD. 

Uncle Enid 
(Red 4 or 5) 

Fly 4 Synchro Famil Synchro trg sortie flown to display MSD. Red 6 or 7 

 
24 All sorties flown with the AOC occupying the rear cockpit as Crew if current, otherwise under the appropriate PAX guidelines iaw the 
direction at Part 1 Annex E.  Aim is to demonstrate RAFAT techniques rather than for AOC to be given ‘hands on’ experience. 
25 Annex D to Part 1. 
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APPENDIX 1 TO 
ANNEX A TO  
RAFAT DD PART 1  

 
RAFAT ADVANCED CONVEX STUDY GUIDE 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1. Prior to joining RAFAT, non-Hawk current pilots will complete a Basic Conversion 
course which will provide refresher training in all basic Hawk operating procedures and 
provide the pilot with an instrument rating. This guide details techniques given on the 
Advanced Convex sorties and should be read in addition to the relevant chapters in the 
FTP 3225H and Part 2 of the Aircrew Manual. 
 
2. The Advanced Convex includes routine manoeuvres associated with operating a 
large formation but also introduces spectator safety as a major consideration. Whilst 
sorties will teach the student advanced handling they will also demonstrate those 
occasions when the outcome is sufficiently variable that controlled flight away from the 
crowd may often be preferable to a late decision to abandon the ac, potentially very close 
to the crowd. 
 

PART 1: ADVANCED HANDLING 
 
ALL-UP MASS CALCULATIONS 
 
3. Pre-flight. The aircraft F700, Release to Service and Operating Data Manual should 
be consulted for All-Up Mass Calculations. Where applicable, due regard should be given 
to the extra mass of the Smoke Pod and its contents and the effect on the calculation of 
Normal/Emergency landing Mass and aircraft handling speeds within the FRCs. As a 
useful rule of thumb, the following masses are routinely used for airborne calculations: 
 

a. Basic Aircraft Mass: 3900kgs26. 
 
b. Pilot 1: 100 kgs. 

 
c. Pilot 2: 100 kgs. 

 
d. Smoke Pod (Full): 370 kgs. 

 
e. Smoke Pod (Empty): 103 kgs27. 

 
BUFFET HANDLING 
 
4. Recognition. The Hawk exhibits varying degrees of buffet in different configurations. 
Notably, DOWN flap causes mild airframe buffet and it is important to distinguish between 
this and pre-stall buffet. 
 

 
26 At Nov 18, all RAFAT fleet aircraft are <3900kgs. 
27 Empty Smoke Pod =103 kgs. (White) Derv Chamber can contain 191kgs. Red/Derv chamber capable of containing 38kgs. Blue/Derv 
chamber capable of containing 38kgs.  
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5. Effect of Airbrake. The airbrake is used extensively in the display to increase engine 
response and to enhance the appearance of the smoke as a result of the higher power 
setting. The airbrake creates buffet although this is easily recognisable. Practice 
manoeuvring on the buffet with the airbrake extended and with the ac clean. Use of the 
airbrake is very effective at high speed but causes a marked pitch-down moment which 
may be disconcerting when close to the ground. 

 
6. Finals Turn Stall. The standard RAFAT RIAB is flown according to a standard 
cadence and it is very easy to end up tight downwind particularly with a tightening wind. In 
this situation the resulting final turn may become very tight. Refresh the finals turn stall at 
ML, note the rate of descent that can develop even with only light buffet and the height 
required to recover. It should be apparent that, given the height parameters of the 
standard RAFAT final turn, standard stall recovery action must be taken immediately if stall 
buffet is encountered. 
 
AEROBATICS 
 

7. As part of the work-down you will practice aerobatics at a base height of 2000 ft.28 
Normal power settings and entry parameters should be used, and you should notice a 
marked improvement in ac performance. A gate height of 4000 ft above base height is 
sufficient to ensure a timely looping recovery. 
 
LANDING 
 
8. Bolter Landing. A brake failure during landing has further considerations when 
landing as part of a large formation. In some situations, where directional control can be 
maintained, it may be preferable to steer clear of ac ahead and takeoff and then attempt a 
further landing once the runway is clear. Due to the slow spool-up time of the engine from 
idle, a minimum speed of 70 kt with 3000 ft of runway remaining is required to affect a safe 
takeoff. Following a normal landing, allow the ac to decelerate to 100 kt, then use gentle 
braking down to 70 kt and then, runway permitting, apply full power and complete a further 
takeoff. Do not wait until the 3000 ft-to-go marker but note the distance required from 
application of power to unstick. Once airborne leave the gear down to aid brake cooling 
and land from a normal approach. Do not combine this exercise with the maximum braking 
exercise. 
 
MAXIMUM BRAKING 
 
9. The Hawk anti-skid system is effective in preventing a skid but releases the pressure 
from both brakes together which may hinder differential braking; directional control should 
remain possible down to below 50 kt using rudder. Following a normal landing, allow the 
ac to decelerate to 100 kt and then apply and hold maximum foot pressure in order to 
operate the anti-skid system. As the brakes bite hold the stick fully back and continue to 
hold maximum foot pressure. Note the feel of the pedals, that the brakes release and that 
the brake gauges indicate in unison and note the distance required to stop. Take care 
when taxying subsequently not to ride the brakes and advise the groundcrew that the 
brakes may be hot. Do not combine this exercise with the Bolter Landing exercise. 
 
  

 
28 Note that any practice below 2000 ft must be flown over an active airfield and must be recorded on video. 
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PART 2: RAFAT PROCEDURES 
 
RAFAT TAKEOFF 
 
10. There are many takeoff formats to cater for various types of departure, whether that 
be straight into a display or for a transit. Depending on runway length, the front section 
may line up a considerable way into the runway and roll using less than full power. Note 
that ODM performance figures are based on the normal takeoff technique using full power. 
Using 630 TGT will result in slower acceleration, a rotate point further along the runway 
and a lower Vstop. Acceleration after takeoff will also be less marked. During a RAFAT 
takeoff, nosewheel should be raised at 100KIAS for a VROT of 130KIAS. 
 
Note: For RAFAT ac, a dual configuration is considered forward CoG as is fuel state above 
1000kg. +1 Trim should be set for these configurations. 
 
RAFAT BREAK 
 
11. In most cases, during a display or a transit, the quickest and safest way to land a 
large no of ac is via a formation RIAB. It is important that the break and the subsequent 
circuit are flown consistently and that motor skills are learned and reproduced each time. 
Later, your ac may well be breaking up and over other ac inside your turn. It is important 
that the break is flown as 3 distinct phases such that rolling and pulling together are 
avoided. The break is flown in numerical order. 
 

12. The formation will be presented for the break at a speed which will allow the ac to 
manoeuvre to the buffet without overstressing. As a singleton, fly through initial at 330 kt 
descending to achieve 300 ft on the deadside. Call out your formation number and initiate 
the break by pulling progressively but smartly vertically upwards to achieve the light buffet 
and simultaneously select idle power. Unload, but do not push, and then roll smartly to 
about 90 AOB in the appropriate direction. Arrest the roll and then pull progressively but 
smartly to the buffet, selecting the airbrake out, to roll out downwind at 700 ft. The cadence 
should be UP-CHECK-ROLL-CHECK-PULL. Line up the ac ahead and assess your 
spacing. Start the pre-landing checks as soon as the speed reduces below 200 kt. 

 
RAFAT CIRCUIT 

 
13. Procedures for the final turn and approach path will depend on the wind direction and 
strength and be will specific for each ‘side’ of the formation, with odd numbers landing on 
the left and evens on the right. Touchdown spacing and the high/low profile on finals will 
be announced by the leader. Permission is normally gained for all ac to land prior to the 
break with individuals making gear calls on the formation frequency. 
 
14. Following the break detailed above, complete the pre-landing checks and use power 
to stabilise at 170 kt until the end of the downwind leg. Consider the wind and your final 
turn profile and calculate threshold speed (minimum 120 kt) allowing 3kt for the smoke pod 
Assess the tip-in point, begin the final turn, select DOWN flap and make the radio call – 
during convex sorties this will be a standard gear down call. Maintain a minimum of 150 kt 
until half-way round the turn and then a minimum of 130 kt until rolling out on the 
centreline. Touch down not below 120 kt or calculated threshold speed, whichever is 
higher, with power on. 
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15. In certain winds left and right side ac will ‘stack’ high and low. For a low stack, begin 
descending at the start of the final turn to achieve approximately 200 ft at rollout. Fly a 
shallow approach and landing using the speeds above. For a high stack, initially maintain 
level around the final turn to roll out at about 400 ft, fly a steeper approach using not less 
than 70% rpm. Shortly before touchdown arrest the rate of descent to intercept the normal 
approach path and then fly a normal touchdown as above. It is important that all ac land at 
the same touchdown point, therefore particular note must be made of the brief and/or the 
preceding ac touchdown point. The leader may nominate the touchdown point when 
airborne. 

 
HIGH-SPEED ILS 

 
16. IFR recoveries may be flown using the standard close formation options with 
formation landings being limited to 3 ac maximum. If the weather is suitable for a formation 
break, but below the radar vector chart limit for radar to visual letdowns, it may be possible 
to fly a clean, high-speed ILS in sections, usually two 5-ships, until VMC below and then to 
position for a break. 
 

17. The ILS is flown at 250 kt, airbrake out with power to maintain the speed. On 
reaching VMC select the airbrake in, 92% and continue descent to 300 ft. Accept the 
speed achieved and break into the circuit as above. 

 
PART 3: EMERGENCY HANDLING 

 

PFLs 
 

18. General. The aims for PFLs are no different from those covered during the basic 
convex. The aim is to land on a suitable runway with sufficient distance to stop the ac. 
There will be many additional considerations, most notably crowd safety and 2nd and/or 3rd 
party Risk to Life considerations. Unless the likelihood of a successful outcome is high the 
ac should be manoeuvred clear of the crowd and abandoned. Practise PFLs from various 
speeds and heights, other than initial or high key, to build a database of likely outcomes. 
Remember that the spool-up time from idle is long and initiate go-arounds in good time. 
Use standard glide speeds and ensure that the 300 ft contract is made. Do not touchdown 
above 130 kt and apply power with at least 3000 ft to go. 
 

19. 500 ft PFL. When positioning for a PFL it is usually best to trade speed for height; as 
a singleton, fly as high as the cloudbase permits. Following an engine failure in formation it 
will be necessary to fly a profile which avoids the other ac, either in the formation or 
downwind in the circuit. Initiate PFLs from various positions on the deadside at 330 kt. 
Turn downwind immediately and fly at 500 ft, assess the energy. Turn final abeam the 
landing threshold or at 230 kt whichever occurs first. Do not extend downwind. Maintain a 
level turn, using buffet if necessary to reduce speed, lower the gear at 200 kt and maintain 
a level turn allowing the speed to reduce to 170 kt. Do not descend below 300 ft until 
the contract is made. 

 
20. Turnbacks to the reciprocal runway are prohibited. A turnback is defined as 
returning to the reciprocal runway during the takeoff phase if speed is <300kt.
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TO THE EVENT ORGANISER 

DISPLAY. BRIEF FOR THE ROYAL AIR FORCE AEROBATIC TEAM (THE RED 
ARROWS) 

L . 

1.. This document is the official brief of the format of the display and the flying limitations 
for The Royal Air Force tikerobatic Team (RAFAT), the Red Arrows• and supplements the 
more detailed Red Arrows Support Manual. The Team Leader is required to provide you 

. with a copy and to obtain your written acceptance on the Certificate at Appendix 1, prior to 
carrying out any part of the sequence over your event or operating areas. ' 

2. As the Event Organiser, you are responsible for the safety of the general public, 
whether attending your event or in the surrounding area. Risk assessments for your overall 
event must include the flying display and contingency/emergency planning must be ' 
carefully addressed. You are required to provide us with a copy of the event risk 
assessment that must include managed risks associated with the flying display activity. 

3. You are required to nominate or employ a suitably qualified and experienced Flying - 
Display Director (FDD) for your event. If you employ a civilian FDD, they must be CAA 
accredited. The British Air Displays Association can provide more information (www.bada-
uk.com).

'4. The Red Arrows display will be flown in accordance with the more stringent limits 
stiOlated by the CAA's CAP403, the MAA's RA2335 or NATO's STANAG 3533 depending 
on who is the regulating body for your event. 

5. Should you, as the responsible authority for the'display area at,your event, be unable 
to accept the terms of the brief, the Team Leader is empowered to negotiate new heights 
and meteorology conditions for the display, provided they are more stringent than'those 
authorised herein. He may not alter the sequence of manoeuvres in any way whatsoever, 
except as provided for at para 15-17. However, if the limitations, which are not unduly low 
for a professional team, are raised, then the impact of the display is reduced, 

6. The Team is authorised to display down to the minimum height limitations stipulated 
in paras 15, or as restricted in,accordance with para 4. Your signature on this brief will be ' 
taken to mean that you, also accept the heights and conditions specified. 

7. The responsibility for ensuring that the Team Leader is properly briefed on local 
conditions and, restrictions rests the Event Organiser or the delegated FDD. The Team 
Leader will request directly the information that he will require. If he considers conditions 
are too restrictive to perrffit an effective, yet safe; display he is empowered to cancel the 
display or refer the problem to me. 

•8. It is especially important that any masts mother vertical obstructions; permanent or
temporary, which have been erected in the vicinity of the display area out to 6nm,(RAFAT 
RAT dimensions) are notified to the Team Leader and Red 10 in advance of the display. 
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9. The engines of the Hawk aircraft are susceptible to damage if debris is drawn into the 
intakes. The responsibility for ensuring that the airfield is clear, particularly the runway 
edges, rests with the organiser or operating authority. However, the final decision as to 
whether the airfield surfaces are suitable rests with the Team Leader. 

 
ALTIMETER SETTING 

 
10. The Team Leader is to ensure that the Team is flying on a common altimeter setting 
which is as up-to-date as conditions allow. When operating over an active airfield, this 
setting will normally be the airfield QFE, but when a QFE for the display site is not 
available, the Team Leader will obtain the most accurate QFE for the site, preferably from 
a reading taken by Red 10. 
 
RT PROCEDURES 
 
11. All communications with the Red Arrows aircraft will be via VHF. In particular, you 
should note that only one member of the formation will speak on and monitor the 
appropriate frequency. If the Red Arrows are landing at your airfield, landing clearance for 
all aircraft will be requested up to 2 minutes prior to the final manoeuvre/run in and break. 
Individual team members are responsible for checking that their landing gear is down and 
locked, and 'Finals' calls will be transmitted only on the Team's discrete UHF frequency. 
 

WEATHER MINIMA 
 
12. The following weather limitations are to apply. Cloud bases refer to significant cloud 
(i.e. 5/8ths cover or more in the area of the display): 
 
 Cloud Base 

 
Visibility 

 Full Display 5500 ft AGL (1676 m) 
 

3 nm (5 km) 

 Rolling Display 2500 ft AGL (760 m) 
 

3 nm (5 km) 

 Flat Display 1000 ft AGL (305 m) 3 nm (5 km) 
 

13. All formation changes are to be performed clear of cloud. The Team Leader is 
authorised to vary the display between the Flat, Rolling and Full display sequence as may 
be necessary to cater for variations in weather during the show. 
 
SEPARATION MINIMA  
 
14. The separation minima to be observed are specified below: 
 

a. Main Formation. Looping and rolling manoeuvres will be flown in such a way 
that recovery can be achieved by 500ft MSD. The main formation may then be flown 
down to 300ft MSD. At events where the crowd has already formed, only breaks 
away from the spectator area will be flown. 

 

b. Looping Breaks. Looping breaks are authorised from the following formations: 
 

i. Spaghetti Break - 1000 ft circuit. 
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c. Flat Breaks. Flat breaks are authorised from the following formations, 
commencing from 300ft MSD: 

i. Big Vixen/Mange (includes Red 10) - 700 ft circuit. 
 

ii. Battle (may include Red 10 and/or OC RAFAT/Comdt CFS) - 700 ft circuit. 
 

 NOTE: The terms Looping and Flat Break relate to the approach to the break, not the 
breaking manoeuvre itself (which is upwards). 

 
d. Synchro Pair. The minimum separation distance (MSD) during display 
manoeuvres is 100 ft. Prolonged inverted flight manoeuvres are to be flown not 
below 150 ft MSD. Regulatory waivers for these heights have been granted by the 
MAA. 

 

e. When repositioning after completing display manoeuvres, aircraft are not to fly 
below 300 ft MSD. 

 
HORIZONTAL MINIMA 
 
15. The authorised start to a RAFAT display involves overflight of the crowd from Crowd 
Rear at a height not below 300 ft MSD. On completion of the Crowd Rear Arrival all 
subsequent manoeuvres are to be positioned such that, at no time, does any aircraft 
approach closer than 230m from the crowd enclosure. The Team Leader is to orientate the 
display to the spectator area. 
 
DISPLAYS OVER WATER 
 

16. During displays over water, the Synchro Pair are not to descend below a height of 
100 ft above water level, plus the height of the highest mast or obstacle (such as a pier) 
within a band of 230m either side of the display line. 
 
DISPLAY TIMINGS 
 
17. Event and display schedules must be planned in accordance with the timings 
detailed in the RAFAT Support Manual. 
 
HELICOPTER OPERATIONS 
 
18. From the time that the Red Arrows are given take-off clearance (or the start of the 
restricted airspace) to the time that the whole formation has come to a complete stop and 
has called vacating, no helicopters should be permitted to fly within the active restricted 
airspace. This should also be strictly applied to helicopters requesting to fly to the rear of 
the crowd as several formation rejoin patterns occur in this part of the RA(T). 
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CROWD REAR ARRIVAL 
 
19. A copy of the CAA Authority for Crowd Rear Arrivals can be in the RAFAT support 
manual or provided on request. 
 

 

 
A R FRANKLIN 
Group Captain 
Commandant Central Flying School 
 
Appendices: 
 
1. Certificate from the Event Organiser. 
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APPENDIX 1 TO 
ANNEX B TO  
RAFAT DD PART 1 
 

 
CERTIFICATE FROM THE EVENT ORGANISER 
 
I agree to the display format and the limitations laid down in this brief. I understand that the 
sequence is arranged to provide separation from the spectators on one side of the display 
line only.  
 
The nominated Flying Display Director (FDD) for the Event is: 
 

Name:  

FDD Experience:  

FDD Email Address:  

  

FDD Mobile Number:  

 
I enclose a copy of the Event safety and risk assessment for those managed risks 
associated with the flying display activity. I will provide, if requested, minutes of event 
safety meetings. 

 

Signature: 

 

Name:  

Appointment:  

Date:  

Organisation:  
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ANNEX C TO  
RAFAT DD PART 1 

 
RED ARROWS ADMINISTRATION 
 
References: 
 
1. 20140521-DH Advice RAFAT AEA-U dated 21 May 14. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1. This Annex gives guidance on many of the administrative aspects of RAFAT, 
including reports, clothing and accommodation. 
 
DUTY 
 
2. As representatives of the Royal Air Force, the Team will be called upon to appear 
either as individuals, or collectively, at a variety of social, sporting, charitable and 
ceremonial occasions. All such representative appearances are considered as duty. 
 
REPORTS 
 
3. Comprehensive reports for Comdt CFS are to be provided, through OC RAFAT, on 
the following occasions: 
 

a. Periodic Reports. During the display season, a report is to be submitted to the 
RAF Events Team every time the Team returns to RAF Scampton after a display or 
series of displays. The report is to include as a minimum: 
 

i. Display Team / Item. 
 
ii. Venue. 

 
iii. Date of Display. 

 
iv. Mounting Airfield. 

 
v. Remarks – to include whether Full, Rolling or Flat Display; reasons for 
limited display; any other variations from the plan, with reasons. 

 
b. Telephone Reports. Red 10 is to report by telephone anything significant 
relating to the Team at air shows that might attract comment at higher levels. 
Examples of such reports are: cancellation or curtailment of shows and the use of 
fewer than 9 ac. Telephone reports are to be made to Comdt CFS through OC 
RAFAT, and the PRM is to be informed of all relevant occurrences. For any Air 
Safety issues, Red 10 is to ensure that a DASOR is raised. 

 
c. Post Detachment. After any major detachment, or after any significant 
overseas tour, a report should be submitted in draft within 30 working days of the 
Team’s return to base. This may be submitted by RAFAT or the lead organisation 
(iaw Op Order instructions). The report is to include information on the following: 
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i. Itinerary. 
 
ii. Training Progress or Display Information. 

 
iii. Support Logistics. 

 
iv. Engineering. 

 
v. Public Relations. 

 
vi. Other Items of Significance. 

 
vii. Evaluation of the Deployment. 

 
d. End of Season Report. At the end of each display season, a report is to be 
submitted to Comdt CFS within 30 days of the last display in the domestic season. 
The report is to include information under the following headings. 
 

i. Introduction. 
 

ii. Winter Training Period. 
 

(a) Pilot Conversion. 
 

(b) Formation Training. 
 

(c) Display Clearances. 
 

(d) Lectures and Visits. 
 

iii. Deployments. 
 

iv. Display Season - statistical details to be contained in annexes. 
 

v. Air Transport Support.  
 

vi. Engineering Support. 
 

vii. Administration and Supply. 
 

viii. Public Relations. 
 

ix. Items of Interest or Concern. 
 

x. Conclusion. 
 

xi. Recommendations. 
 

e. Flight Safety Reports. The procedures for Flight Safety and RA(T) 
Infringement reporting are at Appendix 1 and 2 to this Annex. 
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SPECIALIST CLOTHING 
 
4. All bids for specialised clothing for RAF Display Teams are centralised by MOD to 
ensure maintenance of quality and value. The current scales for specialised clothing for 
RAFAT are set out in AP 830 Scale C 220. The Team Manager is to submit detailed 
estimates for specialised clothing by the end of January, annually, for the FY commencing 
in April of the following year. Any amendments to the estimated bids are to be forwarded to 
DCTA as soon as any inaccuracies are revealed. Copies of bids and amendments are to 
be sent, for information, to Supply Manager, RAF Scampton. A copy of the RAFAT 
Clothing Standards Policy is at Appendix 3. 
 
ACCOMMODATION POLICY 
 
5. The Team Manager is responsible for ensuring that the Team is provided with 
suitable accommodation when operating away from base. The following guidelines are to 
apply: 
 

a. Service Accommodation. When operating at military airfields, Service 
accommodation should be used whenever possible. However, flight safety and 
operational requirements are to be the primary considerations. Sub-standard 
accommodation is not to be used. If the requirements below cannot be guaranteed in 
advance, then the Team Manager is to arrange hotel accommodation. Service 
accommodation must meet the following minimum standard. 

 
i. For aircrew, single rooms, which are not subject to disturbance. 

 
ii. Groundcrew should have twin rooms for NCOs, and rooms with no more 
than 4 beds for airmen. 

 
iii. Adequate bath or shower facilities. 

 
iv. Bedding must be provided in all rooms. 

 
v. Meals must be available to match the Team’s operating requirements. 

 
b. Hotel Accommodation. When hotel accommodation is used, aircrew and 
groundcrew may be accommodated separately, and the groundcrew further divided 
between airmen and SNCOs. Hotel accommodation should meet the following 
minimum standards: 

 
i. Single rooms for aircrew, SEngO, JEngO, WO Eng and Circus Lead. 

 
ii. A maximum of 2 NCOs or airmen per room in single, permanent, beds. 

 
iii. Meals must be available at times to meet the Team’s operational 
requirements. 

 
iv. Wherever possible, air-conditioned rooms are to be provided. 
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v. Previous experience has shown that despite the star-rating system the 
standard of hotel overseas can be extremely variable. In certain countries a 5-
star hotel will be the minimum standard. 

AIR TRAVEL 
 
6. Standing approval has been granted for the RAFAT to use air travel as required 
when it is required and directly related to the delivery of the RAFAT primary task29. 
 
RAFAT DRESS STANDARDS 
 
7. Representing the speed, agility and precision of the Royal Air Force, the team is a 
public face of the service. They assist in recruiting to the Armed Forces, act as 
ambassadors for the United Kingdom at home and overseas and promote the best of 
British. To enable these roles RAFAT personnel are to maintain the highest standards of 
dress whilst engaged in Red Arrows business to reinforce the message of excellence and 
teamwork.  Both working dress and civilian attire must be appropriate, smart, readily 
identifiable and “uniform” to reflect the desired Team image. Sourcing, scaling and funding 
are to be iaw extant policy. The various standards required are given below: 
 

a. Officers. 
 

i. Flying Clothing. 
 

(a) In-Season. Post PDA Reds 1-11 are to wear the selected red suit, 
the Team white long-sleeve aircrew top and standard issue black flying 
boots. If required on inclement days they are to wear the standard black 
leather flying jacket or ‘PING’ black light weight jacket (only when 
deployed) out of cockpit or standard issue CW jacket for flying. To help 
combat heat stress, during the display season the RAFAT short-sleeved 
white T-shirt may be worn. Service headdress is not normally worn except 
for specific hosting duties as directed by OC RAFAT or the Team Leader. 

 
(b) Out of Season. During training, Team aircrew are to wear the latest 
version standard issue green flying suit with name badge on the left breast 
and Squadron crest on the right arm. If required on inclement days they 
are to wear the standard black leather flying jacket out of cockpit or 
standard issue CW jacket for flying. The approved long-sleeve white 
RAFAT aircrew top is to be worn. To help combat heat stress, from the 
start of Ex SPRINGHAWK RAFAT may wear the RAFAT short-sleeved 
white T-shirt. 

 
Note: Ref i, the Risk of operating with short-sleeved vice long-sleeved white T-shirts 
was accepted by the DDH (Comdt CFS)30. 
 

ii. Civilian Attire. In accordance with Annex C para 2, varying standards of 
civilian attire are required by RAFAT officers for the different types of public 
appearance Team members are required to make away from the cockpit, in 
direct support of the primary and secondary roles. Female officers are to dress 
to an equivalent “uniform” standard. 

 
29 Email fm 22 Gp Budget Manager to RAFAT Adjutant, dated xx. 
30 Ref required. 
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(a) Evening Arrows. Required for very formal “Black Tie” engagements 
e.g. guest(s) of honour at formal high-profile dinners involving royalty or 
other VVIPs. Black dinner suit and tie, white evening shirt, black patent 
shoes and RAFAT standard cummerbund. 

 
(b) Formal Arrows. Required for slightly less formal engagements e.g. 
Ambassadors’ cocktail parties or other VIP occasions. Three / two-piece 
lounge suit, white shirt, “Red Arrows” Squadron tie, black shoes and black 
belt. 

 
(c) Standard Arrows. Required for less formal engagements e.g. 
lectures or meeting members of the public away from the workplace. Navy 
blazer, “Chino” trousers, white shirt, “Red Arrows” Squadron tie, brown 
shoes and brown belt. 

 
(d) Casual Arrows. Required for informal occasions. Often used on tour 
for all types of reception when luggage space is limited. “Team” polo shirt 
with “Red Arrows” logo, casual trousers (e.g. Chino), brown shoes and 
brown belt. 

 
b. Airmen. 

 
i. Working Dress. 

 
(a) In-Season. Post PDA, all airmen are to dress i.a.w. para 2 a (1) but 
wearing the selected blue suit in lieu of the red suit. Normal Service 
working dress (including green overalls or specialist protective clothing) 
may be worn when not engaged on display duties or whilst working on ac 
and when employed on smoke system replenishment duties. 

 
(b) Out of Season. Outside of the display season, airmen are to wear 
standard Service uniform. When engaged on flying duties, the Circus are 
required to wear the latest issue blue FACS. The Team white T-shirt may 
be worn as an alternative to the issue green aircrew roll-neck shirt at the 
discretion of OC RAFAT. 

 
ii. Civilian Attire. When deploying by road in support of RAFAT display 
duties, airmen are to wear the groundcrew standard blue polo shirt with Red 
Arrows logo, together with the standard black ‘chino’ trousers (known as 
‘Travelling Arrows’). Additionally, this attire may be worn at informal events 
when the groundcrew are required to support the primary and secondary roles 
of the Team.
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ANNEX D TO  
RAFAT DD PART 1  

 
FLIGHTS IN RAFAT AIRCRAFT 
 
References: 
 
1. MRP RA 2340 – Supernumerary Crew and Passengers Issue 6. 
 
1. Commander’s Intent. The ADH chain’s’ intent is to reduce the exposure to risk for 
all personnel flying with RAFAT to the lowest possible level, balancing this against the 
benefit for the Service that is gained. 
 
2. General Principles. Display Flying is defined within Ref A as ‘Any flying activity 
designed to demonstrate an Air System’s performance within the Release to Service, but 
beyond that normally carried out during routine operations and training, whether or not it is 
performed in front of the public’. Issue 6 of RA2340 prohibits the carriage of passengers in 
Display Flying, however, the RAFAT has received a waiver (see Part 2, Annex A) in order 
to allow specific passengers to be carried in certain sorties classed as Display Flying. This 
activity will be approved on a case-by-case basis; most passengers will be UK Service FJ 
aircrew that show interest in a future role with the RAFAT or members of the command 
chain who are involved in the supervision or assurance of RAFAT activity. For the 
purposes of Ref A, RAFAT formations of 4 or less aircraft flying non-aerobatic 
manoeuvres, or flying aerobatic manoeuvres to an MSD of not below 2000’ do not 
constitute display flying. Sortie profile, content and formation position will all be considered 
when approving passenger flying; the first flight in a RAFAT formation will normally be with 
the Team Leader. 
 
3. Personnel Categories. Ref A breaks personnel down into the categories listed 
below in paras a-e. Those categories classed as passengers may not be carried during 
display flying activity without approval via waiver from the MAA. Personnel categories are 
summarised in Table 1, along with maximum sortie type, rationale and required approval 
level. Table 2 defines the sortie type; the list is arranged in descending complexity order 
except for Air-Tests (A). The approval of any individual sortie types encompasses those 
events listed below it; eg, approval for P includes F, P1, V, C and T. 

 
a. Aircrew. Hawk T1 CQT personnel including, but not limited to: OC RAFAT, 
RAFAT ADDH SO, Reds 1-10. Aircrew may be flown in the rear seat of any RAFAT 
sortie IAW with Ref A, subject to appropriate approval and authorisation. 

 
b. Supernumerary Crew. Personnel undertaking a duty whilst airborne may be 
classed a Supernumerary Crew and may be carried in Display Flying activity iaw Ref 
A. Supernumerary Crew include: RAFAT Supervisors, CFS Exam Wing, RAFAT 
photographers (whilst capturing imagery), PMTF qualified personnel, RAFAT shortlist 
and team pilots designate. 

 
c. Tactical Passengers. RAFAT classes Circus 1-11 as Tactical passengers 
during transit sorties, including lopping arrivals where authorised. Circus personnel 
may be flown in a single first-half only practice display to promote understanding of 
the RAFAT role. This sortie is to be flown immediately before, or very early in the 
display season. All Circus personnel will undergo SERE, AvMed and simulator 
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training prior to the DS. Additionally, Circus personnel will be flown on a singleton Air 
Experience flight, exposing them to fast-jet operations and Gz, prior to flying in 
formation. 

 
d. Familiarisation Flight Passenger. Aircrew who are not Hawk T1 CQT. 
Personnel may include non-Hawk qualified supervisors, service and ex-service 
aircrew and aircrew from International display teams. The nature and type of sortie 
will be approved and authorised iaw the matrix at table 1 and Annex B. 

 
e. Air Experience Flight Passengers. All non-aircrew passengers will be classed 
as Air-Experience and will be carried during Display Flying activity in exceptional 
circumstances. Personnel will be approved for sorties iaw Annex B and Table 1 & 2. 

 
4. Pilots Authorised to Carry Passengers. All RAFAT Team pilots, Red 10 and OC 
RAFAT are authorised to carry passengers, including VIPs31, iaw GASO 2340. However, 
until approved by Comdt CFS, ‘1st year’ display team pilots are not to carry passengers on 
formation training sorties32. Before flying with passengers for the first time RAFAT pilots 
are to be briefed by the RAFAT QFI on their responsibilities as Aircraft Commander, sortie 
profile considerations, briefing of passengers and any other relevant passenger 
considerations. 
 
5. Passenger Safety and Survival Policy. 

 
a. Safety Equipment and Clothing. All rear seat occupants must wear Anti-G 
Trousers (AGT) if the 2nd half of the display (or sorties with high g manoeuvres) is 
flown. In order to safeguard against possible interference with flying controls during 
manoeuvres, rear seat occupants carried during aerobatic training sorties, or on 
displays, are only to wear internal AGT. Passengers are to be briefed specifically on 
the possibility of reduced separation between passengers' legs and the control 
column when the AGT inflates, and the requirement to make a conscious effort to 
keep the knees wide. This is particularly important during or immediately following 
negative g. 
 
Note: If required RAFAT pilots, the RAFAT supervisory chain, RAFAT APO and HQ 
CFS examiners may wear FCAGT (if integration is acceptable) or internal AGT when 
occupying the rear seat on any sortie. 

 
b. Survival Training. All passengers carried in RAFAT ac are to be given a 
comprehensive brief, paying particular attention to those requirements unique to 
passenger flying during RAFAT training. SERE trg requirements for personnel flying 
in RAFAT ac are covered comprehensively at para 8. 

 
c. Rear Cockpit Guards. In order to prevent inadvertent operation of critical 
switches and controls in the rear cockpit, approved guards (SEM/HAWK/026) are to 
be fitted for all display training sorties where passengers are carried. OC RAFAT is 
authorised to dispense with these requirements after considering the experience of 
the passenger. 

 

 
31

 This approval will be recorded in their training folder 
32

 This approval will be recorded in their training folder. 
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d. Command Eject Policy. The command eject is to be selected ‘down and off’ 
when carrying all passengers except, at the Aircraft Commander’s discretion, when 
carrying fast-jet aircrew. 

 
6. Flight Approvals Process. All flights in RAFAT aircraft where personnel are carried 
in the rear cockpit are to be suitably approved iaw the matrix at Table 1. Where standing 
approval does not exist for a proposed sortie, the sponsor is to submit a flight approval 
request to OC RAFAT in the first instance for approval by Comdt CFS. The request is to 
be explicit with regard to the proposed sortie profile and is to detail the capacity/category in 
which the individual is to be flown. For flights in this category, the status of the rear seat 
occupant is to be clearly stated in the sortie auth sheet entry. 
 
7. Sortie Content. PAX sorties containing events which are not implicit in the sortie 
decode at Table 2 may only be planned with the express permission of the Approving 
Officer, subject to the sponsor providing enough justification that the Service Interest 
gained outweighs the increased risk. Unless the aircraft captain is a Hawk QFI, 
passengers may not handle the aircraft below 2000 ft MSD. 

 
8. Pre-flight Requirements. A completed Passenger Briefing Form (PBF) is required 
for all PAX sorties. Military aircrew, current for medical and/or the Safety and Survival drills 
mandated at Reference A, may self-certify the corresponding sections of the PBF. The 
Authorising Officer is to satisfy himself that all personnel flying in RAFAT ac meet the 
minimum medical standards and are appropriately trained and briefed on the Hawk AEA 
and relevant safety and survival drills: 

 
a. Medical. All personnel must have a valid medical appropriate to the conditions 
to be experienced on the flight: 

 
i. Cat 1 Medical. Passengers with a valid Cat 1 medical can fly up to the ac 
limits. 

 
ii. Cat 2 Medical. Passengers with Cat 2 medicals must not experience more 
than +4.5g and -1.0g. Individual exemption from Cat 2 g limits must be sought 
from CFMO. 

 
b. Anthropometry. As per GASO 2340, all PAX to be flown in the Hawk should 
have anthropometry and boarding weight check prior to flight by a qualified medical 
examiner or, by exception, the Aircraft Commander. 

 
c. SERE Training. All personnel flying in the Hawk must be familiar with the Hawk 
AEA, ejection seat and relevant survival and emergency drills. Pre-sortie SERE 
briefings and familiarisation training are to be tailored to the experience and 
background of the persons undertaking the flight as mandated in Table 1. 

 
d. Aircrew. Hawk T1 CQT personnel are to be current and qualified iaw GASOs. 

 
e. Supernumerary Crew and Tactical Passengers. Personnel are to be current 
iaw the RAFAT Supernumerary Crew / Circus qualification syllabus. Currencies are 
to be displayed next to the RAFAT Auth Sheets and inputted into STARs. 
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f. Familiarisation and Air-Experience Passengers. Personnel are to receive a 
full brief on the Hawk AEA, ejection seat and emergency procedures by a current 
Hawk pilot. They are to view the Hawk PAX video. Personnel who have previously 
flown the Hawk T1 are to satisfy the Authorising Officer that they are current iaw 
GASOs and are to be given a re-familiarisation brief on the Hawk AEA and ejection 
seat. They are, where reasonably practicable, to view the Hawk PAX video.
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RA2340 Category Crew / Personnel Max Sortie Type Rationale Minimum Approval Level 

Aircrew33 (Hawk T1 CQT) Reds 1-10, OC RAFAT, RAFAT ADDH SO D Core Role Standing Approval 

Supernumerary Crew RAFAT Supervisors (ADH chain, RAFAT APO)34 
Circus 10 /RAFAT Photogs (whilst operating 
camera) 

D 
F 

Supervision / Assurance / Safety 
Core Role / PR 

Standing Approval 

PMTF qualified Groundcrew during MTF serials A Core Role Standing Approval 

RAFAT Shortlist and Team Pilots designate35 P / D36 Suitability for Role / Selection OC RAFAT 

Tactical Passenger Circus 1-11  T37 Supporting core tasking Standing Approval  

Familiarisation Flight 
Passenger (Aircrew, Non-
Hawk T1 CQT) 

Other Supervisors/Assurance/Safety 
Enhancement 

P Supervision / Assurance / Safety OC RAFAT 

Service Aircrew (FJ experience) P Promote Awareness / Suitability for role OC RAFAT 

International display team aircrew D DE / Promote Awareness / Strategic 
Influence 

Comdt CFS (DDH) 

Air Experience Flight 
Passenger 
 

Other Service Supervisors/Assurance/Safety 
Enhancement 

P Supervision / Assurance / Safety ODH 

V Supervision/Assurance/Safety OC RAFAT 

Service Personnel (including VIP) P38  Promote Understanding / Role 
Awareness 

Comdt CFS (DDH) 

V Promote Understanding / Role 
Awareness 

OC RAFAT 

Ex-Service Aircrew39 P Promote Understanding / Role experience 
sharing 

Comdt CFS (DDH) 

V Promote Understanding / Role experience 
sharing 

OC RAFAT 

Civilian (including media/non-service photog/VIP) P Promote Awareness / Strategic influence ODH  

 

Table 1: Personnel Categories. 
  

 
33 Any Hawk T1 CQT pilot. 
34 AAMC requested to confirm that ADH chain and RAFAT Aircrew Planning Officer (APO) may be classed as Supernumerary Crew. 
35 RAFAT short-list members endorsed by AOC through DFT. 
36 Pilot Designate only unless undergoing refresher training and classed as CQT iaw RA2101. 
37 Including looping arrival when briefed. 
38 Includes Circus 1st half. 
39 Subject to the nature of previous service experience and recency. 
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Code Meaning Implicit ‘Potentially Hazardous’ Events Remarks 

D 
Display – any display in the public domain Display flying, close formation aerobatics and low 

level flight 
 

P 
Practice Display – a practice display using the 
prevailing Main formation MSD  

Close formation aerobatics and low level flight  

F 
Photo Chase sorties using the prevailing Main 
formation MSD  

Close formation aerobatics and low level flight Including full display sequence 

P1 Practice Display 1st Half Only  Close formation aerobatics and low level flight Note G limitations for pax 

V 

Non-display Continuation Training (CT) formation 
comprising a maximum of 3 ac conducting close 
formation manoeuvring which may include non-
linked loops and/or barrel rolls 

Close formation aerobatics Formation aerobatics to use minimum base 
height of 2000 ft MSD 

C 
Singleton CT Practise emergencies, instrument flying and low 

level flight 
PAX Med Cat and Display Directive limits on 
PFLs apply. 

T 
Transits, including looping arrivals40 flown iaw. 
RAFAT SOPs 

Close formation, low level flight and looping arrivals   

A 

Airtest – full or partial post maintenance check 
flight iaw. published schedule 

First flight of an ac following intrusive maintenance 
therefore systems may not work correctly. 

CT may be conducted, fuel permitting, 
provided all airborne airtest items have been 
completed satisfactorily and CT has been 
included in the sortie authorisation.  

 

Table 2: Sortie type definition matrix. 
 
Note: Except for Airtests, the list is arranged in ‘Risk’ order and the approval of any of the individual sortie types encompasses those 
events listed below it in the table ie P includes all events listed under F, P1, V, C and T.

 
40

 A looping arrival constitutes Display Flying. 
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APPENDIX 1 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DD PART 1  
 

RAFAT CIRCUS AND SUPERNUMERARY CREW QUALIFICATION PROGRAMME 
 
1. Only RAFAT Groundcrew who have been nominated by OC RAFAT and endorsed by 
Comdt CFS may fly as Circus (Tactical Passengers) or Supernumerary Crew (SC) (PMTF 
engineers and photographers) where allowed for in Annex D Table 1. Circus will fly iaw 
with PAX limits as Tactical Passengers (TP) whilst PMTF engineers will fly as SC. Circus 
and SC will both be trained to the same standard holding a valid Cat 1 medical and current 
for survival and emergency drills as detailed below: 
 

a. RAFCAM Trg. Attend an initial AMTC course during which they are to be 
assessed as anthropometrically suitable to fly in the rear seat of Hawk ac and receive 
SBHT41 training on hypoxia and the use of oxygen equipment. 

 
b. Survival and Emergency Drills. Receive the full range of synthetic and 
practical survival and emergency drills training as mandated in MAA RA 2130 Annex 
A. In recognition of the limited experience of fast jet aviation, they are to receive 
refresher trg more regularly than is mandated for pilots. The currency requirements 
are contained in Annex A to CFS Flying Order 2130. 

 
c. Training at Sea. Sea drills are to be completed prior to Circus flying in the rear 
seat. 

 
d. QFI Brief. Group briefing to cover normal and emergency procedures and crew 
responsibilities when operating in RAFAT ac. To include take-off emergency brief 
and scenarios and general emergency handling. 

 
e. Simulator Trg. All Circus are to be given a cockpit familiarisation in the Hawk 
simulator, which is to include a simulated ejection and ground egress. This training is 
to be completed prior to the granting of SC status. The syllabus for Circus and SC 
Sim training is at Annex A to RAFAT DD Part 1 (1-A-4). 

 
f. Familiarisation Sortie. All personnel selected for Circus and SC duties are to 
be given a familiarisation sortie to introduce them to the air environment42. The sortie 
profile is at the Captains discretion but should cover the basic operating environment 
they may be exposed to in the execution of their duties. Authorisers are to be 
cognisant and confirm pilot understanding of the restrictions imposed on PAX flying 
when authorising these serials. Any instances of airsickness are to be noted on 
individual training records and highlighted to the CoC if considered severe enough to 
impact their role as Circus. 

 
2. Currency Tracking. RAFAT SEREO is to oversee the RAFAT SC Qualification 
Programme and ensure that an up to date list of Circus and SC and their currencies is 
displayed next to the RAFAT Auth Sheets. 
 

 
41 Scenario Based Hypoxic Training – Training endorsed by RAFCAM 
42 Personnel will be flown under PAX3 status for the familiarisation sortie. 
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3. Lapse of Currency. SC with lapsed currencies may only fly as Tactical or Air 
Experience passengers until currency is regained. 

 
4. PMTF SC Engineer. Only those SC who have completed the PMTF qualification 
syllabus at Appendix 3 and have been approved by OC RAFAT are permitted to fly on 
PMTFs.
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APPENDIX 2 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DD PART 1  

 

RAFAT CIRCUS AND SUPERNUMERARY CREW SYLLABUS 
 
1. Before flying as CIRCUS or Supernumerary Crew the following syllabus is to be 
completed43 and be authorised by OC RAFAT to undertake such sorties using the 
declaration at Para 3. 
 
2. All currencies are to be entered and tracked on STARS and maintained IAW CFS 
Flying Order 2130. 

 
3. The individual named in the table above is authorised to act as Circus or Supernumerary 
Crew. 
 

Signature:  

Name:  

Appointment: OC RAFAT 

 
43 IAW Appendix 1 to Annex D to RAFAT DD Part 1. 
44 IAW RAFCAM RPS Training requirement. 
45 IAW RA2130 Annex A. 

Name:  Rank:  Number:  Trade Gp:  

Serial Event Date  
Instructor / Trg Off 

Comments 
Name Signature 

Gnd 1 RAFCAM Trg44 
    

Gnd 2 Dry SERE training45 
  

Dry liferaft 
    

Dry MS liferaft 
    

Para drills 
    

Eject and man sep 
    

Abandon aircraft 
    

Gnd 3 Wet SERE training 
  

Para drag 
    

Sea liferaft 
    

Brf 1 QFI brief 
    

Sim 1 Simulator sortie 
    

Fly 1 Famil sortie 
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APPENDIX 3 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DD PART 1  

 
RAFAT PMTF ENGINEER QUALIFICATION SYLLABUS 
 
Reference: 
 
A. RAFAT Display Directive, Annex D, Appendix 1 and 2. 
 
1. Before flying on PMTFs, RAFAT SC are to complete the following syllabus and be 
authorised by OC RAFAT to undertake such sorties using the declaration at Para 2: 
 

Name:  Rank:  Number:  Trade Gp:  

Serial Event 
Date 

Completed 
Supervisor 

Name Signature 

Gnd 1 Qualified as SC i.a.w. Reference A. 
   

Gnd 2 

Detailed brief from current airtest pilot 
to cover: 

a. Aim, conduct and rear cockpit 
occupant’s actions for all PMTF 
schedule items. 

b. General responsibilities and 
duties during an airtest sortie, including 
monitoring pilot service selection etc. 

   

Fly 1 

Shakedown sortie to include spinning, 
brief exposure to +8g and -3.5g and 
limited aerobatics. Aim is to assess 
individual’s ability to cope with 
aeromedical demands of PMTFs. 

   

Fly 2 
Full trg PMTF sortie flown in a 
‘serviceable’ ac (i.e. one not requiring a 
PMTF). 

   

 
2. The individual named in the table above is authorised to act as SC on RAFAT 
PMTFs. 
 

Signature:  

Name:  

Appointment: OC RAFAT 
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APPENDIX 4 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DD PART 1  

 
PAX BRIEFING GUIDE 
 
1. Explanation of the authority of a/c commander. 
 

2. Passenger approach, boarding and departure procedures. 
 

3. The use of switches or controls, including intercom. 
 

4. Loose article hazards, including use of cameras. 
 

a. Cameras are to be as small as practicable and hand-held. No camera is to be 
fixed to the ac in any way. 

 

b. When the camera can be used during the flight. 
 

c. Where the camera can be stowed during the flight. 
 

d. What to be aware of when using the camera, especially the potential for any 
confliction with flying controls and the implications of the camera being dropped 
during flight. 

 
e. What to do with the camera in the event of an emergency. 

 
f. Cameras are not to be used during critical stages of flight unless there is clear 
benefit for their use. 

 
g. Cameras should not be used during takeoff and landing unless specifically 
authorised by OC RAFAT for specific media opportunities. 

 
h. Non fast-jet passengers should not use a camera during formation aerobatics. 

 
5. Distractions to pilot (Formation v CT sortie). 
 

6. Use of protective clothing, safety and survival equipment including: 
 

a. Ejection seat and seat pin procedures, including actions in the event of dropping 
the pin and Command Eject. 

 

b. Oxygen system operation and emergency procedures. 
 

c. Actions in the event of air sickness. 
 

d. Requirement to have at least one visor down at all times. 
 

7. Handover of control procedures. 
 

8. Physiological aspects – onset of g and manoeuvre warnings. 
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9. Emergency procedures. 
 

a. Loss of intercom (inc pin procedures). 
 

b. Ejection procedure summary (Commands, posture). 
 

10. Sortie content (including full stick deflection manoeuvres and minimum distraction 
during formation sorties). 
 

11. Summary:  PINS / EJECTION ACTIONS / DISTRACTIONS.
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APPENDIX 5 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DD PART 1 

RAFAT CIRCUS SYLLABUS 
 
1. Before regularly flying as Tactical Passengers or Air Experience Passengers 
CIRCUS are to complete the following syllabus46 and be authorised by OC RAFAT to 
undertake such sorties using the declaration at Para 4. 
 
2. All currencies are to be entered and tracked on STARS and maintained IAW CFS 
Flying Order 2130. 
 
3. The table below satisfies the requirement of RA2340(2) issue 6 para 52 regarding 
passenger flying records.  

 

4. I fully understand the instructions 
and training I have received summarised 
in the above table. 

The individual named in the table above 
is authorised to act as Circus. 

 

Signature:  Signature:  

Name:  Name:  

 Appointment: OC RAFAT 

 
46 IAW Appendix 1 to Annex D to RAFAT DD Part 1. 
47 IAW RAFCAM RPS Training requirement. 
48 IAW RA2130 Annex A. 

Name:  Rank:  Number:  

Serial Event Date Instructor Name 

Gnd 1 RAFCAM Trg47   

Hypoxia    

Centrifuge   

PME   

Gnd 2 Dry SERE training48   

Dry dinghy    

Dry AAD   

Dry eject and man sep   

Pyros   

Dry multi seat liferaft   

Gnd 3 Wet SERE training   

Para drag   

Sea liferaft   

Brf 1 Pilot brief   

Sim 1 Simulator sortie   

Fly 1 Famil sortie   
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ANNEX E TO  
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 1 

 
RAFAT NON-STANDARD TASKING RISK ASSESSMENT 
 

NATURE OF TASKING (Including Task Authority) 

The following request falls outside normal tasking of RAFAT by the RAF Events Team: 

Task: 

 

 

 

Date:  

Time:  

 

OC RAFAT COMMENT 

Current RAFAT tasking: 

 

 

Impact on RAFAT working day: 

 

 

Acceptable: Yes/No Accepted: Yes/No* * If no, refer to Comdt 
CFS 

Name:  Rank:  

 

COMDT CFS ASSESSMENT 

Acceptable Risk: Yes/No*  

Name:  Rank:  

 

 

 

AOC 22 GP AUTHORITY 

Acceptable Risk: Yes/No 

Name:  Rank:  
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ANNEX F TO  
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 1  

 
FRAMEWORK FOR THE CONDUCT OF PUBLIC DISPLAY AUTHORITY (PDA) FOR 
RAFAT 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
1. This Annex provides a framework and reference for the conduct of PDA for RAFAT. 
The aim of PDA is to determine whether the RAFAT display is safe and presentable to the 
public and whether the Team is suitable to represent the Service. Specific requirements for 
PDA will be directed by the approving officer as required. 
 
PUBLIC DISPLAY AUTHORITY (PDA) FRAMEWORK 
 
2. Principles of PDA. The PDA is established upon the following principles: 
 

a. PDA is not based upon the outcome of a single sortie, it is conducted over a 
period of days and the award of PDA must be ‘earned’ by all RAFAT personnel. 

 
b. The award of PDA is also informed by the process of audits and visits that have 
been conducted during the training period. 

 
c. The approving officer will have been briefed on progress towards PDA in 
advance of the PDA event. This will include an update on performance of individual 
pilots, display sequence, fatigue management plans for the season and display 
specific risks and mitigations. 

 
d. The approving officer must be satisfied that the Team is operating safely and 
that the risks to life are at least ALARP and Tolerable across all aspects of its 
operation to include: 

 
i. Air Safety Culture. 

 
ii. Fatigue Management. 

 
iii. SOPs (Display Directive). 

 
iv. Engineering Practices. 

 
v. Ground Ops, SUTTO and Recovery, to include a formal start and shut-
down. 

 
vi. Transit Procedures. 

 
vii. Elements of the Full, Rolling and Flat Displays. 

 
viii. Emergency Procedures – known and understood for all aspects of the 
display. 
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ix. Loser Plans – simple but effective, well known and rehearsed. 
 

e. The full, rolling and flat displays must demonstrate the precision and excellence 
for which the Team is world-renowned. 

 
3. Conduct of PDA. During the PDA event, the approving officer will observe from the 
ground (and airborne as required) the following: 
 

a. Full Display. 
 

b. Flat Display. 
 

c. Rolling/Mixed Display49. 
 

d. If the crowd-rear arrival is flown, at least one non crowd-rear arrival (CRA). This 
can be flown on the full or flat pattern. For DS20, the non-CRA will be from Crowd 
Right. 

 
e. Post display flypast50. 

 
f. Ground ops to include formal start, formal shutdown and the reverse. 

 
g. All 3 RAFAT Break options as follows: 

 
i. Big Battle Break. 

 
ii. Left / Right Break51. 

 
iii. Spaghetti Break. 

 
h. Sortie briefs and debriefs which illustrate: 

 
i. Emergency Handling, Escape Procedures and Subsequent Actions. 

 
ii. Loser plans. 

 
iii. Open and Honest RAFAT Debriefing Technique. 

 
4. Commentary, Display Directive, DTR process and BOWTIE diagrams. The 
approving officer will also review Red 10’s commentary and will wish to be assured that 
the contents of the RAFAT Display Directive, the DTR process and BOWTIE’s are 
appropriate for the safe conduct of the display season. 
 
  

 
49 The rolling show is a mix of the full and flat display and doesn’t necessarily need a dedicated sortie.  The mixed show incorporates 
elements of all 3 displays; flat, rolling and full and simulates the typical weather conditions found in the UK in summer and is a better 
option for demonstrating the Teams ability to swap between different show types.  This type of display is very common during the 
display season. 
50 Post-display flypasts can be flown in any core shape such as Big Battle, Big Vixen or Diamond. 
51 Flown flat only with the full option being the Spaghetti Break. 
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5. Safety. Whilst the aspiration must always be to eradicate all ‘safety points’, it is 
possible that safety issues will occur. The key issue is to ascertain why the infringement 
occurred and be able to assure the Flying Display Director (the approving officer for PDA) 
that the infringement was not deliberate, and that action is in hand to prevent a re-
occurrence.
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ANNEX G TO 
SECTION 1 OF 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 1 

 
Defence Airspace and Air Traffic Management 
CAA Aviation House  
Gatwick Airport South 
West Sussex 
RH6 OYR 
 
Telephone:  +44 (0)1293 768705 
Email:  DAATM-AirspaceLowFlyingSO2@mod.gov.uk 
        
Ref:  20200401 – RAFAT MOD Standing Approval 
 

See Distribution     1 Apr 20 
 

MOD APPROVAL FOR THE ROYAL AIR FORCE AEROBATIC TEAM (RAFAT) USE OF 
THE UK LOW FLYING SYSTEM (UKLFS) 
 

Reference: 
 
A. UK Military Low Flying Handbook. 
B. RA2330. 
C. RA2335. 
 
1. This is a standing agreement between The MOD and RAFAT relating to the use of 
the UKLFS to conduct authorised52 displays and/or flypasts. The following conditions 
apply:  
 

a. Where a venue or supporting airfield lies within a built-up or congested area 
(population 10,000+), MOD approval to enter that area is granted53 (RA2330, Para 
5). 
 
b. Where a venue or supporting airfield lies within an avoidance area (including 
the TVAA), MOD approval to enter that area is granted (RA2330, Para 12). 

 
c. Use of the UKLFS at weekends and public holidays (UKMLFH 01.04.01): 

 
i. Use of the UKLFS at weekends is approved for all authorised displays 
and flypasts. 

 
ii. Use of the UKLFS on public holidays is approved for all authorised 
displays and flypasts. 

 
d. Approval is granted for RAFAT to operate within the UKLFS as a single 
formation of not greater that 11 air systems. (UKMLFH 01.04.09, Para d). 

 
52 An ‘authorised’ display or flypast is an event that has been scrutinized and formally tasked and 
conducted iaw current aviation regulations. 
53 iaw your DDH approval and time spent below the criteria outlined in RA 2335 and RA 2330 para 
12, should be the minimum to achieve the task. 

mailto:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx@xxx.xxx.xx
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e. All NOTAMs, CANP, warning and avoidances, other than above, are to be 
complied with. 

 
2. The above approvals do not negate the requirement to conduct low flying in 
accordance with Reference A, B or C, obtain relevant permissions and ATC clearance 
were necessary. 
 
3. Any changes to this approval should be requested via OC LFOF (SWK-
LFOFOC@mod.gov.uk).  

 
4. This MOD Standing Approval is valid until 31 Mar 21. 
 
SO2 LF Policy 
 
S Maxted 
Sqn Ldr 
SO2 LF Policy 
 
 
Distribution: 
 
Action: 
 
OC RAFAT 
OC LFOF 
 
Information: 
 
HQ 22 Gp 
OC DFCIT 
LFCEU 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:xxxxxxxxxx@xxx.xxx.xx
mailto:xxxxxxxxxx@xxx.xxx.xx
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ROYAL AIR FORCE AEROBATIC TEAM 

THE RED ARROWS 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

DISPLAY DIRECTIVE 

PART 2 

AOC 22 GP  

PUBLIC DISPLAY AUTHORITY 

FOR THE 2020 SEASON 

 



RAFAT PUBLIC DISPLAY AUTHORITY FOR THE 2020 DISPLAY SEASON 

References: 

A. RA 2335(2) 
B. RA 2335(3) 
C. RA 3201/CAP413 
D. MAA03 

1. In accordance with Ref A, the Royal Air Force Aerobatic Team (RAFAT), The Red Arrows, 
is awarded Public Display Authority (PDA) for the 2020 Display Season subject to the following 
caveats: 

a. Exception to Orders, Regulations, and the Aircraft Document Set. The RAFAT may 
operate and practise to differing limitations and minima than those described at Ref B 
(when Aviation Duty Holder considers it essential for the display) and differing Air Traffic 
Control procedures against Ref C. The RAFAT regulatory waivers for the 2020 display 
season, requested and granted in accordance with Ref D, are at Annex A. 

b. Display Sequences. The RAFAT must adhere to their approved display sequences as 
detailed at Annex B. The Team Leader is authorised to vary the display between the 
Full, Rolling and Flat sequence as may be necessary to cater for variations in weather 
during the show. The approved Loser Plans is at Appendix 1 to Annex B. 

c. Variations to Published Display Sequences. Significant changes to the display 
format, for example altering formation shapes or the display manoeuvre sequence, are 
to be approved by AOC 22 Gp in advance; such alterations may require further PDA. 
Minor aesthetic changes such as smoke colours or timing should be notified to Comdt 
CFS through OC RAFAT. 

2. The risk associated with the RAFAT display flying in public is assessed as MEDIUM, 
primarily driven by the potential for a CATASTROPHIC54 outcome with multiple 3rd party deaths 
resulting from an ac impacting the crowd. As such this risk is accepted by me as the ODH for the 
RAFAT. Individual risks for the RAFAT are covered in the RAFAT BowTie analysis. 

W A W James 
Air Vice Marshal 
AOC 22 Gp 
8 Jul 20 

Annexes: 

A. RAFAT Waivers for the 2020 Display Season. 
B. Approved Display Sequences (Full/Rolling/Flat with RT). 
C. RA 2335 Annex A Complete. 

54 Catastrophic. Defined by RA 1210. Three or more fatalities of MOD employees engaged in the activity in question or a single fatality 
of a member of the public. 
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ANNEX A TO 
RAFAT DD Part 2 

 
RAFAT WAIVERS FOR THE 2020 DISPLAY SEASON 

 



Military Aviation Authority 

MAA 
Air Commodore S F Lushington CBE MA RAF 
Head Operating Assurance Group 

Military Aviation Authority 
Juniper 0 #5102, 
MOD Abbey Wood (North). 
Bristol BS34 SOW 

Military Network: 
Telephone: 
Email: 

Air Vice-Marshal W A W James CBE MA RAF 
Air Officer Commanding Number 22 Group 
Headquarters Air Command 
RAF High Wycombe 
Buckinghamshire 
HP14 4UE 

20200315-MAA RAFAT RA 2335. 
Waiver Approval Letter 2020-0 

15 March 2020 

ROYAL AIR FORCE AEROBATIC TEAM AAMC & WAIVER APPROVAL (MAA AWE_2020_004) 

References: 

A. RAFAT Regulatory Article (RA) 2335 Waiver Request • dated 4 December 2019. 
B. RA 2335 Issue 9 - Flying Displays and Flypasts. 
C. RA 2335 Issue 10 - Flying Displays, Display Flying, Role Demonstrations and Flypasts.' 

1. In consideration of Reference A, I acknowledge your request for two Alternative Acceptable 
Means of Compliance (AAMC) and four Waivers against the Regulations detailed at Reference B. 

AAMC Requests 

2. I approve the two AAMC detailed at Annex A to this letter subject to your ongoing assurance 
that regulatory compliance Is being achieved through their use. 

Waiver Requests 

3. I am required to provide Independent assurance to tho Secretary of State (SofS) for Defence 
that their Health and Safety Policy is being implemented and promoted2. The Health and Safety 
Policy states that the Risk to Life (AIL) from Defence activities should be As Low As Reasonably 
Practicable (ALARP) and where Defence has a derogation or disapplication from UK legislation the 
MOD must, so far as reasonably practicable, ensure that outcomes are at least as good as UK 
legislation'. For UK military participation In Flying Displays, this is achieved through Reference C. 

' All references to RA 2335 Issue 10 aro against the NPA version of the document and may change in the NAA version. 
The OSA Charter from the Sot S for Defence. 

3 So1S Policy Statement on Health and Safety. 
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4. Therefore, when considering an application for a Waiver, I need to be satisfied that the • 
respective Aviation Duty Holder (ADH) has: fully considered all the risks associated with non-
compliancb, and balancing the risk versus reward, has subsequently accepted those additional 

Reference A states you have fully considered and accepted those risks and on this basis. 
'pending your acknowledgement of such. I approve your request for the four Regulatory Waivers 
detailed at Annex B subject to your ongoing assurance of the mitigations detailed at Reference A.

5. These Waivers are subject to the restrictions detailed below and I remind you that It is for you 
to decide whether it is appropriate for you to accept the additional RIL associated with their use. 

• 
6. Given the ongoing improvements in the management of risk associated with RAFAT Display 
Flying, pending the submission of any additional AAMC or Waivers for Display Season 2021, thq 
AAMC and Waivers detailed at Annexes A and B will remain valid until 31 March 2022 enabling 
RAFAT to operate throughout the winter training periods (October • March) In 2020 and 2021.

7. Finally, I am aware that you have informed the Senior Duty Holder that !hero is a RtL that Is 
of potential societal concern; ho may wish to Inform the So1S5, it he feels it is appropriate. • 

8. I wish you and the RAFAT a safe and successful Display Season. • 

Annexes: 

A. RAFAT Approved AAMC 
B. RAFAT Approved Waiver Details. 

, In accordance wits i MM 03 Annex C. 

tr 
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Military Aviation Authority 

MAA 
Air Vice-Marshal S J Shell OBE MA 
RAF 
Director 

Military Aviation Authority 
Juniper 0 #5003 
MOD Abbey Wood (North) 
Bristol BS34 8QW 

Military Network: 
Telephone: 
Email: xxxxxxxxx@xxx.xxx.xx 

Air Vice-Marshal W A W James CBE MA RAF 
Air Officer Commanding Number 22 Group 
Headquarters Air Command 
RAF High Wycombe 
Buckinghamshire 
HP14 4UE 

Reference: 20200428DMAA A0C22_ 
RAFAT RA 2330 Waiver Approval 
Letter 2020-0 

28 April 2020 

ROYAL AIR FORCE AEROBATIC TEAM RA 2330 WAIVER APPROVAL 
(MAA_AWE_2020_039) 

References: 

A. RAFAT VE Day Flypast Regulatory Article (RA) 2330 Waiver Request - dated 20 
Apr 20. 
B. RA 2330 Issue 2 - Low Flying. 

1. Having reviewed the Risk Assessment contained in Reference A, I am able to 
grant the Regulatory Waiver below against paragraph 5 of Reference B. 

Waiver Requests 

2. I am required to provide independent assurance to the Secretary of State (SofS) 
for Defence that their Health and Safety Policy is being implemented and promoted55. The 
Health and Safety Policy states that the Risk to Life (RtL) from Defence activities should 
be As Low As Reasonably Practicable (ALARP) and where Defence has a derogation or 
disapplication from UK legislation the MOD must, so far as reasonably practicable, ensure 
that outcomes are at least as good as UK legislation56. For UK military participation in Low 
Flying, this is achieved through Reference B. 

3. Therefore, when considering an application for a Waiver, I need to be satisfied that 
the respective Aviation Duty Holder (ADH) has: fully considered all the risks associated 
with non-compliance, and balancing the risk versus reward, has subsequently accepted 

56 The DSA Charter from the SofS for Defence. 
56 SofS Policy Statement on Health and Safety. 
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those additional risks5758. Reference A states yob have fully considered and accepted 
those risks and.on this basis, I approve your request for the Regulatory Waiver detailed 
below subject to your ongoing assurance of the mitigations detailed at Reference A. 

4. Regulatory Waiver against RA 2330(1) Reference B Paragraph 5 — Low Flying 
over Congested Areas and Public Assemblies. RAFAT Hawk T Mk 1 aircraft are 
permitted to conduct overflight of the Congested Area specified (Central London) below 
2000' above ground level (AGL) without the ability to conduct a safe emergency landing 
outside the Congested Area, subject to your continued acceptance as Operating Duty 
Holder (ODH) that any associated increase in K. is both ALARP and Tolerable and 
adherence to the following restrictions: 

a. Overflight of the Congested Area (Central London), as tasked by the RAF 
Event Team, should also be endorsed by MOD (CAS-AS LF) iaw RA 2330 
Paragraph 5; 

b. Overflight of the Congested Area (Central London) is not permitted below 
1000' AGL; 

c. All Air Systems should maintain a Minimum Separation Distance (MSD) of 
500'; 

d. The minimum arrival speed should be 360.knots indicated air speed 
(KIAS)4; 

e. The arrival route, emergency situations59 and formation manoeuvring 
options should be briefed in detail to all participants by the RAFAT Team Leader 
prior to use of this Waiver. 

5. Given the ongoing improvements in the management of risk associated with , 
RAFAT 
Display Flying, this Waiver (for the overflight of the Central London),will remain valid until 
31 August 2020, subject to the conditions in paragraph 4 above and prior notification of its 
intended use to the MAA (via email to DSA-MAA-Displavmod.qov.uk) no later than 7 

• days prior to each event. 

6. Finally, I am aware that you have informed the Senior Duty Holder (SDH) that • 
there is a RtL that is of potential societal concern; he may wish to inform the SofS60, if he 
feels it is appropriate. 

*Cala 

„Steve Sdete 

57 In accordance with MAA 03 Annex C. • 
58 KIAS if multiple Air Systems are involved in the flypast lot maintain the timing contract and safe separation. 
5° Including catastrophic engine failure at each stage during overflight of the Congested Area specified (Central London). 
6° RA 1210 para 2 and 8 refers. "If a RtL is identified that the Senior Duty Holder (SDH) considers is of potential Societal 
Concern, the Secretary of State (SofS) should be informed for consideration of the wider implications before the SDH 
accepts such a risk" 
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Copy to:  

MAA Hd OAG*  
MAA OpAssure-TEST-DepHd*  
MAAOpAssure-TEST-AirOps*  
22 (Trg) Gp ODH SO*  
22 (Trg) Gp Comd CFS*  
OC RAFAT* 
RAFAT COS*  
  
  



Military Aviation Authority 

MAA 
Air Commodore S F LushIngton CBE MA 
RAF 
Head Operating Assurance Group 

Military Aviation Authority 
Juniper° 45102, 
MOD Abbey Wood (North), 
Bristol BS34 BOW 

Military Network: 
Telephone: 
Email: 
wwweov,uKanne

Air Vice-Marshal W A W James CBE MA RAF 
Air Officer Commanding Number 22 Group 
Headquarters Air Command 
RAF High Wycombe 
Buckinghamshire 
HP14 4UE 

20200625-MAA RAFAT RA 2340 AWE 
Approval Letter 2020-0 

25 June 2020 

Sir, 

ROYAL AIR FORCE AEROBATIC TEAM - RA 2340 AAMC 8 WAIVER APPROVAL 

References: 

RAFAT RA 2340 AAMC and Waiver Request - dated 10 February 2020. 
RA 2335 Issue 9 - Flying Displays and Flypasts. 
RA 2340 Issue 6 - Supernumerary Crew and Passengers. 

In consideration of Reference A, I acknowledge your request for Alternative Acceptable 
Means of Compliance (AAMC) and Waivers against the Regulations detailed at Reference 
C. 

Regulatory Walser Requests 

The MAA Is required to provide independent assurance to the Secretary of State for 
Defence (SofS) that his Health and Safety Policy is being implemented and promoted'. 
SOS Health and Safety Policy states that the Risk to Life (RtL) from Defence activities 
should bo As Low As Reasonably Practicable (ALARP) and whore Defence has a 
derogation or disapplicatlon from UK legislation the department must, so far as reasonably 
practicable, ensure that outcomes are at least as good as UK legislation'. For UK military 
participation in Flying Displays, this is achieved through Reference B and the carriage of 
Supernumerary Crew and Passengers Is achieved through Reference C. 

' In accordance with the DSA Charter horn the SoIS for Defence. 
2 In accordance with SoIS ler Defence Policy Statement on Health and Safety. 
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Finally, because of the potential for societal concern, the SDH may wish to inform the SofS 
for Defence and DG DSA5 that these AAMC and Waivers are in place, if he feels it is 
appropriate. 

• 
youys Aue,

Stepliew Lushingtow 

Annex. RAFAT Approved RA 2340 AAMC and Waiver Details. 

Distribution: 

DFT' COmdt CFS RAFAT Snr Op' OC RAFAT' RAFAT COS' 

Copy to: 

DMAA' AOC 1 Op' MM TEST Dop Hd' MM Flying Display Lead! , 

In accordance with RA 1210(1): 'If a RIL is Identified That the SDH &Insiders is of potential Societal Concern, Ma SOTS 
should be informed for consideration of the wider Implications before the SDI1 accepts such a risk. Director General 
Delano Solely Authority (DO OSA) should be Informed in parallel when risks are referred up to the SDH or SetS.' 

3. 
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Recognising that in exceptional circumstances RAFAT may be tasked to fly Air Experience 
Flight Passengers during Display Flying at a Flying Display in the public domain; those 
tasks that are explicitly directed by tho RAF Events Team, and are endorsed by you as 
ODH, are approved subject to Director MM being informed2° of the details no later than 7 
days prior to the sortie. 

Validity 

This AAMC and Waiver approval Is valid until 31 Mar 22. 

" Via omail to and copied to MM-Di$01aV QMOd.00v.uk. 
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Defence Airspace and Air Traffic Management 
CM Aviation House 
Gatwick Airport South 
West Sussex 
R116 OVA 

Ministry 
of Defence Telephone: 

Email: 

Ref: 20200401 — RAFAT MOD Standing Approval 

See Distribution I Apr 20 

MOD APPROVAL FOR THE ROYAL AIR FORCE AEROBATIC TEAM (RAFAT) USE OF THE 
UK LOW FLYING SYSTEM (UKLFS) 

Reference: 

A. UK Military Low Flying Handbook. 
B. RA2330 
C. RA2335 

1. This is a standing agreement between The MOD and RAFAT relating to the use of the 
UKLFS to conduct authorised' displays and/or flypasts. The following conditions apply: 

a. Where a venue or supporting airfield lies within a built-up or congested area 
(population 10,000+), MOD approval to enter that area is granted= (RA2330, Para 5). 

b. Where a venue or supporting airfield lies within an avoidance area (including the 
TVAA), MOD approval to enter that area is granted (RA2330, Para 12). 

c. Use of the UKLFS at weekends and public holidays (UKMLFH 01.04.01): 

I. Uso of the UKLFS at weekends Is approved for all authorised displays and 
flypasts, 

ii. Use of the UKLFS on public holidays Is approved for all authorised displays 
and flypasts. 

d. Approval is granted for RAFAT to operate within the UKLFS as a single formation of 
not greater that 11 air systems. (UKMLFH 01.04.09, Para d). 

e. All NOTAMs, CANP, warning and avoidances, other than above, aro to bo complied 
with. 

2. The above approvals do not negate the requirement to conduct low flying In accordance with 
Reference A, B or C, obtain relevant permissions and ATC clearance were necessary. 

3. Any changes to this approval should be requested via OC LFOF 

' An 'authorised' display or flypast is an event that has been scrutinized and lonnally tasked and conducted law current aviation 
regulations. 

law your DDH approval and limo spent below the criteria outlined in RA 2335 and RA 2330 para 12. should be the minimum to achieve 
trio task 

v~srr
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ANNEX B TO 
RAFAT DD Part 2 

 
APPROVED DISPLAY SEQUENCES (FULL/ROLLING/FLAT WITH RT) 
 

2020 Full Display R/T      
 

Display T/O – arrival  
 
6. Site QFE 

7. 7 
1. 1 

6. We’ll start 2 right 
7. 7 
1. 1 
1. Display T/O coming left/right 
6. 6 
6. Thats good 4/5 

5. (Double click) 
5. Thats good Boss 
1. (Double Click) 
6. We are all aboard 

1. Display T/O coming left/right 
6. 6 
1. 9’s radio 

9. 9 
1. Smoke, lights on Go, Power, Parking Brakes 

1. Reds rolling Now 

6. Turn 

1. Coming Left Now/Coming Right Now, Holding The Bank Now 

6. Aboard 

1. Rolling out 
1. Throttling back, throttling back 
2. 2 for trim 

3. 3 for trim (auto move to Short Diamond References) 

9. 9 has a traffic service on… 
1. Traffic Service on… 
2. 2 complete 

3. 3 complete 
1. 9 Arrow Go 

8. 8 
9. 9 
1. Pyramid Go 

2. 2 
3. 3 
6. 6 

 

1. Reds Prime, Smoke off Go (prime all three colours, 9 checks everyone, 8 checks 9) 

 

1. Running in, Starting Full 
2. 2 (run-in call as required) 
1. Colour On Go (2, 3, 7 White 4,8 Blue 5,9 Red) 
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Transit Arrival Differences 
 

6. With Strobes Coming Off, Gypo in Trail (strobes off) 
1. Pyramid Go 

6. 6 
7. 7 
8. 8 

9. 9 
      
1. Reds Prime, Smoke off Go (prime all three colours, 9 checks everyone, 8 checks 9) 

 
 

1. Running in, Starting Full 
2. 2 (Running in call as required) 
1. Colour On Go (2,3,7 White 4,8 Blue 5,9 Red) 
 

Transit Flypast 
 
6. ‘With strobes coming off Gypo are in Trail’ (Strobes off) 

1. ‘Big Battle Go’ 
6. ‘6’ 
7. ‘7’ 
1. ‘Reds Prime, SOffG’ (Prime all 3 colours finishing on Flypast colours, 8 cxs colours, 9 cxs 8) 

1. ‘Reds SOnG’ (1,2,3 White / 4,6,8 Red / 5,7,9 Blue) 
 
Flypast Colours 
 
Big Battle  (SOP) 
 
1,2 & 3 White  
4,6 & 8 Red 
5,7& 9 Blue 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Big Battle  (9’s Colours) 
 
1, 2 & 3 Red 
4 & 5 White  
6, 7, 8 & 9 Blue 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Diamond 
 
7 Red 
8 & 9 White 
4 & 5 Blue 
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Pyramid to Short Diamond 
  

1. And Pulling Up 

1. Short Diamond Go  

2. 2 

3. 3 

8. Go 

9. 9 
7. Smoke Off Go 

 

 
 2, 3, 7 White 4, 8 Blue 5, 9, Red 
8, 9 White on the 2,3, 
2,3 Smoke off on the 9  
 
 

Short Diamond Present 
 
 
1. Coming Left Now, Holding The Bank Now, 
1. Smoke On Go 
1. Reversing Right Now,  
1. Holding The Bank Now, TighteNing, Smoke Off Go 
 
4, 5, 7, 8, 9 White for the present 
 

 

 

 
Short Diamond to Typhoon 
 

1. Typhoon Go 
2. 2 

3. 3   
5. Smoke off Go 
  
 
 

Typhoon Roll 
 
1. Rolling Out 
1. Easing Up 
1. Colour on Go 
1. And Roll 
1. Holding the Bank Now 
1. Smoke Off Go 
1. Letting it Out  
 
Roll: 4, 5, 7 White 8, 9, Red 
 
 
Typhoon to Lightning 
 

1. Lightning Go  

4. 4 

5. 5 
7. 7 

5. Smoke off Go 
1. Staying Full 
2. 2 
1. Letting it Out 
1. Rolling Out 
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Lightning Loop 

 
1. Smoke on Go 
1. And Pulling Up 
1. Coming Left Now 
1. Holding the Bank Now 
10. Details 
1. Smoke Off Go 
 
Loop: 4, 5, 7, 8, 9 White 

 
Lightning to Phoenix 

 
1. Phoenix Go 

2. 2 
3. 3 

8. 8 
9. 9 
7. Go (once 2,3 are in position) 
6. 6  

8. Smoke Off Go 
1. Colour On Go 
1. Smoke Off Go 
  
Present:  1, 6, 7 White 4, 8, Red 5, 9 Blue  
 
 

Phoenix to Tornado  
 

1. Tornado Go  

6. 6 

7. 7 

8. 8 

9. 9 
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Tornado 
 
1. ‘LIO, RO’ 
1. ‘SOnG’ (1-5,8,9 White)  
1. ‘8 and 9 roll Go’  (8 Red, 9 Blue) 
9. ‘Aboard’ 
1. ‘CRN, HTBN, TighteNing’  (1 Red, 8,9 White, 4,5 Blue) 

1. ‘RO, WOnGo’ (1,4,5 White) 
8. ‘A/B In Go’ 
9. ‘SOffG’ 
 
 
 
                              
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
SECOND HALF 
 
Detonator 
 
 
1. ‘Reds, SOnG’ (All white) 
1. ‘Vertical / Low recovery’ 
2. ‘2’ 
1. ‘Enid’ (6,9 blue, 7,8 red) 
1. ‘Break, Break Go’  
1. ‘SOffG / Turn, SOffGo’ 
6. Tone  
 
 
 
 
Pull: 1,2,3,4,5 Smoke White 
Break: 7,8 red  6,9 blue 
 
 

 
 
Gypo Pass 
 
6. ‘Roll Go’ 
6. ‘20/30/45 Pull Go’ 
6. ‘Roll Go’ 
6. ‘Gypo’s going full/flat’ 
7. ‘7’ 
6/7. ‘Threshold’ (8+9 White) 
7/6. ‘Threshold’ 
6. ‘Gypo Go/Roll Go’ 
 
 
 

Enid 
6 
7 
8 
9 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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Cyclone/Slingshot Rollercoaster 
 
6. ‘Turn’ (8+9 Smoke off) 

6. ‘It’s going a little bit L/R’ 
7. ‘7’ 
6. ‘Turn’ 
6. ‘Roll Go 
6. ‘20/30/45 Pull Go’ 
6. ‘Roll Go’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Goose 
 
1. ‘Enid SOnG’ (All white) 
1. ‘Get Down’ 
1. ‘Good timing 6’ 
6. (Double click) 
1. ‘PoWer’ (3, 5 Red, 2, 4 Blue) 
1. ‘LBLN, holding’ 
1. ‘Rolling Out’ 
1. ‘White On Go’ (All white) 
1. ‘Enid’s going full’ 
6. ‘6’ 
6. ‘Enid SOffG’ 
 
 
 
 
 
Heart  
 
6. ‘Enid SOffG’ 
6. ‘Good timing Boss’ 
1. (Double click) 
6. ‘And Pulling Up 
6. ‘White/Red, Red Heart’ 
7. ‘7’ 
6. ‘SynChro split’ 
6. ‘Roll SaMoke on Go’  
6. ‘Easing’ 
7. ‘Clear’ (6,7 smoke off) 
 
 
 
 

  

Enid 
6 
7 
8 
9 
 

Enid 
6 
7 
8 
9 
 

 

 
Enid 
6 
7 
9 
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Op Barrel 
 
 
6./7. ‘Turn in’ 
6./7. ‘Add…/….Short’ 
6./7. ‘6/7’ 
6. ‘Op Barrel’ 
7. ‘7’ 
6/7. ‘Threshold’ (6 blue, 7 red) 
6. ‘Roll Go’  
6. Tone 
  
 

Python 
 
 
1. ‘Enid SOnG’ (All White) 
1. ‘Good timing 6’ 
6. (Double click) 
1. ‘Easing Up’ 
1. ‘COnG’ (1 White 2, 4 Red 3, 5  Blue) 
1. ‘And Roll’ 
1. ‘HTBN’ 
1. ‘WOnG’ (All White) 
1. ‘And Roll’ 
1. ‘HTBN’ 
 
 
 

Mirror Flat 
 
6. ‘Enid SOffG’ 
6. ‘Good timing Boss’ 
1. (Double click) 
6. ‘Gypo SOnGo’ 
6. ‘6 Rolling In’ 
6. ‘CommmmPlete’ 
6. ‘6 Rolling Out’ 
 
 

 

 

Rollbacks 
 
1. ‘Gypo SOffG, Enid SOnG’ (All white) 
1. ‘Good timing 6’ 
6. (Double click) 
1. ‘2 and 3 roll go’ (1 red, 2,3 blue)  
2. ‘Clear’ (1 blue, 2,3 white, 4,5 red)  
3. ‘Go’ (2,3 blue off, 4,5 white off) 
4. ‘Clear’ (1 red, 2,3 blue, 4,5 white) 
5. ‘Go’ (2,3 white off, 4,5 red off) 
2. ‘Clear’ (1 blue, 2,3 white, 4,5 red) 
3. ‘Go’ (2,3 blue off, 4,5 white off) 
5. ‘ComPlete’ (1,4,5 white on, colour off) 
1. ‘CLN, HTBN’ 
 

  

Enid 
Gypo 
 
 

 

 
Enid 
Gypo 
 

 
 

 
Enid 
6 
7 
 

 
 

 

 
Enid 
Gypo 
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Gypo Break into Crossbow 
 
6. ‘Enid SOffG, Gypo SOnG’ 
6. ‘Good timing Boss’ 
1. (Double click) 
6. ‘8 and 9 Roll Go’ (6,9 Red, 7,8 Blue) 
6. ‘Synchro Roll Go’ 
6. ‘Go’ 
6. ‘Roll Go’ (6 + 7 white) 
6. ‘20/30 Pull Go’ 
6. ‘Roll Go’ 
6. ‘Crossbow’  
7. ‘7’ 
6. ‘Pull Go’ (6 Red, 7 Blue) 
6. ‘Roll, Roll Go’ (6, 7 White) 

6. Tone (smoke off) 
 
 

Vixen Break 
 
1. ‘Vertical/Low recovery straight ahead and R/L’ 
2/3. ‘2/3’ 
6/7. ‘6/7’ 
1. ‘SOnG’ (1-5,8,9 White) 

1. (‘Low recovery’) 
2. (‘2’) 
1. ‘Reds, break break Go’ (2+3 Red, 4+5 White, 8+9 Blue) 
1. ‘SOffG/Turn - SOffG’ 
1. ‘Straight ahead and R/L’ 
2/3. ‘2/3’ 
6/7. ‘6/7’ 
7. ‘6 SOffG’ 
6. ‘Boss SOffG’ 
8. ‘8 happy’ 
9. ‘9 happy (hack strobes)’ 
 ‘ 
 

  

 

 
Enid 
6 
7 
8 
9 

 
 

1+2+3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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2020 Roll Display R/T      
 

Display T/O – arrival  
 
6. Site QFE 

7. 7 
1. 1 

6. We’ll start 2 right 
7. 7 
1. 1 
1. Display T/O coming left/right 
6. 6 
6. Thats good 4/5 

5. (Double click) 
5. Thats good Boss 
1. (Double Click) 
6. We are all aboard 

1. Display T/O coming left/right 
6. 6 
1. 9’s radio 

9. 9 
1. Smoke, lights on Go, Power, Parking Brakes 

1. Reds rolling Now 

6. Turn 

1. Coming Left Now/Coming Right Now, Holding The Bank Now 

6. Aboard 

1. Rolling out 
1. Throttling back, throttling back 
2. 2 for trim 

3. 3 for trim (auto move to Short Diamond References) 

9. 9 has a traffic service on… 
1. Traffic Service on… 
2. 2 complete 

3. 3 complete 
1. 9 Arrow Go 

8. 8 
9. 9 
1. Pyramid Go 

2. 2 
3. 3 
6. 6 

 

1. Reds Prime, Smoke off Go (prime all three colours, 9 checks everyone, 8 checks 9) 

 

1. Running in, Starting Rolling 

2. 2 (run-in call as required) 
1. Colour On Go (2, 3, 7 White 4,8 Blue 5,9 Red) 
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Transit Arrival Differences 
 

6. With Strobes Coming Off, Gypo in Trail (strobes off) 
1. Pyramid Go 

6. 6 
7. 7 
8. 8 

9. 9 
      
1. Reds Prime, Smoke off Go (prime all three colours, 9 checks everyone, 8 checks 9) 

 
 

1. Running in, Starting Rolling 

2. 2 (Running in call as required) 
1. Colour On Go (2,3,7 White 4,8 Blue 5,9 Red) 

 

 

Pyramid to Short Diamond  
  

1. Coming Left Now 
1. Holding The Bank Now 
1. TighteNing 

1. Short Diamond Go  

2. 2 

3. 3 

8. Go 

9. 9 
7. Smoke Off Go 

 

 
 2, 3, 7 White 4, 8 Blue 5, 9, Red 
8, 9 White on the 2,3, 
2,3 Smoke off on the 9  
 
 

Short Diamond Present 
 
1. Smoke On Go 
1. Reversing Right Now,  
1. Holding The Bank Now, TighteNing, Smoke Off Go 
 
4, 5, 7, 8, 9 White for the present 
 

 
Short Diamond to Typhoon 
 

1. Typhoon Go 
2. 2 

3. 3   
5. Smoke off Go 
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Typhoon Roll 
 
1. Rolling Out 
1. Easing Up 
1. Colour on Go 
1. And Roll 
1. Holding the Bank Now 
1. Smoke Off Go 
1. Letting it Out 
1. Coming Right Now 
1. Holding The Bank Now, TighteNing  
 
Roll: 4, 5, 7 White 8, 9, Red 
 
Typhoon to Lightning 
 

1. Lightning Go  

4. 4 

5. 5 
7. 7 

5. Smoke off Go 
1. Staying Rolling 
2. 2 

 

Lightning Present 
 
1. Smoke on Go 
1. Letting It Out 
1. Reversing Left Now 
1. Holding the Bank Now 
1. TighteNing 
10. Details 
1. Smoke Off Go 
 
Present: 4, 5, 7, 8, 9 White 

 
Lightning to Phoenix 

 
1. Phoenix Go 

2. 2 
3. 3 

8. 8 
9. 9 
7. Go (once 2,3 are in position) 
6. 6  

8. Smoke Off Go 
1. Colour On Go 
1. Smoke Off Go 
 
Present:  1, 6, 7 White 4, 8, Red 5, 9 Blue 
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Phoenix to Tornado  
 

1. Tornado Go  

6. 6 

7. 7 

8. 8 

9. 9 

 

 
 
 
 

 
Tornado 
 
1. ‘LIO, RO’ 
1. ‘SOnG’ (1-5,8,9 White)  
1. ‘8 and 9 roll Go’  (8 Red, 9 Blue) 
9. ‘Aboard’ 
1. ‘CRN, HTBN, TighteNing’  (1 Red, 8,9 White, 4,5 Blue) 

1. ‘RO, WOnGo’ (1,4,5 White) 
8. ‘A/B In Go’ 
9. ‘SOffG’ 
 
 
 
                              
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
SECOND HALF 
 
Detonator 
 
 
1. ‘Reds, SOnG’ (All white) 
1. ‘Vertical / Low recovery’ 
2. ‘2’ 
1. ‘Enid’ (6,9 blue, 7,8 red) 
1. ‘Break, Break Go’  
1. ‘SOffG / Turn, SOffGo’ 
6. Tone  
 
 
 
 
Pull: 1,2,3,4,5 Smoke White 
Break: 7,8 red  6,9 blue 
 
  

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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Gypo Pass 
 
6. ‘Roll Go’ 
6. ‘20/30/45 Pull Go’ 
6. ‘Roll Go’ 
6. ‘Gypo’s going full/flat’ 
7. ‘7’ 
6/7. ‘Threshold’ (8+9 White) 
7/6. ‘Threshold’ 
6. ‘Gypo Go/Roll Go’ 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Cyclone/Slingshot Rollercoaster 
 
6. ‘Turn’ (8+9 Smoke off) 

6. ‘It’s going a little bit L/R’ 
7. ‘7’ 
6. ‘Turn’ 
6. ‘Roll Go 
6. ‘20/30/45 Pull Go’ 
6. ‘Roll Go’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Goose 
 
1. ‘Enid SOnG’ (All white) 
1. ‘Get Down’ 
1. ‘Good timing 6’ 
6. (Double click) 
1. ‘PoWer’ (3, 5 Red, 2, 4 Blue) 
1. ‘LBLN, holding’ 
1. ‘Rolling Out’ 
1. ‘White On Go’ (All white) 
1. ‘Enid’s going full’ 
6. ‘6’ 
6. ‘Enid SOffG’ 
 
 
 
  

Enid 
6 
7 
8 
9 
 

Enid 
6 
7 
8 
9 
 

Enid 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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Rolling Heart  
 
6. ‘Enid SOffG’ 
6. ‘Good timing Boss’ 
1. (Double click) 
6. ‘Easing Up’ 
6. ‘White/Red, Red Heart’ 
7. ‘7’ 
6. ‘SynChro split’ 
6. ‘SaMoke on Go’  
6. ‘Easing’ 
7. ‘Clear’ (6,7 smoke off) 
 
 
 
 

 

Op Barrel 
 
 
6./7. ‘Turn in’ 
6./7. ‘Add…/….Short’ 
6./7. ‘6/7’ 
6. ‘Op Barrel’ 
7. ‘7’ 
6/7. ‘Threshold’ (6 blue, 7 red) 
6. ‘Roll Go’  
6. Tone 
  
 

 
Python 
 
 
1. ‘Enid SOnG’ (All White) 
1. ‘Good timing 6’ 
6. (Double click) 
1. ‘Easing Up’ 
1. ‘COnG’ (1 White 2, 4 Red 3, 5  Blue) 
1. ‘And Roll’ 
1. ‘HTBN’ 
1. ‘WOnG’ (All White) 
1. ‘And Roll’ 
1. ‘HTBN’ 
 
 
 

Mirror Flat 
 
6. ‘Enid SOffG’ 
6. ‘Good timing Boss’ 
1. (Double click) 
6. ‘Gypo SOnGo’ 
6. ‘6 Rolling In’ 
6. ‘CommmmPlete’ 
6. ‘6 Rolling Out’ 
 
 

 

 

 

 
Enid 
6 
7 
9 

 
 

Enid 
Gypo 
 
 

 
Enid 
6 
7 
 

 
 

 

 
Enid 
Gypo 
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Rollbacks 
 
1. ‘Gypo SOffG, Enid SOnG’ (All white) 
1. ‘Good timing 6’ 
6. (Double click) 
1. ‘2 and 3 roll go’ (1 red, 2,3 blue)  
2. ‘Clear’ (1 blue, 2,3 white, 4,5 red)  
3. ‘Go’ (2,3 blue off, 4,5 white off) 
4. ‘Clear’ (1 red, 2,3 blue, 4,5 white) 
5. ‘Go’ (2,3 white off, 4,5 red off) 
2. ‘Clear’ (1 blue, 2,3 white, 4,5 red) 
3. ‘Go’ (2,3 blue off, 4,5 white off) 
5. ‘ComPlete’ (1,4,5 white on, colour off) 
1. ‘CLN, HTBN’ 
 

 
Gypo Break into Crossbow 
 
6. ‘Enid SOffG, Gypo SOnG’ 
6. ‘Good timing Boss’ 
1. (Double click) 
6. ‘8 and 9 Roll Go’ (6,9 Red, 7,8 Blue) 
6. ‘Synchro Roll Go’ 
6. ‘Go’ 
6. ‘Roll Go’ (6 + 7 white) 
6. ‘20/30 Pull Go’ 
6. ‘Roll Go’ 
6. ‘Crossbow’  
7. ‘7’ 
6. ‘Pull Go’ (6 Red, 7 Blue) 
6. ‘Roll, Roll Go’ (6, 7 White) 

6. Tone (smoke off) 
 
 

 
Vixen Break 
 
1. ‘Vertical/Low recovery straight ahead and R/L’ 
2/3. ‘2/3’ 
6/7. ‘6/7’ 
1. ‘SOnG’ (1-5,8,9 White) 

1. (‘Low recovery’) 
2. (‘2’) 
1. ‘Reds, break break Go’ (2+3 Red, 4+5 White, 8+9 Blue) 
1. ‘SOffG/Turn - SOffG’ 
1. ‘Straight ahead and R/L’ 
2/3. ‘2/3’ 
6/7. ‘6/7’ 
7. ‘6 SOffG’ 
6. ‘Boss SOffG’ 
8. ‘8 happy’ 
9. ‘9 happy (hack strobes)’ 
 ‘ 
 

  

 

 
Enid 
Gypo 
 

 
 

 

 
Enid 
6 
7 
8 
9 

 
 

1+2+3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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2020 Flat Display R/T      
 

Display T/O – arrival  
 
6. Site QFE 

7. 7 
1. 1 

6. We’ll start 2 right 
7. 7 
1. 1 
1. Display T/O coming left/right 
6. 6 
6. Thats good 4/5 

5. (Double click) 
5. Thats good Boss 
1. (Double Click) 
6. We are all aboard 

1. Display T/O coming left/right 
6. 6 
1. 9’s radio 

9. 9 
1. Smoke, lights on Go, Power, Parking Brakes 

1. Reds rolling Now 

6. Turn 

1. Coming Left Now/Coming Right Now, Holding The Bank Now 

6. Aboard 

1. Rolling out 
1. Throttling back, throttling back 
2. 2 for trim 

3. 3 for trim (auto move to Short Diamond References) 

9. 9 has a traffic service on… 
1. Traffic Service on… 
2. 2 complete 

3. 3 complete 
1. 9 Arrow Go 

8. 8 
9. 9 
1. Pyramid Go 

2. 2 
3. 3 
6. 6 

 

1. Reds Prime, Smoke off Go (prime all three colours, 9 checks everyone, 8 checks 9) 

 

1. Running in, Starting Flat 
2. 2 (run-in call as required) 
1. Colour On Go (2, 3, 7 White 4,8 Blue 5,9 Red) 
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Transit Arrival Differences 
 

6. With Strobes Coming Off, Gypo in Trail (strobes off) 
1. Pyramid Go 

6. 6 
7. 7 
8. 8 

9. 9 
      
1. Reds Prime, Smoke off Go (prime all three colours, 9 checks everyone, 8 checks 9) 

 
 

1. Running in, Starting Flat 
2. 2 (Running in call as required) 
1. Colour On Go (2,3,7 White 4,8 Blue 5,9 Red) 

 

 

Flypast Colours 
 

 

1, 2 & 3 White 

4, 6 & 8 Red 

5, 7 & 9 Blue 
 

 

Pyramid to Short Diamond 
  

1. Coming Left Now 
1. Holding The Bank Now 
1. TighteNing 

1. Short Diamond Go  

2. 2 

3. 3 

8. Go 

9. 9 
7. Smoke Off Go 

 

 
 2, 3, 7 White 4, 8 Blue 5, 9, Red 
8, 9 White on the 2,3, 
2,3 Smoke off on the 9  
 
 

Short Diamond Present 
 
1. Smoke On Go 
1. Letting It Out, Rolling Out  
1. Smoke Off Go 
1. Coming Right Now 
1. Holding The Bank Now 
1. TighteNing 
 

4, 5, 7, 8, 9 White for the present 
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Short Diamond to Typhoon 
 

1. Typhoon Go 
2. 2 

3. 3   
5. Smoke off Go 
  
 

 

Typhoon Present 
 
1. Letting It Out 
1. Rolling Out 
1. Colour on Go 
1. Coming Right Now 
1. Holding The Bank Now, TighteNing 
1. Smoke Off Go 
1. Colour On Go 
1. Letting It Out, Rolling Out 
1. Smoke Off Go 
1. Coming Right Now 
1. Holding The Bank Now, TighteNing 
 
Roll: 4, 5, 7 White 8, 9, Red 
 
 
Typhoon to Lightning 
 

1. Lightning Go  

4. 4 

5. 5 
7. 7 

5. Smoke off Go 
1. Staying Flat 
2. 2 

 

 

Lightning Present 
 
1. Smoke on Go 
1. Letting It Out 
1. Reversing Left Now 
1. Holding the Bank Now 
1. TighteNing 
10. Details 
1. Smoke Off Go 
 
Present: 4, 5, 7, 8, 9 White  
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Lightning to Phoenix 

 
1. Phoenix Go 

2. 2 
3. 3 

8. 8 
9. 9 
7. Go (once 2,3 are in position) 
6. 6  

8. Smoke Off Go 
1. Colour On Go 
1. Smoke Off Go 
  
Present:  1, 6, 7 White 4, 8, Red 5, 9 Blue  
 
 

Phoenix to Tornado  
 

1. Tornado Go  

6. 6 

7. 7 

8. 8 

9. 9 

 

 
 
 
Tornado 
 
1. ‘LIO, RO’ 
1. ‘SOnG’ (1-5,8,9 White)  
1. ‘8 and 9 roll Go’  (8 Red, 9 Blue) 
9. ‘Aboard’ 
1. ‘CRN, HTBN, TighteNing’  (1 Red, 8,9 White, 4,5 Blue) 

1. ‘RO, WOnGo’ (1,4,5 White) 
8. ‘A/B In Go’ 
9. ‘SOffG’ 
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SECOND HALF 
 
Detonator 
 
 
1. ‘Reds, SOnG’ (All white) 
1. ‘Vertical / Low recovery’ 
2. ‘2’ 
1. ‘Enid’ (6,9 blue, 7,8 red) 
1. ‘Break, Break Go’  
1. ‘SOffG / Turn, SOffGo’ 
6. Tone  
 
 
 
 
Pull: 1,2,3,4,5 Smoke White 
Break: 7,8 red  6,9 blue 
 
 
 

Gypo Pass 
 
6. ‘Roll Go’ 
6. ‘20/30/45 Pull Go’ 
6. ‘Roll Go’ 
6. ‘Gypo’s going full/flat’ 
7. ‘7’ 
6/7. ‘Threshold’ (8+9 White) 
7/6. ‘Threshold’ 
6. ‘Gypo Go/Roll Go’ 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Cyclone/Slingshot Rollercoaster 
 
6. ‘Turn’ (8+9 Smoke off) 

6. ‘It’s going a little bit L/R’ 
7. ‘7’ 
6. ‘Turn’ 
6. ‘Roll Go 
6. ‘20/30/45 Pull Go’ 
6. ‘Roll Go’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

Enid 
6 
7 
8 
9 
 

Enid 
6 
7 
8 
9 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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Goose 
 
1. ‘Enid SOnG’ (All white) 
1. ‘Get Down’ 
1. ‘Good timing 6’ 
6. (Double click) 
1. ‘PoWer’ (3, 5 Red, 2, 4 Blue) 
1. ‘LBLN, holding’ 
1. ‘Rolling Out’ 
1. ‘White On Go’ (All white) 
1. ‘Enid’s going full’ 
6. ‘6’ 
6. ‘Enid SOffG’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vortex 
 
6. ‘Enid SOffG’ 
6. ‘Good timing Boss’ 
1. (Double click) 
6. ‘7 and 9 roll Go’ (6 Blue, 9 Red) 
6. ‘GyPo Split (6 Red 9 White) 
6. ‘Roll Go’(6,7 White) 
6. ‘20/30 Pull Go’ 
6. ‘Roll Go’ 
6. ‘Op Barrel’ (6,7 smoke off) 
7. ‘7’ 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Op Barrel 
 
 
6/7. ‘Threshold’ (6 blue, 7 red) 
6. ‘Roll Go’  
6. Tone 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Slalom 

Enid 
6 
7 
8 
9 
 

 

 
Enid 
6 
7 
9 

 
 

 
Enid 
6 
7 
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1. ‘Enid lIne Astern Go’ (All white) 
5. ‘Aboard’ 
1.  ‘That’s good timing 6’ 
6. (Double click) 
1. ‘CRN, Easing Up’ 
1. ‘Reverse Battle Go’  
2. ‘2’ 
3. ‘3’ 
1. ‘Battle Go’ (White Off) 
2. ‘2’ 
3. ‘3’ 
1. ‘ColourOnGo’ (1 White, 2,4 Red, 3,5 Blue) 
1. ‘TightNing’ 
1. ‘LIO, RO’ 
1. ‘WOnG’ (All White)         

 
 

 
 
 
 
Mirror Flat 
 
6. ‘Enid SOffG’ 
6. ‘Good timing Boss’ 
1. (Double click) 
6. ‘Gypo SOnGo’ 
6. ‘6 Rolling In’ 
6. ‘CommmmPlete’ 
6. ‘6 Rolling Out’ 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
Rollbacks 
 
1. ‘Gypo SOffG, Enid SOnG’ (All white) 
1. ‘Good timing 6’ 
6. (Double click) 
1. ‘2 and 3 roll go’ (1 red, 2,3 blue)  
2. ‘Clear’ (1 blue, 2,3 white, 4,5 red)  
3. ‘Go’ (2,3 blue off, 4,5 white off) 
4. ‘Clear’ (1 red, 2,3 blue, 4,5 white) 
5. ‘Go’ (2,3 white off, 4,5 red off) 
2. ‘Clear’ (1 blue, 2,3 white, 4,5 red) 
3. ‘Go’ (2,3 blue off, 4,5 white off) 
5. ‘ComPlete’ (1,4,5 white on, colour off) 
1. ‘CLN, HTBN’ 
 

  

 

 
Enid 
Gypo 
 

 
 

 

 
Enid 
Gypo 
 

 
 

Enid 
Gypo 
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Gypo Break into Crossbow 
 
6. ‘Enid SOffG, Gypo SOnG’ 
6. ‘Good timing Boss’ 
1. (Double click) 
6. ‘8 and 9 Roll Go’ (6,9 Red, 7,8 Blue) 
6. ‘Synchro Roll Go’ 
6. ‘Go’ 
6. ‘Roll Go’ (6 + 7 white) 
6. ‘20/30 Pull Go’ 
6. ‘Roll Go’ 
6. ‘Crossbow’  
7. ‘7’ 
6. ‘Pull Go’ (6 Red, 7 Blue) 
6. ‘Roll, Roll Go’ (6, 7 White) 

6. Tone (smoke off) 
 
 

 
Vixen Break 
 
1. ‘Vertical/Low recovery straight ahead and R/L’ 
2/3. ‘2/3’ 
6/7. ‘6/7’ 
1. ‘SOnG’ (1-5,8,9 White) 

1. (‘Low recovery’) 
2. (‘2’) 
1. ‘Reds, break break Go’ (2+3 Red, 4+5 White, 8+9 Blue) 
1. ‘SOffG/Turn - SOffG’ 
1. ‘Straight ahead and R/L’ 
2/3. ‘2/3’ 
6/7. ‘6/7’ 
7. ‘6 SOffG’ 
6. ‘Boss SOffG’ 
8. ‘8 happy’ 
9. ‘9 happy (hack strobes)’ 
 ‘ 
 

 

 

 
Enid 
6 
7 
8 
9 

 
 

1+2+3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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   2-B-1-1 
Change 25 

Red Arrows 2020 Display Loser Plot – Full 

 
  

 2 out 3 out 4 out 5 out 6 out 7 out 8 out 9 out 

Pyramid 
Arrival 

*3 
acknowledges 
all info calls* 

4 in 2 slot 
8 fill inwards 

 

5 in 3 slot 
9 fill inwards 

 

8 in 4 slot 
 

9 in 5 slot 
 

7 in 6 slot 
 

6 smoke white 

2 smoke blue 
and white on 

‘3’ 
9 calls ‘Go’ 

 

3 smoke red 
and white on ‘3’ 

8 calls ‘9’ 
 

Short 
Diamond 

Move – ‘4, 3’ 
5 smoke white 

on ‘9’ 
4 smoke off on 

‘9’ 
Present – 4 no 

smoke 

Move – ‘2, 5’ 
4 smoke white 

on ‘9’ 
5 smoke off on 

‘9’ 
Present – 5 no 

smoke 

2 smoke blue and 
off on ‘9’ 

5 smoke white on 
‘9’ 

3 smoke red and 
off on ‘9’ 

4 smoke white on 
‘9’ 

7 in 6 slot 
8 ‘Smoke off go’ 

8 ‘Smoke off 
go’ 

6 smoke white 

2 leave smoke 
on until ‘Smoke 

off Go’ 
2 smoke white 
for the present 

 

3 leave smoke 
on until ‘Smoke 

off Go’ 
3 smoke white 
for the present 

 

Typhoon 
Roll 

Move - ‘4,3’ 
4 in 2 slot  

4 no smoke in 
roll 

Move - ‘2, 5’ 
5 in 3 slot  

4 ‘Smoke off go’ 
5 no smoke in 

roll 

MM 4 ‘Smoke off go’ 7 in 6 slot 6 smoke white 
2 smoke red in 

the roll 
3 smoke red in 

the roll 

Lightning 
Loop 

Move – ‘5, 7’ 
4 in 2 slot 

4 no smoke in 
loop 

Move – ‘4, 7’ 
5 in 3 slot 

4 ‘Smoke off go’ 
5 no smoke in 

loop 

Move – ‘5, 7’ 
 

Move – ‘4, 7’ 
4 ‘Smoke off go’ 

 

Move – ‘4,5’ 
7 in 6 slot 

Move – ‘4,5’ 
6 smoke white 

2 smoke white 3 smoke white 

Phoenix 

Move – ‘4, 3, 8, 
9, Go, 6’ 
4 in 2 slot 
8 in 4 slot 

4 no smoke 

Move – ‘2, 5, 8, 
9, Go, 6’ 
5 in 3 slot 
9 in 5 slot 

5 no smoke 

8 in 4 slot 9 in 5 slot 

7 stays in stem 
1 no smoke 

2, 3, 7 smoke 
white 

6 stays in stem 
1 no smoke 

2, 3, 6 smoke 
white 

 
9 ‘Smoke off 

go’ 
 

MM 
 

Tornado 4 in 2 slot 5 in 3 slot 
Bend - 2 smoke 

blue  
Bend - 3 smoke 

blue 
7 in 6 slot 

Move – ‘8, 9’ 
Move – ‘8, 9’ 

Move – ‘6, 7, 9’ 
1 calls 

‘Number 9 roll 
Go’ 

9 calls 
‘Airbrakes in 

Go’ 

Move – ‘6, 7, 8’ 
1 calls ‘Number 

8 roll Go’ 
8 calls ‘Aboard’ 
8 calls ‘Smoke 

off Go’ 

Detonator 
4 in 2 slot 

4 goes to 2 
angles 

5 in 3 slot 
5 goes to 3 

angles 
MM MM MM MM 

Dagger move – 
‘9’ 

 

Dagger move – 
‘8’ 

8 calls ‘Go’ 

Gypo 
Pass 

    

7 and 9 down line 
7 – 6s comm 
8 pitch CR 

 

6 and 8 down 
line 

9 Position for 
Vortex 

MM MM 

Cyclone  
/Slingshot 

    
MM 

7 on completion 
BSH 

MM   

Goose 
4 in 2 slot 

1 smoke blue 
5 in 3 slot 

1 smoke red 
1 smoke blue 1 smoke red    MM 

Heart      
MM Vortex 

6 – ‘9 roll Go’ 
MM  

Op Barrel      MM   

Python 
4 in 2 slot 

1 smoke red 
5 in 3 slot 

1 smoke blue 
1 smoke red 1 smoke blue     

Mirror 
Flat 

     MM 9 Mirrors 7 8 Mirrors 7 

Rollbacks 
1 – ‘Clear’ on 2’s 

timing 
1 – ‘Go’ on 3’s 

timing 
1 – ‘Clear’ on 4’s 

timing 

1 – ‘Go’ on 5’s 
timing 

4 – ‘Complete’ 
    

Gypo 
Break 

     

MM 
6 – ‘Shackle 

only’ 
8 – ‘Ack’ 

6 – ‘Shackle 
only’, ‘7’ 

6 – ‘Colour on 
Go’ 

9 smokes 
white and 

breaks 
vertically 

6 – ‘Shackle 
only’, ‘7’ 

6 – ‘Colour on 
Go’ 

8 smokes white 
and breaks 
vertically 

Crossbow      MM   

Vixen 
Break 

4 in 2 slot 
4 – ack ‘SAaR’ 
4 smoke red 

4 to 2’s angles 

5 in 3 slot 
5 – ack ‘SAaL’ 
5 smoke red 

5 to 3’s angles 

2 smoke white 
initially and then 

red 

3 smoke white 
initially and then 

red  

7 – ‘Boss Smoke 
off go’ 

6 no smoke MM 
 

8 – ‘Happy, 
hack strobes’ 

Battle 
Recovery 

4 in 2 slot 
6 in 4 slot 
8 in 6 slot 

3 double-spaced 
on landing 

5 in 3 slot 
7 in 5 slot 
9 in 7 slot 

4 double-spaced 
on landing 

6 in 4 slot 
8 in 6 slot 

5 double-spaced 
on landing 

7 in 5 slot 
9 in 7 slot 

6 double-spaced 
on landing 

Move – ‘9, 7’ 
8 in 6 slot 

7 double-spaced 
on landing 

Move – ‘8, 6’ 
9 in 7 slot 
8 double-
spaced on 

landing 

Move – ‘9, 6, 7’ 
9 double-
spaced on 

landing 

Move – ‘8, 6, 7’ 
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   2-B-1-2 
Change 25 

Red Arrows 2020 Display Loser Plot – Rolling 

 
  

 2 out 3 out 4 out 5 out 6 out 7 out 8 out 9 out 

Pyramid 
Arrival 

*3 
acknowledges 
all info calls* 

4 in 2 slot 
8 fill inwards 

 

5 in 3 slot 
9 fill inwards 

 

8 in 4 slot 
 

9 in 5 slot 
 

7 in 6 slot 
 

6 smoke white 

2 smoke blue 
and white on ‘3’ 

9 calls ‘Go’ 
 

3 smoke red 
and white on ‘3’ 

8 calls ‘9’ 
 

Short 
Diamond 

Move – ‘4, 3’ 
5 smoke white 

on ‘9’ 
4 smoke off on 

‘9’ 
Present – 4 no 

smoke 

Move – ‘2, 5’ 
4 smoke white on 

‘9’ 
5 smoke off on 

‘9’ 
Present – 5 no 

smoke 

2 smoke blue and 
off on ‘9’ 

5 smoke white on 
‘9’ 

3 smoke red and 
off on ‘9’ 

4 smoke white on 
‘9’ 

7 in 6 slot 
8 ‘Smoke off go’ 

8 ‘Smoke off 
go’ 

6 smoke white 

2 leave smoke 
on until ‘Smoke 

off Go’ 
2 smoke white 
for the present 

 

3 leave smoke 
on until ‘Smoke 

off Go’ 
3 smoke white 
for the present 

 

Typhoon 
Roll 

Move - ‘4,3’ 
4 in 2 slot  

4 no smoke in 
roll 

Move - ‘2, 5’ 
5 in 3 slot  

4 ‘Smoke off go’ 
5 no smoke in 

roll 

MM 4 ‘Smoke off go’ 7 in 6 slot 6 smoke white 
2 smoke red in 

the roll 
3 smoke red in 

the roll 

Lightning 
Present 

Move – ‘5, 7’ 
4 in 2 slot 

4 no smoke in 
present 

Move – ‘4, 7’ 
5 in 3 slot 

4 ‘Smoke off go’ 
5 no smoke in 

present 

Move – ‘5, 7’ 
 

Move – ‘4, 7’ 
4 ‘Smoke off go’ 

 

Move – ‘4,5’ 
7 in 6 slot 

Move – ‘4,5’ 
6 smoke white 

2 smoke white 3 smoke white 

Phoenix 

Move – ‘4, 3, 8, 
9, Go, 6’ 
4 in 2 slot 
8 in 4 slot 

4 no smoke 

Move – ‘2, 5, 8, 
9, Go, 6’ 
5 in 3 slot 
9 in 5 slot 

5 no smoke 

8 in 4 slot 9 in 5 slot 

7 stays in stem 
1 no smoke 

2, 3, 7 smoke 
white 

6 stays in stem 
1 no smoke 

2, 3, 6 smoke 
white 

 
9 ‘Smoke off 

go’ 
 

MM 
 

Tornado 4 in 2 slot 5 in 3 slot 
Bend - 2 smoke 

blue  
Bend - 3 smoke 

blue 
7 in 6 slot 

Move – ‘8, 9’ 
Move – ‘8, 9’ 

Move – ‘6, 7, 9’ 
1 calls ‘Number 

9 roll Go’ 
9 calls 

‘Airbrakes in 
Go’ 

Move – ‘6, 7, 8’ 
1 calls ‘Number 

8 roll Go’ 
8 calls ‘Aboard’ 
8 calls ‘Smoke 

off Go’ 

Detonator 
4 in 2 slot 

4 goes to 2 
angles 

5 in 3 slot 
5 goes to 3 

angles 
MM MM MM MM 

Dagger move – 
‘9’ 
 

Dagger move – 
‘8’ 

8 calls ‘Go’ 

Gypo 
Pass 

    

7 and 9 down line 
7 – 6s comm 
8 pitch CR 

 

6 and 8 down 
line 

9 Position for 
Vortex 

MM MM 

Cyclone  
/Slingshot 

    
MM 

7 on completion 
BSH 

MM   

Goose 
4 in 2 slot 

1 smoke blue 
5 in 3 slot 

1 smoke red 
1 smoke blue 1 smoke red    MM 

Rolling 
Heart 

     
MM Vortex 

6 – ‘9 roll Go’ 
MM  

Op Barrel      MM   

Python 
4 in 2 slot 

1 smoke red 
5 in 3 slot 

1 smoke blue 
1 smoke red 1 smoke blue     

Mirror 
Flat 

     MM 9 Mirrors 7 8 Mirrors 7 

Rollbacks 
1 – ‘Clear’ on 2’s 

timing 
1 – ‘Go’ on 3’s 

timing 
1 – ‘Clear’ on 4’s 

timing 

1 – ‘Go’ on 5’s 
timing 

4 – ‘Complete’ 
    

Gypo 
Break 

     

MM 
6 – ‘Shackle 

only’ 
8 – ‘Ack’ 

6 – ‘Shackle 
only’, ‘7’ 

6 – ‘Colour on 
Go’ 

9 smokes white 
and breaks 
vertically 

6 – ‘Shackle 
only’, ‘7’ 

6 – ‘Colour on 
Go’ 

8 smokes white 
and breaks 
vertically 

Crossbow      MM   

Vixen 
Break 

4 in 2 slot 
4 – ack ‘SAaR’ 
4 smoke red 

4 to 2’s angles 

5 in 3 slot 
5 – ack ‘SAaL’ 
5 smoke red 

5 to 3’s angles 

2 smoke white 
initially and then 

red 

3 smoke white 
initially and then 

red  

7 – ‘Boss Smoke 
off go’ 

6 no smoke MM 
 

8 – ‘Happy, 
hack strobes’ 

Battle 
Recovery 

4 in 2 slot 
6 in 4 slot 
8 in 6 slot 

3 double-spaced 
on landing 

5 in 3 slot 
7 in 5 slot 
9 in 7 slot 

4 double-spaced 
on landing 

6 in 4 slot 
8 in 6 slot 

5 double-spaced 
on landing 

7 in 5 slot 
9 in 7 slot 

6 double-spaced 
on landing 

Move – ‘9, 7’ 
8 in 6 slot 

7 double-spaced 
on landing 

Move – ‘8, 6’ 
9 in 7 slot 
8 double-
spaced on 

landing 

Move – ‘9, 6, 7’ 
9 double-
spaced on 

landing 

Move – ‘8, 6, 7’ 
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Red Arrows 2020 Display Loser Plot – Flat 
 

 

 

 2 out 3 out 4 out 5 out 6 out 7 out 8 out 9 out 

Pyramid 
Arrival 

*3 
acknowledges 
all info calls* 

4 in 2 slot 
8 fill inwards 

 

5 in 3 slot 
9 fill inwards 

 

8 in 4 slot 
 

9 in 5 slot 
 

7 in 6 slot 
 

6 smoke white 

2 smoke blue 
and white on 

‘3’ 
9 calls ‘Go’ 

 

3 smoke red 
and white on ‘3’ 

8 calls ‘9’ 
 

Short 
Diamond 

Move – ‘4, 3’ 
5 smoke white 

on ‘9’ 
4 smoke off on 

‘9’ 
Present – 4 no 

smoke 

Move – ‘2, 5’ 
4 smoke white 

on ‘9’ 
5 smoke off on 

‘9’ 
Present – 5 no 

smoke 

2 smoke blue and 
off on ‘9’ 

5 smoke white on 
‘9’ 

3 smoke red and 
off on ‘9’ 

4 smoke white on 
‘9’ 

7 in 6 slot 
8 ‘Smoke off go’ 

8 ‘Smoke off 
go’ 

6 smoke white 

2 leave smoke 
on until 

‘Smoke off Go’ 
2 smoke white 
for the present 

 

3 leave smoke 
on until ‘Smoke 

off Go’ 
3 smoke white 
for the present 

 

Typhoon 
Present 

Move - ‘4,3’ 
4 in 2 slot  

4 no smoke in 
present 

Move - ‘2, 5’ 
5 in 3 slot  

4 ‘Smoke off go’ 
5 no smoke in 

present 

MM 4 ‘Smoke off go’ 7 in 6 slot 6 smoke white 
2 smoke red in 

the present 
3 smoke red in 

the present 

Lightning 
Present 

Move – ‘5, 7’ 
4 in 2 slot 

4 no smoke in 
present 

Move – ‘4, 7’ 
5 in 3 slot 

4 ‘Smoke off go’ 
5 no smoke in 

present 

Move – ‘5, 7’ 
 

Move – ‘4, 7’ 
4 ‘Smoke off go’ 

 

Move – ‘4,5’ 
7 in 6 slot 

Move – ‘4,5’ 
6 smoke white 

2 smoke white 3 smoke white 

Phoenix 

Move – ‘4, 3, 8, 
9, Go, 6’ 
4 in 2 slot 
8 in 4 slot 

4 no smoke 

Move – ‘2, 5, 8, 
9, Go, 6’ 
5 in 3 slot 
9 in 5 slot 

5 no smoke 

8 in 4 slot 9 in 5 slot 

7 stays in stem 
1 no smoke 

2, 3, 7 smoke 
white 

6 stays in stem 
1 no smoke 

2, 3, 6 smoke 
white 

 
9 ‘Smoke off 

go’ 
 

MM 
 

Tornado 4 in 2 slot 5 in 3 slot 
Bend - 2 smoke 

blue  
Bend - 3 smoke 

blue 
7 in 6 slot 

Move – ‘8, 9’ 
Move – ‘8, 9’ 

Move – ‘6, 7, 9’ 
1 calls 

‘Number 9 roll 
Go’ 

9 calls 
‘Airbrakes in 

Go’ 

Move – ‘6, 7, 8’ 
1 calls ‘Number 

8 roll Go’ 
8 calls ‘Aboard’ 
8 calls ‘Smoke 

off Go’ 

Detonator 
4 in 2 slot 

4 goes to 2 
angles 

5 in 3 slot 
5 goes to 3 

angles 
MM MM MM MM 

Dagger move 
– ‘9’ 

 

Dagger move – 
‘8’ 

8 calls ‘Go’ 

Gypo 
Pass 

    

7 and 9 down line 
7 – 6s comm 
8 pitch CR 

 

6 and 8 down 
line 

9 Position for 
Vortex 

MM MM 

Cyclone  
/Slingshot 

    
MM 

7 on completion 
BSH 

MM   

Goose 
4 in 2 slot 

1 smoke blue 
5 in 3 slot 

1 smoke red 
1 smoke blue 1 smoke red    MM 

Vortex      6 – ‘9 roll Go’ MM  

Op Barrel      MM   

Slalom 

Fill forwards 
Reverse Battle 

Go – ‘4, 3’ 
Battle Go – ‘4, 3’ 

Present – 1 
smoke red 

Fill forwards 
Reverse Battle 

Go – ‘2, 5’ 
Battle Go – ‘2, 5’ 

Present – 1 
smoke blue 

Fill forwards 
Present – 1 
smoke red 

Fill forwards 
Present – 

1smoke blue 
    

Mirror 
Flat 

     MM 9 Mirrors 7 8 Mirrors 7 

Rollbacks 
1 – ‘Clear’ on 2’s 

timing 
1 – ‘Go’ on 3’s 

timing 
1 – ‘Clear’ on 4’s 

timing 

1 – ‘Go’ on 5’s 
timing 

4 – ‘Complete’ 
    

Gypo 
Break 

     

MM 
6 – ‘Shackle 

only’ 
8 – ‘Ack’ 

6 – ‘Shackle 
only’, ‘7’ 

6 – ‘Colour on 
Go’ 

9 smokes 
white and 

breaks 
vertically 

6 – ‘Shackle 
only’, ‘7’ 

6 – ‘Colour on 
Go’ 

8 smokes white 
and breaks 
vertically 

Crossbow      MM   

Vixen 
Break 

4 in 2 slot 
4 – ack ‘SAaR’ 
4 smoke red 

4 to 2’s angles 

5 in 3 slot 
5 – ack ‘SAaL’ 
5 smoke red 

5 to 3’s angles 

2 smoke white 
initially and then 

red 

3 smoke white 
initially and then 

red  

7 – ‘Boss Smoke 
off go’ 

6 no smoke MM 
 

8 – ‘Happy, 
hack strobes’ 

Battle 
Recovery 

4 in 2 slot 
6 in 4 slot 
8 in 6 slot 

3 double-spaced 
on landing 

5 in 3 slot 
7 in 5 slot 
9 in 7 slot 

4 double-spaced 
on landing 

6 in 4 slot 
8 in 6 slot 

5 double-spaced 
on landing 

7 in 5 slot 
9 in 7 slot 

6 double-spaced 
on landing 

Move – ‘9, 7’ 
8 in 6 slot 

7 double-spaced 
on landing 

Move – ‘8, 6’ 
9 in 7 slot 
8 double-
spaced on 

landing 

Move – ‘9, 6, 7’ 
9 double-
spaced on 

landing 

Move – ‘8, 6, 7’ 
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ANNEX A TO RA2335 
 

PUBLIC DISPLAY AUTHORITY FORM 
 
Reference: RA2335 
 
Date: 8 Jul 20 
 
The Royal Air Force Aerobatic Team is authorised to carry out the following display flying routine in 
Hawk T1 aircraft for the period from 9 Jul to 31 Dec 20 inclusive in accordance with RA2335. 
 
1.   Occasion for Display:  RAFAT Display Season 
 
2.   Pilot Experience: (All pilots will remain current on type and will have performed at least one 
public display or practice display within the preceding 7 days of any public display) 
 

Red 1 – Sqn Ldr Martin Pert 
a. Total hours: 3640 
b. First Pilot hours on type: 2550 
 
Red 2 – Flt Lt William Cambridge 
a. Total hours: 1490 
b. First Pilot hours on type: 190 
 
Red 3  - Flt Lt Nicholas Critchell 
a. Total hours: 1560 
b. First Pilot hours on type: 180 
 
Red 4 – Flt Lt James Turner 
a. Total hours: 2040 
b. First Pilot hours on type: 710 
 
Red 5 – Flt Lt David Simmonds 
a. Total hours: 2700 
b. First Pilot hours on type: 300 
 
Red 6 – Flt Lt Jon Bond 
a. Total hours: 3000 
b. First Pilot hours on type: 690 
 
Red 7 – Flt Lt Gregor Ogston 
a. Total hours: 2030 
b. First Pilot hours on type: 1020 
 
Red 8 – Flt Lt Damon Green 
a. Total hours: 1930 
b. First Pilot hours on type: 990 
 
Red 9 – Sqn Ldr Steven Morris 
a. Total hours: 3390 
b. First Pilot hours on type: 2340 
 
Red 10 – Sqn Ldr Adam Collins 
a. Total hours: 3320 
b. First Pilot hours on type: 1040 
 
Red 11 – Wg Cdr David Montenegro 
a. Total hours: 3650 
b. First Pilot hours on type: 2620 
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3.   Display Sequence and Limitations 
 

a. 9 ac Full Display 
(1) Routine: RAFAT Full Display as per RAFAT Display Directive. 
(2) Weather minima: Vis: 5000 metres; Cloudbase (>3/8): 5500 feet. 
(3) Display duration: 19 mins. 

 
b. 9 ac Rolling Display 

(1) Routine: RAFAT Rolling Display as per RAFAT Display Directive. 
(2) Weather minima: Vis: 5000 metres; Cloudbase (>3/8): 2500 feet. 
(3) Display duration: 19 mins. 

 
c. 9 ac Flat Display 

(1) Routine: RAFAT Flat Display as per RAFAT Display Directive. 
(2) Weather minima: Vis: 5000 metres; Cloudbase (>3/8): 1000 feet. 
(3) Display duration: 19 mins. 

 
d. 9 ac Flat Display (1st half only) 

(1) Routine: RAFAT Flat Display as per RAFAT Display Directive. 
(2) Weather minima: Vis: 5000 metres; Cloudbase (>3/8): 1000 feet. 
(3) Display duration: 10 mins. 

 
e. 9 ac Flypasts (Reds 1-9) 

(1) Routine: Straight and Level flypasts with navigational positional turns  
as necessary. 

(2) Weather minima: Vis: 5000 metres; Cloudbase: 500 feet clear of cloud. 
(3) Display duration: N/A. 

 
f. 10 ac Flypasts (Reds 1-10) 

(1) Routine: Straight and Level flypasts with navigational positional turns  
as necessary. 

(2) Weather minima: Vis: 5000 metres; Cloudbase: 500 feet clear of cloud. 
(3) Display duration: N/A. 

 
g. 11 ac Flypasts (Reds 1-11) 

(1) Routine: Straight and Level flypasts with navigational positional turns  
as necessary. 

(2) Weather minima: Vis: 5000 metres; Cloudbase: 500 feet clear of cloud. 
(3) Display duration: N/A. 
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h. Enhanced Flypasts (Reds 1-9) 
(1) Routine: Non-Aerobatic 9-ship formation flypasts. Up to 4 passes permitted of varying 

formations based on extant PDA display formation shapes. Positioning manoeuvring as. 
required for terrain and surrounding area with SOP considerations for built up areas. 

(2) Weather minima: Vis: 5000 metres; Cloudbase: 500 feet clear of cloud.' • 
(3) Display duration: N/A. . 

4. Permitted Modifications to Routine(s) and Approved Basic Manoeuvres. 

None Crowd-Rear Arrival approved if dictated by local environmental restraints. 

Display Supervisor/Approving Officer 

Date: 8 Jul 20 'Name: W A W James • Rank: Air Vice Marshal 

Appointment:Air Officer Commanding 22 Group Signature: 

Operating Duty Holder 

Date: 8 Jul 20 Name: W A W James Rink: Air Vice Marshal 

Appointment:Air Officer Commanding 22 Group • Signature: 
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PART 3 SECTION 1: RAFAT STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES 
 
INTRODUCTION 

1. RAFAT Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) are the standard way that RAFAT 
operations are conducted on a day-to-day basis.  They are compliant with all relevant regulations 
unless waivers are detailed in Part 2 of this document.  RAFAT SOPs have evolved over many 
years of ops and represent the safest and most efficient way to operate in what is considered to be 
a highly complex and demanding environment.     

2. The SOPs run logically from pre-start to post shut-down, before addressing other aspects 
such as RT, Fuel, Flypasts, Lookout, Formation definitions, Smoke and Light Failures, Emergency 
Leader Considerations, Formation Emergency Procedures and Escape Routes. 

PRE-FLIGHT PROCEDURES 

3. Whenever possible, the ac are parked in line, in the sequence 1-10.  The spare ac is 
always prepared for flight.   

4. Smoke Generation System - Pre-Start Check. Before every engine start, with the battery 
switches on and the Smoke Master switch off, pilots test the blue, red and white smoke systems 
and associated lights as follows: 

a. Press the relevant button on the control column and ensure that the correct light 
illuminates. 

b. Press each button again and ensure that the associated light extinguishes (thus 
closing any smoke valves that may have been open). If a smoke light fails to illuminate then 
report this to the Team Leader. Expect to take off with the smoke master in the OFF 
position until cleared by the Team Leader to select it to ON. 

c. Audible confirmation of smoke valves operating should be noted. 

START-UP PROCEDURES 

5. Pre-Start Checks. The order of ‘Approaching the Aircraft’ (SCAMPEs), ‘Solo/rear Seat 
Flight Checks’, ‘Initial Checks - Front Cockpit’ (PUBWOCs), ‘Ejection Seat Checks’ should be 
completed i.a.w. FRCS.  The ‘Internal Checks’, should be completed as per FRCs and the canopy 
will normally remain open until post check-in. 

6. R/T Check-in. Initial R/T check-in is carried out on the standby radio (Alpha), followed by 
the main radio on stud 20. If stud 20 is already in use the formation will check-in on stud 19..  If 
Team members suspect a VHF radio problem, they should conduct a check with the Team Leader.  
Once the Team has checked in correctly, the Team Leader will instigate closing of canopies and 
engine start with the following R/T calls: 

a. 1: “Canopies, Go” (all pilots to close canopies simultaneously having ensured that 
the groundcrew are clear / safe). 

b. 1: “Check pins”. 

c. 2: “2” (this is an acknowledgement of the Leader’s call and movement of pins should 
not be rushed to complete the r/t call). 

d. 1: “Reds, with XXXX kg, start up, Go”. 

7. Post Start Checks. Pilots and groundcrew must monitor other ac close to them for signs of 
fires and fuel leaks.  If such a problem occurs, an appropriate radio call should be made and the ac 
immediately next to that with the problem taxied clear as soon as possible.  The ‘Engine starting 
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Checks’ should be completed i.a.w. with FRCs.  See-off crew will conduct their engine start and 
post start walk-round procedures as per AESOs. 

8. After Start Checks.  

a. Supported.  Once the groundcrew are back in front of the ac, the pilot should 
complete ‘After Start Checks’ i.a.w. FRCs.  Correct TPI zero position and function of the 
airbrake and flaps are confirmed by the groundcrew using standard signalling.  If the 
airbrake fails to function on the first attempt, but works on subsequent attempts, or it does 
not function at all, the ac is to be rejected.  The flying control check should be completed by 
the pilot as a front, back, left, right on the stick, followed by full left then full right rudder, 
finally the pilot should complete a ‘round the box’ control check.  On completion of the flying 
control check, the groundcrew will give the pilot a thumbs-up and then move to the nose to 
check the pitot heater.  In accordance with mandated procedure, pilots should note that the 
groundcrew are not responsible for checking correct movement of flying control surfaces, 
their ‘thumbs-up’ simply confirms that control movement occurred.  It is the pilot’s 
responsibility to check that the controls move in the correct sense. 

b. Unsupported.  Each pilot will complete control movement checks and confirm the 
selection and indication of the flaps using the cockpit mirrors.  Airbrakes are tested and 
confirmed at the same time after a call of “Airbrakes Out –Go” by the Team Leader.  The 
rear seat occupant of each ac will check that the airbrakes have extended on the ac next to 
his and will signal with a thumbs-up.  On the Team Leader’s call of “Airbrakes In Go”, each 
rear seat occupant will check that the airbrakes have retracted on the ac next to his and 
signal with a further thumbs-up.” 

9. Formal Start. On walking to the ac the pilots meet their ground crew, who will be standing 
to attention at the nose of the ac.  Pilots will conduct a normal walkround and strap in procedure, 
complete pre-start checks and listen out on Alpha.  Note that checks such as testing the igniters 
will not be acknowledged unless there is an abnormality.  The ground crew will half-close the 
canopy.  After check-in, the Team Leader will confirm that a formal start is to be made and then 
make the following calls: 

a. “Canopies go”  Close canopy in sequence (Leader first). 

b. “Check pins”  Remove & stow pins.  This is to be acknowledged by Red 2. 

c. “Start 1 Go”  Start GTS. 

d. “Start 2 Go”  Start engine. 

e. “Airbrake out go” Select and hold out. 

f.   “Airbrake in go”  Select in. 

g. “Flaps up go”  Select up. 

h. “Flaps to mid go” Select mid-flap. 

i.    “Controls go”  Conduct the formal start flying controls check, which is a 
‘round the box’. 

j.    “75% go”  Select 75% RPM. 

k. “Brakes off go”  Release brakes. 

l.   “Brakes on go”  Apply brakes firmly to allow ac to “nod”. 
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Note: A Formal Start may be carried out in Becketts61; whilst there are differences in groundcrew 
procedures, the only change for pilots is that the canopies ripple from 1 to 5 and then across to 9 
and down to 6. 

TAXYING  

10. After a formation start, pilots should select 75% off the chocks, reducing to idle power 
during the first turn sufficiently early to ensure an excess of thrust does not pose a hazard to 
people or equipment.  Engineers stand either side of the taxiway at the exit of the ASP, forming a 
‘gate’.  If the formation is 2 ac or more, there will be 2 engineers; for single ac, there will be one 
(standing on the left hand side).  At the gate, ‘last chance’ checks are carried out, paying particular 
attention to pins, footsteps, flaps and leaks.  If a problem with any ac is noted, the gate controller 
will stop the affected ac and use the groundcrew intercom to pass the relevant information.  

11. Pilots should automatically go into single file at normal spacing, off the chocks (unless the 
lead ac has called otherwise).  When through the ‘gate’, ac are formed up on alternate sides of the 
taxiway starting on the left.  If there are an odd number of ac, the lead ac taxies on the centreline, 
in front by himself.  Specific references for taxying are described below:  

a. Normal Spacing.  All pilots taxy on the normal reference: aligning the tail plane tip of 
the ac in front with the centre of its fuselage roundel whilst being directly behind the ac 
infront of them on their side of the taxiway. The lead ac will set the distance from the 
taxiway centreline and the second ac should match the same distance on the opposite side.   

(1) For an odd number of ac with the lead ac on the centreline, the second ac 
will taxy directly behind the white vortex generator on the right wing of the lead ac 
and line up the left tail plane tip with the outer most vortex generator on the left wing.  
The third ac will taxy directly behind the white vortex generator on the left wing of 
the lead ac and align the tail plane tip of the ac in front with the centre of its fuselage 
roundel.  

b. Double Spaced. All pilots taxy on the double spaced reference: aligning the tail 
plane tip of the ac in front with the letter R or E (ROYAL AIR FORCE) for ac on the left or 
right side of the taxiway respectively. The same lateral spacing is used as for normal 
spacing. 

(1) For an odd number of ac with the lead ac on the centreline, the second ac 
will taxy directly behind the white vortex generator on the right wing of the lead ac 
and line up the left tail plane tip with the wing fence on the left wing.  The third ac will 
taxy directly behind the white vortex generator on the left wing of the lead ac and 
align the tail plane tip of the ac in front with the letter R. 

c. Single File.  All pilots taxy on the single file reference: aligning the tail plane tips of 
the ac in front with the second vortex generators inboard from the wingfence. This coincides 
with the flap jack below the wing.  

d. Single File Double Spaced.  All pilots taxy on the single file double spaced 
reference: aligning the tail plane tips of the ac in front with a centre point between the 
second and third vortex generators inboard from the wingfence.  This coincides with half 
way between the flap jack and tie down point below the wing. 

12. When the last ac is through the gate, and all ac are in taxy formation, the last pilot calls “all 
aboard”.  When taxying in a large formation, it is important to look ahead and anticipate brake and 
power requirements so that excessive amounts of brake or power are not used.  As a rule of 
thumb, no more than 60% + formation number should be used when taxying in formation i.e. Red 4 
can use up to 64%. 

 
61 Aircraft parked in 2 lines facing each other. 
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13. Instructions and information calls will be acknowledged by Red 2 unless specifically 
directed at a particular formation member. However, it is important when taxiing that formation 
members communicate when required. 

a. “C/S long”  should be called if a pilot is long of his reference. This should be 
immediately acknowledged by the next pilot in the formation. Long calls are not required 
until after ac are through the ‘gate’ and ‘All Aboard’ has been declared. 

b. “C/S slow” should be called if a pilot is reducing speed to be less than what can 
be considered to be normal taxi speed. This shall be immediately acknowledged by the next 
pilot in the formation. 

c. “C/S uses power” should be called when extra power other than idle is used to 
move from a stationary holding point with other ac behind. This shall be immediately 
acknowledged by the next pilot in the formation. 

d. “C/S stopping” should be called when a pilot is bringing their ac to a halt whilst the 
formation ahead continue, if continuing would be unsafe. This shall be immediately 
acknowledged by the next pilot in the formation. 

TAKE-OFF PROCEDURES 

14. Display Take-off and Transit Take-Off. If the crosswind is within limits62 then either a 
Display or Transit Take-off can be performed.  Both formations enable all ac to be airborne as 
safely and as quickly as possible, whilst maintaining a safe and positive rate of climb.  The 
procedures are as follows: 

a. Leaders of each section are responsible for stopping the section ahead at the 
correct take-off spacing.  This call should be acknowledged by the leader of the section 
ahead with a double click on the radio. 

b. When the rearmost section leader can see that all sections are ready for departure, 
he calls “all aboard”. 

c. Display Take-off (3-2-4). Reds 1, 2 & 3 line up on the centreline as a Vic, 1500 ft 
into the runway, with Reds 4 & 5 lined up on their respective edges of the runway, 750 ft 
behind.  For a display take-off in the 4 and 5 positions, the senior man adopts the lead (or 
red 4 if both are second years).  This is to allow the aircraft flying in the wake of the section 
ahead to ensure adequate separation from the wake.  Reds 6, 7, 8 & 9 (Gypo) line up a 
further 750 ft behind; Red 7 lines up outside Red 8 or 9, depending on the direction of the 
turn after take-off.  At the Leader’s discretion, the distance between sections may be 
reduced to 500 ft and a commensurate increase in stream timing briefed.  Reds 1, 2 and 3 
set 630°C TGT, 4 and 5 set 650°C TGT (note that a wind 20-30 deg off runway track will 
slow the downwind ac halfway down the roll), and Gypo sets 630°C TGT. Normal spacing 
between sections is: 4 and 5 1 second after the lead, Gypo 2½ seconds after lead.  During 
the join-up, Gypo formate on Red 6, and do not transfer to Red 1 until 6 calls “aboard”..  It is 
important, therefore, that Red 6 does not make his call until he is in position and stable. At 
the Leader’s discretion, smoke may be used by R4/5/7/8/9.  

d. Transit Take-Off (3-3-3, 3-3-4, 3-3-3-2). All sections line up in Vic. Reds 1, 2 & 3 
line- up on the centreline, 1500 ft into the runway.  Reds 6, 4 & 5 line-up on the centreline 
750 ft behind.  Reds 7, 8 & 9 (plus Red 10, if required) line up 750 ft behind Red 6 section.  
Red 10 and 11 line up 750’ behind Red 7 Section.  Everyone sets 640°C TGT.  The 
spacing between each section rolling is 4 seconds. 

e. Modified Transit Take-Off (3-3-3, 3-3-4, 3-3-3-2). In instances where there is a 
reduced TORA, (but ASDA >5500’) or surface wind <5kts, a modified transit take-off can be 

 
62 Display Directive Part 1, sect 2, para 49. 
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flown. Distance between sections is reduced to 500 ft, but the spacing between sections 
rolling is increased to 10 seconds. 

f. Transit Take-Off (5-5). Exceptionally, when an IMC departure is required and the 
departure runway is at least 200 ft wide, two sections of 5 ac may line up with at least 750 ft 
separation.  The second section rolls at an interval (not less than 15 seconds) which will 
allow satisfactory clearance in the event of a front section ac aborting take-off (see para 
18). 

g. Take-off R/T. The Leader will use the following R/T sequence for every take-off: 

(1) “Smoke, lights on Go, power, check your parking brake,, (Gypo/ 7 Section 
Prime…SoffG)”. 

(2) Formation members must consider the type of take-off that has been briefed, 
noting power settings and abort procedures, before following the Leader’s 
instructions: 

(3) Smoke: Smoke Master Switch – ON. 

(4) Lights on Go:  Landing Light – ON (On the ‘G’ of “Go” for all types of take-
off). 

(5) Anti-Collision Lights:  Upper and Lower to White (for all take-offs not going 
directly into display). 

(6) Power:  Slam to full power and check indications.  Select required TGT for 
take-off. 

(7) Parking Brake:  OFF. 

(8) Gypo / 7 Section Prime:  Right hand man red, left Hand man blue and centre 
man/ men white smoke. 

Note: The barrier (if available) is normally down but available if the runway length is equal to or 
less than 8000 ft, or raised if more than 8000 ft.  After take-off, the front section remains low.  The 
middle section flies above and to the right of the jet wash of the front section and clear of its 
slipstream.  The rear section pulls high and to the left of the slipstream.  Wingmen stay in close 
formation until waved off by the Section Leaders; this will occur after the roll out of the first turn, in 
poor weather conditions a wave off should not occur unless it is obvious that all ac will be able to 
maintain both VMC and in sight of the section ahead. 

15. Stream Take-Off. If the cross-wind is out of limits, the Team conduct a Stream Take-off.  
Pilots line up in 3 echelons of no more than 4 ac, normally 750 ft apart with the echelon section 
leaders on the downwind side of the runway.  If lining-up for a stream take-off, pilots should aim to 
line up slightly short of the normal references such that a slight bow in the line is created.  This is to 
allow the leader to see all aircraft in his section.   All pilots are to ensure that adequate wing-tip 
clearance exists between them and the aircraft ahead.  This is particularly important for the first 
and second aircraft in each element to ensure safe wing-tip clearance between aircraft in the event 
of an abort.  Pilots should select full-power and the roll interval is to be not less than 1 second.  
Individual pilots switch their smoke on as they raise the nose wheel.  The second Section Leader 
does not roll until the last ac in the lead section has raised his nose wheel.  Smoke is called off by 
the rear element of each section.  Refer to sub-para 20c for join-up SOPs.  Practice Stream Take-
offs may be flown for training but the crosswind component must be a minimum of 10 kt. 

16. Delaying the Take-Off Roll. Any pilot experiencing a problem before rolling calls “Delay 
the Roll, aircraft number and nature of problem"  e.g. "Delay the Roll, 5 has a T6NL".  If the 
problem is remedied, an R/T call of “Continue” is made by the affected pilot.   If the problem cannot 
be resolved, the pilot informs the leader and taxis clear of the runway. 
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17. Take-Off Briefs. Even though some groundcrew fly regularly, they nevertheless require 
frequent briefings on emergency procedures.  In particular, they must know what to expect if the 
take-off is aborted, or if the engine fails soon after take-off.  Update the briefing before each sortie, 
taking into account local circumstances.  Moreover, on a transit take-off, the all-up-weight may be 
much higher than normal.  Section leaders may wish to delay flap selection.   

ABORTING TAKE-OFF 

18. Aborting a Formation Take-Off. In the event the Leader requires the whole formation to 
abort he will call “Abort, Abort, Reds Abort”.  Any member of the front and centre section who 
aborts take-off needs to leave sufficient runway clear for the following sections.  After making an 
initial R/T call on stud 20, the R/T (except the call for the barrier) must be left clear for the Leaders 
of the other sections.  If the barrier is needed, it is to be called for on stud 20; the ‘Nav’ will relay 
the call on VHF.  The other sections stay together as units, and their leaders will decide whether 
their sections will abort or continue to take-off.  The following instructions apply to the different 
types of formation take-off: 

a. Display Take-Off. If Red 1, 2 or 3 aborts the take-off, he is to move to the centre of 
the runway.  If Red 4 or 5 aborts, he is to maintain his line and delay braking until the rear 
section has passed or aborted; thereafter, it is safe for 4 or 5 to utilise the centreline.  If a 
member of the rear section aborts the take-off, he is to remain on his take-off line until the 
remaining ac in his section have passed; he is then to move to the centre of the runway.  If 
1 or 6 abort take off, 2 or 8 respectively will lead their section. 

b. Transit Take-Off (3-3-3 or 3-3-4). If 2, 3, 4 or 5 aborts the take-off, he is to clear to 
his side of the runway.  If 1 or 6 aborts the take-off, he is to move to the left hand side of the 
runway once the other ac in the section have gone past.  If Red 7, 8, 9 or 10 aborts the 
take-off, he is to maintain his line until he has nose/tail clearance on the other ac in the 
section and then move to the runway centre line.  If a four section transit take off is 
performed the abort for Red 7 section becomes the same as the abort for Red 6 section.  If 
Red 1, 6 or 7 abort take-off, Red 2, 4 or 8, respectively, will lead off their section. 

c. Transit Take-Offs (5-5). If any member of either section aborts take off, he is to 
maintain his line until the remainder of the section is clear.  If the ac aborting take-off is in 
the first section, the second section is not to take off until the runway is clear. 

19. Aborting from a Stream Take-Off. Any pilot having to abort when taking off in a stream is 
to clear to the downwind side of the runway, thus leaving a clear path for those ac behind.  Ac that 
have not begun to roll are to remain stationary.  Ac continuing the take-off roll should assist the ac 
aborting by turning the smoke off. 

JOIN UP 

20. After take-off, the formation joins up as detailed below: 

a. Display Take-Off. After a display take-off, white smoke is normally selected on 
when airborne and selected off when the Team has joined up in the briefed formation. 

b. Transit Take-Off. No 6 will lead the second section and, when safely airborne, 
Reds 4 and 5 will detach and join the front section in battle formation.  The third section, led 
by Red 7, will join Red 6 in Battle formation. 

c. Stream Take-Off. Following a stream take off, ac are to remain outside the smoke 
of the ac ahead of them; when safely clear of the ground, pilots join into the briefed 
formation, normally Battle. After Take-off, the Team Leader will reduce power to approx 
92% and stabilise at 300 kt allowing all aircraft to join in an expeditious manner.  Smoke 
should be called "OFF" by the rear aircraft of each element before 90 degrees of turn or 
when safely airborne if transiting straight ahead. 
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CLIMB TO HIGH LEVEL  

21. The climb profile is 300 kt/M0·73/620º TGT and the procedures are as follows: 

a. VMC. Initially, sections climb in line astern with ac in a loose Vic formation.   The 
Leader will fly at 98% to expedite the join-up.  High level transit formation is loose Battle, 
and should be adopted as soon as possible. 

b. IMC. Sections take off at intervals dictated by weather and ATC restrictions; the roll 
interval (not less than 30 sec) is briefed by the Team Leader before he rolls.  A snake climb 
is executed with section leaders calling all turns/heights/headings. R1 will call height 
andspeed changes as well as range and bearing to a nominated waypoint every 5 nm, 
section leaders then respond by giving the position of their section in the order; 1, 6,7,10. 

22. To ensure that there is no confusion during the VMC join-up, or during the snake climb, all 
team pilots carry GPS units with identical routes loaded.  Range and bearing can then be given 
from a nominated waypoint to ensure adequate SA and/or de-confliction.  To cater for GPS failure, 
or a series of close-to waypoints that may require sections using different waypoint information at 
any one time, departure airfield VOR or TACAN is selected during the climb until VMC on top and 
the formation join-up is complete.  

TRANSITS 

23. Low Level. To reduce LL MAC risk, routine VMC transits are often flown at 500 ft MSD and 
at 360 kts. Should prevailing conditions dictate that a lower level transit is absolutely essential to 
achieve the task, the formation low level transit height may be reduced to 250 ft MSD, if necessary 
to maintain the 500 ft vertical separation from cloud stipulated for flight within the UKLFS.  Part 1 
Annex G details the specific MOD approval for RAFAT’s use of the UKLFS.  At low level, the transit 
is flown in 2 sections in Battle with 3000ft/.5nm separation between sections; individual pilots are 
not to fly lower than the section leader.  Red 1 squawks IFF code 7003 unless otherwise briefed by 
ATC.  Red 6 (or the leader of the rear section) has IFF code 7003 selected on standby; if a 
weather abort in 2 sections looks likely, he turns the IFF ON. 

24. High Level. At high level, ac fly as 2 sections in loose Battle formation at the same height.  
Sections are to fly no more than 1 nm apart.  In particular, when flying with Circus, extra attention 
is to be paid to the correct functioning of the cabin pressurisation and the rear cockpit oxygen 
system. 

25. Transit to Display or Flypast. As the Team approach a flypast venue, Red 6 will call 
“Gypo coming astern / in Trail”,.  Enid automatically move into the pre-briefed close formation 
position. If arriving at a display site, Red 6 will call “With strobes coming OFF, Gypo are in Trail”  
again, Enid will auto move to their pre-briefed positions and select their anti-collision lights to OFF.  
Red 1 will order the whole Team to close into a particular formation shape (e.g. “Close Big Vixen 
Go”) with Gypo acknowledging the formation change (e.g. “6, 7, 8, 9”).  

RECOVERIES 

26. VMC. Pilots fly a VMC descent as briefed by the Team Leader. 

27. Cloud Penetration to VMC Below. Sections of ac in close Vic formation make a snake 
descent in line astern at 30 second intervals, or with 2 miles separation.  The Leader calls all 
changes of heading, height and speed.  Before cloud penetration, the Leader briefs the 
VOR/TACAN beacons being used, current GPS waypoint steering to and the ILS frequency 
required for the approach (if applicable). 

28. Instrument Recovery. If the weather at the destination is such that a landing from an 
ILS/PAR is necessary, then sections of 3 ac recover at intervals as agreed with ATC.  The normal 
breakdown is Reds 1-3, Red 6 leading Reds 4 and 5, and Red 7 leading Red 8 and 9.  
Exceptionally, if the runway width is less than 147 ft, ac recover in pairs. Each formation member is 
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expected to back up the formation leader in case of equipment failure or if a cross check is 
required. At a convenient time during the approach and to mitigate against a failure, the leader 
should transmit to the formation the position relative to the localiser and glidepath. 

29. High Speed Instrument Approach. In some circumstances, it is more expedient to 
conduct a high speed instrument approach, converting to a visual break once VMC below cloud.  
Prevailing cloud base and visibility must facilitate a visual circuit after the approach.  The approach 
is flown at 250 kt, with undercarriage up, airbrake out, and in a close formation of up to 6 ac.  On 
reaching VMC, the airbrake is selected in with 92% set; ac automatically adopt Battle formation 
and speed is increased for the break, but is usually flown slower than a normal break.  Where 
possible, the procedure is flown in 2 sections with 15 track-miles separation. The leader of the 
second section is responsible for avoidance of the ac that have already broken into the circuit.  If 
15 mile spacing between sections is adopted, the first section should be on the ground before the 
second section starts the break. 

30. Battle Break. This is the standard arrival for a break into the circuit when arriving as a 
formation and can be looping as a single section or flat in a single section or as 2 sections.  When 
approaching the airfield, Red 6 will call “Gypo in trail”.  Enid remains in Battle and Gypo await 
further instructions from the Leader (e.g. “Gypo remain in trail this will be for a 2 section recovery” 
or “Big Battle Go”).  The Leader calls for smoke, confirms the break direction, and then initiates the 
break from 300 ft, communicating ‘Reds Breaking Now’. On the B of Breaking, all ac switch off their 
smoke Individual ac are to execute the RAFAT SOP break, in numerical order unless otherwise 
briefed.  Pilots must ensure that the path above them is clear for their manoeuvre, transmit their 
number, and pitch into the break, Downwind height is 700 ft.  The Team Leader will then call the 
wind and dictate the spacing on finals that is to be flown.  Downwind speed is 170 kt; speed 
halfway around the finals turn is be no less than 150 kt reducing to 130 kt on rollout. 

31. Radio Failure. If any ac has suffered a radio failure, irrespective of the brief, the recovery 
will be for a Flat Battle Break, in 2 sections unless the change to “big battle” has already occurred. 

32. Left/Right and Spaghetti Breaks.  These breaks can be performed from Big Vixen or 
Mange formations (Left/Right Breaks) or Diamond (Spaghetti Break).  The Left/Right Breaks can 
be flat or looping while the Spaghetti Break is only flown as a Loop.  Details of these manoeuvres 
can be found in Part 4 of the DD. 

33. Errors in Circuit patterns. 

a. Battle Break. If a pilot breaks in the wrong direction from a Battle Break, he is to 
make an R/T call to that effect, continue downwind, and land last. 

b. Spaghetti Break. If a pilot recovers in the wrong direction on a Spaghetti Break-to-
land, he is to immediately climb to a mimimum of 500ft above circuit height and land last if 
he cannot regain his position in the landing order without impeding other ac.  If he can 
regain position without jeopardising the safety of others, he may continue the landing in 
order. 

LANDING 

34. Landing Procedures. The finals turn is flown with reference to the slipstream of the ac 
ahead, although awareness of the proximity of the ground and the airfield is vitally important.  
Landing in a stream of large numbers of ac can be hazardous and great care needs to be taken.  
The following procedures are followed during landing: 

a. Landing clearance is obtained for all members of the formation by the Nav and is 
normally passed, with a wind check, during the final rollout to runway heading. 
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b. The Leader assesses the wind direction and nominates the spacing and the ‘stack’.  
(e.g. “Wind from the left”, “Wind from the right”, “Wind down the strip, all down the same 
chute” or “Slight tailwind, all the down the same chute double spaced”). During a 
Spaghetti/Left-Right Break, the nominated first-landing aircraft (normally Red 8) should 
communicate the wind and spacing.  

  The wind stack should be flown as follows: 

(1) Upwind aircraft should fly a shallower than normal approach and downwind 
aircraft should fly a steeper than normal approach.  This is to minimise the risk of 
encountering the wake vortices from preceding aircraft. 

(2) At any time, individual aircraft may call “check wind” if they are concerned 
with the profile being flown of the aircraft ahead or if they believe that the wind has 
changed from that called by the first landing aircraft.  In this instance, pilots may 
modify their approach or overshoot. 

(3) The first smoke equipped ac to land is to smoke on short finals to clearly 
show the wind drift to following ac.  Any ac can modify this call if he feels the wind is 
significantly different and include “double spaced” if it was originally declared, 
acknowledged by the next ac. If safe to do so, pilots should attempt to alter their 
‘stack’ accordingly.  

c. Odd numbered call signs land on the left-hand side of the runway and even 
numbered call signs land on the right-hand side of the runway.  Pilots should land in the 
centre of their side of the runway, moving over to the side of the runway, once under 
control, to allow aircraft landing behind a safe lane to come through or overshoot if required.   
For Left-Right and Spaghetti Breaks, 1 Left, 2 Left, 3 Left etc land on the left-hand side of 
the runway. Further details can be found in Part 4 of the DD.  

d. Normal spacing on finals is 2000 ft between consecutive aircraft on touchdown.  
Double spacing is therefore 4000 ft.  Where 2 consecutive aircraft are landing on the same 
side of the runway, separation is double the nominated spacing (i.e. 4000 ft for normal 
spacing); it is never more than 4000 ft for 2 consecutive ac on the same side. 

e. If an ac needs to ‘go around’, select full power, wings level and climb immediately.  
An R/T call of “C/S Going Around” should then be made and the subsequent circuit flown in 
the original direction and the pilot should land last.  The Nav will get further permission for 
the ac to land.  If a pilot overshoots, the last aircraft is to smoke on finals to assist the 
overshooting aircraft to acquire him.  In this instance, the overshooting aircraft is to call 
“Smoke off Go” to the aircraft ahead. 

f. If an ac needs to roll after touchdown (e.g. brake failure or loss of directional control) 
the pilot should move to the centre of the runway (the safe lane) and initiate a ‘go around’.  
An immediate call of “C/S coming through” should be made.  All stationary ac should select 
80% RPM and be prepared to clear the runway.  Ac still rolling in front of the one coming 
through should move expeditiously to the side of the runway.  As a guide, from 70kts at idle 
power, full flap and a calm wind, the Hawk requires about 3000ft to get airborne again. 

g. It is important that the final approach is flown with power on (70% Minimum), and 
that if any slipstream is encountered, a ‘go around’ is initiated.  Threshold speed should 
always be calculated, adding 3 kt for the smoke pod, and shortly before touchdown the 
speed should be reduced from 130 kt to achieve not less than 120 kt on touchdown. 

h. Pilots should avoid harsh braking on the rollout unless dictated by runway length, to 
prevent the need for harsh braking by following aircraft. 

i.  The barrier is normally down for the break but up for landing. 
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j. On runways with an LDA of 6500 ft or less, ac should stop 100 ft behind the ac in 
front (on UK military airfield this equates to one runway light gap) with 65% RPM set.  For 
runways of greater than 6500 ft LDA, ac should stop 200 ft behind the ac in front with 70% 
RPM set until the landing sequence is complete. 

k. The pilot of the final ac to land is to inform the Leader when he has slowed to 
taxying speed by calling “Clear Cross” or if a backtrack has been ordered by the Leader, he 
is to call “Clear Reverse” when stationary.  The ‘safe lane’ is closed and the landing 
sequence is deemed complete when the Leader calls “Lights off Go”.  On this call pilots 
should turn off all ac external lighting and raise their flaps for taxy-inand control of the radio 
reverts back to the Team Leader. 

l. Pilots are then to taxy in single file in numerical order along the runway centreline 
until clear of other ac before resuming normal taxy spacing. Pilots should position their 
aircraft to achieve the centreline of the runway before passing the 3/9 line of the aircraft 
parked in front. 

35. Reverse. The objective of a Reverse is to turn the whole formation around on the runway in 
a safe, tidy and expeditious manner.  All ac turn inwards simultaneously through two 90º turns to 
end up on the other side of the runway pointing in the opposite direction.  The procedure for a 
Reverse is as follows: 

a. All ac are to be stationary before the last ac to land calls “Clear Reverse”. 

b. The Team Leader will call “Lights off Go...this is for a Reverse”.  Pilots on the left 
are to ensure that 70% is set and pilots on the right set 75%.  The Team Leader then calls 
“Reds Reverse”.   Pilots should release their brakes and allow the ac to accelerate; natural 
separation will occur between the left and the right due to the differing power settings. 
When initiated on a tone from the left-hand lead ac, all ac turn inwards through 90º.  The 
right-hand side ac are to be on the outside of the turn.  The right-hand side ac are 
responsible for setting up the initial spacing. 

c. Downstream ac avoid upstream ac (upstream is the front of the formation). 

PARKING 

36. Whenever possible, ac are parked in one line or two lines of 5 (Becketts / Happy 
Becketts63) in numerical sequence from 1-10. The Leader should be in a position such that an anti-
FOD taxy procedure can be carried out on the next sortie.  Signals from a non-Red Arrows 
marshaller should be treated with caution. If uncertain, the Leader will call “Our Spacing” where 
lateral spacing and avoidance is the responsibility of the pilots, followed by either: 

a. “Our line” where fore-and-aft spacing is set to an obvious marking on the ground as 
directed by hand signals from the preceding ac.  

b. “Heads in line” where preceding pilots place their heads against the head box and 
look forward. This provides a good fore-and-aft reference when looking down the line.   

37. Flaps should be selected down just before the application of brake to turn onto the final 
parking heading. Pilots need to call “C/S coming out” if they are widening from their original 
spacing into the slot. All other calls shall be inline with standard RAFAT taxiing calls. 

FORMAL SHUTDOWN 

38. All Shutdowns are carried out normally unless the Leader calls “This is for a Formal 
Shutdown”.  In this case, when all ac have reached their parking positions, the last ac calls “All 
Aboard”.The Leader will then call “Cocks and Canopies Go” whereupon pilots select the HP cock 

 
63 Happy Becketts is 2 lines facing in the same direction. 
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off. Canopies are opened in sequence for a ripple effect starting from the Team Leader.  Pilots 
then complete their shut down checks independently. 

USE OF AIRCRAFT LIGHTS.  

39. The aircraft lights are normally to be selected as follows:  

a. Singleton. Lighting as per GASO 2307(2) detailed below: 

Pre-Start Pre-Take-off Airborne Formation 
Entering 
Display 

Leaving 
Display 

After 
Landing 

Day 

HISL: Upper 
Red ON 

HISL: Both 
Whites ON 

Landing 
Light: ON 

HISL: Both 
Whites ON 

Landing 
Light: ON 

- - - 

HISL: Upper 
Red ON  

until 
shutdown 

Night 

HISL: OFF 

Until leaving 

Dispersal 

HISL: Both 
Reds ON 

Landing 
Light: ON 

HISL: Both 
Reds ON 

Landing 
Light: ON 

   

HISL: Both 
Reds ON  

until entering 
dispersal 

 

b. Formation.  

 

Pre-Start Pre-Take-off Airborne Formation 
Entering 
Display 

Leaving 
Display 

After 
Landing 

Transit Take-off 

HISL: Both 
OFF 

Landing 
Light: OFF  

HISL: Both 
Whites ON 

Landing 
Light: ON 

HISL: Both 
Whites ON 

Landing 
Light: ON 

HISL: Both 
Reds or 
Whites ON 

Landing 
Light: ON 

HISL: Both 
OFF 

Landing 
Light: ON64 

HISL: Both 
Whites ON 

Landing 
Light: ON 

 

HISL: Both 
OFF 

Landing 
Light: OFF  

 

Display Take-off 

HISL: Both 
OFF 

Landing 
Light: OFF  

HISL: Both 
OFF 

Landing 
Light: ON 

HISL: Both 
OFF 

Landing 
Light: ON 

HISL: Both 
OFF 

Landing 
Light: ON  

HISL: Both 
OFF 

Landing 
Light: ON1 

HISL: Both 
Whites ON 

Landing 
Light: ON 

HISL: Both 
OFF 

Landing 
Light: OFF  

 

  

 
64 If a landing light failure occurs during a display the opposite number will turn their landing light off to match 
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R/T PROCEDURES 

40. Frequencies. Stud 20 is used as the Team’s display frequency.  In the event of main radio 
failure the pilot selects standby radio and transmits “C/S on Alpha”.  The VHF Frequency 125.35 
MHz is used for communication with ATC in the Scampton area. 

41. Orders From The Team Leader. Orders from the Team Leader during practice and display 
sequences are as follows: 

a. Warning Orders. The word “Now” is used as an Advisory Call to indicate a 
common action by all members of the formation, e.g. “Coming Left Now”. 

b. Executive Order. The word “Go” is used as an Executive Order indicating a definite 
action or movement by one or more team members; e.g. “Break, Break - Go”. 

c. Information Calls. When manoeuvring as one section, information calls made by 
the Team Leader are acknowledged by the lowest numbered wingman in that section.  If 
manoeuvring as two sections, the second section leader acknowledges.   If a two-section 
high speed ILS is being flown, these information calls will be acknowledged by the next 
lowest number in each section, unless the calls are clearly being made for the following 
section. 

42. POB. When calling for clearance to taxy for practices or displays, the Team Leader will 
inform ATC of the POB in each ac.  Similarly, when R/T contact is made with ATC at an airfield 
where a practice or display is being flown, or at which a landing is being made, he will advise ATC 
of the POB.  At sites without an ATC facility, Red 10 ascertains the POB before the practice or 
display begins. 

43. Transit R/T. Normally, one member of the Team (the “Nav”) will be responsible for 
communication, on VHF, with appropriate ATC agencies along the route.  Other members may be 
delegated to contact adjacent airfields to ascertain relevant information (e.g. weather and traffic 
information).  Pertinent information is then relayed to the Leader. If a pilot is unable to establish 
communication with a delegated aerodrome, then this shall be relayed to the Leader. However, if 
communication is established with a delegated aerodrome but there is no traffic to affect, then this 
does not need to be relayed to the Leader. 

44. Landing. When carrying out a formation break and stream landing, pilots turning finals call 
on stud 20 “C/S, gear” if their undercarriage is down and locked, or “C/S, finals” if it is up or 
travelling.  In the latter case pilots are to make a subsequent call of “C/S, gear” when 3 greens are 
achieved. DSA Ops D has granted an exemption to the RAFAT for abbreviated gear calls (Part 2). 
If this RAFAT SOP changes in any way then it will invalidate the extant waiver. 

45. Open Up and Relax. When in close formation, the Leader may call “Open up and relax”.  
The call is acknowledged by the ac furthest from the Leader, working inwards and commencing on 
the “wings” of the formation thence the tail.  Aircraft immediately adjacent to the Leader do not 
acknowledge, unless operating as a 3-ship during trg.  For example, the response for open up and 
relax in Diamond would be “4, 5, 7, 8, 9; or, in Concorde, “4, 5, 8, 9, 2, 3, 7”. To regain close 
formation, the Team Leader will call “Close, Go”. This only needs to be acknowledged by the next 
lowest numbered ac and all formation ac close back to the position they were in prior to the Open 
Up and Relax. 

46. Trimming. The standard ‘pre-show’ trim is commenced after the second “Throttling Back” 
with a “2 for Trim”, “3 for Trim”.  If any Team member requires a trim at another point on a transit 
(or a suitable pause in training) they are to call “C/S for Trim”, at which point all aircraft should 
automatically shorten to the Arrow references until “C/S Complete” is called when they should 
lengthen to the original reference. 

47. Formation Changes and Lost Comms. The RT order and response must be correct 
before anyone moves.  If there is a missed or over-transmitted call, or there is any doubt, then 
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nobody moves.  Any team pilot may call “STOP” if they believe a call has been missed, or a 
formation move is being executed incorrectly. If ”STOP” is transmitted, all pilots shall immediately 
hold their position, even if mid-move. The Team Leader will then regain SA as to what formation 
the team are in before  clearly sorting out the problem on the radio.  If someone has lost all 
comms, the Team Leader will recover for a flat, 2 section, Battle Break.  The comms-loser breaks 
numerically in the normal way.  The man behind checks visually that the comms-loser’s gear is 
down.  If the Team Leader loses all UHF comms, the nominated Emergency leader recovers the 
formation for a flat Battle Break.  The Team Leader will wave forward the next lowest call sign to 
lead his element whilst the Leader will take up the appropriate wingman position.  The Leader will 
break second; the remaining aircraft will break numerically.  If, however, the Team Leader has lost 
transmit only, he will maintain the lead and recover for a flat Battle Break; Red 2 makes all the 
appropriate calls regarding the recovery details on UHF and the break is then flown numerically. 

48. Reporting of other ac.  During displays and practice displays ac contacts are not called 
unless a potential conflict exists.  If an ac is identified by radar, then it is communicated to the 
formation as a ‘Contact’.  If the ac is spotted visually, it is a ‘Tally’. 

FUEL 

49. Routine Fuel Calls. During routine trg normal fuel calls should only be made during an 
open up and relax between sequences.  During practice or actual displays routine fuel calls are not 
made unless abnormal fuel consumption is indicated.  However, a recovery Joker, which allows 
enough fuel to recover to the planned landing field with diversion fuel, is always briefed.  During 
transit sorties, standard fuel calls are: Joker 1 - 1000; Joker 2 - 700; Joker 3 - 500.  A diversion 
Bingo is also briefed by the Team Leader. 

50. Minimum Fuel Requirements. Notwithstanding minimum fuel requirements (130 kg at 
nominated diversion), transits are to be planned so that ac arrive downwind at the destination 
airfield with no less than 200 kg. Where the destination is a foreign airfield, transits should be 
planned for ac to arrive downwind with 300 kg where possible. 

FORMATION DEFINITIONS 

51. Non Display Formations 

a. Battle. When any number of ac are aboard (either side), except the Synchro Pair, 
using Battle references, the formation is Battle. 

b. Big Battle. When the full complement of “a side” is present (but not necessarily 
both sides), using Battle references, the formation is Big Battle. 

c. Big-Big Battle. When either Red 10 or 11 is aboard, flying astern the Leader and 
abeam the rearmost outer wingman, and Battle references are flown, the formation is 'Big 
Big Battle'. 

d. Big-Big-Big Battle. When Red 10 and 11 are aboard, flying astern the Leader and 
Battle references are flown, the formation is 'Big Big Big Battle'. 

e. Turns in Battle, Big Battle and Big-Big Battle. All turns in Battle-type formations 
are flown ‘on plane’. 

52. Display Formations. These are entirely dependent on the display devised for the season 
and are specifically briefed for that season.  

53. Flypasts. Flypasts may be conducted in any formation deemed suitable by the Team 
Leader. 
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54. Amateur Formations. Any formation which contains an ac out of its normal position (e.g. 
for the purposes of training) is deemed “amateur”, and the formation name should be prefixed as 
such. 

SMOKE & NOSE LIGHT FAILURES 

55. If a smoke failure occurs, the following procedure is adopted:  Red 10 makes a radio call on 
observing an incorrect smoke selection (on or off).  For example, if Red 5 has failed to smoke, the 
call “5 check smoke 5” is made.  Red 5 then checks the smoke lights and smoke master switch to 
diagnose the problem.  If a mistake has been made, Red 5 calls “5 Pigs”.  If no error is suspected, 
he will assume that the problem is mechanical and call; “5 Match”.  The symmetrical partner on the 
other side of the formation, in this example Red 4, acknowledges and, typically the following 
happens: 

a. White Smoke Fails Off. Reds 4 and 5 fly the remainder of the sortie without 
selecting white. 

b. White Smoke Fails On. Red 4 selects white on and matches Red 5; both ac smoke 
continuously until white is exhausted. 

c. Colour Fails Off. Red 4 matches Red 5, but smokes all individual manoeuvres. 

d. Colour Fails On. Red 4 matches Red 5 where appropriate.   

56. There are so many combinations of smoke failures and their remedies that it is not possible 
to write a generic case which covers them all; display specific smoke loser-plans are briefed by the 
Team Leader before each display season.  However, the principle of the pigs/match calls is 
important; if the simple sequence is followed wrongly, then great confusion can and does ensue!  

57. Landing-Light Failure. If a nose light failure is observed, the observer calls, for example, 
“5 check landing light”.  Red 5 checks the landing light switch position and calls “5 Pigs” or “5 
Match”.  If the reply is “pigs”, there is no other call to make and Red 5 turns his landing light on!  If 
a “match” call was made, then the symmetrical partner on the other side of the formation will 
acknowledge with their number – in this example, Red 4 - and both pilots will switch their landing 
light switches off.  If one of the Synchro Pair experiences a landing light failure, the other matches 
only if he is in a formation where he is out of the stem.  Regardless, after splitting into the second 
half of the show, Synchro turn their landing lights on. 

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES & CONTINGENCIES 

58. Emergency Leader. Unless otherwise briefed the lowest number in the formation is the 
deputy lead, normally Red 2.  If the Leader experiences an emergency or ac malfunction which 
makes formation leading impractical, the Emergency Leader assumes the lead, indicates that the 
display is abandoned, and recovers for a 2-section flat Battle Break.   

59. Formation Emergency Drills. If any member of the formation has an emergency that 
makes further formation unsafe, he carries out the following procedures: 

a. He clears the formation as soon as practical by the briefed escape route. 

b. He advises the Team Leader,without transmitting over any of the Leader’sformation 
calls and ensures the radio is deconflicted from Gypo, if the incident occurs during the 
second half of the display. 

c. He completes the emergency drill in accordance with FRCs. 

d. He advises the Team Leader of his further intentions. 
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60. Clearing the Formation. The following procedures apply when clearing the formation: 

a. Team Leader. If the Team Leader has an emergency which necessitates handing 
over the lead, he instructs the Emergency Leader on R/T or by hand signal to take the lead.  
The Emergency Leader then reforms the formation under his leadership and recovers to a 
suitable airfield. 

b. Team Members. The action to be taken by individual team members in the event of 
an emergency depends on the nature of the emergency, the formation, and the manoeuvre 
being flown.  Specific escape routes and actions are detailed below. 

61. Identification of Aircraft in an Emergency. Each member is to ensure that he knows the 
call sign of the ac flying inside or ahead of him in all the formations flown by the team so that a pilot 
can be identified and advised promptly of any emergency visible to other pilots in the formation.  

ESCAPE ROUTES 

62. The escape routes detailed below describe the actions to be taken by an individual pilot 
should it become necessary for him to clear the main formation, either because he loses sight of 
the ac on which he is immediately formatting, or because of an emergency.  The escape routes 
apply whether or not the pilot has R/T.  Should he have R/T, he is immediately to inform the Team 
Leader of his emergency using the initial call “Boss, Fly it through, C/S has a....” 

63. Breaking Out of Stabilised Formation 

a. Team Leader Breaking Formation. If the Team Leader has to break formation 
during a manoeuvre he will pull up and then roll clear of the path of the rest of the 
formation.  The Emergency Leader is then to take control of the formation and return the 
team to the operating base. 

b. Breaking Formation from Echelon or Line Abreast. A pilot flying in echelon or 
line abreast, with other ac outside him, is to pull up and out of the formation.  When 
vertically clear of the other ac he is to roll outwards to a path diverging from the formation.  
A pilot flying in echelon or line abreast, with no ac outside him, is to turn from the formation 
and when clear, drop back and behind it. 

c. Breaking from the Middle of the Formation. Any ac that has an ac in front and 
behind is deemed to be in the middle of the formation.  If they need to clear the formation, 
they are to ensure that they have separation from the ac ahead and pull up.  When 
vertically clear of all other ac they are to turn away from the formation. 

d. Breaking from the Rear of the Formation. Pilots flying at the rear of formations, 
and with no ac flying in their line astern, are to drop back on their line to clear behind the 
formation. 

64. Escape Routes During Turning Rejoins. Any rejoin when the Leader is in a turn, is a 
turning rejoin.  The escape path for an ac on the inside of the turn is below the Leader’s ac; the 
escape path for an ac on the outside of the turn is above the Leader’s ac.  Any pilot overshooting 
significantly during a turning rejoin is to transmit “C/S, Flying through”.  The Leader is to assess the 
extent of the overshoot and, if necessary, roll out of the turn and/or commence a climb.  Pilots 
overshooting to the extent that they lose visual contact with the formation are to call “C/S, Blind”.  
The pilot is then to continue on the appropriate escape route and make no attempt to rejoin the 
formation until he receives instructions from the leader.  

65. Escape Manoeuvres. The escape manoeuvre may be flown by any RAFAT member to 
create immediate vertical clearance from the main body of the RAFAT formation.  It should be 
regarded as an emergency procedure and as such its use is intended solely for time critical 
situations which require immediate action to ensure the safety of one or more members of the 
formation.  Accordingly, it is employed to safeguard the team against LoSS(intra-formation) within 
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the formation occurring as a result of any single aircraft incurring significant and rapid deviations 
from the normal datum position. 

66. Datum Position. In RAFAT terminology, the normal datum position is referred to as the 
‘box’.  As the name implies, the box is a volume of airspace.  It is specific to each team member 
and its position in space is defined relative to one or more of the aircraft in the formation.  Each 
pilot in the Team aims to fly his aircraft within his particular box.  In so doing each pilot ensures the 
safety of those around him by maintaining a form of contract with those in close proximity to him.  
This concept is essential to RAFAT, as a considerable degree of trust in each other is required to 
allow us to achieve high levels of proficiency.  

67. Parameters for Escape. It is important to note however that deviation from the box does 
not necessarily require the initiation of an escape manoeuvre.  Only those deviations which occur 
with rapidity and create imminent likelihood of collision generally occasion an escape.  A ‘drift’ out 
of the box is generally best solved by remaining in formation and correcting appropriately - this is 
because the escape manoeuvre itself is not without risk.  This is especially the case for escapes 
initiated as a result of a slow drift out of the box below the plane of the formation (i.e. deep).  Such 
an escape requires the escaping aircraft to be flown through the plane of the formation and 
probably unsighted to one or more members in close proximity. 

68. Escape Manoeuvre Training. Prior to commencing formation sizes in excess of 5 aircraft, 
all new RAFAT pilots are to undergo the following training and for it to be recorded in their training 
folders: 

a. A verbal brief from Red 1 / Sqn QFI on the escape manoeuvre from looping and 
rolling manoeuvres.   

b. A practical sortie at medium level consisting of a briefed escape from a loop and a 
roll  

c. The video tape of RAFAT’s LoSS(intra-formation) on 12 Jan 07 is shown. 

69. Overshoot of Correct Position During Formation Airbrake Selection in Close Line 
Astern. If, during a formation airbrake selection in line astern, a pilot finds himself markedly 
overshooting his slot, he is to go deep and make a radio call - “C/S Overshooting”.  On hearing the 
call, the Leader will arrest any rate of descent, call his height and, if turning, continue the turn.  The 
pilot of the overshooting ac, having assured depth separation, is to transfer his attention away from 
the main formation and roll off any bank.  Any ac behind the one that has overshot are to lengthen 
and follow the detached ac, which is not to rejoin the main formation until cleared to do so by the 
Leader. 

70. Turning Crosses. For all opposition turning crosses (with planned concentric ground-
tracks) the larger section will be on the inside of the turn and the smaller section on the outside of 
the turn.  Should there ever be a collision risk, the inside section is to tighten the turn and climb; 
the outer section is to slacken the turn and stay level or descend.  Similarly, for the Synchro Pair, in 
the event of a collision risk, the inside man is to tighten and go high while the outside man is to 
slacken the turn and stay level or descend. 

71. Emergencies During Formation Breaks. Following any of the breaks or splits, any 
individual pilot experiencing an emergency is to advise the Team Leader on R/T and remain clear 
of the formation.  In the event of R/T failure, the ac with the emergency is to remain clear of the 
formation; this action will quickly bring his position to the notice of other ac and the Team Leader. 
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72. Lost Leader in Cloud. Pilots losing visual contact with the ac that they are formatting off 
when in cloud are to immediately inform their element leader whilst taking lost leader action as 
detailed below.  When flying formations with ac occupying the no 4/5 echelon positions the element 
leader should restrict AOB during IMC turns to 30°. 

a. Wings Level Flight: 

(1) Element No’s 2 & 3. Element no’s 2 & 3 are to use 20° AOB and initially 
establish 20° heading separation from the element leader.  The break away 
movement should be positive but flown with due regard to element no’s 4/5 if they 
are formatting on 2/3. 

(2) Element No’s 4 & 5. Element no’s 4 & 5 are to use 40°AOB and initially 
establish 40° hdg separation from the element leader. 

b. Turns: 

(1) Element No’s 2 & 3. Element no’s 2 & 3 are to increase their AOB to 45° 
when on the inside of a turn and reduce bank to 15° AOB on the outside of turns 
until positive hdg deconfliction has been achieved. 

(2) Element No’s 4 & 5. Element no’s 4 & 5 are to increase their AOB to 60° 
when on the inside of a turn and reduce bank to roll wings level on the outside of 
turns until positive hdg deconfliction has been achieved. 

c. Ac in the Stem. Reduce power and/or extend airbrake if safe to do so in order to 
gain an immediate increase in nose/tail separation and ensure positive height deconfliction 
is achieved. 

Ac in the climb should continue climbing and those in a descent should be levelled off.  
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PART 3 SECTION 2: RAFAT NAV SOPS 
 
GENERAL PROCEDURES 
 
NAV PLANNING ADMIN 
 
1. Overview. The season is broken down into sections known individually as a WHAM 
(What’s Happening According to Manager). These are labelled numerically (in date order) and can 
last various lengths of times. For each WHAM there will be numerous sorites which can be High 
Level (HL) Transits (Tsts), Low Level (LL) Tsts and Displays. As a rough rule of thumb HL Tsts of 
over 500nm and Displays further than 70nm from departure/arrival airfield will need the fuel/routing 
looking at closely. However, this should have already been looked at by Nav 1/Red 10/APO prior to 
SN input. Any sortie may include flypasts (FPs) as directed by the RAF Events Team (for more 
information see FLYPAST TASKING 3-1-22). In order to allow sufficient time for Flight Operations 
(Flt Ops), all plans are to be completed at least 2 weeks in advance with complete information filled 
in the Nav WHAM planner.  

2. Nav WHAM Planner. The Nav Wham Planner is folder 15 (labelled Nav WHAMS) and is 
kept in Flt Ops. Details of how to complete this are found at NAV WHAM PLANNER for LL 3-1-27 
and NAV WHAM PLANNER for HL 3-1-35. 

3. Changes after Nav WHAM submitted. There may be changes to a plan after the Nav 
Wham has been submitted: typically fuel states, timing, additional FPs or more esoteric changes.  
Flt Ops have no administrative input once the Nav Wham has been submitted.  The Sortie Nav 
(SN) MUST inform the Adj, Exec, Nav 1 and Red 10 so that the changes trickle down the 
administration chain.  If route changes have occurred after planning complete, the SN must, in this 
instance, inform Flt Ops so that relevant maps are updated. 

4. TAPs. A TAP booklet is produced for each pilot for each WHAM. The airfields included are 
all the ones highlighted by each SN during their planning process.   

THE FLOW OF INFORMATION IS VITAL AND ENSURES A CORRECT AND ACCURATE 
FINAL WHAM AT THE START OF A PUSH. 
 
5. Opening folders. Opening a folder is the initial part of the plan. Tst sorties are planned 
using white folders and are “opened” by the SN. Display sorties are planned using yellow folders 
and are “opened” by Red 6. Folders are stored in the Nav Planning trays in Flt Ops which are 
labelled by WHAM. The display folder back is a check list to ensure all tasks are completed 
whereas the front is primarily for on the day briefing but parts can be partially completed in 
advance. Folder notes can be found at LL HAMPA Planning/Folder Completion 3-1-23 and HL 
HAMPA Planning/Folder Completion 3-1-33. 
 
6. Multiple displays, same venue. If a display spans multiple days (eg Bournemouth), 
multiple folders must be produced.  Unfortunately, each route may have to be slightly different if FP 
tasking dictates. Even if this is not the case, multiple maps will be needed for different NOTAMs 
and a new folder will always be required for weathers etc. 
 
7. Closing Folders. It is the responsibility of the SN to “close” the folder post flight.  A transit 
folder is closed by putting a route amended LL map in the folder and placed in the Current Season 
Completed drawer in Flt Ops (if the route was flown as planned and on time then nothing needs 
adding to the map). A display folder needs the same as a transit folder plus the completed Post 
Display Report (PDR) is to be placed in the PDRs to be scanned slot. 
  
8. Nav Board. The Nav Board in Flt Ops is the Master Event Board for all RAFAT flying 
events.  There is a red bar which shows how far in advance planning is to have been completed. A 
colour coded system makes for ease of reference. Tst sorties are coloured blue whilst display 
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Date (white tile 
indicates weekday) 

Date (yellow tile 
indicates weekend) 

Lack of Y Tile next to 
display means Pitch 
Map not completed 

by Red 6 

Red background 
indicates Display 

Y tile indicates Pitch 
Map completed by 

Red 6 

WHAM due indicates 
all plans for that 
WHAM are to be 
completed by this 

date 

Pink tile indicates 
WHAM number 

Light blue 
background indicates 

LL Tst 

White FP tile 
indicates tasked FP 
number in FP folder 

Allocated SN (P 
represents APO) – 
Green tile indicates 

plan complete 

Allocated SN – Red 
tile indicates plan 

incomplete 

Green background 
indicates sortie 
primarily for FP 

Dark blue 
background indicates 

HL Tst 

sorties are coloured red.  Key personnel and planning states are indicated by a system of tiles 
(examples below). 
 
 
 

 
Nav Board Example 

 
 
9. Master Line Up Card (LUC). The Master LUC is kept in the Flight Planning Document 
Library on Sharepoint (here – under the relevant year) and also on DropBox for on the road 
planning. It must not be changed in anyway. Create a copy of the master by selecting it and then 
clicking “Copy To”, then “Current Library” and then “Copy Here”. Rename the document (standard 
naming convention with file name same as HAMPA eg 20200124-01SCA_SHAW20 – explained in 
PLANNING 3-1-23) and then Open/Check Out to Edit. There are 4 tabs labelled Disp, Tst, Divs 
and Fuel. SNs will only need to use either the Disp or Tst tabs dependent on the plan. Diversion 
information is transferred from the Fast Jet Terminal Charts book onto the Divs tab and updated 
every new issue by Nav 1. When additional airfields are needed (Springhawk, Tours etc.) Nav 1 
will do a bespoke entry which will only be valid for a limited duration which will be briefed to the 
team. This will then be deleted to prevent old information entry. The validity date and source 
documents are labelled at the top of the information on the Divs Tab. If any discrepencies are 
found when planning, correct this on the individual LUC only and inform Nav 1 who will investigate 
further. The Fuels tab is for the diversion calculation sourced from DIVERSION FUEL 3-1-47. All 
further instructions on how to complete the LUC is found at LL MASTER LUC 3-1-27 and HL 
MASTER LUC 3-1-35.  
 
 
FLYPAST TASKING 
 
10. Requests.  All requests are processed through the RAF Events Team to Red 10. Events 
Team approved FP request are only to be honoured if the route can track progress. Consult Nav 1 
if you are unsure whether to include a FP. 
 

https://modgovuk.sharepoint.com/teams/cui5-452/OPS/FliPla/LUC/Forms/AllItems.aspx


11. Paperwork. The FP list is in Flt Ops in Folder 12 — RAFAT FLYPAST FOLDER. There • 
may be several possible FPs for a given sortie — all of which are filed under the same number. All 
accepted FP paperwork must be photocopied and placed in the planning folder - the master FP 
Folder must always contain the originals. 

12. Dispensations. Each year Red 10 will apply for standing authority for use of the UKLFS to 
the Low Flying Operations Flight (LFOF) iaw Low Flying Handbook (UKMLFH 01.04.02). This will 
include weekends, public holidays, avoidance areas (including TVAA but excluding EG R160) and 
highly populated area (10,000+). All FPs over Central London (EG R160) require prior approval 
from ACAS through OC LFOF (UKMLFH 01.04.04). This approval is initially sought at least 30 
days in advance. As SN you should ensure that the correct authority has been sought and 
approved. , 

13. Coordination. SNs are to assess which FPs are suitable to include in the sortie. If in doubt 
check with the APO and/or Nay 1. The SN is to contact the organiser of any suitable FPs to 
confirm the details as often dates/times have changed (sometimes making the FP unsuitable). Also 
confirm location as the lat/long provided can often be inaccurate (a talk on using imagery maybe 
needed). Make them aware of the PR policy (wx cancellation etc). They will often banter for ideal 
timing - tell them to "back off' - we cannot alter our timings for them. Plan for a whole minute FP 
(see PLANNING 3-1-23). 

14. Accept/Denied FPs. Once the plan has been formulated/agreed the SN MUST inform the 
Events Team of FPs acce ted/rejected by email (CER-AirEventsTeamna  or telephone 

The Events Team will then inform denied FPs and coordination for 
accepted FPs now rests solely with the SN. 

15. Airfield FPs. Coordinate well in advance with the ATC/Ground radio. RAFAT will only fly 
through an airfield if traffic is clear of the CCT, on the ground or held above 2000' QFE (agl). 

16. Short notice FPs. These can only be approved by OC RAFAT - inform the events team 
retrospectively. These FPs are not official, and so chain link dispensations do, not apply. 

3-2-3 
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PLANNING GUIDE 
 
HAMPA SOPS 
 
17. Overlays. The only overlay that needs to be selected is the Chalkboard. Note: 
Restrictions (ie NOTAMs) are not selected as maps are printed for sorties well in advance, 
during Winter CT sorties this needs to be selected before printing. 
 
18. Route Annotation. The Annotation Style should be selected to Text with the following 
ticked: 
  

Text – Show Waypoint Text, Number, Hack Time, Leg Track and Plan Information. 
 
Marks – Show Tick Marks, Minute Ticks every 1 min, Show time every 2 mins, Use Hack 
Time, 10 second tgt ticks, Orientation Left of track, Climb/Descent ticked and Show centre 
dot. 

 
19. Route Presentation. Aircraft 1 colour black and line width thin. 
 
20. Route Data. The following columns should be displayed (in this order) – Number, Location 
(Lat/Long), Description, TOA, Hack Time, Alt, Speed, NxTrk, Dep Fuel and Joker. 
 
PLANNING 
 
21. LL HAMPA/Folder completion. Planning should follow the folder backs whilst referencing 
the notes below for further details. The list follows the convention of either ticking when complete 
or scoring through if not needed. This will enable a quick reference by the SN to ensure that they 
are plan complete. Anything in italics is only relevant for a Display plan. This guide is neither 
exhaustive nor fixed and plans will sometimes need deviation from the SOPs. If in doubt ask Nav 
1. 
 

FOLDER Details/HAMPA input 

ARRIVAL RWY 6000’ x 
150’, IFR CAPABLE? 

A good first sanity check that the arrival airfield poses no operational limitations that 
may need further investigation/planning. Tick if it passes this and if not investigate 
further. 

MISSION: Enter the Mission Name following the following convention 
WHAM NUMBER(2 digits)+START_DESTINATION+YEAR_SN eg 01SCA_SHAW20_8 
WHAM NUMBER(2 digits)+SITE+YEAR_SN EG 01COS20_APO 

SAVED ON: M for Main Hampa computers or L for Laptop (written in Green if possible to highlight 
this). This is to keep track of whether it has been transferred over to the main server on 
return from a push. If on any push a mission is created or edited (even if initially saved 
on the Main HAMPA) please annotate the piece of paper with the laptop with Mission 
Name and edit the folder to show L. On return from the push Flt Ops will transfer all 
missions back to the Main HAMPA and give the list of missions to Nav 1 who will then 
annotate M on all appropriate folders. 

MISSION OPENED 
 
 
 

File - New - ATM 
Mission C/S as per naming convention above 
Enter event date and Est T/O as 0000:00 
Confirm Number of A/C: 1 
Select T/O from and Recover to as appropriate 
Create Mission 
 
For a Display the SN should open the plan initially saved by Red 6 as NAME_PITCH, 
checking the above details and then carry on from this point. Note Red 6 will only 
have plotted the Display Point (DP), Take Off and Recovery airfields may be 
Scampton and so will potentially need to be changed. 
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FOLDER Details/HAMPA input 

INITIAL SAVE File – Save Mission 
HAMPA automatically adds some numbers to the Mission C/S. Delete these to leave 
the Mission Name as above. 
For a display this will be initially saved as NAME_PITCH by Red 6. 
Save. 

READ PDR Red 6 and Nav to read previous PDRs – these are found in the PDR filing cabinet. 

PITCH MAPS Red 6 will plot the DP and write the Line/CF90 on the Display Folder front. He will then 
print the required pitch maps and imagery and place in the Display Folder to be 
photocopied later by Ops. 

CHALKBOARD Chalkboard – Files – Select latest RAFAT_Standard Chalkboard to show ATC and 
SALT info. 
 
For display sites, use the chalkboard tool to position a red circle, 6nm in radius at 
display datum, to display the dimensions of the RA(T). 

CORRECT AC & SPD Mission – Mission Setup – Aircraft. Check Hawk TMk1 is indicated. 
Select Wpt 00 and check Start Climb to 500A and 360K speed 

DIVERSION (W/E?) Select a suitable diversion considering distance, runway dimensions, approach aids 
and support (w/e opening hours for military airfields etc.). Use the chalkboard tool to 
draw a red arrow line from the intended landing airfield to the diversion airfield. Write 
the distance and heading (in mag) to the diversion on the folder back for fuel planning 
later.  

SITE DIVERSION LINE 
(W/E?) 

If the display site is not suitable as a display diversion, taking the above considerations, 
draw another red arrow from the display site to the display diversion and make a note 
of the heading and distance. 

ROUTE Hack at the departure airfield. The first waypoint is to be at 2 minutes. For a TOT this is 
to be 90 degrees from the main runway (for non TOT this is not necessary). Plan most 
direct route, including manageable FPs as tasked by the RAF Events Team. 

FP There may be a specific allocated LOA, otherwise, use planning judgment based on 
track progression. Plan an IP to FP run, using best features available for IP selection 
and FP acquisition. Ideally the run should be 1.00 - 1.20 minutes long. 
 
Fettle the route prior to this to arrive at the FP on a whole minute (HACK TIME). 
 
Follow the coordination guidance at FLYPAST TASKING 3-1-22 and copy any suitable 
FP info for the folder. Don’t promise a TOT but enter an appropriate time at the FP 
using Manual TOT, accepting the change in Take Off Time. 

DP Red 6 includes all display details (Line/CF90) on the Display Folder Front. 
 
LOA is determined by the crowd rear arrival (same hdg as CF90). This hdg MUST be 
exactly the same as CF90 – no natural IP may present itself. Whilst it is normal to 
position the IP at 6nm at the edge of RA(T), if a suitable feature exists just 
inside/outside this navs should consider positioning the IP abeam this feature whilst 
still maintaining the exact run-in heading. Fettle the route to arrive at the DP on a 
whole minute. Ideally route length from take off to TOT would be approximately 10-15 
minutes. 

REJOIN POINT The rejoin point (post display) is positioned at the edge of the RA(T), on CF90 hdg, 
after the DP. 
 
A manual timing delay is applied as advised by Nav 1 (the length of this will depend on 
average fuel burnt during a display such that fuel figures are representative post the 
display – this is not the display length but an artificial time).A re-hack will also be 
applied at this point. 
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FOLDER Details/HAMPA input 

WPT DESCRIPTIONS The following waypoints are to be annotated in desciptions: 
Start – Name (ICAO) eg SCAMPTON (EGXP) 
Destination – Name (ICAO) eg SHAWBURY (EGOS) 
FP IP – labelled solely as IP and designated as a IP 
FP – FP Name in full and designated as a TGT eg FP KNIVETON 
Display Point (DP) IP – IP Name in full and designated as an IP eg IP 
BOURNEMOUTH 
DP – labelled as MARKER6.0 and designated as a TGT 

FUEL The following wpts should be selected and annotated to show departure and joker 
fuels: 
2 minute point (this should be exactly starting fuel – 100kgs) 
At least every 10 minutes 
IPs 
Post Display Rejoin Point 
Destination 
 
RAFAT planned minimum fuel at the diversion airfield is 200kg (in the UK, foreign 
airfields are increased to 300kg). Using the diversion tst distance with reference to 
DIVERSION FUEL (3-1-47) planning figures should give an additional amount on top of 
this to give your Bingo fuel at destination. To avoid confusion this is always the VFR 
fuel required to fly from the intended point of landing to the diversion and land with 
200kg. On the day these figures may be amended due to weather etc. 
 
Mission – Mission Setup – Fuel. 
Note Start/Taxy Fuel should be 60kg and Take Off Fuel 36kg. 
Enter Minimum Recovery Fuel with the Bingo fuel calculated above. 
OK. 
 
HAMPA defaults to a 1300kg start fuel (normally this is the maximum <30oC and 
1250kg in hotter temperatures). Consider the nature and business of airports. Allow 
enough planned starting fuel in case an IFR figure (+70kgs) is needed on the day (150 
kg on top of calculated Bingo Fuel is advised). 
 
Mission – Mission Setup – Fuel. 
Enter Total Fuel as calculated to give sufficient flex. 
OK. 
 
SOP Jokers are: 
J1 - 1000kg 
J2 - 700kg 
J3 - 500kg 
 
Display Joker refers to the required fuel to leave the rejoin point and fly the black line to 
the landing airfield, landing with Bingo Fuel. 

DECLUTTER This is extremely important to ensure that all relevant information is easily visible on the 
printed map. Below are a few common ways to declutter maps. 
 
Label 00 can be removed from start wpt 
Headings that do not change at a wpt can be removed 
If the route starts and finishes at the same point duplicate information can be removed 
Drag wpt/chalkboard labels if obscuring important information (permanent avoids etc.) 
but ensure still in a relevant position (eg Safety Altitude not grossly out of position). 
Chalkboard Comm at Departure/Arrival/Diversions can be removed as they are on the 
LUC. 
Hack time at post display rejoin point can be removed. 
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FOLDER Details/HAMPA input 

GROSS ERROR CHECK Before saving/printing it is a good idea to carry out a gross error check. Below are a 
few good tips. Using the Route Data check: 
 
Wpts are correctly labelled 
Wpt 01 is at 2 minutes and 100kg of fuel down 
Destination Joker Fuel is as calculated and Arrival Fuel is sensible 
Where the hdg does not change is this decluttered on map 
FP and DP are whole minutes 
TOTs have an M and are correct 
IP to DP to Rejoin Point all have same hdg 
IP to DP and DP to Rejoin Point are 1 minute legs (plus display delay at Rejoin Point) 
Correct Delay in at DP 

FINAL SAVING On completion of the final plan: 
 
File – Save As 
Enter Mission Name as NAME_PLANNED eg 01SCA_SHAW11_PLANNED 
OK 
Rename this mission unless you wish to keep the previous version. 
 
Once Ops see _PLANNED they will start their prep work. Therefore, any changes after 
the mission has been saved with this need to be relayed to Ops. 

PRINTING  – CHART 
EXPIRY? 

Print Route Data 
Output – Route Data – Print – A4 – Small – Landscape – Print  
 
Print LFCD – Make a note on Folder Back of Chart Expiry – if this is earlier than the 
planned sortie the SN should ensure up to date maps are made available. 
Ctrl + A to highlight route (For a Display only the route in is highlighted yellow so click 
on the departure airfield, hold Shift + Ctrl and click on the DP. This should highlight all 
the route in) 
File – Print – New Footprints a/r (orientated track progressing) – Print All – Print 
 
Print 1:50,000 (for FPs and DPs only) 
Zoom to 1:50,000 
Drag appropriate labels so visible next to route 
Ctrl + A to highlight route (up to DP if Display) 
File – Print – New Footprints a/r (orientated on track) – Select the 1:50,000 footprints – 
Print  
 
File – Close Mission 
 
Do not save when prompted otherwise labels will be in the wrong position should you 
wish to reprint the LFCD 

HAND DRAWN Double check tst route is highlighted yellow. 
 
For display routes, double check the route to the site (up to the DP) is highlighted 
yellow. The route out is to be highlighted pink. This has to be done manually and 
includes highlighting all route information (hdgs/times/fuel etc). 

BOTTOM LABEL All maps are to have a label attached at the departure airfield. These are available in 
Ops and are orientated along the natural route axis. 
 
Fill in all boxes in black/red pen as appropriate. ICFs for airfields are to be annotated in 
the boxes next to each one. Note Cx In and Roll times will not be filled in until the day 
as advised by Red 1 in the sortie brief. 

MASTER LUC Using the relevant tab complete all fields highlighted yellow (use a “–“ if information not 
needed). All airfield names (Dep/Arr etc.) are to be selected from the drop down list. 
Double check all fields have autopopulated (there will be a – to show field is purposely 
blank) See LL TST LUC EXAMPLE 3-1-30 and DISPLAY LUC EXAMPLE 3-1-32 for 
examples. 
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FOLDER Details/HAMPA input 

FOLDER FRONT Complete the folder front with all relevant details, some will need to be completed on 
the day (weathers etc.) 
 
For ECT – Support Data – Met – Met TDA – Ensure correct date and position – Select 
Month Astronomical - Calc (for LLL take 30 min off sunset) 
 
For Sun Posit – Support Data – Met – Met TDA – Ensure correct date and position – 
Select Day Positions - Calc 

NAV WHAM PLANNER Fill in the relevant tab with details, further clarity below (see NAV WHAM PLANNER 
EXAMPLE 3-1-39): 
WITH – Enter calculated fuel load 
IN – Enter time to event/FP 
EET – Enter Display time (as directed by Nav 1) 
FLYPAST – Enter details (use notes at bottom if more space req) 
OUT – Enter time from event to Arrival airfield 
TET – Total time for sortie 
FC – Enter M/L for where file saved 

UPDATE NAV BOARD Replace Red numbered tile with a green one to indicate planning complete. 

LFAs Enter which LFAs will be needed to be booked 

RPS AREAS Enter relevant RPS areas 

TAPS REQ. For Flight Planning enter relevant taps for Dep/Arr/Divs. 

DANGER AREAS TO CX Enter Danger Areas which will be checked by Ops/Nav on the day. 
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LL TST ROUTE EXAMPLE 
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IP TO FP EXAMPLE (SAME ROUTE AS ABOVE) 
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LL TST ROUTE DATA EXAMPLE 
 
 

 
LL TST LUC EXAMPLE 
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DISPLAY ROUTE EXAMPLE 
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DISPLAY ROUTE DATA EXAMPLE 
 
 

 
 

DISPLAY LUC EXAMPLE 
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22. HL HAMPA/Folder completion. A thorough, well planned and presented route is essential 
in order to navigate 11+ aircraft safely around international airspace. The Boss must have accurate 
and complete information readily available. HAMPA is used to accurately derive fuel figures, timing 
and load the GPS with route data. However, completed routes are hand drawn using the relevant 
chart. Flight Ops staff will provide a Eurocontrol approved route using Jeppesen Flight Planner 
(cross check this route conforms to any required arrival/departure procedures before going any 
further). The APO is responsible for all initial international transit planning but will be ‘handed over’ 
to the SN once complete. Plan as per LL Tst (above) until reaching the ROUTE portion, then as 
below.  

 

FOLDER Details/HAMPA input/Hand Draw 

SAFETY ALTITUDE Display the correct SALT at Destination using the chalkboard Text tool 

ROUTE Hack the start waypoint and edit so that you “START CLIMB” to the desired FL with the 
SOP climb parameters and Next Leg speed of 360kts, an extended tick mark will then 
appear showing TOC. Make this a target and enter the SOP speed/fuel parameters for 
the cruise at the chosen altitude.  
 
Populate the rest of the waypoints along route (a new waypoint must be used if there is 
a change of heading or it is a mandatory reporting point). The exact lat/long of the RP 
must be entered into HAMPA from the ERC (thus populating the GPS). If no RP 
exists at a FIR boundary, the lat/long of the crossing point must be designated as a 
waypoint and entered into HAMPA. 
 
Refer to SOP descent figures for fuel, timing and distance, insert a target as TOD using 
these figures. 
 
Note: Consider how any STAR or mandatory routing may affect your arrival if 
necessary make useful points as waypoints (they can always be deleted on the day). 

10 DME POINTS These are used to enable Red 1 to accurately navigate to join an airfield once leaving 
the airways (see HL TST ARRIVAL EXAMPLE 3-1-38). AFTER destination, plan 10 
DME points on the extended CL for the useable runways, followed by a waypoint at the 
diversion. 

WPT DESCRIPTIONS The following waypoints are to be annotated in desciptions: 
 
Start – Name (ICAO) eg SCAMPTON (EGXP) 
Destination – Name (ICAO) eg SHAWBURY (EGOS) 
TOC/TOD – TOC/TOD 
All Wpts – Name (annotate Nav Aid or ICAO if coincident) 
Diversion - Name (ICAO) eg SHAWBURY (EGOS) 
10 DME Points – RWXX 10DME eg RW14 10DME 
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FOLDER Details/HAMPA input/Hand Draw 

FUEL RAFAT planned minimum fuel at the diversion airfield is 200kg (in the UK, foreign 
airfields are increased to 300kg). Using the diversion tst distance with reference to 
DIVERSION FUEL (3-1-47) planning figures should give an additional amount on top of 
this to give your Bingo fuel at destination. To avoid confusion this is always the VFR 
fuel required to fly from the intended point of landing to the diversion and land with 
200kg. On the day these figures may be amended due to weather etc. 
 
Mission – Mission Setup – Fuel. 
Note Start/Taxy Fuel should be 60kg and Take Off Fuel 36kg. 
Enter Minimum Recovery Fuel with the Bingo fuel calculated above. 
OK. 
 
Due to the 10 DME points this will initially be incorrect showing a higher amount at the 
destination. Calculate the difference between this and Bingo Fuel and go back into the 
fuel page. Subtract the difference from the Minimum Recovery Fuel and click OK. 
Check that this gives the correct Joker at Destination. 
 
HAMPA defaults to a 1300kg start fuel (normally this is the maximum <30oC and 
1250kg in hotter temperatures). Consider the nature and business of airports.  
Allow enough planned starting fuel in case an IFR figure (+70kgs) is needed on the day 
(150 kg on top of calculated Bingo Fuel is advised). Consult NAV1 if you are thinking of 
topping up with a Grav refuel (this takes a lot of time and will impact on WHAM timings).  
 
 
Mission – Mission Setup – Fuel. 
Enter Total Fuel as calculated to give sufficient flex. 
OK. 
 
SOP Jokers are: 
 
J1 - 1000kg 
J2 - 700kg 
J3 - 500kg 

GROSS ERROR CHECK Before saving/printing it is a good idea to carry out a gross error check. Below are a few 
good tips. 
 
Using the Route Data check 
Wpts are correctly labelled 
Wpt 01 is at 2 minutes and 100kg of fuel down 
Destination Joker Fuel is as calculated and Arrival Fuel is sensible 
Where the hdg does not change is this decluttered on map 
FP and DP are whole minutes 
TOTs have an M and are correct 
IP to DP to Rejoin Point all have same hdg 
IP to DP and DP to Rejoin Point are 1 minute legs 
Correct Delay in at DP 

FINAL SAVING On completion of the final plan: 
 
File – Save As 
Enter Mission Name as NAME_PLANNED eg 01SCA_SHAW11 
OK 
Rename this mission unless you wish to keep the previous version. 

PRINTING – CHART 
EXPIRY? 

Print Route Data 
Output – Route Data – Print – A4 – Small – Landscape – Print  
 
Print LFCD (or equivalent) for the destination airport Print LFCD – Make a note on 
Folder Back of Chart Expiry – if this is earlier than the planned sortie the SN should 
ensure up to date maps are made available. 
 
Ctrl + A to highlight route 
File – Print – New Footprints a/r (orientated track progressing) – Print All – Print 
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FOLDER Details/HAMPA input/Hand Draw 

HAND DRAWN (See example HL Plan). 
 
Draw the route with a yellow highlighter. 
 
With a black fine pen draw triangles at TOC/TOD. With a red fine pen draw line to Div. 
 
FIR Boundary’s (with country ICAO) are drawn in Green eg: BRINDISI (LIBB). 
 
Diversion airfields circled in red with a line drawn to underline name, and ICAO. 
 
Sector Frequencies (eg Madrid Control ICF) are boxed and written in Blue. 
 
Dog House information (FL, Mach no., Burn) is written in Black by the start point.  
Alternative Fuel/Timing options for slower/faster tsts. This should be written near the 
Dog House and on the Nav Folder. 
 
Timings - 2 minute hack time marks should be hand drawn on the route between TOC 
and TOD, care MUST be taken to consider map scale and Mach no. Wpts should have 
timings written in black and their name cornered in Red. 
 
Fuel Circles are needed at the following points: 
 
Departure 
TOC 
Wpts (or at least every 10 minutes) 
TOD 
Destination 

BOTTOM LABEL All maps are to have a label attached at the departure airfield. These are available in 
Ops and are orientated along the natural route axis. 
 
Fill in all boxes in black/red pen as appropriate. ICFs for airfields are to be annotated in 
the boxes next to each one. Note Cx In and Roll times will not be filled in until the day 
as advised by Red 1 in the sortie brief. 

MASTER LUC Using the relevant tab complete all fields highlighted yellow (use a – if information not 
needed). All airfield names (Dep/Arr etc.) are to be selected from the drop down list. 
Double check all fields have autopopulated (there will be a – to show field is purposely 
blank) See HL TST LUC EXAMPLE 3-1-39. 

FOLDER FRONT Complete the folder front with all relevant details, some will need to be completed on 
the day (weathers etc.) 
 
For ECT – Support Data – Met – Met TDA – Ensure correct date and position – Select 
Month Astronomical - Calc (for LLL take 30 min off sunset) 
 
For Sun Posit – Support Data – Met – Met TDA – Ensure correct date and position – 
Select Day Positions - Calc 

NAV WHAM PLANNER Fill in the relevant tab with details, further clarity below (see NAV WHAM PLANNER 
EXAMPLE 3-1-39): 
WITH – Enter calculated fuel load 
TET – Total time for sortie 
FC – Enter M/L for where file saved 

UPDATE NAV BOARD Replace Red numbered tile with a green one to indicate planning complete. 

LFAs Enter which LFAs will be needed to be booked 

RPS AREAS Enter relevant RPS areas 

TAPS REQ. For Flight Planning enter relevant taps for Dep/Arr/Divs. 

DANGER AREAS TO CX Enter Danger Areas which will be checked by Ops/Nav on the day. 
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FOLDER Details/HAMPA input/Hand Draw 

GPS LOADED This is completed by the GPS Rep. 
 
Output – Skymap Upload - + Missions a/r 
Bulls-Eye – None 
Tick Sortie Set-Up Data 
Tick Clear all Existing Waypoints 
Tick Clear all existing Flight Plans 
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HL TST EXAMPLE 
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HL TST ARRIVAL EXAMPLE 
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HL TST ROUTE DATA EXAMPLE 
 

 
 
HL TST LUC EXAMPLE 

 

NAV WHAM PLANNER EXAMPLE  
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ON THE DAY PROCESSES AND CONSIDERATIONS 
 
GENERAL 
 
23. Coordination.  It cannot be stressed enough the importance of coordination with 
arrival/departure airfields and Display locations. Admin should have sent ATC staff a RAFAT arrival 
pack, detailing specifics of RAFAT practices. The SN should contact appropriate persons and 
clarify/reiterate these details. Even if this has all been done before the day of the flight, a phone 
call on the day is needed as handovers between controllers doesn’t always happen or 
traffic/weather of the day presents changes. 
 
FLIGHT OPERATIONS 
 
24. NOTAMs.  Flt Ops staff will download NOTAMs on the day of flight - these are printed or 
passed electronically to the Team. It remains the individual pilots responsibility (once they have 
been briefed) to ensure that they are aware and have plotted NOTAMs correctly. Only NOTAMs 
within 10NM of the intended route will be sent. If the route to be flown varies significantly with the 
original planned the SN will need to contact Ops to see if there are any other NOTAMs that affect.  
 
25. Danger Areas. Flt Ops will enquire to the status of any danger areas highlighted by the SN 
in the planning process. 

 
26. LL Booking/CADs. Flt Ops will submit the appropriate LL booking and run CADs to 
highlight any potential conflicts which will be passed to the SN. For weekend Ops this will be done 
on a Friday (iaw UKMLFH 01.04.03). Any changes after this will have to be retrospectively entered 
however Ops can still check for conflictions. 

 
27. Weathers. Flt Ops will pass weathers to enable completion of the folder front by the SN. 
This does not replace timely consideration of the SN of any weather that could have an effect on 
the plan (fuels etc.). 

 
DISPLAY 

 
28. Coordination. Some events will have a specific briefing which the SN should endeavor to 
attend to answer/ask questions. Sometimes this is not possible and liason with event organisers is 
through Red 10. Regardless of the means the SN is to ensure that Red 1 is presented with a 
thorough plan of how the Display sortie will run. 
 
29. Airspace Co-ordination Notice (ACN). The ACN that is in place may limit the team e.g. by 
it’s vertical extent. If the altitude cap in the ACN is followed by a full-stop, then it is not open for co-
ordination with Swanwick.  If the ACN states that the altitude cap could be increased with co-
ordination, the SN should contact them no earlier than 2 hours before take-off. 
  
30. TOT. A TOT will be needed which can be entered into the GPS at the FP/DP. During crew-
in/taxy Red 1 may confirm his data vs Red 6 to double check. Obviously this is an ideal scenario 
and constant liaison may be needed to keep this updated before the brief.  

 
31. Display before/after. An understanding of the timetable for the display is imperative to 
ensure a safe sortie. A plan of deconfliction between elements immediately before and after the 
Display will be needed. 

 
32. Traffic Service/Display frequency. A plan for who will be on which frequencies is very 
important to ensure the team have constant communications with both the Display Director and a 
Traffic Service. Sometimes this will be the same frequency and other times it may mean leaving a 
member of the team on a separate frequency. 
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DEPARTURES 
 
33. Warn Out.  Pass timings and warn out to ATC. If a flight plan has been filed check this has 
been received. Be “as demanding as you can” with-in the bounds of professionalism and ATC 
procedures. Navs are to “politely stress” the need to taxy and take the runway at very specific 
times. RAFAT departures are: 
 
 a. Standard: Hack on Roll - departing turn >40 degrees 
 
 b. Plus 30: Roll 30 secs after Hack - departing turn <40 degrees 
 
34. Taxy Plan.  Ask for the anticipated Taxy pattern and any pertinent info. RAFAT enters the 
R/W at least 3 minutes prior to T/O. As a guide, the Boss will plan a taxi time based on 1 min/1000’ 
of taxy distance. An enter and backtrack will also need to be considered. Navs are to consult the 
Boss if required. 
 
35. Take Off/Departure. Sometimes the departure may need a little more coordination eg 
when departing an international airport as separate formations to then join up above weather. 
Discuss first with the departure airfield and then the next controlling agency if necessary. A heads 
up of anticipated frequencies will help an efficient and professional departure. 
 
ARRIVALS 
 
36. Coordination.  Contact ATC prior by phone - arriving with 10+ a/c at once is not SOP. 
Double check the anticipated frequencies and request the availability of Looping arrivals (6000’ 
airspace required), L/R cct breaks and break direction. Ask if there are any distance to go markers, 
if not SNs will have to use imagery to find a 3000’ to go point. 
 
37. Other Traffic.  On arrival, any Helo traffic MUST be on the ground. Rotors may continue to 
run, but no hover taxy is allowed. Listen out for ATC mistakenly lining up traffic as soon as the last 
ac has touched down - the runway is NOT handed back until the “Clear Cross” call (any ac may be 
forced to go around and then the lining up traffic will baulk the runway). 

 
38. Taxy Plan and Parking. Ask for any anticipated taxy plan and where the jets are expected 
to park. If there is an Eng team on the ground then liaise directly with them about anticipated 
parking slots and marshalling plan cross checking with any data you have to ensure this is 
sensible. If there isn’t a ground team then use imagery to come up with a plan. 
 
RT FLOW 
 
39. Control.  The Nav takes control of the radio when handed it by Red 1 (eg “8, your radio”). 
Hand back is when Red 1 calls taxying clear of the runway (NB that it is still responsibility of 
designated Tower RT pilot to halt ATC prematurely lining up traffic - see above) or when Red 1 
responds to the taxy back clearance. 
 
40. Traffic Service.  Attempt to obtain a TS at all times. Individual pilots may be tasked to 
obtain local traffic information from smaller airfields en route.  
 
41. Deputy Nav. The deputy is to remain on frequency (and respond as req) whilst the primary 
nav attempts to establish comms with the next agency. An example call (Red 9 primary/Red 5 
deputy) on stud 20 would be: 
 
 “5 remain - 9 goes ahead to Coningsby” 
 “5” (acknowledgment) 
 
 When new TS established: 
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 “9 has a TS with Coningsby on 120.8” 
 
 Boss: “Coningsby 120.8” (On hearing this, Red 5 would call going en route to the  redundant 
agency and join the rest of the formation with the new agency.) 
 
42. Free-call vs Handovers.  RAFAT will usually attempt to “reach ahead” and free call the 
next intended agency. In some cases, the system of handover works better - the SOP when 
recovering to Bournemouth from the NE is to contact SOLENT, and they will positively hand 
RAFAT over to Bournemouth. 
 
43. Deputy on Handover. In the event of a handover, the above dialogue will not happen but 
the Deputy is still to remain on the previous frequency, should comms not be established with the 
next ATC agency. The Deputy will switch to the new frequency once the SN has informed Red 1 
he has established a TS. 
 
44. London Information.  Red 2 is to transmit a blanket call to London Information on 124.6 
(within the London FIR) to advise GA of a RAFAT tst, in order to minimise the risk of airprox or 
RA(T) infringement. Red 2 is to allocate this duty to another pilot if they are the Nav. 
 
45. Infringements.  In the event of a RA(T) infringement, the Nav is to instruct the TS provider 
of RAFATs intention to file. Follow up action is processed by the Nav, through Red 10 and the 
CAA. 
 
46. Tower.  A pilot will be nominated to contact Tower at the destination. Do not transmit the 
call to join until positively instructed to by the Nav. Once 2 way with tower, the pilot informs the 
Boss as per SOP eg: 
 
 “2 works Lusaka Tower on 122.1” 
 
47. Join and Landing Comm. The pilot nominated for Twr is to gain permission to join  and to 
request permission for the briefed break. Permission to land will be requested for all aircraft in the 
formation. All clearances be passed to Red 1 on UHF.  
 
48. HL R/T.  Agencies will carry out handovers to the next agency - no “going ahead” call is to 
be made. 
 
49. International R/T discipline.  For international routing, RAFATs callsign is RED ARROW. 
If advised that a different callsign is to be used (eg ASCOT) then resist as far as practicable to 
avoid confusion when airborne. R/T is to be punctilious and brief to international agencies. 
Example initial contact with an Agency is to be: 
 
 “Brest Control, RED ARROW, Flight Level Two-Nine-Zero” 
 
50. Standard Formation. For North America and Australia the initial call should also include 
the number of aircraft and the word standard to indicate within standard formation, where 
appropriate. 
 
51. Misunderstanding. To avoid numerous “Say again”, in the event that the Nav is unable to 
decipher ATC instructions, they should check understanding with-in the formation on Stud 20. It 
does not take long to appear amateur through poor R/T discipline. 
 
52. Tumbleweed.  If any of the formation are comms tumbleweed, they may press the tone 
button on UHF. The Nav responds with the TS contract, which is repeated by the Boss. Pilots are 
to appreciate busy periods (departure) when the Nav may have difficulty trying to get a call in to 
ATC. UHF tones at this stage of flight will not be appreciated. 
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53. Airfield Info - LL.  If tasked, report to the Boss with the position and location of any 
relevant local traffic. “No Traffic to Affect” (NTA) is different to “Nothing heard” - the latter is more 
important to call to the Boss as it MIGHT mean traffic is still operating without 2 way radios. On a 
busy tst, so long as you have NTA, there is no requirement to relay this to the Boss. 
 
54. Airfield Info - HL.  Report with Weather/Viz/Wind/Runway and QNH. If possible pass the 
calculated QFE. 
 
55. Gotchas.  Be vigilant in your timing of R/T reports, to avoid stepping on the Boss’s 
executive manoeuvring transmissions. Look at the GPS to determine whether a turn is imminent. 
For extended reports, initially call (for example): “Boss, 5”. Then wait for the Boss to invite you to 
“go ahead” 
 
56. GUARD Monitor.  Red 5 is to listen to UHF Guard (T/R+G) on tsts (not displays). 
 
NAV 1’s CHARTER 
 
57. Planning guides.  RAFAT planning methods should make best use of current technology 
and written procedures. The ODM remains the definitive document for all Hawk ground and air 
performance reference. Where relevant, RAFAT guides have been produced to aid planning. 
History and experience of years of RAFAT operations have shaped these guides, however, where 
performance data appears to be incorrect, all pilots are to advise Nav 1 at the earliest opportunity, 
such that these planning aids may be updated, improved or even discarded. 
 
58. Common sense.  RAFAT pilots hold considerable Hawk flying experience. Common 
sense, so long as it is safe, should be employed to good measure in all RAFAT navigation matters. 
 
TRIVIA 
 
59. When planning diversions remember that the RN have summer break around Aug (e.g. 
Plymouth, Yeovilton). Booking coastal danger areas well ahead of time may be prudent for costal 
displays and tsts. 
 
60. If a discreet VHF frequency is required for a tst (Europe, etc) contact HQ AIR-A6 OPS P2I 
(95221x 7183) as far in advance as possible. 
 
61. GPS set up is the responsibility of the RAFAT GPS rep and are to be set to: 
 
Track – North Up 
Airfield - NAMES 
R/W Length – 5000’ 
Surface – HARD 
Turn Anticipation – OFF 
Pos Ref – AIRFIELD 
 
62. Gravity refuelling will significantly raise turn times. This time is dependant on many factors 
including Eng support, bowsers available etc. Check this extra time is available to Grav refuel with 
Red 10 before committing to a long route. 
 
63. Bottoms should be positioned to maximize the view when maps are folded. 
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RAFAT SOP PLANNING FIGURES (ODM remains Master) 
 

Formation CLIMB (includes SUTTO)  

FL TIME RANGE FUEL 

100 4.30 21 140 

150 6.00 30 160 

200 7.30 40 185 

250 9.00 47 205 

270 9.30 50 215 

280 9.50 53 220 

300 10.30 57 230 

350* 13.00 70 260 

400* 16.30 100 300 

HAMPA SOP Climb Parameters (Linear): 
<= FL300 - 3400ft/min 350kts 15kg/min 

*  > FL300 - Interpolate A/R 

CRUISE 

 0.7M 0.75M 0.8M 

FL Kg/MIN ANM/100kg Kg/MIN ANM/100kg Kg/MIN ANM/100kg 

100 18 45 21 40 26 35 

150 14 55 17 50 21 40 

200 12 65 14 60 18 45 

250 9 75 11 70 14 55 

300 8 90 9 80 12 65 

350 7 95 8 90 10 75 

400 6 95 7 90 9 75 

DESCENT 

FL Descent range Fuel Kg Time 

>300 100 nm 100 17 Min 

<300 80 nm 100 15 Min 

HAMPA SOP Descent Parameters (Linear) 
<= FL300 - 2000ft/min 350kts 7.0kg/min 
> FL300 - 2000ft/min 350kts 5.8kg/min 

 
MAX FLYING RANGE GUIDANCE 
 
Experience has shown that international legs of a distance greater than 600nm should be used 

with caution, thorough planning of diversions and prevailing weather is required. 
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TAKE-OFF AND LANDING PERFORMANCE RULES OF THUMB (ODM is definitive) 
 
The table below shows RAFAT rules of thumb for Take-off and Landing Performance. Note the large 
increase in landing ground run in wet conditions.  According to the ODM, the landing distance 
required = Landing ground run + 500’. Scatter is included. 
 

Assumptions:  Sea Level, ISA, Level Rwy, Nil Head Wind Component (HWC) Basic Wt 
3900Kg 

Take- Off Performance 1300Kg Fuel, Full Smoke Pod, 2 POB (5700kg AUW), Full Pwr, Mid 
Flap, 120kt unstick 

 
 
Take off Ground run 

 
 
2500ft 

Runway Slope   +/- 50’ per 1% 

HWC  - 100’ per 10kt 

Unstick Speed  +10% per 5kt 

Airfield Elevation +250’ per 2000’  

Temperature +250’ per 10º 

Landing Performance 500Kg Fuel, Full Smoke Pod, 2 POB (5000kg AUW), Full Flap, 5-10 
kt crosswind component, 120kt Vat giving 114kt touchdown 

 
 
 
 
Landing Ground Run 
  

 
 
 
3600’ Dry 
 
6270’  Wet 

Runway Slope +/- 100’ per 1% dry  

+ 600’/- 400’ per 1% wet 

HWC -150’ per 10kt dry 

-350’ per 10kt wet 

Airfield Elevation  +240’ per 2000’ dry 

+600’ per 2000’ wet 

Temperature   +120’ per 10º dry 

+240’ per 10º wet 

Crosswind   +15% > 10kt, -5% < 5kt 

Touchdown Speed  +10% per 5kt fast 

 
VSTOP Speeds 

 
 

Figures based on: 20°C, 5600kg, still wind, level rwy, sea level, full power, dry. 
Emergency Max Braking Speed: 122kts, if faster wait until jet has coasted down to speed. 
 
Rules of thumb, for both Vstop and EMBS: 
1. Tailwind – take off full amount, e.g. 10kts tailwind, 4000’ Vstop -102kts. 
2. Headwind – add 4kts per 10kts of headwind 
3. Temperature – colder, add 2kts per 10°C, warmer subtract 2kts per 10°C. 
4. Height of airfield – reduce by 5kts per 1000’. 
5. Weight – add 4kts for 4800kg. 
6. Slope – downhill subtract 3kts per degree of slope, uphill add 2kts per degree. 
DIVERSION FUEL 
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Notes 
 
1.  Minimum fuel is 130kg at diversion. 
2.  Should plan to arrive at destination with 200kgs. 
 

Distance Fuel Tst Height 

5 + 20  
 
 

Low Level 

10 + 30 

15 + 40 

20 + 50 

25 + 70 

30 + 80 

35 + 90 

40 + 100 

45 + 110 FL 95 

50 + 120 FL 100 

55 + 120 FL 110 

60 + 130 FL 120 

65 + 130 FL 130 

70 + 140 FL 140 

75 + 140 FL 150 

80 + 150 FL 160 

85 + 150 FL 170 

90 + 160 FL 180 

95 + 160 FL 190 

100 + 170 FL 200 

105 + 170 FL 210 

110 + 180 FL 220 

115 + 180 FL 230 

120 + 190 FL 240 

125 + 190 FL 250 

130 + 200 FL 260 

135 + 200 FL 270 

140 + 210 FL 280 

145 + 210 FL 290 

150 + 220 FL 300 
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PART 4 - SECTION 1 

RAFAT CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS  

INTRODUCTION 

1. The relatively cumbersome nature and complexity of operating as large formations requires 
different SOPs to those used on a front-line sqn (FLS) or at a flying training school (FTS) in order 
to keep operations as safe as possible.  These CONOPS are designed to set the framework for 
RAFAT formation operations:  Specific orders and SOPs that are to be adhered to are contained 
within Part 1 & 3 to this Directive. 

OVERVIEW 

2. RAFAT Output. RAFAT’s operational output is to conduct a safe, memorable, visually 
exciting 9-ship formation display and flypasts.  

3. RAFAT Recruitment. At the end of each display season RAFAT usually recruit 3 new 
pilots to replace the 3 pilots who will leave at the end of their 3rd year with the Team.  Every 3 years 
a new Team Leader is selected and takes over at the start of winter training, at the end of the 
display season.   

4. RAFAT Battle Rhythm. Winter training in advance of the following year’s display season 
commences in October and continues until the award of Public Display Authority (PDA), usually 
planned for May.  PDA is awarded by the RAFAT ODH i.a.w. RA2335 and authorises The Red 
Arrows to display in front of the public.  The extent of approvals granted at PDA and valid at any 
given time is defined within Part 2 of this Directive. 

5. RAFAT Display Philosophy. Red Arrows’ displays are flown in 2 distinctly different halves.  
During the 1st half, RAFAT operate as a single 9-ship conducting formation aerobatics, whilst in the 
2nd half they split into 2 separate elements, generically Enid and Synchro/Gypo.  Enid, comprising 
Reds 1 – 5, is led by Red 1 and Synchro, comprising Reds 6 & 7, is led by Red 6.  Reds 8 & 9 
swap between flying with Enid and Synchro at set points during the show.  When the Synchro pair 
are augmented with Red 8 and/or 9 they assume the callsign Gypo, however, Enid retain the same 
callsign at all stages.  For ease of reference, the term Enid+ is used within the DD to indicate when 
Enid comprises more than 5 ac.  Enid operate in accordance with the standard 9-ship principles as 
outlined in these CONOPs, however, due to the smaller formation size their manoeuvring can be 
more dynamic and varied. The Synchro Pair and Gypo conduct synchronised aerobatics, including 
opposition passes; Synchro/Gypo-specific operating procedures are detailed at the end of this 
Section. 

DISPLAY SITE TERMINOLOGY 

6. Display Type. To cater for varying weather conditions65, the Red Arrows develop 3 
different display sequences, Full, Flat and Rolling: 

a. Full Display. A Full Display includes looping manoeuvres to maximise the vertical 
extent and variety of the show when the cloud-base (>3/8th) is at least 5500 ft.  

b. Rolling Display. The Rolling Display is an intermediate sequence that allows 
leader to introduce significant vertical extent to the show when the cloud-base is below 
looping gate height of 5500 ft.  A minimum cloud-base of 2500 ft is required for a Rolling 
display. 

c. Flat Display. A Flat Display comprises only manoeuvres with limited vertical extent 
and is flown on days when the cloud-base is between 2500 ft and 1000 ft, precluding rolling 
manoeuvres such as barrel rolls.  A Flat display may also be flown when the cloud-base 

 
65 Weather limits for RAFAT displays are detailed in Part 1 of the DD. 
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exceeds 2500 ft; however, the prevailing conditions might be conducive to disorientation, for 
example in goldfish bowl conditions or over a glassy sea. 

 
7. RAFAT formation leaders are authorised to switch between Full, Rolling and Flat 
sequences during a show should conditions change; the display sequences are designed with 
significant commonality to facilitate such switching which is a regular feature of winter training. 

8. Pitch Map. To ensure commonality at all display locations, RAFAT manoeuvres are 
planned using a standardised ‘Pitch Map’ which can be overlaid on any display datum.  All 
manoeuvres and timings are referenced to the key features of the Pitch Map and are defined 
below.  The definitions given are for one side of the Pitch Map but are mirrored both sides. 

 

 

a. Datum. Datum is the centre point of the display, 230 m directly in front of crowd 
centre. 

b. Display Line. The Display Line is a line drawn through Datum, parallel to the line of 
the crowd or exceptionally a chosen display orientation where no nominated crowd enclosure 
exists.  The Display Line will be positioned 230 m from the closest point of the crowd in 
accordance with current display regulations. 

c. Crowd Front 90 (CF90). The CF90 is a line perpendicular to the Display Line and 
extending from Datum away from the crowd. 

d. Crowd Front Crowd Right 45 (CFCR45). The CFCR45 is a line drawn 45° from 
Datum towards the right of the crowd when viewed from the display side of the Display Line.  
The CFCR45 will be used by the Synchro pilot who flies the Crowd Right (CR) pattern. 

e. CR Crosspoint (CR X-POINT). The CR X-Point is a point 6000 ft from Datum along 
the Display Line on the CR side.  The CR X-Point is used by the Synchro pilot flying the CR 
pattern as an initial aiming point for the purpose of establishing the line-up for opposition 
passes. 
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f. CR Double Roll Point. The CR Double Roll Point is a point 4500 ft from Datum on the CR 
side; it is used as a cue to execute the Double Rolls manoeuvre.  For those manoeuvres 
which require an ac to fly to the Crowd Rear (CRear) side of the Display Line, the Double 
Roll Points are also used to define the boundaries of the length of the crowd line. 

g. CR Threshold. The CR Threshold is a point 3000 ft from Datum on the CR side at 
which the contract for separation during opposition passes must be established for the 
manoeuvre to continue.  “Threshold” will be called on the R/T by both pilots on all opposition 
passes upon reaching their respective Threshold (except for Double Rolls). 

9. Windage. Surface wind is used to assess how the wind will affect the display and will be 
converted into units and direction.  The table for calculating wind will be carried by the Team 
Leader and the Synchro pilots and is shown below at Table 1.  For wind calculation purposes, 5 kt 
is taken to be 1 unit of wind.  For example, 10 kt of wind directly along the Display Line heading 
from the CR end would be estimated as ‘2 right’.  The element leaders will compensate for wind 
during the display to ensure that the positioning of manoeuvres, and timing between each element 
during the 2nd-half, remains within acceptable tolerances.  

% OF 
WIND 

TO 
USE 

ANGLE BETWEEN WIND DIRECTION AND LINE DIRECTION 

0 15 30 45 60 75 90 

100 95 85 70 50 35 0* 

Table 1 – RAFAT Display Wind Table 

KEY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN FLS/FTS AND RAFAT 

10. The key differences between RAFAT and FLS/FTS formation procedures are: 

a. All main formation manoeuvres are initiated by R/T call from the formation leader 
and wingmen do not wait to see other ac move before initiating their required manoeuvre. 

b. There is no requirement for all moving ac to acknowledge orders to change 
formation positions66. 

c. Smoke is used as an aid to de-risk reduced formation separation criteria (e.g. during 
stream take-offs). 

d. Winter trg procedures aim to prepare pilots for display season operational 
constraints (e.g. limited time/briefing space, lack of an ops room etc). 

GENERAL PROCEDURES 

11. Planning and Navigation. For other than routine local training sorties a pilot (one of Reds 
2–5, 7-9) will be nominated as the Sortie Nav (SN). The available Reds will be expected to plan a 
maximum of 1 sortie/WHAM cycle with the APO planning the remainder for each WHAM.  The 
RAFAT Aircrew Planning Officer (APO) is responsible for monitoring and assisting the SN during 
the sortie planning however, the final responsibility for all sortie plans lies with the SN.  Whilst the 
Formation Leader will have ultimate responsibility for the formation’s ground track when airborne, 
the SN will act as the speaking unit for the formation when dealing with ATC agencies.  The APO 
in consultation with the Sqn Navigation Officer is responsible for issuing and updating RAFAT Nav 
SOPs.  To ensure a high level of ops and flight planning support, the RAFAT Sqn Ops room is 
manned to support the RAFAT battle rhythm whenever they are conducting flying ops.  The SN is 
responsible for coordinating with RAFAT Sqn Ops who will submit flight plans on behalf of the 
Team as well as relaying important navigational information such as NOTAMS to the deployed 
pilots. 

 
66 With up to 8 ac moving at any one time, the potential for confusion through missed or simultaneous transmissions if all movers 
acknowledge would be a significant Flight Safety risk. 
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12. Briefing.  A thorough pre-sortie brief will be conducted by the formation leader prior to all 
sorties as specified in DD Part 1.  The brief will be completed with an ‘out-brief’ that covers any 
essential items that are not included in the sortie brief, such as confirming the auth sheets have 
been completed correctly and any Command directed mandatory briefing items.  This avoids any 
requirement to flow through an ops room, which will be the same pre-sortie flow as will be used 
throughout the season. 

13. Walk to Ac. The walk is identical to other Hawk T1 units with an inspection of the F700 at 
line control.  All checks are carried out i.a.w. FRCs. 

14. Start Sequence. The RAFAT ac start sequence is carried out i.a.w. FRCs.  

15. R/T Procedures. With up to 12 ac in formation, clarity and efficiency of R/T 
communications are essential for Flight Safety.  The primary R/T frequency for all pilots is the intra-
formation discrete, UHF Stud 20.  During a display one pilot, other than the leader, will be assigned 
responsibility for communicating with external ATC agencies using the VHF radio and they will 
pass relevant information to the rest of the formation when appropriate on Stud 20.  Typically, to 
avoid distractions and the potential for missing directive calls from the leader, 1st year pilots will be 
instructed to deselect their VHF radio from Take Off until joining the circuit to land.  When 
operating as a 9-ship67 all domestic/information R/T calls made by the leader are acknowledged by 
a nominated pilot68 to confirm to the leader that his transmission has been heard. During the 2nd 
half of the display when operating as 2 separate formations, the element in front of the crowd will 
have control of the radios; the re-positioning element will use alternative methods such as uncalled 
turns or tones on the radio to coordinate their formation manoeuvring.   

16. Taxi Procedures. RAFAT ac are taxied in closer proximity to one another.  The 
comparatively short spacing empirically attracts no greater intra-formation FOD risk and is 
essential for manoeuvring large formations at busy airports; the principal benefits are small taxi 
footprint and minimised runway occupancy times. 

TAKE-OFF PROCEDURES 

17. Formation Take-offs. RAFAT take-off SOPs are designed to get all ac airborne as soon as 
practicable while mitigating hazards such as turbulence and emergencies.  Instances of trailing 
elements being affected by the preceding elements’ jet-wash are avoided by a combination of 
different power settings, rotate speeds and lift-off profiles for each element. 

18. IMC Operations. Whenever possible RAFAT will avoid IMC conditions by operating at low 
level for transits or deviating flightpaths during climbs and descents to remain in VMC.  Where IMC 
conditions are unavoidable the formation will be split into a minimum of 2 elements and operated 
MARSA69 using GPS, ATC and R/T information to ensure safe inter-formation separation. 

 
67 For the purposes of these CONOPS the term 9-ship should be taken as any generic formation comprising any or all RAFAT pilots 
(max 12 ac) when operating iaw 9-ship principles (ie not-Gypo/Synchro). 
68 Usually Red 2. 
69 Military Assumes Responsibility for Separation of Aircraft (ie less than ATC required 5 nms/1000 ft). 
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FORMATION GENERAL 

19. Formation Numbering. Ac on the right of the formation are always even numbers whilst 
those on the left are odd.  When required, Synchro pair form the central stem of 9-ship formations 
behind the leader in sequence 1-6-7.  Even numbered ac always land on the right-hand side of the 
runway and odd numbers on the left.  Normally, Red 6 will have flown as Red 7 in the previous 
season and will have chosen his own Synchro 2 from the Team members joining in his second 
year70. 

 

20. Formation References. All formation references are taken from the lead ac; however, 
wingmen may use ‘inside’ ac as a guide when lead ac references are masked.  2-dimensional 
errors in formation are described as tight, short, wide, long or ‘up it’ for a combination of tight and 
short and ‘down it’ when long and wide.  Height errors are referred to as shallow or deep when 
compared to the ideal position and timing errors result in an ac either being behind [it] the leaders 
roll or ‘ahead of it’. 

21. Amateur Formations. Each RAFAT formation shape has ac in a prescribed position, if, for 
any reason, ac are required to formate out of their normal position then the formation is prefaced 
with ‘Amateur’, e.g. Amateur Shuttle.  Amateur formations are often used during winter trg before 
9-ship trg has begun and during displays as part of the loser plan. 

 
70 This allows a continuance of skill handover and ensures that Red 6 is recently practised in conducting the Synchro Pair manoeuvres. 
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22. Formation Shapes. With 9 ac RAFAT can form many different formation shapes, typically, 
but not exclusively, these are designed such that ac are positioned in one of 5 basic reference 
positions from their inside ac, Battle, Diamond, Arrow, Line Astern or Line Abreast.  As described 
earlier, whilst the ideal position is referenced to the inside ac, wingmen must actually take their 
formation references from the leader.  The most ‘swept’ and ‘deep’ formation reference is Battle 
becoming progressively less swept and shallower through Diamond and Arrow until finally in Line 
Abreast the ac are abeam and co-plane with each other.  The formation shapes may be a 
composite of different references for different ac, for example Leader’s Benefit has Reds 2 & 3 
formating in Arrow on Red 1 whilst Reds 4 & 5 are line abreast on 2 & 3 as shown below: 

 

23. Formation Changes. 

a. R/T. Most formation changes are directed by R/T.  To minimise the risk of confusion 
through missed or simultaneous transmissions, only key movers acknowledge calls to 
change formation.  The exact sequence of R/T calls is contained within detailed Smoke and 
R/T Plans, which form part of the annual PDA approval documentation.  The R/T plans are 
always designed to fail safe such that if a pilot suffers a radio failure or misses an executive 
call Flight Safety is not compromised, for example if the expected sequence of 
acknowledgements is not heard nobody moves.  The principles used to construct the R/T 
plans are: 

(1) For all formation changes a minimum of 2 ac are required to acknowledge the 
move.  This requirement confirms to the leader that their call has gone out and 
establishes the cadence of the move. 

(2) If an ac is required to create space for another ac to move into, then the pilot 
responsible for creating the gap is required to acknowledge the call; if the ac moving 
into the gap is blind to the ac creating the gap, a 2nd executive call can be used to 
indicate that the space has been created e.g. ‘8, 9 …. Go, 6’ with the Go being called 
by 7 when he can see that 8 & 9 have moved. 

(3) As a minimum, the lowest numbered moving ac on each side of the formation 
acknowledges the move unless the requirements of sub-para (2) above take 
precedence. 

b. Synchronisation. The aim is for all ac to move in a synchronised manner ensuring 
straight lines and symmetry between the sides during formation changes and for breaks, 
such as Palm Split, to be symmetrical.  There are 2 main techniques used to ensure the 
coordination and symmetry of moves, numerical and sequential cadences: 

(1) Numerical Cadence. The numerical cadence techniques rely on the pilots of all 
moving ac to count at the same speed, executing specific actions at specific points 
during the count.  When a manoeuvre is called, the first two ac to acknowledge it set 
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the cadence of count, i.e. if 2 acknowledges, followed by 3 one second later, then the 
count of 4 should fall one second after that.  Once the R/T Cadence has been 
established pilots aim to arrive in their new position after pre-determined silent count 
e.g. ‘Battle Go’ .. ‘2’ .. ‘3’ [Move starts], silent count  .. 4 .. 5 .. 6 .. 7 .. 8 .… 12 with all 
ac arriving on their own Battle references on the count of 12.  If more than two aircraft 
acknowledge the move, the third and subsequent acknowledgements should follow the 
initial cadence and the counting continues from the last number called over the radio 
e.g. if the acknowledgements are ‘2’ .. ‘3’ .. ‘8’ .. ‘9’, then the silent count continues 10 .. 
11 ..12 .. etc. 

(2) Verbal Cadence. The verbal cadence technique is used, for example, to coordinate 
breaks where ac turn away from the leader before pulling to achieve separation.  A set 
phrase, such as ‘Roll .. Checkaah .. Pull’ is used as a timing key; pilots practice saying 
the phrase out loud together as a group on the ground so that they all use and become 
familiar with the same spoken cadence.  After the break has been called in the air, 
pilots say the phrase to themselves as they fly the manoeuvre matching the learned 
cadence of the phrase to their actions.  The words of the phrase may be elongated to 
add additional delay between actions, hence the use of ‘Checkaah’ rather than just 
‘Roll .. Check .. Pull’.  For sequential paired left and right-hand breaks, pilots check in 
immediately before the break using the callsigns 1-Right, 1-Left, 2-Right, etc. with the 
lower numbers being allocated to the outside ac.  When the break is initiated, the right-
hand ac of the number one pair calls ‘1-RighTaa’ at which point 1-Right and 1-Left 
break outwards from the formation.  The cadence of 1-Right’s call is taken up by 2-
Right who then calls ‘2- RighTaa’ and breaks outwards at the same time as 2-Left; the 
sequence continues until all ac have broken. 

c. Technique. The required technique for changing formation is detailed within 
individual manoeuvre briefs which are the responsibility of the Sqn QFI and may include 
straight or diagonal moves with planned depth changes and potentially Roll Backs e.g. from 
‘9 Arrow’ to ‘Fred’.  Smoke is often used during formation changes; this allows the leader to 
see that the move is progressing as planned.  The leader will maintain a predictable flight 
path throughout any formation changes.  A ‘Smoke Off Go’ call made by a nominated 
wingman can substitute as an ‘Aboard’ call, indicating that the formation change is complete, 
and the leader is free to manoeuvre.   

24. Position Keeping. For each formation position, an allowable margin of positional error is 
established, and pilots will aim to maintain within this ‘box’.  Should a pilot lose sight of, or 
generate excessive closure towards, the ac inside them such that safe lateral or vertical separation 
could be compromised, they will escape from the formation.  If a pilot allows his ac to move too 
wide, it is the responsibility of pilots outside them to honour their movement and escape 
themselves if unable to manoeuvre safely to compensate for the inside ac. In wide shapes such as 
Big Vixen, Reds 8 or 9 should avoid an instance of a ‘double escape’ by taking width if necessary. 

25. Escape Manoeuvre. For all formation positions there is an SOP-prescribed escape 
manoeuvre, which is to be flown if any pilot cannot maintain the correct formation references and 
becomes concerned about their proximity to another ac.  To minimise the risk of cognitive failure 
there is one basic escape manoeuvre which works for the majority of formation positions; it is to 
pull up and out of the formation, maintaining the pull until positive separation is assured, if the 
escape happens during a roll then the roll rate must be maintained throughout the escape until 
wings level flight is achieved.  Instances where a different escape technique is required are 
detailed in the Manoeuvre Brief Annexes.  The primary aim of an escape is to avoid an imminent 
LoSS(intra-formation).  If an escape occurs, a ‘fly it through’ should be called and the leader will 
establish the remainder of the formation straight and level and coordinate follow on action as 
appropriate.  Escape manoeuvres are emergency breakouts with attendant risk, therefore, they are 
not routinely practiced in the air; the Hawk simulator offers limited value for escape training.  
Escape manoeuvres are regularly discussed during briefings and all new pilots undertake a 
dedicated escape training sortie where the requisite actions can be rehearsed in a controlled 
environment.  All instances of ac escaping during formation manoeuvring are fully debriefed as a 
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safety point with video analysis to aid diagnosis and to help identify whether remedial training 
would be appropriate. 

26. Formation Joins/Re-joins. RAFAT formation re-joins are more dynamic than normally 
experienced in non-display fg.  RAFAT Hawk ac have modified engines to give enhanced 
instantaneous speed control and RAFAT pilots are mandated to maintain a clear escape lane 
should they be unable to control their rate of closure as they arrive at the nominated formation 
references.  Turning re-joins are extensively used to expedite formation joins, ac on the inside of 
the turn have the low sanctuary, even if the leader rolls out, the high sanctuary is the domain of the 
outside ac (i.e. right-hand turn, even numbers low, odds high).  Typically, the leader will smoke 
white during re-joins to assist in identification and to define the boundary between low and high 
sanctuaries. 

27. Formation Manoeuvring. For large formations to manoeuvre as one, all pilots must react 
to the leader’s input when he makes it rather than waiting to see his ac move.  The aim is for all 
formation manoeuvres to be flown with a single control input71, which keeps the ac exactly on the 
required reference throughout.  The required ‘input’ is a learnt, cognitive, conditioned and 
perishable skill for which muscle memory is built up through regular trg. The leader aims to keep a 
fixed power setting and to use a single, consistent, stick input for any given manoeuvre.  The 
leader will call all formation manoeuvres when operating as a 9-ship and also when operating as 
Enid, albeit some pre-planned manoeuvres may be initiated by radio tone, hand signal or a head 
nod when Synchro are controlling the radio.  Calls are of the form ‘Coming Left Now’ where the 
cadence of the phrase is used to indicate the rate at which the manoeuvre should be flown, and 
the leader makes his ‘input’ as he pronounces the underlined letter/syllable. Throughout winter trg, 
wingmen will learn to recognise subtle changes in the leader’s intonation as different situations 
require slightly different rates of manoeuvre.  To minimise the risk of cognitive failure, all barrel 
rolls are flown to the left and manoeuvres such as ¼-Clovers are prefaced with an advisory call as 
to which direction the roll will be, e.g. ‘to the right’.  In addition, any manoeuvre that is out with 
routine is also preceded by an advisory call such as ‘the next move is to Amateur Shuttle’ …….. 
‘Amateur Shuttle Go’.   

28. Adherence to MSD. It is the element leader’s responsibility to make due allowance for the 
formation width, specifically they are to ensure that all manoeuvring is undertaken in such a way 
that all ac remain above their MSD.  Notwithstanding the leader’s overall responsibility, individual 
captains are responsible for their own ac flightpaths, especially during formations splits and re-
joins. Further MDS restrictions for each display venue will be highlighted in the DTR and site 
survey paperwork. 

29. Core Manoeuvres. The ‘core manoeuvres’ used to build RAFAT display sequences are 
Bends (level turns), turn Reversals, Wingovers, Barrel Rolls, Loops and ¼ Clovers; these 
manoeuvres can be flown in many different formation shapes.  RAFAT will also perform vertical 
and flat splits, which are coordinated formation breaks in front of the crowd.  The Synchro Pair and 
Gypo perform synchronised opposition manoeuvres, including aerobatics.  The manoeuvre specific 
briefs contained in the Annexes to this Section explain the set-up, techniques and associated 
considerations for each of the key RAFAT manoeuvres.  When designing his display sequence, 
and provided that the principles laid down in the Manoeuvre Briefs are adhered to, the Team 
Leader has tactical freedom to alter the formation shapes and compositions in which manoeuvres 
are flown.  The R/T and Smoke Plan contained within Part 2 of the RAFAT Display Directive is 
endorsed by the approving officer as part of the PDA process; it is the master document regarding 
R/T calls and smoke sequencing used in displays.  The Annexes for Synchro/Gypo are written for 
the case where Red 6 is flying the CR pattern and the relative positions of Reds 8 and 9 during 
Gypo manoeuvres are based upon the 2010 display sequence.  When Red 6 is flying the CL 
pattern, setup positions will be the mirror image of those shown in the Annexes.  Provided that the 
relative positions of ac and intra formation separation criteria are not eroded, Red 8 and Red 9 are 

 
71 A composite deflection of the control column from neutral in pitch and/or roll. 
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interchangeable when deciding on the composition of formations for manoeuvres such as the 
Heart and Vortex. 

30.  Emergencies. When operating as a large formation it is important that pilots experiencing 
any sort of systems failure or emergency do not react in such a way as to cause a greater problem 
by compromising the safety of the formation by increasing the risk of a LoSS(intra-formation).  The 
first priority is to maintain formation if possible and if unable to do so they must escape into clear 
airspace using the appropriate manoeuvre for their stage of flight.  At a suitable juncture, the 
affected pilot should inform the leader using the phrase ‘Fly it through’, e.g. ‘Boss fly it through, 6 
with a Generator failure’.  It is important that transmissions are timed to avoid stepping on 
executive transmissions from Red 1 or Red 6 leading to missed calls and an increased risk of 
LoSS(intra-formation).  On hearing a ‘fly it through’ the formation leader will achieve S & L flight as 
soon as safely practicable and will then direct the subsequent safe resolution of the problem.  

31. Radio Failures. The vast majority of RAFAT manoeuvres are directed using R/T, therefore 
radio failures can pose a significant hazard.  To mitigate against the risks associated with R/T 
failures, a comprehensive R/T plan is devised for all RAFAT display sequences; these plans are 
designed to fail safe; for unless the correct sequence of calls is to acknowledge the leader’s call to 
change formation shape wingmen remain in the same position and the move ‘breaks down’.  With 
great reliance placed on UHF comms for the safe operation of RAFAT formations, the ‘A’ 
frequency on the standby UHF radio in RAFAT ac is tuned to the same frequency as Stud 20 
rather than 243.8, thus, pilots suffering a loss of comms on primary UHF have an instantly 
selectable alternate UHF radio available.  If the leader’s UHF radio fails a wingman, normally the 
XO, will attempt to regain comms with them on A or VHF. 

RECOVERY AND LANDING 

32. Visual Recovery. With up to 12 aircraft landing in close succession to one another 
excessive R/T calls run the risk of multiple simultaneous transmissions should an aircraft need to 
go around or pass safety critical information to the formation.  Landing clearance is obtained for all 
aircraft during the approach to the run in and break, thus precluding the need for ATC 
acknowledgment of individual gear calls on finals; this is due to the confusion and swamping of the 
airwaves that would inevitably ensue.  As landing clearance has been previously granted, the finals 
calls are purely information calls made on the intra-formation discrete frequency and monitored 
internally.  For brevity, RAFAT abbreviate the call to ‘c/s gear’ or ‘c/s final’ if the gear is not locked 
down as the turn is commenced. In the event of an aircraft calling ‘c/s final’ the pilot of the aircraft 
immediately behind it has a duty, if able, to visually check the position of the preceding aircraft’s 
landing gear on short finals.  Procedures for overshooting ac and control of the runway and safe 
lane are contained in RAFAT SOPs. 

SYNCHRO/GYPO-SPECIFIC PROCEDURES 

OVERVIEW OF SYNCHRO/GYPO OPS 

33. The Synchro Pair’s aim is to fly individual but synchronised aerobatics to the Crowd Left 
(CL) and CR side of Datum with the ac then performing opposition passes to cross each other at 
the centre of the crowd.  This is achieved by both pilots matching speeds, heights, opposing 
headings and level of performance for each stage of every manoeuvre, compensating for any 
wind.  In order to mitigate against the risk of a cognitive failure by Red 6 in terms of the direction in 
which to turn during a split, each Synchro pilot will fly the same ‘side’ for the 2 years that he is part 
of the Synchro Pair.  If Red 7 splits to the left and flies the CL pattern, he will fly the same the 
following year as Red 6.  For ease of reference, these SOPs are written for the case when Red 6 is 
flying the CR pattern; the guidance remains extant, albeit in mirror image, when Red 6 is flying the 
CL pattern.  For specific manoeuvres Synchro are augmented by Reds 8 and/or 9 and assume the 
callsign Gypo. 
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OPPOSITION PASSES 

34. For all opposition passes Red 6 will establish his ac along the Display Line and Red 7 will 
position his ac to fly one side or the other (depending on the manoeuvre being flown) to ensure 
that a minimum of 100 ft MSD (between the closest parts of each ac) is achieved as the ac merge.  
The MSD generated by Red 7 from Red 6 is known as miss-distance.  Red 7 should set up the 
miss-distance at an early stage to avoid having to make large corrections nearer the merge.  The 
picture that is used to generate the miss-distance is developed over time during winter training. 

35. As each pilot passes his Threshold point he will confirm that his collision avoidance 
contract is made, that is:  visual with the other ac, established on the line and content to continue.  
Each pilot will confirm this contract by calling “Threshold” over the R/T.  If either pilot is not content 
with the contract then he will not transmit and must take positive avoidance action in line with the 
briefed escape for that manoeuvre.  If he does not hear Red 7’s call Red 6 may call “Continue” at 
which point he assumes collision avoidance responsibility for that pass. 

36. It is likely in still-wind conditions that both ac will reach their respective Thresholds at the 
same time and that, due to ‘2 at once’ transmissions, neither pilot will hear the other’s “Threshold” 
call.  In this case, if it is obvious, the manoeuvre can continue.  If there is any doubt, Red 7 should 
position his ac to pass Red 6 with an increased miss-distance. 

37. Collision Avoidance Responsibility. Red 7 is always to avoid Red 6, unless Red 6 has told 
Red 7 to “Continue” when collision avoidance responsibility transfers to Red 6. 

WIND 

38. Even small amounts of wind can lead to significant variations on the position of the ac 
merging during opposition pass manoeuvres.  Unless an appropriate correction is made, the entire 
pattern flown by Synchro will drift downwind and therefore merges will occur downwind vice exactly 
at Datum as intended.  To avoid cognitive confusion, planned speeds are never altered to achieve 
a central cross, instead ground-track is adjusted to compensate for wind. 

39. The Team Leader and Red 6 will both compensate for the wind during the setup for each 
manoeuvre.  This will ensure that the timing between each element remains within acceptable 
tolerances.  The table at Para 7 is used by the Team Leader and the Synchro pilots for calculating 
the required wind corrections to centre the display.  Red 6 will brief the predicted wind either on 
taxy out for a display or during the arrival run-in once Red 10 has updated the surface wind.  For 
wind calculation purposes, 5 kt is taken to be 1 unit of wind.  For example, 10 kt of wind directly 
along the Display Line heading from the CR end would be estimated as ‘2 right’.  The Team 
Leader will assess the wind during the 1st half of the display and update Red 6’s predictions as 
required at the end of the 1st half.  Synchro wind corrections are made by the up-wind ac extending 
for a specific number of seconds at an appropriate stage of the manoeuvre, usually when flying 
parallel to the Display Line.  It is important to consider the on/off crowd wind vector as well as the 
crowd left/right component. 

40. In conditions where the wind may cause the ac to be blown over the Display Line, Red 6 
can vary the starting position for the manoeuvre according to the wind.  For example, the Carousel 
in still wind or an ‘off-crowd wind’ would be started along the Display Line and Red 6 will call “On 
the line”.  With an ‘on-crowd wind’, the Carousel should be started parallel to, but offset into-wind 
from, the Display Line.  Red 6 will declare the amount of offset required in ‘widths off’ during the 
run-in to the manoeuvre.  A ‘width off’ is 200 ft (based on the width of the runway at RAF 
Scampton) and one width should be given for every unit (5 kt) of on-crowd wind vector. 

41. Manoeuvres that are flown towards Datum on the CF90 can be affected by wind from CL or 
CR; to cater for such drift, Red 6 will start the manoeuvre up-wind and apply a track correction with 
the aim of presenting a straight smoke trail to the crowd as the formation drift to be on the CF90 
pointing at Datum by the split point. 
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PATTERNS 

42.  Derry Pattern. Following a split towards the crowd, Synchro can fly a Derry Pattern to 
establish their position either end of the Display Line for an opposition pass manoeuvre.  The Derry 
Pattern is a 3-dimensional manoeuvre and is affected by cloud-base; pattern apex height can be 

varied and declared by Red 6.  An example of a Derry Pattern is shown below: 

 

a. Position 1. Synchro position towards the crowd on the CF90 with Red 7 at least 6 
ac lengths behind Red 6.  Red 6 will ramp-down towards Datum and Red 7 will fudge 
accordingly, as described later.  

b. Position 2. On Red 6’s command and using a standard cadence, Synchro will turn 
towards each other and perform their ac towards their relevant sides.  Red 7 will ensure 
through the setup positioning that he maintains 100 ft MSD as the ac cross. 

c. Position 3. When each ac reaches their respective CF50 heading they will ‘derry 
under’ and capture their CF45 heading wings level.  

d. Position 4. On Red 6’s command, depending on wind, both ac will perform a pitch 
up to the specified Pitch Angle.  The Pitch Angle is determined by Red 6 depending on 
cloud-base and will be briefed pre-split and again during the first derry under (unless using 
45° which is deemed SOP).  The Pitch Angles are: 

(1) 45° (>2500 ft cloud-base)  

(2) 30° (>1800 ft cloud-base) 

(3) 20° (>1000 ft cloud-base)  

e. Position 5. When each ac reaches the briefed Pitch Angle + 5° on their AI, they will 
perform a derry turn away from each other to capture a heading and height which is matched 
outbound from Datum.  

f.  Position 6. Wind is applied by the upwind ac extending for the required number of 
seconds (1 second per unit of wind for 20° and 30° pitches, 1.5 seconds per unit for 45° 
pitches) whilst on a heading parallel to the Display Line.  Both ac will be max-performed to 
their respective X-Points and the pilots will establish their lines for the opposition pass 
manoeuvre.  
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g. Position 7. Synchro pilots use light buffet and full power throughout the pattern until 
target speeds are achieved and then held using power and/or airbrake to minimise 
discrepancies.  This should result in a cross at Datum. 

43. Flat Pattern. To enable Synchro to establish at either end of the line from a manoeuvre 
that has not involved a split towards the crowd, the Flat Pattern is used.  This pattern is typically 
used post the Heart manoeuvre but can be academically setup using a Flat Split as shown below: 

 

a. Position 1. Red 6 flies towards Datum on the CF90 with no ramp-down and at a set 
speed; Red 7 flies in line abreast. 

b. Position 2. On Red 6’s command and at a suitable distance away from the Display 
Line, both ac are turned outwards to capture the heading outbound from Datum and parallel 
to the Display Line. 

c. Position 3. The upwind pilot will call “Turn In” once he is abeam his X-Point.  The 
downwind pilot will determine the number of seconds he has gone past his X-Point beam and 
will call the relevant number of seconds (half of the time passed) for the upwind pilot to add 
to his extension into the wind.  If he has not yet reached the point he will estimate the 
number of seconds (x) that he has still to fly to reach it then calls “Add (x/2) Short” before 
flying to the point and then turning.  The upwind pilot will still extend as before. 

d. Position 4. Both pilots will then fly their ac to their respective X-Points and establish 
their line for the opposition pass manoeuvre. 

44. Crowd Rear Pattern. To assist in performing an opposition pass manoeuvre when it is 
impractical to position for a split on the CF90 during a display, a Crowd Rear (CRear) Pattern can 
be flown.  There are various methods of achieving the pass by positioning CRear.  Essentially 
each Synchro pilot flies outbound on a specific heading for a specific amount of time (applying 
wind as required) before turning back towards the X-Points to set up for the pass. 

WAVE TECHNIQUE 

45. At display locations where there are no/poor geographical features to use as X-Points, 
Wave Technique must be used.  Throughout the winter training period, Synchro pilots will learn to 
appreciate where the Scampton X-Points appear in their canopies when flying the Derry Pattern 
consistently.  During the Derry Pattern at the aforementioned display locations, the Synchro pilots 
will choose a feature or a wave that appears in the standard part of their canopy and fly to that as a 
‘temporary X-Point’. 
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FRENCH 

46. Care must be taken with respect to crosswinds when performing opposition pass 
manoeuvres.  A significant crosswind across the Display Line will result in the ac nose position not 
correlating to the ac track, which will influence the judgement of flying the line and achieving the 
correct miss-distance.  Red 7 must be aware of the possibility of any French during the display 
therefore it will be briefed by Red 6 during the pre-flight brief and reiterated when possible.  The 
diagrams below show an exaggerated picture of On Crowd and Off Crowd French, in this example, 
On Crowd being in the safe sense. 

 

No French 

 

On Crowd French 

 

Off Crowd French 

FUDGE 

47. Whilst the absolute minimum permitted separation distance between the Synchro ac is 100 
ft, the aim is to make it appear that the ac are closer.  Any technique to make the distance appear 
reduced is known as fudging.  There are 2 main types of Synchro fudge: 

a. Lateral Fudge. For any manoeuvre where Synchro are performing an opposition 
pass, the aim is for Red 6 to fly at a set height (enough to ensure neither ac is required to fly 
below 100 ft AGL to make the fudge) and for Red 7 to fly a slightly different height to give the 
appearance of being exactly head on, taking into account the parallax.  The height that Red 7 
flies will depend on the height of the crowd at the specific display location, the distance of the 
display line from the crowd line and the miss-distance that Red 7 has established on Red 6.  
Figure 4 shows examples of all of the lateral fudges used in their simplest form (exaggerated 
for effect).  Depending on the manoeuvre being flown, Red 7 could position between the 
crowd and Red 6 (on crowd) or outside Red 6 (off crowd) and will therefore fly higher or 
lower to achieve the fudge as the position dictates.  The fudges are as follows: 

(1) Scampton Fudge. The diagrams below show the effect of no fudge and the result 
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with standard fudge applied, known as Scampton Fudge.  Scampton Fudges will be 
flown at display locations where the crowd is at ground level with the ac being flown at 
100 ft AGL. 

  

No fudge       Scampton Fudge 

(2) Half and Full Cliff Fudges. At display locations where the crowd are positioned 
such that their elevation is 100 ft, Red 7 flies the same height as Red 6 because there 
is no parallax.   Display locations (normally coastal) where the crowd are above 100 ft 
elevation require Red 7 to fly the fudges in exact contrast to Scampton Fudges since 
the ac will cross below ‘crowd level’ creating ‘reverse parallax’. 

   

No Parallax – Half Cliff Fudge    Reverse Parallax – Full Cliff Fudge 

(3) Longitudinal Fudge. For manoeuvres that involve the ac flying towards the crowd 
before splitting towards each other, a minimum of 6 ac lengths must be flown to ensure 
that 100 ft MSD is not compromised as the ac cross.  This length will be seen by the 
crowd as apparent depth and must therefore be compensated.  The ac following Red 6 
towards the crowd will ‘step up’ to give the impression that they are flying the same 
height.  To assist this illusion, Red 6 will fly towards the crowd with an amount of ramp-
down.  The amount of ramp-down will be dependent on the height available due to 
cloud-base but is generally around 7-10°.  An exaggerated depiction of this is shown 
below:  
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Longitudinal Fudge 

TRIMMING RUNS 

48. As Red 6 dictates, Synchro or Gypo winter training sorties can begin with a trimming run.  
The aim of a trimming run is to provide a ‘G warm-up’ and to familiarise each pilot with their ac 
before practising display manoeuvres.  The MSDs shown below are the lowest MSDs that can be 
flown, however, more stringent criteria may apply depending on the stage of the Synchro/Gypo 
workup and the limit of MRP exemptions granted by the MAA in Part 2 of the RAFAT Display 
Directive.  The cloud-base and prevailing horizon will determine which type of trimming run is 
flown: 

a. Full Trimming Run. A high-performance loop flown from 360 kt and 100 ft MSD 
along the runway with approx 0.5 nm lateral separation between ac.  Light buffet and full 
power entry to 70° nose up before reducing the pull to 2g.  Once 4000 ft above MSD is 
guaranteed as a gate height, reapplication of the light buffet ensures the loop is performed 
and base height MSD is achieved.  If 4000 ft above MSD gate height is not achieved, the 
escape is to roll off the top of the loop avoiding all other ac and position as required. 

b. Flat Trimming Run. An inverted run at 330 kt and 300 ft MSD along the runway 
with approx 0.5 nm lateral separation. 

For each type of trimming run the collision avoidance responsibility is 9,8,7,6 (i.e. 9 avoids 
everybody, 8 avoids 6 and 7 whilst 7 avoids 6).  This avoidance cascade is the default for all Gypo 
manoeuvres unless specifically briefed otherwise. 

AIRCRAFT ALLOCATION 

49. Since the Synchro manoeuvres require absolute similarity in terms of performance, it is 
important that their ac are as matched as possible in terms of roll rates, stall onset levels etc.  Due 
to the dynamic nature of the flying, Synchro ac are very expensive in terms of FI.  RAFAT SEngO 
will provide a list of the most suitable ac within the fleet balancing structure that will have the least 
overall impact if used by Synchro.  The pilots can familiarise themselves with each of the ac from 
this list during the winter training period and decide which are the most matched and suitable. 

WINTER TRAINING 

50. Once a new Synchro pilot has completed the prerequisite number of aerobatic work-down 
sorties, training as a pair can begin.  Red 6 will establish a training schedule for the winter.  To 
start with, the simplest techniques should be taught before gradually increasing the complexity.  
Consolidation of all stages is essential before the training progresses to the next manoeuvre and 
eventually sequences of linked display manoeuvres.  This ‘building block’ technique ensures that 
all pilots can concentrate on the basics and become completely comfortable before progressing to 
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more advanced sequences. 

51. It is prudent to start flying the early stages of opposition pass techniques using the runway 
at RAF Scampton.  Red 6 can fly along one edge and Red 7 the other.  This will ensure a 
guaranteed MSD of 170 ft (when ac wingspans have been accounted for).  Once techniques have 
developed, the miss-distance can start to be reduced to 100 ft.  Picture building can be achieved 
using the runway as an aid (considering any French where appropriate). 

52. The key to achieving consistent opposition pass merge positions is both pilots matching 
performance and flying accurate headings, heights and speeds.  The pilots must match buffet 
levels to ensure consistency in their pattern flying; to that end, regular Synchro dual sorties should 
be flown so that Reds 6 and 7 can compare and harmonise their flying techniques 

TIMING RUNS 

53. Timing runs will be flown between Synchro and the Team Leader once all 2nd half 
manoeuvres have been practiced by both elements.  These will allow the 2nd half choreography to 
be developed to allow a smooth transition between manoeuvres. 

54. The Team Leader and Red 6 will base their manoeuvre setup patterns around timings 
calculated from the Timing Runs and will transmit updates to each other, e.g. good timing or 
seconds early or late, at various stages throughout the 2nd half.  This allows the other element to 
factor this timing into their own setup.  Seconds early or late are normally given in even numbers of 
seconds and half of the error applied by the other element. 

DISPLAY CONSIDERATIONS 

55. Pitch Maps. Red 6 will plan the Pitch Map for each display.  Using the HAMPA system he 
will plot the display over a 1:50,000 OS Map.  Previous Post Display Reports and return forms from 
display organisers will be used to plot the line, along with choosing the best and most suitable 
features.  All displays will have an aerial photograph with the Pitch Map transposed to aid feature 
recognition.  

56. Pre-Display Brief. Synchro will brief as a pair at least 5 minutes before the start of the 
main formation display brief.  The specific Synchro brief allows Red 6 to cover the pertinent points 
with Red 7 and will include: features on the Pitch Map, hazards and areas to improve from the 
previous display.  Points for Reds 8 and 9 will be briefed during the main formation brief. 

57. Display 2nd Half. The Team Leader will brief Red 6 over the R/T after the last 1st Half 
manoeuvre; he will tell him the type of 2nd Half Red 1 will fly (full/flat) and his interpretation of how 
the wind is affecting the display.  Red 6 will then brief Red 7 over the R/T on the type of 2nd half 
that they will fly, the wind to use from the Wind Chart and what pitches to fly for the Derry Patterns. 

58. End of Display Re-join. At the end of the display, assuming their final manoeuvre involved 
them positioning CRear, Synchro will reposition CF to join the rest of the main formation.  Red 6 
will judge the positioning to avoid Enid+ and will smoke whichever colour he has most of 
(depending on the Smoke Plot).  Red 7 will call the smoke off on the R/T and re-join Red 6 using 
the low sanctuary.  Red 6 will then lead the Synchro Pair for the re-join, avoiding all other formation 
members.  The Team Leader will confirm that Red 6 is content for him to manoeuvre the main 
formation and can do so to assist in the re-join. 

LOSER PLOTS 

59. Due to the complicated nature of the timings in the 2nd half of the display, only Red 6 can 
lead the Synchro and Gypo manoeuvres.  To that end, if Red 6 is not present during a display, Red 
7 cannot fly any manoeuvre that involves any timing to integrate with Enid.  He will position his ac 
CRear and remain within the RA(T), ensuring that he will not disrupt Reds 8 and 9 when they are 
using the CRear area.  Red 7 has avoidance responsibility.  The position CRear that Red 7 
assumes is colloquially known as the ‘bad smell hold’. 
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60. Each manoeuvre will have a specific loser plan that will form part of the overall Display 
Loser Plan.  Every effort will be made to ensure the manoeuvres are as symmetrical as possible. 

ESCAPE MANOEUVRES   

61. Each individual manoeuvre has its own escape plan, which can be relatively fluid as the 
manoeuvre progresses.  The escape plans are briefed at length during winter training, both as part 
of the initial manoeuvre brief and then recapped during sortie briefs.  Escape manoeuvres are 
likely to result in one or more of the ac breaching the Display Line, which, although undesirable, is 
often the safest option. 

62. Any manoeuvre that involves one ac following another will include a deconfliction 
procedure to mitigate against the risk of the leading ac having an engine malfunction resulting in a 
sudden loss of thrust and rapid deceleration towards trailing ac.  These ‘Exit Plans’ will again be 
thoroughly covered throughout winter training and formation members quizzed during sortie briefs. 

R/T FAILURE   

63. Radio failure before or during a manoeuvre can have significant consequences for the 
formation members.  Each individual manoeuvre will have an R/T Failure plan, designed to fail 
safe, which will be briefed and as many scenarios as possible discussed at length during winter 
training. 

HEIGHT DECONFLICTION 

64. Red 6 will devise a sanctuary plan for Gypo for all re-joins.  Generally, Red 6 will fly a 
suitable height between the ground and the cloud-base.  Red 7 will always re-join in the low 
sanctuary, Red 8 in the high sanctuary and Red 9 in the highest sanctuary (avoiding Reds 8 and 
6). 

Annexes: 
 
A. Manoeuvre Brief: Bend and Reversal. 
B. Manoeuvre Brief: Wingover. 
C. Manoeuvre Brief: Barrel Roll. 
D. Manoeuvre Brief: Loop. 
E. Manoeuvre Brief: Quarter Clover and Loop with a Twist. 
F. Manoeuvre Brief: Hammerhead Break. 
G. Manoeuvre Brief: Flat Split / Detonator / Infinity Break / Vixen Break 
H. Manoeuvre Brief: Slalom/Helix. 
I. Manoeuvre Brief: Double Goose/ Goose 2018. 
J. Manoeuvre Brief: Rollbacks. 
K. Manoeuvre Brief: Whirlwind/Revolution/Revolution 2018. 
L. Manoeuvre Brief: Tornado. 
M. Manoeuvre Brief: Gypo Pass/Gypo Pass 2018. 
N. Manoeuvre Brief: Cyclone/Slingshot or Rollercoasters. 
O. Manoeuvre Brief: Heart. 
P. Manoeuvre Brief: Vortex. 
Q. Manoeuvre Brief: Opposition Barrel Roll (2016 Revision). 
R. Manoeuvre Brief: Flat Carousel. 
S. Manoeuvre Brief: Corkscrew + 2018 revision. 
T. Manoeuvre Brief: Gypo Break. 
U. Manoeuvre Brief: Double Rolls. 
V. Manoeuvre Brief: Full Carousel. 
W. Manoeuvre Brief: Mirror Flat + 2018 revision. 
X. Manoeuvre Brief: Twister. 
Y. Manoeuvre Brief: 5/4 Split. 
Z. Manoeuvre Brief: Spaghetti Break / Magnum Break. 
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AA. Manoeuvre Brief: Shotgun. 
BB. Manoeuvre Brief: Python. 
CC. Manoeuvre Brief: Mirror Roll. 
DD. Manoeuvre Brief: Left/Right Break. 
EE. Manoeuvre Brief: Cobra. 
FF. Manoeuvre Brief: Hurricane. 
GG. Manoeuvre Brief: Centenary Split 
HH. Manoeuvre Brief: Circus 
JJ. Manoeuvre Brief: Vice Versa 
KK. Manoeuvre Brief: Palm Split/Palm Split 2018 
LL. Manoeuvre Brief: Crossbow 
MM. Manoeuvre Brief: Rolling Heart and Spear 
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ANNEX A TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 

 
MANOEUVRE BRIEF: BEND/REVERSAL 

AC INVOLVED 

1. Reds 1 – 9. 

AIM 

2. To turn the formation either for positioning or to ‘present’ the formation shape to the crowd. 

OVERVIEW 

3. A Bend is a straightforward turn in formation and a Reversal is when the turn direction is 
reversed, no specific parameters are defined.  Formation shape changes can be carried out once 
the required angle of bank has been established for a Bend but must not be initiated during a turn 
Reversal. 

SETUP 

4. Bends and Reversals can be entered with a stable formation shape from any manoeuvre, 
including straight and level flight.  The formation leader will normally control the manoeuvre using 
R/T. 

SEQUENCE 

5. The leader will initiate the roll-in to a bend with the call ‘Coming Left/Right Now’ at which 
point they will put in their control input to start the roll.  When the required angle of bank is 
achieved they will call ‘Holding the Bank Now’ and neutralise their roll input to stop the formation 
rolling.  Once established in the bend the load can be increased (Tightening) or decreased (Letting 
it Out (a little)) to change the radius of turn and the bank can be increased or decreased (more/less 
bank) if required.  The call ‘Rolling Out’ indicates that the leader is rolling to wings level and a 
holding the bank call is not normally made unless an intermediate angle of bank is required. 

6. A Reversal is initiated by the call “Reversing Right/Left Now” and all pilots put in their input 
and keep rolling until the call “Holding the Bank Now” at which point they stop the roll as for a 
Bend. 

TECHNIQUE 

7. Standard formation technique is used, known input and cadence learnt over winter trg. 

EMERGENCIES 

8. Pilots should either fly it through if possible to maintain formation or escape.  To avoid 
stepping on the leader’s R/T calls, pilots should try to avoid using R/T to alert the formation to their 
emergency until the angle of bank has been held or the formation are wings level. 

ESCAPE PROCEDURES 

9. When the angle of bank is steady, pilots should escape by pulling to clear the formation to 
ensure positive separation.  Whenever the formation is rolling in or out of a turn, the correct escape 
action is to pull to clear the formation whilst maintaining the roll input, thus ensuring that positive 
vertical and lateral separation is achieved and maintained. 
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R/T FAILURE 

10. If the leader has a failure to transmit, formation members should try to go with the turn and 
anticipate an uncalled holding the bank or anticipate wings level for a roll out.  XO will try to 
establish contact on A/VHF.  Wingmen suffering Rx failures should attempt to re-establish comms 
on A/VHF once the bank angle has been held. 
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ANNEX B TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 

 
MANOEUVRE BRIEF: WINGOVER 

AC INVOLVED 

1. Reds 1 – 9. 

AIM 

2. To manoeuvre the formation obliquely, adding a vertical dimension to the display sequence. 

OVERVIEW 

3. The formation will pitch upwards with bank applied as and when appropriate to make the 
required directional change and to achieve the desired increase in height.   

SETUP 

4. Can be called at any time when the formation is established in a stable formation shape.  
Need not necessarily be entered from S&L flight.  A wingover can also be initiated by maintaining 
the load when exiting from another manoeuvre (e.g. barrel roll) with or without bank applied. 

SEQUENCE 

5. From S&L the leader would call “Easing Up” and then “Coming Right Now” and Holding the 
Bank Now” when the desired bank angle has been achieved.  The wingover trajectory can be 
tweaked as required using the standard phrases of “Tight-Ning”, Letting it Out (a little)”, “More/Less 
Bank”. 

TECHNIQUE 

6. Standard formation technique is used, known input and cadence learnt over winter trg. 

EMERGENCIES 

7. Pilots should either fly it through if possible to maintain formation or escape.  To avoid 
stepping on the leader’s holding the bank call, pilots should try to avoid using R/T to alert the 
formation to their emergency until the bank angle is established. 

ESCAPE PROCEDURES 

8. Once the wingover has been initiated, pilots should escape by pulling to clear the formation 
and, if the formation is rolling when the escape is initiated, maintain the roll input to ensure positive 
deconfliction. 

R/T FAILURE 

9. If the leader has a failure to transmit, formation members should try to go with the wingover 
and anticipate an uncalled holding the bank.  XO will try to establish contact on A/VHF.  Wingmen 
suffering Rx failures should attempt to re-establish comms on A/VHF once the bank angle has 
been held. 
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ANNEX C TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 

 
MANOEUVRE BRIEF: BARREL ROLL 

AC INVOLVED 

1. Reds 1 – 9. 

AIM 

2. To present the formation in a dynamic rolling manoeuvre.  Typically, the aim will be to 
present the formation to the crowd at 90° AOB passing Crowd Centre from Crowd Left to Crowd 
Right (right to left when viewed from Datum). 

OVERVIEW 

3. Established in a stable formation shape, the formation will pitch upwards and then fly a 
barrel roll to the left in front of the crowd. 

SETUP 

4. The leader will establish the formation in a stable shape on the required run-in heading 
before initiating the manoeuvre.  For rolls along the display line, due allowance must be taken for 
the change in heading towards the crowd which occurs during the roll so as not to cross the 230 m 
display line. 

SEQUENCE 

5. The manoeuvre is initiated by the call ‘Easing Up’ whereupon the leader initiates a wings 
level climb.  Smoke is usually called for as the ac start to climb and then on passing 25° nose up, 
the leader initiates the roll by calling ‘And Roll’.  To minimise the chance of cognitive failure, all 
barrel rolls are flown to the left.  The manoeuvre is normally terminated by the call ‘Holding the 
Bank Now’. 

TECHNIQUE 

6. Wingmen apply their pitch input on the U of Up and get ready to start the roll on the R of 
Roll.  The leader uses approx 2½ g to initiate the climb and maintains the backpressure during the 
subsequent roll.  During the ease up, the leader aims to achieve 25° nose up before starting the 
roll and uses a relatively brisk roll rate.  Whilst gate heights are more applicable to looping 
manoeuvres the leader does have a minimum target apex height of 25001 ft QFE; he will increase 
the rate of roll during the 2nd half of the manoeuvre if this is not achieved. The stopwatch position 
relative to the horizon can be used as a guide to how the manoeuvre is progressing; at 270° AOB it 
should be on or above the horizon.  The target maximum nose-down attitude during the last 90° of 
roll is 30-35°.  If the leader fails to make the stopwatch vs horizon or maximum nose down attitude 
targets he will increase the roll rate to finish the manoeuvre higher. 

EMERGENCIES 

7. Pilots should either fly it through if possible to maintain formation or else escape.  To avoid 
stepping on the leader’s holding the bank call, pilots should try to avoid using R/T to alert the 
formation to their emergency until the bank angle is established.

 
1 Where the cloud-base is above 2500 ft, it is more common to use 2700 ft as the target minimum apex and to use a slightly slower roll 
rate to extend the horizontal ground track of the manoeuvre. 
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ESCAPE PROCEDURES 

8. Once the manoeuvre has been initiated, pilots should escape by pulling to clear the 
formation and, if the formation is rolling when the escape is initiated, maintain the roll input to 
ensure positive deconfliction.  Once the formation has completed the roll, the leader will direct 
follow on action. 

R/T FAILURE 

9. If the leader has a failure to transmit, formation members should try to go with the 
manoeuvre and anticipate an uncalled roll.  XO will try to establish contact on A/VHF.  Wingmen 
suffering Rx failures should attempt to re-establish comms on A/VHF at a safe juncture, ideally, 
once the bank angle has been held. 
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ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 

 
MANOEUVRE BRIEF: LOOP 

AC INVOLVED 

1. Reds 1 – 9. 

AIM 

2. To loop the main formation during a Full Show. 

OVERVIEW 

3. The formation will be pulled up wings level into a loop.  The AOB remains constant 
throughout, therefore formation changes may be called at any stage during the manoeuvre. 

SETUP 

4. Loops are entered in a wings level attitude although not necessarily from S&L flight.  The 
leader will maintain their fixed power setting therefore they must ensure a minimum of 360 kt at 
entry to avoid ac going ‘ballistic’ (i.e. <100 kt) over the top. 

SEQUENCE 

5. The leader initiates the loop by calling ‘And Pulling Up’, no further calls are made until 
‘Letting it Out, Letting it Out’ is called to recover the formation to S&L flight.  During winter trg loops 
may be prefaced with the call ‘Down for a Loop’ to warn pilots what is coming next; Down is used 
even if the formation is entering the loop from S&L, the reason being to standardise R/T to avoid 
cognitive errors (e.g. barrel rolls prefaced by ‘This is for a Roll’ during winter trg).  Smoke is usually 
initiated before the pulling up call. 

TECHNIQUE 

6. The leader aims for a 360 kt fixed power entry to any loop.  On the U of Up, the leader 
smoothly brings the stick back to achieve 3¼ g after by 30° nose up and the pull is increased to 
maintain 3¼ g until 60° nose up at which point the leader ‘locks his arm’ to hold the backpressure 
to fly a smooth loop.  Wingmen apply their learnt inputs and match the leaders pull.  Speed can be 
assessed as the leader’s ac’s nose goes through the vertical, if it is less than 200 kt then the speed 
is likely to approach 100 kt over the top. The target inverted speed is 120 – 140 kt.  The Gate 
Height for any loop is 5000 ft above MSD; failure to achieve looping Gate Height will require the 
leader to abort the pull through and initiate a roll out once speed is increasing over the top of the 
loop.  The leader will ensure that 3¼ g is reinstated by 60° nose down to assure the recovery. 

EMERGENCIES 

7. Pilots should either fly it through if possible to maintain formation or escape. 

ESCAPE PROCEDURES 

8. Once the manoeuvre has been initiated, pilots should escape by pulling to clear the 
formation and maintain the light buffet until S&L flight is achieved. 
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R/T FAILURE 

9. If the leader has a failure to transmit, formation members should try to go with the 
manoeuvre.  XO will try to establish contact on A/VHF.  Wingmen suffering Rx failures should 
attempt to re-establish comms on A/VHF at a safe juncture. 
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ANNEX E TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 

 
MANOEUVRE BRIEF: QUARTER CLOVER AND LOOP WITH A TWIST 

AC INVOLVED 

1. Reds 1 – 9. 

AIM 

2. To change formation heading by 90° during a looping manoeuvre. 

OVERVIEW 

3. A Quarter Clover involves the formation pulling up as for a loop until approaching the 
vertical when the leader initiates a roll to establish the formation 90° off entry heading as they pass 
through the inverted attitude.  The second half of the manoeuvre is flown as for a loop.  A Twist is 
similar to a Quarter Clover, except that the heading change is affected in the downwards rather 
than upwards vertical.  A Twist may involve turns through less than 90°. 

SETUP 

4. Quarter Clovers and Twists are normally entered in a wings level attitude although not 
necessarily from S&L flight.  The leader will maintain their fixed power setting therefore they must 
ensure a minimum of 360 kt at entry to avoid ac going ‘ballistic’ over the top. 

SEQUENCE 

5. The leader initiates the pull up as for a loop with the call ‘And Pulling Up’.  If the manoeuvre 
will involve a roll to the right a pre-emptive advisory call of ‘to the right’ is made by the leader.  
Approaching the required vertical the leader call “Coming Left/Right Now” to initiate the roll and 
“Holding the Bank Now” once the required turn has been completed.  Recovery from the 
manoeuvre is the same as for a Loop. 

TECHNIQUE 

6. The leader aims for 360 kt fixed power entry to any Quarter Clover or loop with a Twist.  
The pull up is initiated as for a loop with the call ‘And Pulling Up’.  The rolling element of the 
manoeuvre is preceded by a pre-emptive advisory call of ‘To the Right’ or ‘Quarter Left’ which is 
acknowledged by Red 2.  Approaching the required vertical the leader calls “Coming Left/Right 
Now” to initiate the roll and “Holding the Bank Now” once the required turn has been completed.  
Recovery from the manoeuvre is the same as for a Loop.  The Gate Height for Quarter Clovers is 
the same as for loop, however, for Twists an additional 500 ft above looping Gate Height is 
required, if this isn’t achieved then the leader must abort the pull through and initiate a roll out once 
speed is increasing over the top of the loop. 

EMERGENCIES 

7. Pilots should either fly it through if possible to maintain formation or escape.  To avoid 
stepping on the leader’s holding the bank call, pilots should try to avoid using R/T to alert the 
formation to their emergency whilst the bank angle is changing during the rolls. 
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ESCAPE PROCEDURES 

8. Once the manoeuvre has been initiated, pilots should escape by pulling to clear the 
formation and, if the formation is rolling when the escape is initiated, maintain the roll input to 
ensure positive lateral and vertical separation. 

R/T FAILURE 

9. If the leader has a failure to transmit, formation members should try to go with the 
manoeuvre and anticipate an uncalled roll and holding the bank.  XO will try to establish contact on 
A/VHF.  Wingmen suffering Rx failures should attempt to re-establish comms on A/VHF once the 
bank angle has been held. 
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ANNEX F TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 

 
MANOEUVRE BRIEF: HAMMERHEAD BREAK 
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. Reds 1-9 
 
AIM 
 
2. To split the whole formation equally whilst descending from a Quarter Clover. 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. The formation pulls up in Amateur Hammer formation (Fig 1) and executes a ¼-Clover; as 
the lead ac’s nose recovers through 90° nose down individual ac are turned away from the Team 
Leader (TL) through a set angle to effect individual recoveries to wings level flight, generating 
lateral separation and fanning out away from the crowd.  
 
SETUP 

 
4. The formation approaches Crowd Centre parallel to and offset from the Crowd Line and at 
an appropriate point the TL begins a ¼-Clover to the left or right to point towards the Crowd as he 
reaches the inverted attitude. The run-in offset distance and pull-up point will vary according to the 
wind on the day. As the TL approaches 90° nose-down he initiates the break such that all ac are 
through the vertical before they break out.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SEQUENCE 

 
5. The sequence and gate heights for a Hammerhead Break are the same as those for a ¼ 
Clover up until the break point; the R/T and smoke plan will detail colours and timing for smoke 
initiation. On the TL call, “Reds Hammer Hammer Go”, all wingmen turn away from the TL to a set 
angle using the same manoeuvre cadence and commence their recovery to wings level flight. 
During the recovery wingmen will monitor Red 1’s flightpath and aim to match his height 
throughout the break whilst ensuring that their own flightpath is clear, and that recovery is 
achievable within the remaining height available.  
 
  

Fig 1. Amateur Hammer 
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TECHNIQUE 

 
6. Standard ¼-Clover technique is used up until the break point. As the break is called, 
wingmen roll away from the TL as follows (see Fig 2): 
 

Reds 6 and 7 roll rapidly to 90deg 
Reds 4 and 5 roll to 45deg using the standard cadence 
Reds 2 and 3 split the gap between 4 and 1 and 5 and 1 respectively 
Reds 8 and 9 split the gap between 4 and 7 and 5 and 6 respectively 

 
To make the break look symmetrical all pilots (except 6 and 7) must use the same verbal cadence, 
‘1 Banana 2’ with ac arriving at their correct divergent angles simultaneously. Maintaining the 
looping load during the pull should ensure that recovery is assured; however, wingmen should 
cross check their height against the TL and be prepared to increase the load if any doubt exists 
over their ability to recover above MSD.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EMERGENCIES  

7. If possible, pilots should fly it through to maintain formation, or escape. To avoid stepping 
on the TL’s “Holding the Bank” call, pilots should try to avoid using R/T to alert the formation to 
their emergency until the bank angle is established over the top of the ¼-Clover. If an emergency 
arises after the “Hammer Hammer Go” call, the safest course of action is for the pilot to fly the 
break as planned, albeit they can recover to level flight quicker than the TL if required.  
 
ESCAPE PROCEDURES  

8. Once the manoeuvre has been initiated, pilots should escape by pulling to clear the 
formation and, if the formation is rolling when the escape is initiated, maintain the roll input to 
ensure positive deconfliction.  
 
R/T FAILURE  

9. If the TL has a R/T failure he will realise that his transmissions are not going out when Red 
2 does not acknowledge the “To the left/right” call and will “Fly it Through”. The XO will try to 
establish contact on A/VHF. If the TL has a failure to transmit after Red 2 has acknowledged the ‘to 
the left/right’ call, wingmen should try to go with the manoeuvre and anticipate an uncalled holding 
the bank, if no break call is heard they should continue to formate off the lead ac. Wingmen 
suffering Rx failures should attempt to re-establish comms on ‘A’ if time permits, if no break call is 
heard they should roll to their angles when they see the other ac breaking and fly the manoeuvre 
as normal, and delay further diagnosis until recovery to level flight has been assured.  
 
 

Fig 2. Hammerhead Break 
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ANNEX G TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 
 

MANOEUVRE BRIEF: FLAT SPLIT / DETONATOR / INFINITY BREAK / VIXEN BREAK 

AC INVOLVED 

1. Enid for Flat Split. Enid and Gypo for Detonator.  Enid plus Red 8 and 9 for Infinity Break or 
Vixen Break. 

AIM 

2. Dynamic fan split in front of the crowd. 

OVERVIEW 

3. The formation approaches the crowd at low level on the CF90 before executing an upward 
and outwards max performance break with all ac fanning out to turn away from the crowd and re-
join.  The generic Flat Split is the building block for several show manoeuvres such as the 
Detonator and Vixen Break, which are covered in more detail at the end of this Annex. 

SETUP 

4. The leader rolls the formation out on the CF90 pointing towards Datum and establishes a 
flightpath that will ensure the formation is above MSD at the break position.  The break is timed to 
maximise visual impact for the crowd whilst ensuring that no ac crosses the 230 m line during their 
recovery.  At some point the leader will state whether the manoeuvre will be flown with a vertical or 
low recovery and, if not standard by sequence design, which direction he will turn during the re-
join.  A low recovery is flown when the leader assesses that he cannot fly his looping break 
manoeuvre without penetrating cloud.  The recovery direction dictates sanctuary heights for the re-
join, e.g. for a right-hand recovery the even numbered ac take the low sanctuary and the odd-
numbered ac must remain above the leader’s longitudinal axis throughout the re-join.  Within 
sanctuaries numerical avoidance is maintained.  

SEQUENCE 

5. Once rolled out on the CF90 the leader initiates the split by calling “Reds, Break Break Go”; 
the leader breaks upwards and wingmen roll outwards before fanning out away from the leader.  
For a vertical recovery, the leader calls “Smoke Off Go” as his ac reaches 90° nose up.  For a low 
recovery the leader calls “Turn” as the executive for all ac to overbank to arrest the climb, thus 
avoiding cloud penetration, this is followed by “Smoke off Go”.  The leader always recovers parallel 
to the CF90 heading away from the crowd and wingmen take up the prebriefed divergent headings. 
Once wingmen have identified the leader and gained SA on the ac around them they enter their 
appropriate sanctuaries and commence the re-join. 

TECHNIQUE 

6. Red 1 establishes a flightpath that will ensure the formation remains above MSD at the split 
point and, having allowed for wind, times his break call to ensure that no ac crosses the 230m line 
during their recovery.  The leader executes a wings level pull on the light buffet and wingmen roll 
outwards, fanning out away from the leader as they also pull to the light buffet; light buffet is used 
so that all ac are flying breaks of the same radius.  Wingmen use the verbal cadence ‘Roll, 
Checkaah, Pull’ to coordinate roll and pitch inputs across the formation.  Reds 2&3 roll to 30° AOB 
whilst Reds 4&5 roll to 60° AOB, as shown at Figure 1.  On hearing the leader’s “Turn” and/or 
“Smoke Off Go” call, wingmen turn off their smoke and recover by overbanking and arresting their 
upwards vector.  All ac initially recover onto procedural divergent headings until visual with the 
leader and positively deconflicted from ac around them.  Red 2 heads 40° off the crowd line, Red 3 
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heads parallel to the CF90, Red 4 heads 20°off the crowd line and Red 5 heads 70°off the crowd 
line as depicted at Figure 2.  Once wingmen have identified the leader and gained SA on the ac 
around them, they enter their appropriate sanctuaries and commence the re-join. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 - Front view of Flat Split with initial approach from CF90 prior to ‘”Turn” call 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

     

 

Figure 2 - Plan view of Flat Split low recovery with initial approach from CF90 

EMERGENCIES 

7. Before the break, pilots should either call a “Fly it Through” (FIT) if possible to maintain 
formation or escape.  Once the break has been called wingmen should fly the manoeuvre if it is 
safe to do so, otherwise they should escape. 

ESCAPE PROCEDURES 

8. Standard escape manoeuvres can be flown, if required, up until the break is called; at that 
point they should either fly their normal breakout flightpath or escape On Crowd. 

  

#3 - 30° AOB 

#5 - 60° AOB 

#2 - 30° AOB 

#4 - 60° AOB 

#5  

#3 (CF90)  #1 (CF90)  

#2  

#4  

70° 

            20° 
40°              
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R/T FAILURE 

9. If the leader has a failure to transmit, the “Break” call will not be heard so wingmen will not 
initiate their rolls away from the leader; on seeing this the leader would fly it through on crowd 
before trying to re-establish comms.  Wingmen experience Rx failures would not hear the “Break” 
call but should fly their normal breakout manoeuvre when they see the other ac breaking. 
Wingmen suffering Rx failures should attempt to re-establish comms on A/VHF before the break or 
during the re-join. 

DETONATOR 

OVERVIEW.  

10. The Detonator is a combination of a Flat Split and a Gypo Break (without the preliminary 
rolls) and is used as an opening to the 2nd Half of the display.  The 9-ship approach the crowd on 
the CF90 with Reds 2-5 in ‘Leader’s Benefit’1 on Red 1 with Gypo behind and below them.  One 
Gypo ac is lined up behind each Enid wingman with a minimum of 4 ac lengths longitudinal 
separation between each Gypo ac.  Enid carry out a Flat Split at approximately 10 secs fg time 
from Datum whilst Gypo maintain their flightpath and execute a 4-ship opposition break in front of 
the crowd, with Synchro then entering a standard Derry pattern to opposition pass. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Detonator Formation 

11. Synchro always line-up behind Reds 4&5, with Red 6 ahead of Red 7.  When Red 6 flies 
the CR pattern he will line-up behind Red 5 (as shown above), for the CL pattern he will position 
behind Red 4.  The relative positions of Reds 8&9 will be decided when the display sequence is 
designed. 

  

 
1 2-5 in Line Abreast with Red 1 slightly ahead of them. 
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TECHNIQUE 

12. Enid fly a standard Flat Split.  Gypo maintain formation until the “Go/Tone” command is 
given by Red 6; Synchro then apply full power and apply approximately 80° AOB towards each 
other whilst Reds 8&9 accurately apply 30° AOB towards each other5.  Using a ‘Roll .. Pause .. 
Pull’ cadence developed throughout winter trg, the ac will be briefly held at their AOB (using ‘top 
rudder’ as required) before applying backpressure to reach the light buffet.  The aim is for all ac to 
cross exactly in front of each other at Datum, giving the impression that they are all in the same 
‘piece of sky’, an unscaled representation is shown below. 

 

EMERGENCIES  

13. Any member of the formation can call a “Fly it Through” (FIT) before the Team Leader has 
called for Enid to split or until Red 6’s ‘Go/Tone’ command for Gypo.  The Team Leader or Red 6 
as appropriate will acknowledge the “FIT” and continue flying towards Datum to take the relevant 
formation on-crowd.  If any of Reds 7-9 assess that their longitudinal separation from the preceding 
ac is insufficient to guarantee 100 ft MSD as the ac cross at the break they are to escape.  The 
escape in this event is to fly their normal split early, without following the normal ‘Roll .. Pause .. 
Pull’ cadence; escaping Gypo pilots should ensure positive deconfliction with Enid.  R/T failures for 
Enid are the same as for a normal Flat Split, if Enid FIT on-crowd, Gypo will follow Enid.  Should 
any member of Gypo not hear Red 6’s “Go/Tone” command, they will be able to continue with the 
split as they see Red 6 apply his bank; the split might be untidy, but it will be safe. 

INFINITY BREAK 

OVERVIEW 

14. With the formation lined up pointing at the crowd, when viewed from Datum, the TL appears 
to barrel roll left around the odd-numbered wingmen, pass through the middle of the formation and 
then roll right around the even numbered ac.  TL’s smoke trail during the rolls looks like the 
mathematical symbol for infinity (∞), hence the break’s name.  On completing the second roll the 
TL is once again in the middle of the formation and initiates the Flat Split.  The TL is actually rolling 
around the wingmen’s smoke trails rather than the ac. 

 

Infinity Break: Initial Formation 

 

Infinity Break: Formation at Split Point 
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TECHNIQUE 

As soon as the formation is pointing at Datum Reds 2 & 3 move up to line abreast on the TL 
(Tango) who then decelerates to drop back on the formation.  When nose-tail separation is 
achieved on all ac the TL calls “1 Rolling” and executes the rolls as described earlier, aiming to be 
no shorter than 4 ac lengths behind the formation during the rolls.  Red 2 will continue the flight 
path toward datum with careful consideration to avoid the formation descending beneath MSD.  As 
the TL’s ac recovers to wings level between the smoke trails of Reds 2 & 3 he calls “Reds Break 
Break Go” and the rest of the manoeuvre is flown the same as for a generic Flat Split. If for any 
reason the TL chooses not to drop back and enter the manoeuvre, the Flat Split can still be 
conducted with the formation in Tango on the TL. 

EMERGENCIES 

Prior to the TL dropping back, any minor or major emergency, and any subsequent escape 
procedure, will follow the actions generic to any Flat Split. Once the TL is rolling, any major 
emergency leading to a sudden loss of thrust should be actioned by 2-9 by calling “Red X Exit” and 
maintain depth until the TL calls “Clear”. If 2-9 cannot fly the manoeuvre with any minor 
emergency, then a “Fly it through” should be called and the TL will not call for the break. Red 2 will 
ensure the formation is recovered on-crowd with a climbing vector.  

VIXEN BREAK 

OVERVIEW 

14. The Vixen break is broadly similar to a Flat Split with the addition of Reds 8 and 9.  The 
break starting positions are as depicted below and allow a late arrival of Reds 8 and 9 from the 
previous manoeuvre but this is unlikely to be perceived from Datum. 

 

 

 

 

 

Vixen Formation 

TECHNIQUE 

15. Wingmen use the verbal cadence ‘Roll, Checkaah, Pull’ to coordinate roll and pitch inputs 
across the formation.  Reds 2&3 roll to 30° AOB, Reds 4&5 roll to 60° AOB whilst Reds 8&9 roll to 
90° AOB.  On hearing the leader’s “Turn” and/or “Smoke Off Go” call, wingmen turn off their smoke 
and recover by overbanking and arresting their upwards vector.  Reds 1-5 initially recover onto 
procedural divergent headings detailed in the Flat split until visual with the leader and positively 
deconflicted from ac around them.  Reds 8&9 fly parallel to the crowd line until they have identified 
the leader and gained SA on the ac around them.  They then enter their appropriate sanctuaries 
and commence the re-join. 

 

G CONSIDERATIONS 

16. Crowd-Front Breaks: Flat Split, Detonator and Vixen Break.  These manoeuvres result 
in the highest levels of G pulled by Enid in the display as they all involve a fan style break away 
from the display line from a run-in directly towards the crowd.  G is sustained for no more than 180° 

#4 #5 

#8 #9 
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of turn, which lasts approx 15 seconds.  The entry speed dictates the maximum instantaneous G 
force as all pilots will pull to the light buffet, but G reduces steadily through the manoeuvre as 
speed bleeds off.  For the Vixen Break, Reds 8&9 also fly this profile and for the Detonator, all 9 ac 
are involved.  G risk mitigation is discussed below: 
 
  a. Entry-Speed 330-360 kt.  The target speed for these breaks is 330-360 kt, which 

results in no more than +6g being pulled.  This G quickly reduces as speed decays. 
 
  b. Entry-Speed 361-380 kt.  Above 360 kt, the Team Leader will make a ‘we are hot’ 

call to inform all pilots that they need to be prepared for slightly more G than normal.2  
However, a 380 kt entry speed should result in no more than +7g being pulled for only a short 
time.  Evidence from winter training and the 2012 season suggests that this would occur only 
one or 2 times in a display season. 

 
  c.  Entry Speed >380 kt.  To avoid potentially excessive levels of G for large numbers 

of aircraft at the same time, above 380 kt the Team Leader will call “Flying it through for 
speed” and the break will not be flown.  The formation will fly over the crowd and reposition to 
start the second-half again or skip the manoeuvre completely.  Evidence from winter training 
and the 2012 season suggests that this is not expected to happen in a display season. 

 
  d. G Onset Rates.  The technique taught and emphasized during initial training and 

throughout the display season is to pull steadily to the light buffet rather than snatching to the 
medium or heavy buffet.  This produces a steady increase in G which would give the pilot 
visual cues if he began to ‘grey-out’.  He can then reduce the G pulled allowing an 
instantaneous recovery.  A snatch to medium or heavy buffet can result in higher G onset 
rates and a higher overall amount of G being pulled and is the incorrect technique.  Any error 
in technique is identified during dual training and the correct technique of steadily pulling to 
the light buffet is perfected at an early stage.  Dual flights throughout winter training and the 
display season with Red 11, Comdt CFS and on occasion, members of CFS Exam Wg, 
provide opportunities to highlight incorrect pull techniques. 

 
e. MSD.  Although a 300 ft MSD is allowed for these manoeuvres, The Team Leader 
uses a target height of 500 ft MSD to begin the break as the formation will be descending 
slightly towards datum.  All aircraft break with an upward vector except for the 2 outside 
aircraft for the Vixen Break (Reds 8&9) who break level.  This technique allows all aircraft to 
remain at or above 300 ft MSD giving added time to react to any ‘grey-out’.  

 

 

 
2 RAFAT SOPs dictate that any call by the leader will be acknowledged by another member of the formation.  Depending on the 
manoeuvre, a ‘we are hot’ call would typically be acknowledged by Red 2 or 6. 
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ANNEX H TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 
 

MANOEUVRE BRIEF: SLALOM/HELIX 

AC INVOLVED 

1. Enid. 

AIM 

2. To arrive in front of the crowd in Line Astern and promptly establish Reverse Battle 
formation before dynamically swapping sides to Battle formation in front of the crowd. 

OVERVIEW 

3. The formation approach Datum, on either CF45, in Line Astern before turning away from 
the crowd and changing to Reverse Battle formation in the turn.  After approx 120-150° of turn, the 
wingmen swap sides, through Line Astern, to establish Battle formation.  The leader continues the 
turn past Datum, rolling out on the opposite CF45 heading away from the crowd. 

 

Plan view of Slalom with initial approach from the CFCL45. 

SETUP 

4. The leader positions Enid on the desired CF45 tracking towards Datum in ‘Big 5’ formation.  

SEQUENCE 

5. Once established out on the CF45 the leader calls “Line Astern Go”; wingmen establish 
vertical separation and move into Line Astern, the tail ac in Line Astern will call “Aboard”.  The 
leader will judge when to call “Coming Left/Right Now” to initiate an oblique turn away from the 
crowd. When suitably positioned, the leader calls for the wingmen to swap sides into Battle and the 
formation rolls out on a CF45 heading away from the crowd. 

TECHNIQUE 

6. SLALOM.  When moving into Line Astern wingmen first establish vertical separation before 
ruddering, wings level, into Line Astern.  The move is timed move such that all ac arrive into Line 
Astern on Red 1 simultaneously.  On hearing the leader’s call of “Coming Left/Right Now”, 
wingmen must anticipate the turn using rudder to compensate for the outwards swing required as 
the leader rolls. Once the required angle of bank has been established, the leader will call “EaSing 
Up” to tighten the turn.  On the executive “Reverse Battle Go” wingmen bank outwards and 
promptly establish Reverse Battle formation.  When suitably positioned, the leader calls “Battle Go” 
(acknowledged by 2&3), at which point wingmen take vertical and longitudinal separation before 
smoothly swapping sides, transitioning through the Line Astern references.  The aim is for 
wingmen to coordinate the swapping of sides such that 2&4 and 3&5 are always ‘heads in line’ with 
Red 1 and for all ac to pass through the Line Astern reference simultaneously.  Once through the 
line astern position wingmen use power as required to shorten back into their Battle formation 
references. 
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7. HELIX.  This is a simplification of the Slalom and is identical except that Reds 2-5 do not 
move into reverse Battle.  Instead, they move smoothly out to normal Battle formation when 
commanded by the Leader.  Other shapes such as Tango or Leader’s Benefit can be used. 

EMERGENCIES 

8. Pilots should either fly it through if possible to maintain formation or escape. 

ESCAPE PROCEDURES 

9. Nose-tail separation must always be maintained during the Line Astern elements such that 
standard escapes can be used throughout the manoeuvre.   

R/T FAILURE 

10. If the leader has a failure to transmit, formation members should maintain their formation 
positions and be ready for uncalled turns.  On seeing that no one has moved, the leader will try to 
establish contact on A/VHF.  Wingmen suffering Rx failures should attempt to re-establish comms 
on A/VHF. 
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MANOEUVRE BRIEF: DOUBLE GOOSE 

AC INVOLVED 

1. Red 1-9. 

AIM 

2. For Red 6 and 7 to ‘Goose’ Enid plus Reds 8 and 9 (Enid+) by flying directly towards and 
then underneath them before pulling up through their smoke trail. 

OVERVIEW 

3. Enid+ form an inverted V formation heading towards the crowd with smoke on and then 
Red 6 and 7 fly under the centre of the formation before pulling up through the smoke trail, 
‘Goosing’ Enid+.  Enid+ then move back into a flat formation and turn away from the crowd to enter 
a steep climb on the CFCR45 before bunting out of the climb as their speed reduces. 

 

Plan view of Goose 

SETUP 

4. The leader rolls Enid+ out on the CFCL45 pointing towards Datum in ‘Big 7’, at which point, 
the wingmen establish vertical separation to form an inverted V formation when viewed from 
Datum.  Whilst Enid+ run-in towards the crowd, the ‘Goosers’ fly along the Crowd Line from CR 
before turning to fly directly towards, but underneath Enid+.  The ‘Goosers’ lead turn Enid+ in the 
vertical, passing through Red 1’s smoke trail. 

SEQUENCE 

5. With Enid+ rolled out on the CFCL45, airbrakes out, all aircraft begin smoking and the 
leader calls for them to “Get Down”; wingmen increase their depth and establish vertical separation 
to create the required inverted V formation with the lowest ac remaining above 300 ft MSD.  The 
Goosers run in along the display line at 100 ft MSD before turning at Datum to track directly under 
Enid+.  The Goosers lead turn Enid+ in the vertical to pass behind Red 1 before recovering as 
appropriate for the prevailing cloud-base, executing a vertical roll if conditions allow.  The Goosers 
are to use a 100 ft bubble on all Enid+ ac at the merge. Red 7 is to avoid Red 6.  Approaching 
Datum Red 1 will call “PoWer” at which point wingmen apply power and ease up to re-establish 
‘Big 7’ as the leader initiates a right turn to roll out on the CFCR45.  The leader maintains the load 
as he rolls out and establishes a steep climb away from the crowd.  The climb is flown with 
airbrakes retracted on a Full show with the leader maintaining the load until 200 kt is achieved at 
which point he nods his head to signal the start of a bunt out of the manoeuvre.  For a Flat show, 
the airbrakes are left out in order to limit the height gain in the climb. 
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TECHNIQUE 

6. Wingmen ‘Get Down’ using a cadence learnt and refined during winter training such that 
they all reach their required depths simultaneously.  Once established at the correct depth, they 
maintain ‘heads in line’ and match depths across the formation to ensure that the correct shape is 
achieved.  The Goosers aim to fly a level turn at Datum and to track directly under Red 1.  After the 
‘PoWer’ call, wingmen apply procedural powers and rates of pitch, the aim being for all ac to arrive 
on their ‘Big 7’ reference simultaneously, just as the leader is beginning the right-hand turn.  On 
passing 200 kt in the steep climb, or earlier if the cloud-base dictates it, the leader nods his head 
and unloads to bunt out of the climb. 

EMERGENCIES 

7. Pilots should either ‘fly it through’ (FIT) if possible to maintain formation or escape.  On 
hearing a “FIT” call, or if suffering an emergency themselves, the Goosers will not commit to the 
merge.  The Goosers are responsible for collision avoidance with Enid+ at all times.  Following an 
Enid+ FIT before the turn is commenced, the leader will ease the formation up and take it On 
Crowd. 

ESCAPE PROCEDURES 

8. Standard escape manoeuvres can be flown by all ac.  The Goosers have the option to 
escape off crowd before committing to the merge. A priority should be to retract airbrake if a loss of 
thrust is encountered to maintain energy. 

R/T FAILURE 

9. If the leader has a failure to transmit, it will soon become apparent when wingmen do not 
move as anticipated.  The leader will try to establish contact on A/VHF, potentially flying On Crowd 
if the failure occurs when the wingmen are in the Goose position.  Wingmen suffering Rx failures 
should attempt to re-establish comms on A/VHF at a suitable juncture. 
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MANOEUVRE BRIEF: GOOSE 2018 

AC INVOLVED 

10. Red 1-5 & 8 or 9. 

AIM 

11. For Red 8 or 9 to ‘Goose’ Enid by flying directly towards and then underneath them before 
pulling up through their smoke trail. 

OVERVIEW 

12. Enid form an inverted V formation heading towards the crowd with smoke on and then Red 
8/9 flies under the centre of the formation before pulling up through the smoke trail, ‘Goosing’ Enid.  
Enid then move back into a flat formation and turn away from the crowd to enter a steep climb on 
the CFCR45 before bunting out of the climb as their speed reduces. 

 

 

Plan view of Goose 

SETUP 

13. The leader rolls Enid out on the CFCL45 pointing towards Datum in ‘5 arrow’, at which 
point, the wingmen establish vertical separation to form an inverted V formation when viewed from 
Datum.  Whilst Enid+ run-in towards the crowd, the ‘Gooser’ flies along the Crowd Line from CR 
before turning to fly directly towards, but underneath Enid.  The ‘Gooser’ lead turns Enid in the 
vertical, passing through Red 1’s smoke trail. 

SEQUENCE 

14. With Enid rolled out on the CFCL45, airbrakes out, all aircraft begin smoking and the leader 
calls for them to “Get Down”; wingmen increase their depth and establish vertical separation to 
create the required inverted V formation with the lowest ac remaining above 300 ft MSD.  The 
Gooser runs in along the display line at 100 ft MSD before turning at Datum to track directly under 
Enid.  The Gooser lead turns Enid in the vertical to pass behind Red 1 before recovering as 
appropriate for the prevailing cloud-base, executing a vertical roll if conditions allow.  The Gooser 
is to use a 100 ft bubble on all Enid ac at the merge. Approaching Datum, Red 1 will call “PoWer” 
at which point wingmen apply power and ease up to re-establish ‘5 Arrow as the leader initiates a 
right turn to roll out on the CFCR45.  The leader maintains the load as he rolls out and establishes 
a steep climb away from the crowd.  The climb is flown with airbrakes retracted on a Full show with 
the leader maintaining the load until 200 kt is achieved at which point he nods his head to signal 
the start of a bunt out of the manoeuvre.  For a Flat show, the airbrakes are left out in order to limit 
the height gain in the climb. 

TECHNIQUE 

15. Wingmen ‘Get Down’ using a cadence learnt and refined during winter training such that 
they all reach their required depths simultaneously.  Once established at the correct depth, they 
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maintain ‘heads in line’ and match depths across the formation to ensure that the correct shape is 
achieved.  The Gooser aims to fly a level turn at Datum and to track directly under Red 1.  After the 
‘PoWer’ call, wingmen apply procedural powers and rates of pitch, the aim being for all ac to arrive 
on their ‘5 Arrow reference simultaneously, just as the leader is beginning the right-hand turn.  On 
passing 200 kt in the steep climb, or earlier if the cloud-base dictates it, the leader nods his head 
and unloads to bunt out of the climb. 

EMERGENCIES 

16. Pilots should either ‘fly it through’ (FIT) if possible to maintain formation or escape.  On 
hearing a “FIT” call, or if suffering an emergency themselves, the Gooser will not commit to the 
merge.  The Gooser is responsible for collision avoidance with Enid at all times.  Following an Enid 
FIT before the turn is commenced, the TL will ease the formation up and take it On Crowd. 

ESCAPE PROCEDURES 

17. Standard escape manoeuvres can be flown by all ac.  The Gooser has the option to escape 
off crowd before committing to the merge. A priority should be to retract airbrake if a loss of thrust 
is encountered to maintain energy. 

R/T FAILURE 

18. If the leader has a failure to transmit, it will soon become apparent when wingmen do not 
move as anticipated.  The leader will try to establish contact on A/VHF, potentially flying On Crowd 
if the failure occurs when the wingmen are in the Goose position.  Wingmen suffering Rx failures 
should attempt to re-establish comms on A/VHF at a suitable juncture. 
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MANOEUVRE BRIEF: ROLLBACKS/COBRA 
 
AC INVOLVED 

1. Any ac can execute a Rollback, only Enid fly linked Rollbacks. 

AIM 

2. To rapidly break and re-join formation using a loaded lag-pursuit roll. 

OVERVIEW 

3. A Rollback is essentially a lag-pursuit roll with the pilot pulling up to clear the formation 
before rolling outwards and controlling the ac’s flightpath in the last segment of the roll to ‘slide’ 
back into formation, typically further aft than from where the manoeuvre was initiated. 

SETUP 

4. The leader will establish the formation in S&L flight and will initiate the required Rollback 
sequence as per the Smoke & R/T plan.  Once the Rollback has been initiated the leader can 
commence a wings level pull if required such that the rolling back ac re-join during the pull up. 

SEQUENCE 

5. There is no set sequence for generic Rollbacks, such as when 8&9 roll back from one 
formation shape to another; however, Rollbacks must only be initiated from wings level flight.  The 
formation bank angle should not be changed until re-joining ac are through the ‘waiting position’ 
with their rate of closure under control. 

6. For the Enid linked Rollback manoeuvre, they approach the crowd in ‘Big 5’ formation, 
parallel to the display line, at 270 kt with airbrakes out.  On the leader’s call “2&3 Roll Go”, Reds 
2&3 initiate Rollbacks up and away from the formation to re-join to the outside of Reds 4&5.  Reds 
4&5 will close up to Arrow references on the leader whilst 2&3 are rolling back.  On completing 
their roll back, Red 2 calls “Clear” which is the cue for Red 3 to call “Go”.  On hearing “Go” Reds 
4&5 execute Rollbacks using the same techniques and calls as Reds 2&3.  Red 5’s “Go” call 
initiates a second set of Rollbacks for each pair.  Red 5 calls “Com-Plete” after their 2nd Rollback to 
end the sequence. 

7. The Cobra commences on a CF45 pointing towards Datum, it consists of one or two 
Rollback sets, a ‘present’ in a turn, followed by further Rollbacks outbound on the opposite CF45. 
The individual manoeuvre is flown as above with the exception that, if executing two sets of rolls, 
calls from all aircraft are “Clear” and additional Rollbacks are initiated by the leader’s call.  Red 5 
calls “Com-Plete” after their Rollback outbound to end the sequence. 

TECHNIQUE 

8. Whilst Rollbacks can be flown at any speed, with or without airbrake, Enid fly them airbrake 
out which allows a higher power setting giving more pronounced smoke trails.  Enid fly their 
Rollbacks at a target speed of 270 kt to limit the g-available at the light buffet resulting in desired 
shape of roll; it also allows pilots to more easily match their rolls without looking in at the g-meter.  

9. Rollbacks are initiated using a wings level, light buffet pull to positively break out of 
formation.  Typically, at a prescribed pitch angle (14° for Enid Rollbacks), a loaded roll is initiated 
to achieve the desired manoeuvre radius.  Rudder is not to be used to augment the roll rate 
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because it could cause the ac to ‘flick’.  Approaching the inverted attitude, the pilot visually 
acquires the formation and adjusts load and roll rate to control their exit from the manoeuvre.  The 
aim is finish with a controllable vector towards the formation such that a safe re-join can be 
affected through a ‘waiting position’.  As their ac approaches the waiting position under control Red 
2(4) call “Clear” indicating that they have successfully completed their Rollback and are in position 
to re-join into Arrow, without impeding the inside aircraft during its Rollback.  During re-joins, pilots 
must make due allowance for inboard ac not initiating their Rollback as expected (e.g. a Fly it 
Through situation).  Once the inboard ac has broken out of formation, the ac approaching the 
waiting positions expeditiously move into Arrow on the leader.  During Enid Rollbacks, the aim is to 
remain above the formation’s wing plane throughout the manoeuvre, only going below it if an 
escape is required. 

EMERGENCIES 

10. Pilots should either fly it through (FIT) if possible to maintain formation or escape.  Pilots 
suffering engine failures must ensure that the airbrake is selected in to maximise gliding range. 

ESCAPE PROCEDURES 

11. The escape manoeuvre for Rollbacks is counter-intuitive, pilots must push to unload before 
rolling wings level and recovering; pilots should re-brief themselves on the required escape 
technique immediately prior to the Rollback sequence.  Should uncontrollable closure towards the 
formation develop at any stage, the escape is to establish vertical separation and pass underneath 
the formation.  To cater for the scenario where both pilots rolling back need to escape underneath 
the formation, the right-hand side pilot is to take only enough vertical separation to guarantee 
clearance from the formation, thus allowing the left-hand side pilot to go ‘Double Deep’ without 
infringing MSD. 

R/T FAILURE 

12. If the leader has a failure to transmit, it will soon become apparent as wingmen fail to 
execute the anticipated manoeuvres; the leader will FIT and try to establish contact on A/VHF.  
Wingmen suffering Rx failures should remain in formation, the leader will see that the manoeuvre 
sequence has broken down and will FIT.  If a re-joining ac suffers a Tx failure, the “Clear/Go” call 
will not be heard and therefore the manoeuvre sequence will break down as before. 
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MANOEUVRE BRIEF: REVOLUTION 
 
AC INVOLVED 

1. Enid plus 8 or 9(Red 8 or 9 flying in the 6 slot). 

AIM 

2. Two 3-ship synchronised aileron rolls in loose diamond formation.  

OVERVIEW 

3. The formation is positioned to fly down the Crowd Line in a loose diamond formation, Reds 
2, 3 and 8/9 perform a synchronised aileron roll followed by Reds 1, 4 and 5 and then join up in 
Battle formation. 

SETUP 

4. The leader rolls the formation out parallel to the Crowd Line, S&L in Loose Diamond (Red 
8/9 in the 6 slot) at 300 ft MSD.  

SEQUENCE 

5. Red 1 calls ‘Smoke on, Go’ and once rolled out and level, then calls ‘2 RoLling Now’; on the 
‘RoLling’, reds 2, 3 and 8/9 turn smoke off and on the ‘Now’, their aircraft are tweaked up and are 
spot-rolled to the left.  This is followed by ‘1 Rolling Now’; on the ‘RoLling’, reds 2,3 and 8/9 turn 
smoke on and reds 1, 4 and 5 turn smoke off.  On the ‘Now’, reds 1, 4 and 5 tweak their aircraft up 
and spot-roll to the left.  On completion of the rolls red 1 calls ‘Colour On Go’; on the ‘Go’ the 
formation reforms into Battle and then red 1 calls for the smoke to be turned off. 

TECHNIQUE 

6. The secret to a successful coordinated roll is matched tweaks and rolls by all ac.  Through 
winter trg pilots refine their input size and timing to ensure that it is consistent and matched to the 
other 2 pilots’.  After the tweak a small check back towards the pitch neutral stick position is 
required to keep the roll tight around the longitudinal axis. 

EMERGENCIES 

7. Prior to Red 1 initiating the rolls any ac with a minor emergency can call a ‘fly it through’.   
The formation will then fly down the line whilst the nature of the emergency is determined.  After 
the formation is in Loose Diamond, any ac with a minor emergency will maintain the new position 
but will not execute the roll.  

ESCAPE PROCEDURES 

8. Standard escape manoeuvres can be flown at all stages.   

R/T FAILURE 

9. If Red 1 suffers a total radio failure Red 1 will try to establish contact on A/VHF.  
Wingmen suffering Rx failures should maintain their formation positions and attempt to re-
establish comms on A/VHF at a suitable juncture; they should not fly the aileron roll. 
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MANOEUVRE BRIEF: REVOLUTION 2018 
 
AC INVOLVED 

1. Enid plus 8 & 9. 

AIM 

2. Synchronised aileron rolls in loose Battle formation.  

OVERVIEW 

3. The formation is positioned to fly down the Crowd Line in a loose Battle formation, Reds 1-
5,8 & 9 perform a synchronised aileron roll and then join up in Battle formation. 

SETUP 

4. The leader rolls the formation out parallel to the Crowd Line in Battle formation at 300 ft 
MSD.  

SEQUENCE 

5. Red 1 calls ‘Reds Widen’ at which point all ac loosen formation to a ‘double-down-it’ 
position. Red 1 calls ‘Smoke on, Go’. Red 1’s next call is ‘1, 4,5 Easing Up’ whereby 4 & 5 formate 
on Red 1 as he eases the ac up to create depth, for further deconfliction, between Red 1 and 2/3 
and between Reds 4/5 and 8/9. On Red 1’s ‘HolDing’, Reds 1,4,5 establish level flight, aiming to be 
approx. 50 feet higher than Reds 2/3/8/9. The aileron roll is initiated by Red 1’s call of ‘Reds, 
Check, Roll’; On the Reds, all ac switch-off their smoke, on the Check all pilots tweak their aircraft 
up and on Roll they spot-roll to the left.  On completion of the rolls Red 1 calls ‘Colour On Go’; on 
the ‘Go’ the formation reforms into Battle and then Red 1 calls for the smoke to be turned off. 

TECHNIQUE 

6. The secret to a successful coordinated roll is matched tweaks and rolls by all ac.  Through 
winter trg pilots refine their input size and timing to ensure that it is consistent and matched to the 
other pilots’.  After the tweak a small check back towards the pitch neutral stick position is required 
to keep the roll tight around the longitudinal axis. 

EMERGENCIES 

7. Prior to Red 1 initiating the rolls any ac with a minor emergency can call a ‘fly it through’.   
The formation will then fly down the line whilst the nature of the emergency is determined.  After 
the formation is in Loose Battle, any ac with a minor emergency will maintain the new position but 
will not execute the roll. 

ESCAPE PROCEDURES 

8. Standard escape manoeuvres can be flown at all stages.   

R/T FAILURE 

If Red 1 suffers a total radio failure Red 1 will try to establish contact on A/VHF.  Wingmen 
suffering Rx failures should maintain their formation positions and attempt to re-establish comms 
on A/VHF at a suitable juncture; they should not fly the aileron roll. 
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ANNEX L TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 
 

MANOEUVRE BRIEF: TORNADO 
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. Reds 1-9 
 
AIM 
 
2. Reds 1-7 will run down the line in close formation with Reds 8 and 9 performing tight 
matched rolls around their trailing smoke. 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. The main formation run in from CL or CR along the line in a 7-Arrow formation with Reds 8 
and 9 sitting back at least 4 ac lengths. When ready, the TL will call for Reds 8 and 9 to begin 
rolling. They will roll around the smoke for a prescribed number of rolls before rolling out on 
opposite sides of the formation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 1. Plan view of the Tornado (example formation and smoke) 
 

SETUP 
 
4. The TL will roll the formation out along the line not below 400ft msd (to allow rolling space 
beneath) and at a target speed of 330-350kts. 
 
SEQUENCE 
 
5. When the TL is established on the line with (1-5s) smoke on he will call ‘8 and 9, Roll Go’. 
Red 9 will call ‘aboard’ to indicate that he and Red 8 have commenced rolling; they will fly barrel 
rolls, in the same direction, around Enid+’s smoke. Red 9 will then call ‘Complete’ to indicate they 
have ceased rolling and are rolled out on the correct side of the formation. The smoke is then 
turned off on the ‘Complete’ and the manoeuvre is complete. 
 
TECHNIQUE 
 
6. The rolls for Reds 8 and 9 are like those flown in the corkscrew albeit in the same direction 
and slightly bigger. Red 8 is to maintain no less than 4 ac lengths from Enid+ and Red 9 is 
responsible for ensuring safe nose/tail separation from Red 8 whilst holding a position directly 
across the ‘circle’. It is important that both aircraft stay outside the smoke of the ac ahead in order 
that escape lanes are maintained. Red 9 will match the rolling rhythm set by Red 8 in order that 
they finish rolling at the same time. 
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G CONSIDERATIONS 
 
7. This manoeuvre is flown with low levels of G and no AGSM will be required from any pilot.  
 
EMERGENCIES  
 
8. Minor.  Prior to the ‘smoke on go’, any pilot should call ‘fly it through’ to maintain formation. 
After this point, any ac in the front formation should maintain position and call the ‘fly it through’ 
after hearing the ‘Complete’. 
 
9. Major.  Prior to the ‘smoke on go’, any pilot should action a standard escape if required. 
After this point if an escape is required the following actions should be taken: 
 
 Reds 1-7 Exit.  Reds 1-7 will maintain line and depth whilst calling ‘# Exit’. This is 

acknowledged by Reds 8 and 9 who immediately roll out where they are and remain clear. 
Red 9 will call ‘Clear’ to allow the ac to climb away and once the exiting ac is clear, Red 9 
calls ‘Complete’. 

 
 Red 8 Exit.  If Red 8 suffers a loss of thrust he will call ‘8 Exit’ and stop rolling, Red 9 will 

immediately roll out and call ‘9’. When Red 8 is clear Red 9 calls ‘Complete. 
 
 Red 9 Exit.  Red 9 can just fall off the back or escape as required. He will call ‘9’s escaped’, 

this will be acknowledged by the TL. Red 8 will then call the ‘Complete’. 
 
R/T FAILURE 
 
10. If the TL suffers a Tx/Rx failure before the manoeuvre commences Reds 8 and 9 will not 
start to roll and there will be no ‘Aboard’. If he has a Tx/Rx failure after the manoeuvre 
commences he won’t hear the ‘Complete’ but will notice Reds 2-5’s smoke being turned off and a 
natural breakdown will occur whilst the formation progresses along the line.  
 
11. If Red 8 suffers a Rx failure before the rolls begin then Red 9 will see that Red 8 hasn’t 
started to roll and will roll out calling a ‘Complete’.  
 
12. If Red 9 suffers a Tx/Rx failure there will be no ‘Aboard’ call, the Leader will call the 
‘Complete’ and Red 8 will finish the roll he is on to roll out on the normal side. 
 
INTRODUCED IN 2017 TORNADO  
 
13. The 2017 Tornado introduced subtle modifications which included flying the manoeuvre 
with airbrake out and introduced a bend at datum. This remains in the 2019 Tornado. 
 
SETUP   
 
14. The formation will be positioned on the CF 45 nb 400ft at a target speed of 300 kts with 
airbrake out for 1-7.  Reds 8 and 9 will position a minimum of 4 lengths behind Enid+ in line 
astern using power and airbrake as required. Consideration should be given to maintaining the 
minimum of 4 lengths particularly when taking lead during the rolls in the shallow bend.  
 
TECHNIQUE  
 
15. The rolls for Reds 8 and 9 are like those stated in the previous Tornado manoeuvre with 
emphasis during the bend to maintain a consistent rhythm, both on the inside and outside of the 
Enid+ smoke. 
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EMERGENCIES (additional to paras 8 and 9) 
 
16. There is the possibility of an ‘Exit’ call being made during the bend: the AoB of the turn 
(maintain line) and holding depth should be ensured until the ‘Clear’ call is made by Red 9. 
 
17. If an airbrake failure occurs before the manoeuvre commences a ‘fly it through’ is to be 
called to the TL, who will not begin the manoeuvre. Any positional error which occurs following 
the airbrake failure will be controlled with power. 
 
18. Following a sudden loss of thrust or confirmed engine failure for any formation member 
during the manoeuvre, consideration to selecting airbrake in at the earliest opportunity should be 
given. 

.
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ANNEX M TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 

 
MANOEUVRE BRIEF: GYPO PASS  
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. Gypo. 
 
AIM 
 
2. To fly a 4-ship opposition pass. 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. Reds 6 and 7 will set up an opposition pass with one member of Gypo formating on each 
Synchro element.  At Datum, and on Red 6’s command, Synchro will perform individual 4–point 
rolls to the left and Reds 8 and 9 will either pitch to perform individual barrel rolls or will pull up to, 
and hold, the vertical. 
 
SETUP 
 
4. Synchro will fly a standard Derry Pattern to position at their respective X-Points.  Reds 8 
and 9 will used a matched technique to join Reds 6 and 7 to position approximately 4 ac lengths 
back and to the outside of Synchro. Red 6 will step slightly off the Display Line to ensure he does 
not force his wingman on-crowd.  Red 7 will set up off-crowd of Red 6 and establish the correct 
miss-distance. 
 

 
Set up for Gypo Pass 

 
SEQUENCE 
 
5. Synchro fly a standard Derry Pattern to capture the Display Line at the X-Points.  When 
satisfied that their Threshold contract has been met, Reds 6 and 7 call “Threshold” and the 
manoeuvre continues as planned.  If one or both Threshold calls are not made correctly the 
manoeuvre is flown-through.   
 
a. Full Option - Approaching the merge, Red 6 calls “Gypo Go”; Synchro tweak to perform 4-
point rolls (6 to the right, 7 to the left) whilst Reds 8 and 9 pitch to 90° nose up and hold the 
vertical until a tone from Red 6. 
 
b. Flat Option - Approaching the merge, Red 6 calls “Roll Go”; Synchro tweak to perform 4-
point rolls (6 to the right, 7 to the left) whilst Reds 8 and 9 pitch to 20° nose up and then perform a 
barrel roll. 
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TECHNIQUE 
 
6. Reds 8 and 9 will need to use geometry to join Synchro during the Derry Pattern. Each pilot 
must exercise caution as they descend to ensure they clear their own flightpath and ensure a 
smooth capture of 300ft MSD, descending to 100ft only when wings level. They are to ensure that 
they have joined at a safe length (4-8 ac lengths) from their respective Synchro ac by the Double 
Roll Points.  If this is not the case, they are to manoeuvre to clear the formation before the merge. 
 
7. Synchro will position along the Display Line at 350kts ensuring all ac are above 100ft MSD.  
Once the Threshold contracts are made, Red 6 will visually judge when to issue the command to 
execute the rolls.  Synchro will pitch slightly nose up to fly 4-point rolls, aiming for each quarter of 
the roll to take approximately half a second (NB the statement in the Hawk Aircrew Manual 
regarding lateral load with high rudder forces with smoke pod fitted).  It is important to fly an 
accurate heading to hold the Display Line to ensure an optimal start to the subsequent 
manoeuvre. 
 
8. Red 6 will announce “Gypo is going Full/Flat” before capturing the line at 100ft MSD. 
 

a. Full Option - Reds 8 and 9 will use their own specific amount of pull to achieve 90° 
nose up (the rates of pull must be mismatched to ensure the heights appear matched to the 
crowd).  The ac closest to the crowd will use a slower rate of pull than the far ac, which must 
be higher at the merge to achieve the fudge at the cross.  Once Reds 8 and 9 have reached 
their pitch angle they are to check forward to hold the aircraft in the vertical. On the tone from 
Red 6 they are to turn their smoke off, roll out and continue with the next manoeuvre. 

 
b. Flat Option - Reds 8 and 9 will use their own specific amount of pull to achieve 20° 
nose up (the rates of pull must be mismatched to ensure the heights appear matched to the 
crowd).  The ac closest to the crowd will use a slower rate of pull than the far ac, which must 
be higher at the merge to achieve the fudge at the cross.  Once Reds 8 and 9 have reached 
their pitch angle, and only once they have crossed, they will roll as required and apply a 
small amount of load to fly a barrel roll.  The end height of their rolls will be NB 300ft MSD 
with a let-down to 100ft MSD once recovery to 300ft is assured (subject to AoA approval in 
Display Directive Part 2). 

 
9. When Red 6 reaches the far Double Roll Point he will tone to execute the next manoeuvre. 
If the full option has been executed Red 6 must not delay the tone as this may result in Reds 8 
and 9 going ballistic. With the full option Reds 6 and 7 must also ensure that they are not below 
330kts as this could result in Reds 8 and 9 running out of energy in the vertical. 
 
EMERGENCIES 
 
10. Any member of Gypo can call a ‘Fly it Through’ if they experience a malfunction before Red 
6 calls the ‘Gypo Go’ or ‘Roll Go’.  Red 6 will acknowledge and all ac will maintain their position to 
fly straight and level along the Display Line. 
 
ESCAPE PROCEDURES 
 
11. Should any member of Gypo need to escape throughout the Gypo Pass they are to break 
clear of the formation on or off-crowd as required to avoid crossing the flightpath of the opposing 
ac. 
 
R/T FAILURE 
 
12. If Red 6 has a transmitter failure, only he will perform his 4-point roll during the manoeuvre.  
If the other members see Red 6 roll they can safely perform their rolls.  The sequence breakdown 
will occur as Red 6 calls for the next manoeuvre.  If any member of Gypo has a receiver failure 
they will not hear the ‘Gypo Go’ or ‘Roll Go’. They have the option of committing to their pull or 
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roll when they see the other ac pass or to fly straight and level along the Display Line.  In all R/T 
failure cases, Reds 8 and 9 are to ensure they achieve 300ft MSD post the cross. 
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ANNEX N TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 

 
MANOEUVRE BRIEF: CYCLONE/SLINGSHOT OR ROLLERCOASTERS 

 
AC INVOLVED 

 
1. Synchro. 

 
AIM 

 
2. To fly an opposition pass during a turn from the respective CR & CL 45° lines before 
crossing off-crowd to position on the CF90 heading away from the crowd. An alternative 
manoeuvre in lieu of Slingshot would be to perform a bottom derry on the CF90 followed by a 
20/30/45 pitch to rollercoaster. 

 
OVERVIEW 

 
3. The Cyclone element of the manoeuvre involves Synchro flying towards Datum on their 
respective CR & CL 45° lines before turning towards each other and crossing at Datum.  For the 
Slingshot, they continue the turn to roll out outbound parallel to the CR & CL 45° lines to cross 
again opposite Datum, wings level.  The Cyclone and Slingshot can be flown as separate non-
linked manoeuvres if required.  For the Rollercoaster option post cyclone, the aircraft would 
continue the turn and, when approaching the CF90, bottom derry to fly the off crowd CF90 
heading. Upon command, the aircraft will then pitch and rollercoaster to affect a re-join for the next 
manoeuvre. 

 
SETUP – CYCLONE/SLINGSHOT 

 
4. The Cyclone/Slingshot is usually started from an opposition pass manoeuvre with Synchro 
flying away from Datum along the Display Line post their cross. 

 

5.  
6. Plan view of Cyclone into Slingshot 

 
SEQUENCE 

 
7. On reaching the far Double Roll Point Red 6 calls “Turn” and both ac turn away from the 
Crowd Line to roll out pointing back at Datum.  As both ac approach the merge from CF, Red 6 
calls “Turn” and the ac turn towards each other to cross in front of Datum.  The pilots continue their 
turns until established on their nominated outbound headings and Red 7 calls “Clear” as the ac 
cross which is a signal for Synchro to switch their smoke off. 
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TECHNIQUE 

 
8. The off-crowd turn is made using full power, light buffet and a slight climb with 5° nose up 
set on their AI.  The into-wind ac will apply an appropriate wind correction.  The turns will continue 
with these parameters until the ac are parallel to the Display Line.  Once parallel the pilots will 
resume a level turn on the AI and the previously downwind ac will extend into-wind as required.  
The apex of the turn is approximately 350ft and gives the crowd the impression of a level turn as 
the ac fly off-crowd.  Red 7 should acquire Red 6 and aim to match their apex height without 
drastic changes in flight path (aiming to keep ‘straight smoke’).  Light buffet is maintained until the 
ac are aimed at a point approximately 50m on their respective sides of Datum.  A shallow descent 
is flown once the ac is wings level. 

 
9. If the previous opposition pass manoeuvre has been affected by the wind or by mismatched 
patterns resulting in the cross occurring left or right of Datum, then the Cyclone pattern will be 
affected.   Red 6 will remedy this by noting the position of the cross during the previous manoeuvre 
and directing Synchro as required.  For example, if the previous cross has occurred CR of Datum, 
he will call “Going a bit right” during the Cyclone turn.  Red 7 will acknowledge this call and then 
both ac will aim at a point approximately 50m CR of the ideal Datum aiming point. 

 
10. Red 6 will judge his second ‘Turn’ call depending on wind and will ensure sufficient space is 
available to complete the subsequent stage of the manoeuvre without breaching the Display Line.  
On Red 6’s second ‘Turn’ call, both ac turn towards each other.  Red 6 will fly a constant load 
throughout the turn and Red 7 will vary his load to ensure he will pass between Red 6 and the 
Display Line, maintaining at least 100ft MSD.  Red 7 will fudge accordingly.  As the ac cross in 
front of Datum, both pilots will reapply light buffet and achieve 5° nose up on their AIs.  This turn is 
then continued until they have flown 135° from the cross at Datum.  Once they have reached this 
heading, they roll out to continue outbound on the CL and CR 45° lines to position for the 
Slingshot. 

 
11. The Slingshot portion of the manoeuvre is achieved by Red 7 visually acquiring Red 6 
during the preceding turn and positioning his ac such that he will fly behind Red 6’s tail, ensuring 
100ft MSD and fudging accordingly.  As the ac cross, Red 7 will judge when to call “Clear” to 
ensure that both ac stop smoking at the same time to form a neat point in the pattern. 

 
SETUP - ROLLERCOASTERS 

 
12. Instead of the Slingshot, Rollercoasters can be performed on the CF90. On the second 
Cyclone “turn”, both aircraft initiate a coloured smoke change. As the ac cross in front of Datum, 
both pilots will continue the turn and set 2° nose-up to initiate a very gentle climb to approximately 
350ft (standard site).  This turn is then continued until the aircraft reaches the CF90 heading, or on 
Red 6’s call of “Roll Go”, whichever occurs first. Upon the “G”, or reaching the heading, the aircraft 
shall bottom derry as per their normal derry pattern direction and technique.  

 
13. Red 6 will then call “20/30/45 Pull Go”, depending on the atmospherics of the day. Before 
pitching, both aircraft are to ensure they are flying an accurate CF90 headings to avoid any closure 
and matched heights for aesthetics. Red 7 is to ensure he is visual with Red 6 before committing to 
the pitch for the rollercoaster. On the “G” the aircraft shall pitch to the designated attitude. Once 
this attitude has been reached, Red 6 will call “Roll Go” and both aircraft will roll to an inverted 
attitude and pull down to the horizon. The smoke should be turned off on the “Go”. Pilots should be 
aware of the amount of pull-down required dependant on the pitch attitude. Once upright, pointing 
off-crowd on the CF90, Red 7 will “tone” which will signify that they are visual able to affect a safe 
re-join. 

 
14. CF90 outbound headings and obstacles should be thoroughly pre-briefed as well as 
highlighting the potential for cognitive failure and performing a top derry instead of a rollercoaster 
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when the “Roll Go” is initiated. The appearance of the horizon, especially for 20 pitches, should 
also be pre-briefed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

15.  
16. Plan view of Cyclone into CF90 rollercoasters 

 
 

EMERGENCIES 
 

17. Should either ac experience a malfunction, they will call “Fly it Through” at the most 
appropriate moment.  Red 6 will acknowledge and establish the best course of action to proceed.  
If Red 6 experiences a problem during the crossing turn, he will continue (remaining predictable) 
until the ac have crossed before actioning the relevant drill.  Synchro ‘own the radio’ at this point so 
all calls can be made in clear over the R/T. 

 
ESCAPE PROCEDURES 

 
18. Red 7 will fly the Cyclone turn to achieve a miss-distance of 100ft from Red 6, even if that 
means flying closer than 230m from the crowd (debriefed subsequently as a safety point).  If he 
feels he will not achieve 100ft MSD from Red 6 he must roll wings level and escape on-crowd, 
monitoring the terrain in his flightpath.   

 
19. During the Slingshot portion of the manoeuvre, Red 7 is to ensure he will achieve 100ft 
MSD behind Red 6.  If he feels he will not achieve 100ft MSD, he is to positively position behind 
and below Red 6’s ac.  There is no requirement to inform Red 6 of an escape during the Slingshot 
but should still call “Clear”. 

 
20. During the Rollercoaster portion of the manoeuvre, if Red 7 loses visual of Red 6 once 
established on the CF90 he is to maintain level and not commit to the “pitch”. Red 7 should then 
call “Blind” and Red 6 should then organise a re-join on the appropriate radio, directing the use of 
smoke as required. Additionally, if atmospherics or terrain suggest rollercoasters are inappropriate, 
Red 6 can call “no rollercoasters”, acknowledged with a “7”, and flow level on the off crowd CF90. 

 
R/T FAILURE 

 

21. If Red 6 has a transmitter failure or Red 7 has a receiver failure, Red 7 will not hear Red 6’s 
‘Turn’ calls.  The first call will result in a breakdown of the manoeuvre as Red 7 will not have the 
cue to turn at the CL DR Point.  If this is the case, he should either turn as soon as he realises that 
he has a problem or clear CRear.  In both scenarios he should attempt to contact Red 6 on the 
A/VHF.  If Red 7 does not hear the second ‘Turn’ call, he will see Red 6 bank towards him and can 
execute his own turn to ensure 100ft MSD at the cross. Similarly, a breakdown will occur if Red 6 
has a transmitter fail on the derry portion of the manoeuvre and then both aircraft should flow level 
on their respective off crowd CF90 headings. 
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ANNEX O TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 
 

MANOEUVRE BRIEF: HEART 
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. Synchro plus Red 8 or 9. 
 
AIM 
 
2. To fly a vertical heart shape with a spear piercing it. 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. Synchro will fly a line astern pull up towards to crowd on the CF90 before splitting left and 
right to leave a heart shape in the sky with their smoke.  The ‘Spear’ (Red 8 or 9) will use his 
smoke to draw a 45° spear running through the Heart (can start CL or CR). 
 
SETUP 
 
4. Red 7 will formate in line astern on Red 6 using the standard Diamond formation 
references.  The ‘Spear’ will position approximately 1.5nm line abreast.  Red 6 will fly towards the 
crowd on the CF90 at 360-390kts and no lower than 300ft AGL. 
 
SEQUENCE 
 
5. The sequence, R/T and smoke selections for the Heart are as follows using the diagram 
below: 

 
 
At the pull-up point Red 6 starts the manoeuvre by calling “And Pulling Up”; all 3 ac progressively 
apply a 5g (approximately) wings level pull.  Approaching the split point (a), Red 6 calls the Heart 
colour, white or red as advised by Red 10 who assesses which colour will stand out best against 
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the CF background; the call is either “White Heart” or “Red, Red Heart”, acknowledged by Red 7 
who also deepens to twice his normal depth at this point in anticipation of the split.  As Red 6’s 
nose reaches the vertical he calls “SynChro Split” and both pilots apply full power and apply 
positive forward pressure on the control column to maintain a vertical flightpath.  The next 
executive call is made at (b); “Roll, SaMoke On Go”, on ‘Roll’ Synchro roll right and left through 
90°, SaMoke is the cue to switch their smoke on and on the Go both pilots pull wings level to 
capture and hold light buffet.  To make the Heart shape the rate of pitch is reduced at (c) following 
direction from Red 6 who calls “EaSing” and both pilots gradually release some back pressure.  
Red 7 calls “Clear” at (d) signalling that smoke should be turned off to make the point of the heart.  
The spear visually assesses the Heart and turns his smoke on and off as required whilst holding 
approximately 40° nose down. 
 
TECHNIQUE 
 
6. Red 6 will position his ac on the CF90 heading towards the crowd, upwind of Datum to 
allow for drift, with Red 7 in line astern and the spear 9000ft line abreast.  At a suitable distance 
from the Display Line (visually judged and wind dependant) he will begin the Heart manoeuvre by 
initiating the sequence described above.  A smooth, controlled, progressive pull to approximately 
5g is required to allow Red 7 to maintain a safe line astern formation position.  The decision on the 
colour of the Heart rests with Red 6 although advice will be given by Red 10 during his 
transmission at the end of the 1st half of the display.  When the colour of the Heart is declared by 
Red 6, Red 7 will deepen to a ‘double-Diamond’ depth in preparation for the split.  Red 7 has 
collision avoidance responsibility throughout the manoeuvre.  At the split point both ac roll away 
from each other through 90° at the same roll rate.  The required roll rate will have been developed 
throughout the winter trg period and will be perfected with practice.  Each ac will be slightly ‘on 
their back’ as they split, and they will slowly generate separation.  Red 7 should match Red 6’s 
bank as he completes his roll.  If he has not quite made exactly 90°, Red 7 should match visually.  
This will keep a symmetrical shape for the rest of the Heart.  During the split, both pilots maintain 
their set bank and progressively but swiftly pull to achieve light buffet.  Each pilot will continue the 
pull on the light buffet and will select the airbrake out when the ac is inverted (using the canopy 
arch reaching the horizon as a cue).  Once the airbrake is extended, the pilots should look through 
the tops of their canopies to acquire their opposite number. 
 
7. At approximately 70° nose down, Red 6 will call “Easing”; both pilots then slowly and 
smoothly release some of the back pressure on the control column.  This will make the bottom half 
of the Heart shape less-rounded and form a positive ‘point’ as the ac cross. 
 
8. Red 7 should, if the manoeuvre has been flown accurately and correctly, be positioned on-
crowd of Red 6 as they approach each other during the descent.  If, for any reason, he feels his 
flightpath will take him between off-crowd of Red 6, he must make an early “Off Crowd” call.  Once 
he has made this call he must maintain the ‘off-crowd’ positioning and make a positive effort to get 
to that position if additional lateral separation from Red 6 is needed. 
 
9. When the pilots acquire each other during the descent they can assess their rates of 
descent and heights.  The aim is for both ac to be descending at the same height and the same 
rate.  A pilot who is ‘ahead’ during the descent should throttle back to a mid-range power setting, 
avoiding idle to preserve the smoke trail.  The pilot who is ‘behind’ should retract his airbrake, 
ensuring the pitch change during its retraction does not affect the load on his ac. 
 
10. Red 7 will call clear as the ac approach the cross.  His judgement of the call will determine 
the bottom ‘point’ of the Heart shape.  If there is a rate mismatch as described above, he must 
visually assess when Red 6 is at the ‘bottom’ of the Heart and make the call.  He can turn his 
smoke off before or after the call as required.  If using red smoke, he should make an earlier call to 
anticipate the ‘dragging’ of the colour.  As Red 7 calls “Clear”, both pilots select idle and ensure 
their airbrakes are extended whilst achieving the parallel heading of the Display Line.  They 
maintain their descent and level off at 1000ft QFE and capture 330kts, using power and airbrakes 
as required.  
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11. If the Heart was initiated too close to the Display Line or has drifted towards it, Red 6 can 
call for a “Cut 10”, “Cut 20” or “Cut 30”.  This call will come post Red 7’s “Clear” and is 
acknowledged by Red 7 as Synchro ‘own the radio’ at this point.  Both ac will fly the Display Line 
heading with an off-crowd adjustment in degrees of the declared cut.  This will ensure that there is 
enough turning room to complete the subsequent Flat Pattern. 
 
12. Throughout the Heart manoeuvre, Red 8/9 will have positioned his ac such that he can 
begin producing the spear ideally as Synchro pass through the vertical in the descent.  He visually 
judges the entry and exit points and the points at which to turn his smoke on and off.  A slight 
forward pressure on the control column will ensure that he produces a straight spear as he 
descends and accelerates.  To ensure there is no collision potential with Synchro, he is to err on 
the later side to begin the spear and will not descend below 1500ft QFE at its conclusion unless he 
is visual with the appropriate member of Synchro. 
 
EMERGENCIES 
 
13. If Red 7 experiences a malfunction before the pull up on the CF90 he can call “Fly it 
Through”.  Red 6 will acknowledge and fly on-crowd before determining the best course of action 
to continue.  If either ac experience a malfunction during the manoeuvre, then “Fly it Through” will 
be called.  If pre-split, then Red 6 will continue to fly a loop on-crowd.  If post-split, either ac should 
roll out of their half of the Heart and carry out the required drill 
 
ESCAPE PROCEDURES 
 
14. Red 7 will use standard escape procedures for the line astern positioning and pull up for the 
manoeuvre.  He is to maintain visual with Red 6 throughout the split and positively position away 
should he feel there is a collision risk.  Red 7 should make a positive correction to ensure 100ft 
MSD at the bottom ‘point’ of the Heart.  
 
R/T FAILURE 
 
15. If Red 7 does not hear Red 6’s “And Pulling Up” call, he will be left behind as Red 6 enters 
the pull.  He should follow Red 6 in the pull and anticipate all subsequent manoeuvres, remaining 
on double the Diamond depth reference.  He should be able to gauge when Red 6 will start the 
forward pressure in the vertical and the turn, during which he should remain visual.  After the split, 
Red 7 should attempt contact on A/VHF whilst flying the remainder of the Heart, increasing his 
miss-distance for the bottom cross. 
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ANNEX P TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 
 

MANOEUVRE BRIEF: VORTEX 
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. Synchro plus Red 8 or Red 9 (for simplicity, this Annex assumes Red 9 is the 3rd ac). 
 
AIM 
 
2. To provide a flat option to the Heart by flying towards the crowd with Reds 7 and 8 or 9 
flying opposing barrel rolls around Red 6 before splitting.  
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. Red 6 will fly towards Datum on the CF90.  Red 7, on the right wing, will bank left before 
barrel rolling right around Red 6.  Red 9, on the left, will bank right before barrel rolling left around 
Red 6.  The 3 ac will then split towards each other with Synchro horizontal and Red 9 vertical. 
 
SETUP 
 
4. Red 6 will ramp-down towards Datum on the CF90 with speed slowly increasing from 
approximately 310kts.  The cloud base will determine the amount of ramp-down.  Red 7 will 
formate on Red 6’s right wing with at least 4 ac lengths between them.  Red 9 will formate on Red 
6’s left wing with at least 4 ac lengths between his ac and Red 7’s ac.  Reds 7 and 9 will apply 
longitudinal fudge as dictated by the ramp-down. 
 

 
Plan view of the Vortex setup with Red 9 as the 3rd ac 

 
SEQUENCE 
 
5. Running in on the CF90, with white smoke on Red 6 will call “7 and 9 Roll Go”; on 7 Red 7 
smokes Blue and Red 9 smokes Red, on 9 both ac turn their white smoke off and on Go 7 and 9 
start their barrel rolls.  On completion of the rolls Red 7 sits wide of Red 6 and Red 9 positions 
himself in between their smoke trails.  Red 6 calls “GyPo SpliT” to initiate the break; with Red 6 
smoking Red and Red 9 switching to white smoke on the G of GyPo, on P all pilots select full 
power and SpliT is the cue to initiate the split using a cadence developed over winter trg.  Synchro 
enter a standard Derry Pattern while Red 9 pitches to the vertical or the cloud base before clearing 
as required to position for his following manoeuvre whether that be with Enid or Gypo. 
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G CONSIDERATIONS 
 
6. Red 6 will comply with the same speed calls as those used by The Team Leader for the 
Crowd-Front Breaks: Detonator, Infinity Break and Vixen Break. 
 

a. Entry-Speed 330-360kts.  The target speed for these breaks is 330-360kts, which 
results in no more than +6g being pulled.  This G quickly reduces as speed decays. 
 
b. Entry-Speed 361-380kts.  Above 360kts, Red 6 will make a ‘we are hot’ call to 
inform other pilots that they need to be prepared for slightly more G than normal.1  However, 
a 380kts entry speed should result in no more than +7g being pulled for only a short time.   

 
c. Entry Speed >380kts.  To avoid potentially excessive levels of G for large numbers 
of aircraft at the same time, above 380kts Red 6 will call ‘flying it through for speed’ and the 
break will not be flown.  The formation will fly over the crowd and reposition. 

 
TECHNIQUE 
 
7. The main stages of the Vortex with their descriptions are shown below. 
 

 
Crowd view of Vortex 

 
a. Reds 7 and 9 formate on their Vortex references on Red 6, fudging through him to 
Datum.  
 
b. On Red 6’s command, Red 7 will bank left and Red 9 will bank right.  A small 
amount of power is applied to aid in length maintenance throughout the manoeuvre.   
 
c. Using anticipation for their reversal, Reds 7 and 9 aim to be wings level when 
directly below Red 6 (i.e. in the 6 o’clock position).  Red 9 will fudge through Red 7 to Datum. 
 
d. At the 3 o’clock and 9 o’clock positions, Reds 7 and 9 aim to have 90° AoB towards 
Red 6.  This is achieved by the rate of the initial reversal and the positioning of the lift vector 
of each ac (lift vector slightly ‘inside’ Red 6’s ac will prevent a wide or ‘lozenged’ roll). 
 
e. The roll rate and load can be varied to position the ac lift vectors to achieve a fudge 
inverted at the 12 o’clock position. 
 

 
1 RAFAT SOPs dictate that any call by the leader will be acknowledged by another member of the formation.   
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f. As the ac approach their starting positions, Red 7 will roll wings level onto a wider picture 
than the original reference.  Red 9 will carry the momentum from his roll to position in 
between Synchro.  Each will maintain 4 ac lengths and the required fudge through Red 6. 
 
g. Using the appropriate cadence on Red 6’s command, the ac will perform the split 
towards each other. 

 
8. During the rolls, Red 9 avoids Red 7 who avoids Red 6.  Red 9 is to remain visual with Red 
7 throughout. 
 
9. If Red 6 feels there is not enough room to complete the rolls and the split, without any of 
the ac crossing the Display Line, he can call “Shackle Only”.  In this instance Red 7 will 
acknowledge before widening his formation position and Red 9 will simply move across to split the 
gap in his pre-split position - No rolls will be flown, and the split R/T and techniques will remain the 
same with Synchro changing their smoke on the “GyPo SpliT”. 
 
EMERGENCIES 
 
10. Any of the formation can call “Fly it Through” before Red 6 has called “Gypo Split”.  Red 6 
will acknowledge the “Fly it Through” and continue flying towards Datum to take the formation on-
crowd.  If Reds 7 or 9 have an emergency during their rolls, they will roll out on their side.  If they 
are not able to complete the split due to the malfunction, they are to call “Fly it Through” as 
described above.  If the emergency results in a loss of thrust, the Exit Procedures below will apply.   
 
ESCAPE PROCEDURES 
 
11. If the length between Reds 6 and 7 decreases to an unsafe extent during the rolls, Red 7 is 
to roll out.  The same applies to Red 9 if the length between his ac and Red 7 decreases.  It 
behoves Red 7 to remain on length and not drift long. 
 
12. If either Reds 7 or 9 are short to the extent that they will not achieve 100ft MSD as the ac 
cross they are to escape.  The escape in this event is to carry out the split to the usual side without 
waiting for the usual cadence. 
 
EXIT PROCEDURE 
 
13. If any ac suffers an engine emergency which results in a loss of thrust and that ac is unable 
to hold length the following Exit R/T and procedures apply: 

 
a. If Red 6 has the malfunction: “6 Exit” – “7”, ”9”.  Both Reds 7 and 9 roll out on their 
own side and avoid Red 6. Red 7 will fly himself and Red 9 on-crowd 

 
b. If Red 7 has the malfunction: “7 Exit” – “9”, “6”.  Red 9 will roll out and avoid Red 7. 
Red 6 will fly Red 9 on-crowd. 

 
c. If Red 9 has the malfunction: “9’s Escaped” – “6”.  Red 6 will choose to either 
continue the manoeuvre or fly Synchro on-crowd. 

 
R/T FAILURE 
 
14. If Red 6 has a transmitter failure, neither Red 7 nor Red 9 will start the rolls.  In this case 
they should attempt to contact Red 6 and anticipate the split by manoeuvring to their split positions.  
Red 6 will not see the other ac roll and will realise that he has a malfunction.  The split can still be 
flown visually using Red 6’s application of bank as the cue for the break cadence.  In individual 
receiver malfunction cases, the pilot will not commence the roll and should select A/VHF, 
attempting to make contact while anticipating the split. 
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ANNEX Q TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 
 

MANOEUVRE BRIEF: OPPOSITION BARREL ROLL (2016 REVISION) 
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. Synchro. 
 
AIM 
 
2. To perform an opposition pass during a barrel roll manoeuvre with no crossing of flight path 
prior to entry. 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. Red 6 will position from CR to CL along the on-crowd line while Red 7 will position from CL 
to CR along the off-crowd line.  As Synchro approach each other and safe separation is 
guaranteed Red 6 will call “Roll Go”, at this point both Red 6 and 7 will roll away from each other 
before entering a barrel roll manoeuvre.  Barrel Rolls will always be flown to the right.  When Red 6 
flies the CL pattern he will position along the off-crowd line with Red 7 positioning along the on-
crowd line. 
 
SETUP 
 
4. Synchro will position at their respective X-Points following either a Flat or Derry Pattern 
after the preceding manoeuvre.  Red 6 will position half a width off from the display line and Red 7 
will position approximately one width off which equates to a miss-distance of 100ft or 2/3rd the 
width of the runway at RAF Scampton (used as a visual aid during winter trg and judged visually at 
other display locations).  Both ac will fly 100ft MSD and at 330kts with the airbrakes selected out. 
 
SEQUENCE 
 
5. A standard Flat or Derry pattern is flown with both pilots making their Threshold calls to 
make the merge contract.  Provided that the threshold contract as been made, Red 6 will judge 
when to initiate the rolls using the call “Roll Go” as he approaches Red 7 and safe separation 
between the 2 aircraft is assured.  Collision avoidance still remains Red 7’s responsibility 
throughout the manoeuvre. 
 
TECHNIQUE 
 
6. A plan view of each of the stages of the Op Barrel manoeuvre is shown below: 

 
 

6

7
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‘ROLL GO’
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7
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a. The executive to commence the manoeuvre is a “Roll Go” from Red 6;  Red 6 and 7 roll 
right, away from each other’s flightpaths, to approximately 80° AOB. 

b. Once 80° AOB has been established Reds 6 and 7 apply positive ‘g’ and reverse the turn 
bank to enter a barrel roll shaped manoeuvre to the left; the merge will occur during the entry 
stage of the barrel roll.  The roll right, away from Reds 6 and 7’s respective flightpaths, ensures a 
100ft MSD at the opposition pass phase of the manoeuvre. 

c. Reds 6 and 7 will be visual throughout the manoeuvre.  Red 6 will fly a constant and 
predictable barrel roll aiming to finish on his original line. Red 7 will fly his barrel roll to ensure that 
he achieves at least 100ft miss-distance as the ac cross.  He will then continue the roll to fly to 
100ft MSD on his original line.  To ensure the miss-distance is achieved Red 7 will vary the load 
and roll rate based on Red 6’s performance.  Red 7 will avoid Red 6 throughout. 

EMERGENCIES 
 
7. Either pilot can call “Fly it Through” before Red 6 calls “Roll Go”.  The other pilot will 
acknowledge, and each ac will be flown along their established line to cross before using the R/T 
to remedy the situation.  If an emergency occurs during the rolls themselves, both pilots are to 
continue, remaining predictable.  Red 7 will avoid Red 6 in all cases.  Care should be taken not to 
become distracted during the low-level roll manoeuvre. 
 
ESCAPES 
 
8. When Red 6 calls “Roll Go” he will fly the manoeuvre immediately, remaining predictable.  If 
Red 6 needs to escape at any stage, then OFF Crowd will be his escape lane throughout the 
manoeuvre. If Red 7 needs to escape at any stage, then ON Crowd is the escape lane throughout 
the manoeuvre.  The escape procedure for the end part of the roll itself is to unload and roll wings 
level before recovering the rate of descent, no attempt should be made to ‘tighten the roll’. 

R/T FAILURES 
 
9. Both pilots will be visual throughout the manoeuvre.  If either pilot doesn’t hear the other 
“Threshold” call they can continue, remaining predictable and vigilant.  As Red 7 sees Red 6 
commit to the roll he has the option of flying the manoeuvre or maintaining his line and flying it 
through.  Red 7 will still avoid Red 6 throughout. 
 
CONTINGENCIES 
 
10. Late “Roll Go”. The diagram below displays a plan form view of a ‘late’ command of “Roll 
Go” from Red 6. Reds 6 and 7 ensure 100ft MSD on their respective line-ups; therefore, a late 
“Roll Go” has no effect on challenging the MSD throughout the entry to the manoeuvre.  

 
Op Barrel Roll: Late “Roll Go” 
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11. Early “Roll Go”. The diagram below displays a plan form view of an early command of 
“Roll Go” from Red 6: 
 

 
Op Barrel Roll: Early “Roll Go” 

 
In this scenario, If Red 6 and 7 were to fly the same barrel roll manoeuvre then MSD could be 
challenged at the later stage of the manoeuvre.    
 
12. To prevent this scenario developing, several safety breaks are established and maintained 
in the set up and the manoeuvre profile.  First, Red 6’s assessment of when to call ‘Roll Go’ is from 
a visual picture which is practised and re-assessed constantly during the winter training phase.  If 
Red 6 is in any doubt when to call “Roll Go” then delaying the call will always ensure a safe pass. 
Secondly, Synchro are visual with each other throughout the manoeuvre while Red 7 is constantly 
assessing range and miss distance throughout the manoeuvre.  If Red 7 assesses that an early 
‘Roll Go’ has occurred, then he is to back off the pull into the barrel roll.  This back off will prevent 
any further closure toward the 100ft MSD bubble.  Red 6 always has the option of also backing off 
the pull if he instantly recognises an early ‘Roll Go’ or if he feels threatened by Red 7’s closure.  
The ability to ‘back off’ the pull into the barrel roll is intuitive for Synchro and remains an instinctive 
reaction to rapid closure.   
 
13. The diagram below displays Red 7 backing off the pull into the barrel roll manoeuvre and 
therefore ensuring the 100ft MSD bubble is not threatened.  It also shows that if Red 6 also backs 
of his pull then any closure can quickly be negated. 
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ANNEX R TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 
 

MANOEUVRE BRIEF: FLAT CAROUSEL 
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. Synchro. 
 
AIM 
 
2. To complete 3 Synchro crosses during a 360° turn. 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. Synchro will position themselves along the Display Line to arrive at Datum from either side.  
As they cross they will each enter a hard turn off-crowd, crossing again after 180° of turn and again 
as they turn through 360° at Datum once again.  After the 3rd cross Synchro roll out and exit CL 
and CR. 
 

 
 
SETUP 
 
4. Red 6 (in still wind) will fly along the Display Line and Red 7 will set up off-crowd to achieve 
a pass with at least 100ft MSD; both ac will fly at 100ft MSD and 330kts.  As soon as Synchro ‘own 
the radio’ Red 6 will declare the width to fly to cater for any on-crowd wind:   
 

(a) In still wind or off-crowd wind conditions, he will call “Carousel, On the Line”.  In this 
case, Red 7 will acknowledge and the ac will fly as described above. 
 
(b) With any on-crowd wind element, Red 6 should ‘shift’ the entire manoeuvre into 
wind to allow for any drifting that might occur as the Carousel is flown.  The amount into wind 
will be declared in ‘widths off’ (each width equates to 200ft, the width of the runway at RAF 
Scampton).  As a rule of thumb, for every 5kts on-crowd wind element, ‘one width off’ should 
be flown.  The maximum realistic amount should be ‘4 widths off’.  If Red 6 declares ‘x widths 
off’, Red 7 will acknowledge and will set up at their respective ends at that distance off-crowd 
from the Display Line.  Red 7 remains off-crowd of Red 6. 
 
(c) Consideration should be given to allowing for lateral drift also. In a strong left or right 
wind, Red 6 can modify the entry pattern (throughout the preceding positioning) to allow the 
manoeuvre to start into wind. This will mean the second cross will be abeam Datum and the 
third cross an equal amount down wind. This is merely presentational, and care should be 
taken not to shift the pattern too much, thereby affecting the standard Threshold safety 
procedure. 

 
SEQUENCE 
 
5. Red 6’s ‘widths off’ call is acknowledged by Red 7 and both ac are established on the 
correct run-in lines.  A standard threshold contract is required to be made prior to the merge.  Red 
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6 initiates the manoeuvre with a “Turn” call at which point both pilots enter the turn and smoke 
changes occur, a second colour change occurs at the second and subsequent cross as detailed in 
the Smoke and R/T Plan.  R/T post the rollout will depend on the nature of the next move to be 
flown. 
 
TECHNIQUE 
 
6. A plan view of the Carousel with the descriptions of each event is shown below: 
 

 
Figure 1 – Bird’s Eye View of Carousel 

 
a) As the ac cross and on Red 6’s “Turn” call, they will each apply approximately 80° of 
bank away from the crowd, Red 6 will not turn until he is certain he is clear of Red 7.  Both ac 
will apply light buffet and full power and fly 5° nose up on their AIs. 
 
b) After 90° of the turn, both ac should achieve visual with the opposite ac and begin 
lowering the nose to achieve 2° nose up on the AI by 180°.  Red 6 should reduce the back 
pressure very slightly as he reaches 180°.  Red 7 will judge his turn and the amount of load 
to achieve the cross with at least 100ft MSD outside (off-crowd) of Red 6, fudging 
accordingly.  As they cross, both pilots reapply back pressure to achieve light buffet, allowing 
the nose to drop gradually to achieve 2° nose down by 360°. 
 
c) After 270° both pilots will again achieve visual with the opposite ac.  Red 6 will 
continue the turn on the light buffet and Red 7 will adjust his back pressure to achieve a 
cross with at least 100ft MSD again outside (on-crowd) of Red 6.  They will roll out on their 
initial headings at 100ft MSD and re-capture 330kts with Red 7 calling “Clear” once he is 
certain that Red 6’s flight path is clear of his ac and it is safe Red 6 to roll out of the 
manoeuvre to continue down the Display Line. 

 
EMERGENCIES 
 
7. Either ac can call “Fly it Through” before Red 6’s “Turn” call.  Red 6 will speak in clear over 
the R/T and decide the best course of action.  If a malfunction occurs during the turn, the ac will 
continue if possible remaining predictable and calling the issue over the R/T.  At opposite sides of 
the circle, either ac can roll out and position high to remedy the problem. 
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ESCAPE PROCEDURES 
 
8. Red 6 will maintain the turn and remain predictable.  If Red 7 feels he will not achieve at 
least 100ft MSD at the cross, he will fly low and roll wings level away from Red 6, even if that 
results in his ac breaching the 230m Display Line. Red 7 should always fly the turn to achieve the 
MSD on Red 6; if the turn results in his ac crossing the Display Line, it will be debriefed as a safety 
point. 
 
R/T FAILURES 
 
9. The Carousel can be flown without R/T if required.  The fault will more than likely be 
realised during the setup phase.  If Red 7 does not hear any of Red 6’s calls before the first cross, 
he should continue visually, setting up the miss-distance accordingly but erring on the side of 
caution.  As the ac cross, Red 7 should enter the turn, even if he doesn’t hear the “Turn” call.  He 
should gain visual as soon as possible in the turn and perform a ‘radio check’, attempting contact 
on all radios.  If he sees that Red 6 has also entered the turn, the manoeuvre should be flown as 
usual.  If he sees that Red 6 had not started the turn he should continue to attempt contact on all 
radios. 
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ANNEX S TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 
 

MANOEUVRE BRIEF: CORKSCREW 
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. Gypo. 
 
AIM 
 
2. To fly along the Display Line performing aerobatic manoeuvres. 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. Synchro will fly in inverted line astern formation.  Reds 8 and 9 will perform 4 opposing tight 
barrel rolls around Synchro’s smoke trails.   
 
SETUP 
 
4. Red 6 will lead Gypo to position along the Display Line at 330kts with approximately 89% 
power set (offsetting for wind as required).  Red 7 will fly the ‘Corkscrew Perch’ position, which is 
above Red 6’s right wing tip at approximately standard Line Astern length and tail fin depth.  Red 8 
will fly on Red 7’s depth and 4 ac lengths behind Red 7 on the right-hand side.  Red 9 will fly the 
same depth but taking an extra 4 ac lengths from Red 8’s ac.  Red 9 will sit slightly wider on the 
left-hand side (to cater for Synchro’s roll into inverted).  Figure 1 below shows the setup for the 
Corkscrew, viewed from the front and not to scale.  Figure 2 shows a plan view of the Corkscrew 
setup, again, not to scale. 
 

            
Figure 1 - Corkscrew Setup Front View                    Figure 2 - Corkscrew Setup Plan View 

 
Red 6 will judge the timing to start the manoeuvre according to Red 1’s timing from the previous 
manoeuvre but he should aim to roll inverted a little after crossing the appropriate X-Point. 
 
SEQUENCE 
 
5. The manoeuvre starts with the call, “6 Rolling In”, at which point 6 and 7 pitch up slightly 
and then execute a synchronised roll into the inverted attitude.  Once established upside down, 
Red 6 will call 8 and 9 Roll Go” as the executive for Reds 8 and 9 to change their smoke colour (8 
and 9) and to start their rolls around the smoke (Go).  To give Red 6 SA on 8 and 9, Red 9 gives 
an information call of “Aboard” once the rolls have been commenced.  As he finishes his 4th roll 
Red 9 calls “Com-Plete” and both he and Red 8 change back to white smoke.  Red 6 then calls “6 
Rolling OuT”; on 6 Red 7 widens out to the left from line astern and on OuT Synchro slowly roll out. 
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TECHNIQUE 
 
6. Figure 3 shows the front view of the Corkscrew, simplified to show only one complete roll 
iteration: 
 

 
Figure 3 – Corkscrew Procedures Front View 

 
(a) Synchro will roll inverted using a ‘tweak’ and full left aileron, ensuring they stop the 
bank wings level inverted.  Red 7 will use rudder and power as required to acquire the Line 
Astern position in a controlled but timely fashion. 
 
(b) On Red 6’s command, Red 8 will apply left bank before reversing the input to 
continue flying a right-hand barrel roll.  The opposite applies to Red 9.  They will need to add 
a small amount of power to maintain their length during their rolls. 
 
(c) Red 8 and 9 should fly their rolls using a rhythm that will be developed over the 
winter trg period.  The aim is that they fly matched barrel rolls, albeit in opposite directions.  
 
(d) The ‘bottom half’ of each roll will be loaded with a reasonably slow roll rate, 
attempting to describe as close to a circle as possible. 
 
(e) As Reds 8 and 9 reach the apex of each roll they should increase the roll rate whilst 
maintaining the load.  This will ensure that the rolls remain ‘tight’ around Synchro’s smoke 
trails. 
 
(f) For the first 3 rolls, Reds 8 and 9 will not stop the bank as they reach the horizon 
but will continue until they have each flown 4 rolls.  At the end of the 4th roll they will stop 
wings level with Red 9 calling “Complete”. 
 
(g) As Red 6 calls “6 Rolling Out”, Red 7 will apply a small amount of right rudder to 
drift away from Red 6’s longitudinal axis in preparation for the roll out.  After the call, Synchro 
will use left aileron to roll to 60° AoB to the right.  The roll out will be slow and controlled with 
Red 7 maintaining formation and matched AoB throughout.  The end position will be Synchro 
in Line Astern with Reds 8 and 9 flying Escort on their respective sides (fudge applied as 
required). 
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EMERGENCIES & ESCAPE PROCEDURES 
 
7. Any of the formation can call “Fly it Through” before Red 6 has called “6 Rolling In”.  Red 6 
will acknowledge the “Fly it Through” and continue flying along the Display Line, using the R/T to 
investigate the problem.  If either Synchro ac has a malfunction whilst inverted that necessitates 
rolling out, they will carry out the Exit Procedure described below.  If Reds 8 or 9 have an 
emergency during their rolls, they will roll out on their side and attempt to maintain length.  If Red 8 
cannot maintain length, the Exit Procedure will be used. 
 
8. Red 6 reserves the right to call “Complete” if required to remedy a less-urgent malfunction.  
In this case, Reds 8 and 9 will complete the roll that they are flying at the time and Red 6 will 
execute the standard roll out at standard cadence. 
 
9. If the length between Reds 8 and 9 decreases to an unsafe extent during the rolls, Red 9 is 
to roll out and avoid Red 8.  It behoves Red 8 to remain on length and not drift long.  The same 
applies if Red 8 is too close to Synchro, he will simply roll out on his own side, avoiding their ac, 
Red 9 can continue to roll in this case and call “complete” at the appropriate time. 
 
EXIT PROCEDURE 
 
10. If any ac suffers an engine emergency which results in a loss of thrust that means the ac is 
unable to hold length, the following Exit R/T and procedures apply: 
 

a. If Red 6 has the malfunction: “6 Exit” – “7”, “8”, ”9”; Red 7 will apply full front stick 
(as he calls “7”) before rolling out and avoiding Red 6.  Reds 8 and 9 roll-out on their own 
sides and avoid Reds 6 and 7. 
 
b. If Red 7 has the malfunction:  “7 Exit” – “8”, “9”, “6”; Red 7 will push to ease away 
from Red 6.  Reds 8 and 9 roll out and avoid Reds 6 and 7.  
 
c. If Red 8 has the malfunction: “8 Exit” – “9”, “6”; Red 9 rolls out and avoids the other 
ac. 
 
d. If Red 9 has the malfunction:  “9’s Escaped” – “6”. 
 

R/T FAILURE 
 
11. If Red 6 has a transmitter failure, Red 7 will not hear his roll in call, nor will Reds 8 and 9 
hear their cue to roll.  In this case, Red 7 will remain upright, allowing extra room for Red 6 to roll 
out.  Red 6 will not hear “Aboard” from Red 9 and will realise there is a malfunction.  He will allow a 
finite amount of time before rolling out, predictably in the standard fashion.  If Red 7 has a receiver 
malfunction, he can either roll inverted as he sees Red 6 do so or remain upright and shadow the 
formation.  The roll in and roll out will be untidy but will still be safe.  If he does not roll inverted, 
Red 9 will not call “Aboard” and Red 6 will engineer an early roll out.  For all other R/T failure 
scenarios, the manoeuvre will be safe but untidy.  It will be apparent to Red 6 for all other cases if 
there is no “Aboard” call from Red 9.  Red 6 will remain predictable throughout the roll in and roll 
out portions in all cases (always applying the same inputs). 
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MANOEUVRE BRIEF: CORKSCREW (2018 MODIFICATION) 
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. Gypo. 
 
AIM 
 
2. To fly along the Display Line performing aerobatic manoeuvres. 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. Synchro will fly in inverted line astern formation.  Reds 8 and 9 will perform 4 opposing tight 
barrel rolls around Synchro’s smoke trails.   
 
SETUP 
 
4. Red 6 will lead Gypo to position along the Display Line at 330kts with approximately 89% 
power set (offsetting for wind as required).  Red 7 will fly the ‘Corkscrew Perch’ position, which is 
above Red 6’s right wing tip at approximately standard Line Astern length and tail fin depth.  Red 8 
will fly on Red 7’s depth and 4 ac lengths behind Red 7 on the right-hand side.  Red 9 will fly the 
same depth but taking an extra 4 ac lengths from Red 8’s ac.  Figure 1 below shows the setup for 
the Corkscrew, viewed from the front and not to scale.  Figure 2 shows a plan view of the 
Corkscrew setup, again, not to scale. 
 

            
Figure 1 - Corkscrew Setup Front View                    Figure 2 - Corkscrew Setup Plan View 

 
Red 6 will judge the timing to start the manoeuvre according to Red 1’s timing from the previous 
manoeuvre but he should aim to roll inverted a little after crossing the appropriate X-Point. 
 
SEQUENCE 
 
5. The manoeuvre starts with the call, “Gypo Roll Go”, at which point 6 and 7 pitch up slightly 
and then execute a synchronised roll into the inverted attitude.  Once established upside down, 
Reds 8 and 9 to change their smoke colour (Roll Go) and to start their rolls around the smoke (Go).  
To give Red 6 SA on 8 and 9, Red 9 gives an information call of “Aboard” once the rolls have been 
commenced.  As he finishes his 4th roll Red 9 calls “Com-Plete” and both he and Red 8 change 
back to white smoke.  Red 6 then calls “6 Rolling OuT”; on 6 Red 7 widens out to the left from line 
astern and on OuT Synchro slowly roll out. 
 
TECHNIQUE 
 
6. Figure 3 shows the front view of the Corkscrew, simplified to show only one complete roll 
iteration: 
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Figure 3 – Corkscrew Procedures Front View 

 
(a) Synchro will roll inverted using a ‘tweak’ and full right and left aileron, ensuring they 
stop the bank wings level inverted.  Red 7 will use rudder and power as required to acquire 
the Line Astern position in a controlled but timely fashion. 
 
(b) On Red 6’s command, Red 8 will apply left bank before reversing the input to 
continue flying a right-hand barrel roll.  The opposite applies to Red 9.  They will need to add 
a small amount of power to maintain their length during their rolls. 
 
(c) Red 8 and 9 should fly their rolls using a rhythm that will be developed over the 
winter trg period.  The aim is that they fly matched barrel rolls, albeit in opposite directions.  
 
(d) The ‘bottom half’ of each roll will be loaded with a reasonably slow roll rate, 
attempting to describe as close to a circle as possible. 
 
(e) As Reds 8 and 9 reach the apex of each roll they should increase the roll rate whilst 
maintaining the load.  This will ensure that the rolls remain ‘tight’ around Synchro’s smoke 
trails. 
 
(f) For the first 3 rolls, Reds 8 and 9 will not stop the bank as they reach the horizon 
but will continue until they have each flown 4 rolls.  At the end of the 4th roll they will stop 
wings level with Red 9 calling “Complete”. 
 
(g) As Red 6 calls “6 Rolling Out”, Red 7 will apply a small amount of right rudder to 
drift away from Red 6’s longitudinal axis in preparation for the roll out.  After the call, Synchro 
will use left aileron to roll to 60° AoB to the right.  The roll out will be slow and controlled with 
Red 7 maintaining formation and matched AoB throughout.  The end position will be Synchro 
in Line Astern with Reds 8 and 9 flying Escort on their respective sides (fudge applied as 
required). 
 

EMERGENCIES & ESCAPE PROCEDURES 
 
7. Any of the formation can call “Fly it Through” before Red 6 has called “Gypo Roll Go”.  Red 
6 will acknowledge the “Fly it Through” and continue flying along the Display Line, using the R/T to 
investigate the problem.  If either Synchro ac has a malfunction whilst inverted that necessitates 
rolling out, they will carry out the Exit Procedure described below.  If Reds 8 or 9 have an 
emergency during their rolls, they will roll out on their side and attempt to maintain length.  If Red 8 
cannot maintain length, the Exit Procedure will be used. 
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8. Red 6 reserves the right to call “Complete” if required to remedy a less-urgent malfunction.  
In this case, Reds 8 and 9 will complete the roll that they are flying at the time and Red 6 will 
execute the standard roll out at standard cadence. 
 
9. If the length between Reds 8 and 9 decreases to an unsafe extent during the rolls, Red 9 is 
to roll out and avoid Red 8.  It behoves Red 8 to remain on length and not drift long.  The same 
applies if Red 8 is too close to Synchro, he will simply roll out on his own side, avoiding their ac, 
Red 9 can continue to roll in this case and call “complete” at the appropriate time. 
 
EXIT PROCEDURE 
 
10. If any ac suffers an engine emergency which results in a loss of thrust that means the ac is 
unable to hold length, the following Exit R/T and procedures apply: 

 
a. If Red 6 has the malfunction: “6 Exit” – “7”, “8”, ”9”; Red 7 will apply full front stick 
(as he calls “7”) before rolling out and avoiding Red 6.  Reds 8 and 9 roll-out on their own 
sides and avoid Reds 6 and 7. 

 
b. If Red 7 has the malfunction:  “7 Exit” – “8”, “9”, “6”; Red 7 will push to ease away 
from Red 6.  Reds 8 and 9 roll out and avoid Reds 6 and 7.  

 
c. If Red 8 has the malfunction: “8 Exit” – “9”, “6”; Red 9 rolls out and avoids the other 
ac. 

 
d. If Red 9 has the malfunction:  “9’s Escaped” – “6”. 

 
R/T FAILURE 
 

12. If Red 6 has a transmitter failure, Red 7 will not hear his roll-in call, nor will Reds 8 
and 9 hear their cue to roll.  In this case, Red 7 will remain upright, allowing extra room 
for Red 6 to roll out.  Red 6 will not hear “Aboard” from Red 9 and will realise there is a 
malfunction.  He will allow a finite amount of time before rolling out, predictably in the 
standard fashion.  If Red 7 has a receiver malfunction, he can either roll inverted as he 
sees Red 6 do so or remain upright and shadow the formation.  The roll in and roll out will 
be untidy but will still be safe.  If he does not roll inverted, Red 9 will not call “Aboard” and 
Red 6 will engineer an early roll out.  For all other R/T failure scenarios, the manoeuvre 
will be safe but untidy.  It will be apparent to Red 6 for all other cases if there is no 
“Aboard” call from Red 9.  Red 6 will remain predictable throughout the roll in and roll out 
portions in all cases (always applying the same inputs). 
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ANNEX T TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 
 

MANOEUVRE BRIEF: GYPO BREAK 
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. Gypo. 
 
AIM 
 
2. To split Gypo and position Synchro for an opposition pass. 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. Gypo will fly towards the crowd on the CF90.  Reds 8 and 9 will perform opposing barrel 
rolls around Synchro who perform outward aileron rolls.  Gypo will all bank towards a central point 
and split.  If the manoeuvre is flown correctly, all 4 ac should appear to be in the same ‘piece of 
sky’ at once in opposing directions. 
 
SETUP 
 
4. Reds 7-9 will formate on Red 6 and start increasing their length such that they ensure 4 ac 
lengths between each ac at the break out point.  An un-scaled representation is shown below. 
 

 
 
The relative positions of the ac will change according to whether Red 6 is flying the CR or CL 
pattern and which side Reds 8 & 9 need to be after the break.  The ramp-down towards Datum will 
be established by Red 6 and Reds 7-9 will apply longitudinal fudge as required giving the crowd 
the impression that they are the same length and height. 
 
SEQUENCE 
 
5. The manoeuvre starts with Red 6 calling “Smoke on Go”, the next call is “8 and 9 Roll Go”, 
the executive for Reds 8 & 9 to change smoke colour (8,9) and begin their rolls around 6 & 7’s 
smoke (Go).  The leader then calls for Synchro to change smoke colours and fly individual aileron 
rolls (“Synchro Roll Go”) before calling the cadence break with the single word, “Go”.  After the 
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break Synchro will enter a standard Derry Pattern with Reds 8 and 9 positioning as required by the 
display sequence. 
 
TECHNIQUE 
 
6. The diagram below represents a front view of the Gypo Break: 
 

 
 

a. Red 6 will roll out Gypo out on the CF90 pointing at Datum at approximately 290 kt 
with approximately 87% power set, accelerating with a ramp-down towards Datum (aiming to 
achieve 350 kt post the rolls for the split. 

b. On Red 6’s command, Reds 8 and 9 will ease upwards and bank towards the centre 
of the formation to begin their barrel rolls.  It is important that they maintain their length within 
the formation.  Red 9 will ‘fudge through’ Red 8. 

c. Synchro will ‘tweak’ up before applying full outwards aileron to fly their rolls.  This 
should be flown on a cadence to ensure the rolls are matched. 

d. If the timing is correct, Synchro should be performing their rolls as Reds 8 and 9 are 
halfway around their rolls. 

e. Synchro will finish their rolls at the same time if the cadence is correct.  If there has 
been a height change for either ac during the roll, Red 6 will maintain his finish position and 
Red 7 will adjust to match, fudging accordingly.  Reds 8 and 9 will be crossing again to 
complete their rolls with Red 9 responsible for the fudge. 

f. The ac will arrive in their starting positions, monitoring their length within the formation and 
preparing for the split, fudging longitudinally. 

g. Gypo will formate off Red 6 until his “Go” command is given.  To execute, Synchro 
apply full power and apply approximately 80° of bank towards each other.  Reds 8 and 9 will 
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use their instruments to accurately apply 30° of bank towards each other.  Using the same 
cadence as for the Detonator, the ac will be held at their angles of bank (using ‘top rudder’ as 
required) before applying back pressure to reach the light buffet.  

AVOIDANCE CONTRACT 
 
7. Red 9 avoids Red 8 who avoids Red 7 who avoids Red 6. 
 
EMERGENCIES 
 
8. Any member of Gypo can call “Fly it Through” before Red 6 has called “Go”.  Red 6 will 
acknowledge the “Fly it Through” and continue flying towards Datum to take the formation on-
crowd.  After the ‘Go’ pilots should fly their briefed breakout manoeuvre. 
 
ESCAPE PROCEDURES 
 
9. If either of Reds 8 or 9 have a malfunction throughout their rolls they can escape by rolling 
out, clearing the rest of the formation.  They should inform Red 6 who will acknowledge and has 
the option to fly on-crowd. 
 
10. If Reds 8 or 9 shorten during their rolls to the extent that there will be a confliction with other 
members, they are to escape by pushing away and rolling out before manoeuvring away from the 
formation and positioning off-crowd.  If any of Reds 7-9 are short to the extent that they will not 
achieve 100 ft MSD as the ac cross at the split, they are to escape; the escape in this event is to 
carry out the split to the usual side without waiting for the normal cadence. 
 
EXIT PROCEDURE 
 
11. If any ac suffers an engine emergency which results in a loss of thrust that means the ac is 
unable to hold length, the following Exit R/T and procedures apply: 

 
a. If Red 6 has the malfunction:  “6 Exit” – “7”,”8”,”9” 8 and 9 Roll out on own side and 

avoid. All fly on-crowd. 

 
b. If Red 7 has the malfunction:  “7 Exit” – “8”,“9” Both roll out and avoid, “6” Fly on 

crowd. 

 
c. If Red 8 has the malfunction:  “8 Exit” – “9” 9 Rolls out and avoids “6” Fly on crowd. 

 
d. If Red 9 has the malfunction:  “9’s Escaped” – “6” Either continue or fly on crowd. 

 
R/T FAILURES 
 
12. If Red 6 has a transmitter failure, none of the ac will roll.  If individual ac have a receiver 
failure they will not complete their roll.  Red 6 will notice this and can try a “Radio Check” but not at 
the detriment of completing the manoeuvre and compromising the 230m Display Line.  The ac with 
the malfunction should maintain their relative position and complete the split visually as described 
below. 
 
13. Should any member of Gypo not hear Red 6’s “Go” call, they will be able to continue with 
the split using Red 6’s application of bank as the cue for the break cadence. 
 
G CONSIDERATIONS 
 
14. Red 6 will comply with the same speed calls as those used by the Team Leader for the 
Crowd-Front Breaks: Detonator, Infinity Break and Vixen Break. 
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a. Entry-Speed 330-360 kt.  The target speed for these breaks is 330-360 kt, which 
results in no more than +6g being pulled.  This G quickly reduces as speed decays. 
 
b. Entry-Speed 361-380 kt.  Above 360 kt, Red 6 will make a ‘we are hot’ call to 
inform other pilots that they need to be prepared for slightly more G than normal.1  However, 
a 380 kt entry speed should result in no more than +7g being pulled for only a short time.   

 
c. Entry Speed >380 kt.  To avoid potentially excessive levels of G for large numbers 
of aircraft at the same time, above 380 kt Red 6 will call ‘flying it through for speed’ and the 
break will not be flown.  The formation will fly over the crowd and reposition. 

 
1 RAFAT SOPs dictate that any call by the leader will be acknowledged by another member of the formation.   
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ANNEX U TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY -
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 
 

MANOEUVRE BRIEF: DOUBLE ROLLS 
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. Synchro. 
 
AIM 
 
2. To perform an advanced opposition pass. 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. Synchro will fly tight individual left-hand barrel rolls before crossing at Datum, wings level, 
and entering a further left-hand barrel roll. 
 
SETUP 
 
4. One ac will fly from CR and along the Display Line, the other will position CL, 2 widths 
(approximately 400ft) from the Display Line.  Both ac will fly through their respective X-Points at 
100ft MSD and at 300kts with their airbrakes extended. 
 
SEQUENCE 
 
5. Once both ac are lined up inside the X-Points Red 6 calls “Pull Go” to initiate a smoke 
change (Pull) and the pull up into the 1st of 2 rolls (Go).  As the ac merge another “Pull Go” call is 
made and both pilots start their 2nd roll.  The next event is a ‘Tone’ from Red 6 when he is passed 
the DR point, which is the executive command for both Red 6 and 7 to turn off their smoke and 
pitch crowd rear. 
 
TECHNIQUE 
 
6. A plan view of the Double Rolls shown below: 
 

 
Plan View of Double Rolls (Red 6 CR pattern) 

 
 

a. Red 6 will execute the Double Rolls as he reaches the CR DR Point. 
 
b. Red 7 will pass ‘on-crowd’ of Red 6, fudging accordingly. 
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c. The rolls will finish at opposite widths to where they were started i.e. Red 7 along 
the Display Line and Red 6 approximately 2 widths off-crowd.  Red 7 should note the position 
of the Display Line although he should not let the position of it affect the safety of his second 
roll. 

 
7. The technique for the rolls is to pitch to 20° NU whilst simultaneously selecting full power.  
At 20° NU a left aileron input is made while slightly releasing some of the back pressure.  At the 
apex of the roll a positive ‘commit’ (i.e. pull down towards the ground) is required to achieve the 
shape of the roll.  If the ‘commit’ is too aggressive and the nose is too low, the technique to recover 
is to offload the back pressure and rapidly roll wings level before recovering.  ‘Wrapping up’ the roll 
will not achieve the desired result.  Lack of airbrake can significantly change the shape of the rolls 
and will cause the ac to track-progress towards each other during their first roll which could cause 
a reduction in separation during the pass at Datum.  A pre-roll thorough check of the airbrake 
indicator is prudent. 
 
8. In strong winds it is possible for one ac to reach his DR Point before the other.  If Red 6 
reaches his DR Point first, he should execute the manoeuvre as usual.  If Red 7 is very late 
reaching his DR Point, he reserves the right not to enter the roll and can simply fly to a point 
whereby he will be in a position on-crowd of Red 6 ready for the second roll, this is known as flying 
a ‘Switch’.  As the ac approach their X-Points, it will be obvious to Red 6 if Red 7 will reach his DR 
Point first.  In this situation Red 6 can call to execute the manoeuvre for Red 7 to start his rolls 
before Red 6 reaches his DR Point when he will execute his first roll.  If Red 7 has flown a ‘Switch’ 
he should still change his coloured smoke at the appropriate time and make the ‘fudge’ at the pass.  
The ‘Switch’ should be made obvious to enable Red 6 to see that safe separation at the pass will 
still be achieved. 
 
EMERGENCIES 
 
9. Either ac can call “Fly it Through” before Red 6 calls the first “Pull Go”.  The other ac will 
acknowledge and both ac will fly at their predetermined widths along their own lines to cross and 
remedy the situation afterwards. 
 
10. If either ac has an emergency during the roll they should not let it distract them and 
continue flying the roll first and foremost.  They should not enter the second roll and should carry 
out the relevant drills once the ac have crossed. 
 
ESCAPE PROCEDURES 
 
11. Before Red 6 calls the first “Pull Go” the escapes are on-crowd for the CR ac and off-crowd 
for the CL ac.  During the 1st rolls the ac flight paths cross, therefore after the first “Pull Go” the 
escapes change to off-crowd for the pilot who flies the CR pattern and on-crowd for the CL pattern 
pilot. 
   
12. The escape from the roll itself is to unload and roll wings level rapidly before recovering the 
rate of descent. 
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R/T FAILURES 
 
13. If Red 7 does not hear Red 6 call to roll he can fly the rolls visually once he sees Red 6 
start his rolls.  If he is not content to fly the rolls he should fly the ‘Switch’ and position to cross on-
crowd of Red 6.  An attempt to contact Red 6 on the A/VHF should be made. 
13. . 
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ANNEX V TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 
 

MANOEUVRE BRIEF: FULL CAROUSEL 
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. Synchro. 
 
AIM 
 
2. To complete 3 Synchro crosses during an oblique 360° loop. 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. Synchro will position themselves down the line to arrive at Datum from either side.  As they 
cross, they will each enter an oblique loop off-crowd, crossing again after 180° of turn and again as 
they turn through 360° at Datum once again.  After the 3rd cross Synchro roll out and exit CL and 
CR. 
 

 
 
SETUP 
 
4. Red 6 (in still wind) will fly along the Display Line and Red 7 will set up off-crowd to achieve 
a pass with at least 100ft MSD; both ac will fly at 100ft MSD and 350kts.  As soon as Synchro ‘own 
the radio’ Red 6 will declare the width to fly to cater for any on-crowd wind:   
 

a. In still wind or off-crowd wind conditions, he will call “Synchro On the Line”.  In this 
case, Red 7 will acknowledge and the ac will fly as described above. 
 
b. With any on-crowd wind element, Red 6 should ‘shift’ the entire manoeuvre into 
wind to allow for any drifting that will occur as the Carousel is flown.  The amount into wind 
will be declared in ‘widths off’ (each width equates to 200ft, the width of the runway at RAF 
Scampton).  As a rule of thumb, for every 5kts on-crowd wind element, ‘one width off’ should 
be flown.  The maximum realistic amount should be ‘4 widths off’.  If Red 6 declares ‘x widths 
off’, Red 7 will acknowledge and will set up at their respective ends at that distance off-crowd 
from the Display Line.  Red 7 remains off-crowd of Red 6. 

 
SEQUENCE 
 
5. Red 6’s ‘widths off’ call is acknowledged by Red 7 and both ac are established on the 
correct run-in lines.  A standard threshold contract is required to be made prior to the merge.  Red 

6 initiates the manoeuvre with a “Turn” call at which point both pilots roll to 45 AOB and enter the 
turn.   Smoke changes may occur as detailed in the Smoke and R/T Plan.  R/T post the rollout will 
depend on the nature of the next manoeuvre to be flown. 
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TECHNIQUE 
 
6. A plan view of the Full Carousel with the descriptions of each event is shown below: 
 

 
Bird’s Eye View of Carousel 

 
a. As the ac pass and on Red 6’s “Turn” call, both ac roll to exactly 45° of bank away 
from the crowd.  Both ac will apply full power and light buffet, using a cadence of ‘roll, pause, 

pull (full power on the pull).  45 AOB is maintained until 30 NU at which point a gradual 

increase in bank is applied to achieve 15 NU at the back-cross for the fudge. 
 
b. After 90° of the turn, both ac should achieve visual with the opposite ac.  Red 6 will 
fly a predictable flight-path using the light buffet and Red 7 will match Red 6, using the 
horizon and Red 6’s ac as a reference.  Red 6 should reduce the back-pressure very slightly 

as he reaches 180° of turn, holding the ac’s nose up at 15 climb.  Red 7 will judge his turn 
and the amount of load to achieve the cross with at least 100ft MSD outside (off-crowd) of 
Red 6, fudging accordingly.  As they cross, both pilots reapply back-pressure while 
committing to a small overbank. 
 
c. After 270° both pilots will again achieve visual with the opposite ac.  Red 6 will 
continue the turn on the light buffet and Red 7 will adjust his back pressure to achieve a 
cross with at least 100ft MSD again outside (on-crowd) of Red 6 and bank angle to achieve 
the fudge.  They will roll out on their initial headings at 100ft MSD and exit crowd-rear at the 
double roll points. 

 
EMERGENCIES 
 
7. Either ac can call “Fly it Through” before Red 6’s “Turn” call.  Red 6 will speak in clear over 
the R/T and decide the best course of action.  If a malfunction occurs during the turn, the ac will 
continue if possible remaining predictable and calling the problem over the R/T.  At opposite sides 
of the circle, either ac can roll out and position high to rectify the problem. 
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ESCAPE PROCEDURES 
 
8. Red 6 will maintain the turn and remain predictable.  If Red 7 feels he will not achieve at 
least 100ft MSD at the cross, he will unload his ac and roll off some bank, achieving an instant safe 
separation at all times around the manoeuvre, even if that results in his ac breaching the 230 m 
Display Line.  Red 7 should always fly the turn to achieve the MSD on Red 6; if the turn results in 
his ac crossing the Display Line, it will be debriefed as a safety point. 
 
R/T FAILURES 
 
9. The Carousel can be flown without R/T if required.  The fault will more than likely be 
realised during the setup phase.  If Red 7 does not hear any of Red 6’s calls before the first cross, 
he should continue visually, setting up the miss-distance accordingly but erring on the side of 
caution.  As the ac cross, Red 7 should enter the turn, even if he doesn’t hear the “Turn” call.  He 
should gain visual as soon as possible in the turn and perform a ‘radio check’, attempting contact 
on all radios.  If he sees that Red 6 has also entered the turn, the manoeuvre should be flown as 
usual.  If he sees that Red 6 had not started the turn he should continue to attempt contact on all 
radios. 
 
COGNITIVE FAILURE 
 
10. If one ac flies a full Carousel while the other flies a flat carousel, there are no safety issues 
as the ac flying the flat pattern will finish his manoeuvre first.  No attempt should be made to 
rescue the manoeuvre.
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ANNEX W TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 
 

MANOEUVRE BRIEF: MIRROR FLAT 
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. Gypo. 
 
AIM 
 
2. To fly along the Display Line in Mirror, ending in a coordinated rollout and move into Double 
Trail formation. 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. Reds 6 and 7 will fly in inverted line astern formation with Reds 8 and 9 flying in Mirror 
below. 
 
SETUP 
 
4. Red 6 will lead Gypo from a Crowd-Rear pattern to position along the Display Line at 300ft 
and at 330kts.  Red 7 will fly approximately double the ‘Corkscrew Perch’ position.  Red 8 will fly 
beneath Red 6, slightly long and offset to the left.  Red 9 will fly approximately double the normal 
Line Astern position on Red 8. 
 
SEQUENCE 
 
5. The manoeuvre starts with the call, “6 Rolling In”, at which point 6 and 7 pitch up slightly 
and execute a synchronised roll to inverted.  Once established upside down, Red 8 adjusts his 
position to fly in Mirror underneath Red 6 while Red 9 maintains Line Astern on Red 8.  Figure 1 
shows the positions of Gypo once established in Mirror.  A coordinated rollout is flown in pairs 
resulting in Double Trail formation. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1 – Mirror Flat 
 
TECHNIQUE 
 
6. The roll in for 6 and 7 is the same as the technique for the Corkscrew, although it is flown 
more ‘down it’ (approximately double).  Red 9 also flies a more ‘down it’ position in Line Astern on 
Red 8.  At the roll in, by flying a position slightly long and out to the left, Red 8 will achieve a near 
mirror position immediately allowing only a minor position correction to be made. 
 

Red 6 

Red 7 

Red 8 

Red 9 
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7. To fly in Mirror on Red 6, Red 8 uses a reference on the nose light and the pitot tube.  At 
the correct depth, the cockpit of Red 6 should be visible.  Red 8 should avoid going short, or depth 
can collapse. 
 
8. To roll out of the manoeuvre, Red 6 calls “CommmmPleeeete…6 Rolling OUT”; on the 
‘CommmmPleeeete’, Red 7 and Red 9 will collapse their depth on Red 6 and Red 8 respectively 
as well as turning their smokes off.  Red 8 will leave the power fixed and will extend the airbrake on 
the CommmmPleeeete and place the airbrake in once he is visual with Red 7.   During this time 
Red 8 also needs to fly a ‘shallower fudge’ in order to make it appear like the separation between 
him and Red 6 is remaining constant whilst length increase.  On the ‘6 Rolling Out’ Red 7 will apply 
a small amount of right rudder to drift away from Red 6’s longitudinal axis in preparation for the roll 
out.  After the call, Synchro will use left aileron to roll to 60° AoB to the right.  The roll out will be 
slow and controlled with Red 7 maintaining formation and matched AoB throughout.  The end 
position will be Synchro in Line Astern with Red 8 and Red 9 holding the same Line Astern position 
as Synchro but at triple length from Synchro.  Red 8 will apply an appropriate fudge to be lined up 
behind Red 6’s smoke. 
 
EMERGENCIES & ESCAPE PROCEDURES 
 
9. Any of the formation can call “Fly it Through” before Red 6 has called “6 Rolling In”.  Red 6 
will acknowledge the “Fly it Through” and continue along the Display Line. 
 
10. If any ac has a malfunction during the manoeuvre that results or requires escaping, they will 
carry out the Exit Procedure described below. 
 

a. If Red 6 has the malfunction he is to call “6 Exit” – “7”; Red 7 will apply full front stick (as he 
calls “7”) before rolling out and avoiding Red 6.  Red 7 will call “7 Clear”.  Reds 8 and 9 will 
hold their position before re-joining with Red 7 after he has rolled out. 
 

b. If Red 7 has the malfunction, he can escape by dropping off the back and rolling out, calling 
“7’s Escaped”; this call should be acknowledged by Red 6. 
 

c. If Red 8 has the malfunction, he can escape by dropping off the back, calling “8 Exit” – “9”.  
Red 9 should deepen and move out to the left, but avoid further R/T to avoid stepping on the 
rollout R/T.  The rollout can then continue as normal. 
 

d. If Red 9 has the malfunction, he can fall of the back and call “9’s Escaped” – “6”. 
 
R/T FAILURE 
 
11. If Red 6 has a transmitter failure, Red 7 will not hear his roll-in call.  In this case, Red 7 will 
remain upright, allowing extra room for Red 6 to roll out.  If Red 7 has a receiver malfunction he 
should not roll in with Red 6 and should hold clear of the formation to the left, remaining clear 
during the rollout.  For all other R/T failure scenarios, the manoeuvre will be safe as Red 8 and 9 
can take their cues visually for the rollout.  
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MANOEUVRE BRIEF: MIRROR FLAT (2018 MODIFICATION) 
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
8. Gypo. 
 
AIM 
 
9. To fly along the Display Line in Mirror, ending in a coordinated rollout and move into Double 
Trail formation. 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
10. Reds 6 and 7 will fly in inverted line astern formation with Reds 8 and 9 flying in Mirror 
below. 
 
SETUP 
 
11. Red 6 will lead Gypo from a Crowd-Rear pattern to position along the Display Line at 300ft 
and at 330kts.  Red 7 will fly approximately double the ‘Corkscrew Perch’ position.  Red 8 will fly 
beneath Red 6, slightly long and offset to the left.  Red 9 will fly approximately double the normal 
Line Astern position on Red 8. 
 
SEQUENCE 
 
12. The manoeuvre starts with the call, “6 Rolling In”, at which point 6 and 7 pitch up slightly 
and execute a synchronised roll to inverted.  Once established upside down, Red 8 adjusts his 
position to fly in Mirror underneath Red 6 while Red 9 maintains Line Astern on Red 8.  Figure 1 
shows the positions of Gypo once established in Mirror.  A coordinated rollout is flown in pairs 
resulting in Double Trail formation. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1 – Mirror Flat 
 
TECHNIQUE 
 
13. The roll in for 6 and 7 is the same as the technique for the Corkscrew, although it is flown 
more ‘down it’ (approximately double).  Red 9 also flies a more ‘down it’ position in Line Astern on 
Red 8.  At the roll in, by flying a position slightly long and out to the left, Red 8 will achieve a near 
mirror position immediately allowing only a minor position correction to be made. 
 
14. To fly in Mirror on Red 6, Red 8 uses a reference on the nose light and the pitot tube.  At 
the correct depth, the cockpit of Red 6 should be visible.  Red 8 should avoid going short, or depth 
can collapse. 
 
8. To roll out of the manoeuvre, Red 6 calls “CommmmPleeeete…6 Rolling OUT”; on the 
‘CommmmPleeeete’, Red 7 and Red 9 will collapse their depth on Red 6 and Red 8 respectively 

Red 6 

Red 7 

Red 8 

Red 9 
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as well as turning their smokes off.  Red 8 will leave the power fixed and will extend the airbrake on 
the CommmmPleeeete and place the airbrake in once he is visual with Red 7.   During this time 
Red 8 also needs to fly a ‘shallower fudge’ to make it appear like the separation between him and 
Red 6 is remaining constant whilst length increase.  On the ‘Coooompleeeeeete’ Red 7 will apply a 
small amount of right rudder to drift away from Red 6’s longitudinal axis in preparation for the roll 
out.  After the call, Synchro will use left aileron to roll to 60° AoB to the right.  The roll out will be 
slow and controlled with Red 7 maintaining formation and matched AoB throughout.  The end 
position will be Synchro in Line Astern with Red 8 and Red 9 holding the same Line Astern length 
as Synchro. Reds 7-9 will apply an appropriate fudge to be lined up behind Red 6’s smoke. 
 
EMERGENCIES & ESCAPE PROCEDURES 
 
9. Any of the formation can call “Fly it Through” before Red 6 has called “6 Rolling In”.  Red 6 
will acknowledge the “Fly it Through” and continue along the Display Line. 
 
10. If any ac has a malfunction during the manoeuvre that results or requires escaping, they will 
carry out the Exit Procedure described below. 
 

e. If Red 6 has the malfunction he is to call “6 Exit” – “7”; Red 7 will apply full front stick (as he 
calls “7”) before rolling out and avoiding Red 6.  Red 7 will call “7 Clear”.  Reds 8 and 9 will 
hold their position before re-joining with Red 7 after he has rolled out. 
 

f. If Red 7 has the malfunction, he can escape by dropping off the back and rolling out, calling 
“7’s Escaped”; this call should be acknowledged by Red 6. 
 

g. If Red 8 has the malfunction, he can escape by dropping off the back, calling “8 Exit” – “9”.  
Red 9 should deepen and move out to the left, but avoid further R/T to avoid stepping on the 
rollout R/T.  The rollout can then continue as normal. 
 

h. If Red 9 has the malfunction, he can fall of the back and call “9’s Escaped” – “6”. 
 
R/T FAILURE 
 
11. If Red 6 has a transmitter failure, Red 7 will not hear his roll-in call.  In this case, Red 7 will 
remain upright, allowing extra room for Red 6 to roll out.  If Red 7 has a receiver malfunction he 
should not roll in with Red 6 and should hold clear of the formation to the left, remaining clear 
during the rollout.  For all other R/T failure scenarios, the manoeuvre will be safe as Red 8 and 9 
can take their cues visually for the rollout. 
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ANNEX X TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY DIRECTIVE 
PART 4 
SECTION 1 

 
MANOEUVRE BRIEF: TWISTER 

AC INVOLVED 

1. Enid. 

AIM 

2. This is a second-half manoeuvre. Enid will run in towards datum, either down the line or 
angled to it, with 4 ac flying in close formation with the fifth performing tight spiral rolls around the 
smoke. The formation is then turned away from datum to run out away from the line. This is 
designed to be a relatively dynamic manoeuvre made more effective with the use of coloured 
smoke. 

OVERVIEW 

3. The formation approach Datum on either CF45 or parallel to the Display Line with 4 ac in 
Box formation. After the smoke-on call is made, the fifth ac will begin a series of tight spiral rolls 
behind the formation, using their smoke as his reference point to roll around. The formation will 
then bend in front of datum to exit on the 45-line outbound to finish the manoeuvre.  At the end of 
the manoeuvre, Reds 2 and 3 will perform Rollbacks77 that will add to the overall visual spectacle 
of the Twister while allowing extra time before the next manoeuvre has to begin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1.  Plan view of the Twister with initial approach from the CL45. 

SETUP 

4. The leader positions Enid on the desired run-in heading in ‘Box 4’ formation, with the fifth 
ac astern in preparation to begin his rolls; this will be flown by ‘Uncle Enid’ and could be either Red 
4 or Red 5.  The Leader will aim to maintain not below 400 ft MSD to allow the rolling ac to remain 
above 300 ft MSD at the bottom of each roll. Target speed will be 330 kt. 

SEQUENCE 

5. Once established on the run-in, the leader calls the smoke on, followed by a ‘number X, 
Roll Go’. The rolling ac will then begin a series of tight rolls around the smoke of the ac ahead, 
using colour to add to the overall look of the manoeuvre. The Leader will then turn the formation 

 
77 Rollbacks Optional. 
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through up to 90 degrees to position on the egress heading. The rolling ac will then call ‘clear’ to 
indicate he has ceased his series of rolls and is line astern of the formation and content for the 
Rollbacks to occur.  Reds 2 and 3 will then perform Rollbacks on a call to finish back in the position 
they started. The smoke is then called off and the manoeuvre is complete. 

TECHNIQUE 

6. The series of rolls to be flown by the single ac are like those flown by Reds 8 and 9 in the 
Corkscrew. However, there is a bend during the manoeuvre through up to 90 degrees. With only 
one ac rolling though, there is enough space for this single ac to modify his flight-path to maintain 
astern of the Box 4 and outside of the smoke. The key technique to be learnt during training 
applies to the rolling ac staying outside of, but tight to the smoke throughout the bend. Initially, he 
will start long and gradually shorten before deciding on a comfortable length to maintain. This will 
not be less than 4 lengths. 

G CONSIDERATIONS 

7. This manoeuvre is flown with low levels of G and no AGSM will be required from any pilot. 

RISK ASSESSMENT 

8. LoSS(intra-formation).  Adequate space must be maintained between the rolling ac and 
the formation ahead.  This length will be established during training, but initial sorties will 
concentrate on teaching the techniques of rolling around the smoke of the ac ahead while 
maintaining a comfortable length.  As experience and confidence grows this length can be reduced 
but need not be too short.  The technique of adjusting flight-path as the formation bends ahead will 
be learnt gradually and the whole manoeuvre will only be put together once the rolling ac is 
content.  Thorough escape procedures are listed below should one ac in the main formation suffer 
a loss of thrust and slip back towards the rolling ac. 

9. Rollbacks.  These will only be flown later in the training programme once the new Team 
Pilots have been taught this manoeuvre.  They will only be flown following a call from the rolling ac 
to indicate that he is established astern the formation and has finished his rolls. 

EMERGENCIES 

10. Prior to the start of the rolls, any pilots should either call ‘fly it through’ to maintain 
formation, or escape. Once the roll has begun, any ac in the Box 4 MUST maintain height should 
they lose thrust and call ‘X Exit’. This is acknowledged by the rolling ac who will pull clear of the 
formation ahead, allowing the ac with the problem to slip back. ‘X Clear’ is called by the rolling ac 
to indicate that the exiting ac can then pull up in a normal escape. These are the standard 
procedures that apply to similar Gypo manoeuvres. If the Leader escapes, Red 2 assumes 
responsibility for leading the formation. The rolling ac can just fall off the back if required. A minor 
emergency requiring a ‘Fly it Through’ call should be made after the roll-out of the bend. 

ESCAPE MANOEUVRE 

11. Standard escape procedures apply to the Reds in box formation. The ‘twister’ should roll 
out and/or take length on the rest of the formation, but the pilot should avoid loading the roll in an 
escape manoeuvre leading to an uncontrollable rate of descent. 

R/T FAILURE 

11. If the leader has a failure to transmit, formation members should maintain their formation 
positions and be ready for uncalled turns.  On seeing that no one has moved, the leader will try to 
establish contact on A/VHF.  Wingmen suffering Rx failures should attempt to re-establish comms 
on A/VHF. 
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ANNEX Y TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY DIRECTIVE 
PART 4, SECTION 1 

 
MANOEUVRE BRIEF: 5/4 SPLIT 
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. Reds 1-9 
 
AIM 
 
2. To split Enid and Gypo during a Quarter Clover and fly a ‘fudged’ pass at the bottom of the 
manoeuvre. 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. The manoeuvre is flown in Feathered Arrow or Lancaster formation.  A Quarter-Clover is 
flown with Enid rolling one way and Gypo the other, separating safely into 2 elements that cross at 
the bottom of the manoeuvre.  The manoeuvre is started on the CF90, with both elements rolling 

through 90 and crossing parallel to the display-line.  The Team Leader (TL) times the pull to avoid 
crossing the crowd-line. 
 
SETUP 
 
4. The TL forms the Team into Feathered Arrow (Fig 1a) or Lancaster (Fig 1b) formation.  
These formations are used because safe separation between Reds 8 and 9 at the back of the 
shape and Reds 4 and 5 on the outside is easily achieved during the split. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  Fig 1a.  Feathered Arrow    Fig 1b.  Lancaster   
 
5. The formation runs in on the CF90 and the TL calls ‘5/4 Split’, which is acknowledged by 
Red 6 who leads Gypo during the manoeuvre.  Smoke is selected on to add to the visual spectacle 
but also to assist re-acquisition and assess flight-paths prior to the cross at the bottom. 
 
SEQUENCE 
 
6. The TL calls ‘and pulling up…5/4 Split’, acknowledged by Red 6.  Red 6 will deepen to 
approximately twice his depth at this point, giving greater separation between both formations 

during the split.  At 45 nose-up, the TL calls ‘coming left/right now’ as per a normal Quarter 

Clover, with the roll input starting at 60 nose-up.  Red 6 and the rest of Gypo roll the opposite way 

generating a controlled split.  Both elements roll through 90 and continue as per a loop. 
 

7. Re-acquisition occurs at approximately 90 nose-down giving plenty of time for avoiding 
action to be taken by Red 6 if required.  He would normally aim to fudge the pass off-crowd (Fig 2), 
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however if he feels that the flight-path of the 2 formations is such that an on-crowd pass is 
preferable, he can elect to fly this instead.  In this instance, he will call ‘Gypo going on-crowd’, 
which is acknowledged by the TL. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 2.  Split and cross formations; Enid right, Gypo left in this diagram 
 
8. Both formations can begin rolling off-crowd on a call from the TL and Enid would normally 
enter a bend at this point.  Gypo can either remain split (to begin the second-half for example) or 
can re-join Enid to continue the first-half.  This depends on the routine chosen for the year. 
 
RISK ASSESSMENT 
 
9. Aircraft Collision.  There are 2 potential collision risk areas, and each is discussed below: 
 

a. During the Split.  To ensure adequate separation between the 2 sections during 
the split, Gypo deepens to approximately twice their normal depth and they can also take 
some length as well.  The closest confliction point occurs between Reds 8 and 4 if Enid are 
rolling right and between Reds 9 and 5 if Enid are rolling left.  By deepening, a large safety 
margin is easily achieved. 

 
b. During the Cross.  Red 6 always has responsibility for collision avoidance on Enid.  
He will normally fudge the pass off-crowd but can flow on-crowd if he feels the position of the 
2 closing elements necessitates this.  In this case he will call ‘Gypo going on-crowd’, which is 
acknowledged by the TL.  However, re-acquisition occurs in plenty of time for Red 6 to make 
a small heading change before the cross, which is easily absorbed by the rest of Gypo as it 
will be uncalled.  The TL can also help out the cross by stealing a few degrees on the way 
down, but this would normally be done to reduce a crowd-line bust. 

 
10. Cognitive Failure.  There is always the small chance of one of the Gypo pilots rolling the 
same way as Enid; i.e. following the TL’s roll call instead of going the opposite way.  This risk is 
mitigated as follows: 
 

a. The roll rate is slow and there is time for a reversal to be safely executed.  This 
might lead to a brief ‘wobble’ but should be controllable.  Pilots who feel threatened in such 
an eventuality (and this should only ever affect Reds 7, 8 and 9) can escape at any time by 
pulling clear of the formation, establishing a safe separation almost instantly. 

 
b. A 5/4 Split will always be flown the same way during the year’s chosen routine.  For 
2013 for example, Enid always rolls left with Gypo rolling right. 

 
c. 2 calls of ‘5/4 Split’ are made by the TL and acknowledged by Red 6 before the split 
takes place.  If Red 6 does not acknowledge this call, the split is not flown. 
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EMERGENCIES AND ESCAPE PROCEDURES 
 
11. Minor Emergency.  At any point of the manoeuvre, and ac can call a ‘Fly It Through’ (FIT).  
Prior to the split, the TL will continue with a loop and fly the formation on-crowd.  Once the split has 
begun, the TL will acknowledge a FIT call, but the cross will continue.  After the cross has 
occurred, the display will be paused, and the issue dealt with. 
 
12. Major Emergency.  Any ac experiencing a major emergency that requires an escape to be 
flown can fly a SOP Quarter Clover escape at any time.  Once clear of the main formation, the ac 
that has escaped will leave their smoke on and pull to the light buffet.  This will level them off far 
higher than either Enid or Gypo who fly much slacker descent profiles.  Once satisfied that any 
collision risk has been removed, the affected ac will turn their smoke off and continue with their 
emergency drills. 
 
R/T FAILURES 
 
13. The 5/4 Split can be flown safely by any pilot who experiences an R/T failure.  If the TL 
suffers an R/T failure, the manoeuvre will naturally break down.  If Red 6 suffers an R/T failure, 
there will be no acknowledgment of the TL’s ‘5/4 Split’ call and the split will not be flown. 
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ANNEX Z TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY DIRECTIVE 
PART 4, SECTION 1 

 
MANOEUVRE BRIEF: SPAGHETTI BREAK / MAGNUM BREAK 
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. Reds 1-9. 
 
AIM 
 
2. To recover the ac to an airfield for a full stop landing in an efficient and professional-looking 
manner. 
 
SPAGHETTI BREAK 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. A Spaghetti Break may be flown at an airfield where there is no established crowd line.  
The manoeuvre is dependent upon having suitable airspace and weather to complete a loop prior 
to the initiation of the break.  There is no flat option for the Spaghetti Break.  All ac break 
simultaneously to pre-briefed angles and land in sequence from opposite direction circuits.  The 
landing sequence is identical to the left/right break. 
 
SET UP 
 
4. The Spaghetti Break is initiated from Straight and level, 300’ QFE and 360 Kt.  The pull up 
for the loop is initiated at least halfway down the active runway.  The manoeuvre is flown from 
Diamond formation.  On shorter runways, the Leader will commence the Spaghetti loop sufficiently 
upwind so that Reds 8 and 9 have ample time to complete their downwind checks after the break.  
The leader will give enough notice of the decision to undergo a Spaghetti Break so the Team ‘Nav’ 
can negotiate airspace and the Team members can pre-brief themselves in preparation for the 
break. 
 
SEQUENCE 
 
5. On the run-in to the break, the leader will call, 'this is for a down the line spaghetti to land'; 
the call will be acknowledged by Red 2.  The TL will arrange the formation into Diamond.  Initially, 
a normal loop is flown, and the TL may delay his smoke call if he believes the Team have limited 
smoke left.  As the Team apex at the top of the loop, Red 6 deepens Gypo to give greater 

separation from Enid and Red 7 lengthens slightly as well.  At approximately 30 nose-down over 
the top of the loop, the TL calls 'Reds…’ at this point all remaining ac select white smoke on.  The 
TL continues with the call ‘…break, break, Go’.  This call should occur before the vertical to avoid 
Reds 8 and 9 having to pull back through the vertical, which could compromise MSD for them.  On 
the ‘Go’, all ac roll to their pre-briefed angles.  Once they have established separation, all ac select 
airbrake out and 85%.  Pilots are not to go heads in at this point but should aim to pull the throttle 

back beyond the vertical.  All ac are spaced equally by 40 and continue the descent, establishing 

a gentle 20 descent.  The TL then calls ‘smoke off Go’, timed to ensure the ac remain at or above 
MSD.  At this point all ac climb to 1000 ft while selecting idle and continue as per a left/right break 
with ac sequencing from either side of the runway.  Over built-up areas, 1000 ft MSD is used, and 
this height is also used for the remaining circuit. 
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TECHNIQUE 
 
6. The following are actions taken during the TL’s initiation of the break, ‘Reds…break, break, 
Go"’: 
 

a. On 'Reds', all remaining ac turn their smoke on.  By this time, Red 6 will have 
deepened Gypo to approximately twice their normal depth to maintain added separation with 
Enid.  Red 7 will also lengthen to give added separation between himself and Reds 8 and 9. 

 
b. On 'Go'. 

 
(1) Reds 8 and 9 unload to 0 g and roll to 160º relative to the active runway direction. 

 
(2) Reds 4 and 5 maintain their load and roll to 120º relative to the active runway 
direction.  This is a fast roll rate. 

 
(3) Reds 2 and 3 maintain their load and roll to 80º relative to the active runway 
direction.  The roll rate is slightly slower than Reds 4 and 5, identical to the Vertical 
Break. 

 
(4) Reds 6 and 7 wait for the gap between Reds 1 and 2, and Reds 1 and 3 
respectively and split it. 

 
Break schematic: 

 

 
 
7. Once the break has started, pilots initially roll to their standard angles.  Pilots can use the 
HSI and heading bug to assist this but should aim to set this visually.  Once the ac have 
established their angles, they select 85% power and airbrake out.  Pilots are to avoid going heads-
in at this point and should aim to pull the throttle back to beyond the vertical.  The pilots are trained 
to look left and right to ensure similar descent profile and spacing, but most importantly to clear 
their own flight path in case there are obstructions that might affect the ac recovery from the 

descent.  A controlled descent profile is flown with ac holding attitude at 20 nose-down.  This 
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allows for a safe and controlled descent with MSD captured easily.  The minimum height for all ac 
is 500' QFE and 1000' over built-up areas. 
 
8. When the TL calls 'smoke off Go', the pilots should simultaneously select idle power, switch 
smoke off, pitch up, and turn to achieve 1000’ QFE on downwind heading.  Individual pilots may 
manoeuvre to decelerate below gear limiting speed but should never turn more than 70 degrees 
away from downwind heading to avoid a confliction with trailing ac.  Trailing ac avoid those ac that 
are ahead in the landing sequence.  This is most significant for ensuring safe deconfliction 
between Reds 8 and 4, and Reds 9 and 5.  If a 1000 ft MSD is used, pilots will turn level to 
maintain this height. 
 
9. Finals.  Red 8 will always declare the wind direction to set the contract for the type of finals 
stack for the entire formation (he will always be the first ac to land).  On initiation of the finals turn, 
Red 8 will turn his smoke on to enable Red 9 to confirm his position and call “8 gear”. Red 9 will 
then turn finals to establish a 2000 ft separation and will call “9 gear”.  At this point Red 8 will turn 
off his smoke so that 4 can confirm Red 9’s position, and so on as per the left/right break.  
Preceding ac on finals should check that the ac ahead has called ‘C/S Gear’ and confirm visually 
that the gear is down.  It is possible that Reds 8 and/or 9 will turn finals before their gear is down 
and locked.  In this case, they will call ‘finals’.  They are to call ‘gear’ once down and locked.  Odd 
numbered ac will land on the left side of the runway and evens to the right.  The ac will land in the 
order 8,9,4,5,2,3,6,7,1, as per the Left/Right Break, but use their normal callsigns, not 1L, 1R etc.  
If a go round is initiated, then the pilot should fly a circuit in the direction in which he commenced 
the break. 
 
EMERGENCIES 
 
10. Prior to the break any pilot may call ‘fly it through’ should he have an emergency, or he can 
escape if he deems it unsafe to remain in close formation; either action will result in the breakdown 
of the manoeuvre and the Spaghetti break will not be flown.  For minor emergencies, the pilots are 
briefed to break as normal, leave smoke on, and then inform Red 1.  Red 1 will then decide the 
landing priorities for his formation. 
 
ESCAPE PROCEDURES 
 
11. Escape procedures are SOP throughout the break. 
 
R/T FAILURE 
 
12. If Red 1 has a failure to transmit then he will be unable to initiate the break and the 
manoeuvre will break down.  XO will try to establish contact on A/VHF.  Wingman with a receive 
failure will fly the loop and will be aware of the forthcoming break when: Reds 1,2 and 3 switch 
white smoke on; for Reds 6-9, depth is taken.  At all times the pilots fly their allocated angles and 
profile and attempt to re-establish comms once he has recovered from the descent. 
 
MAGNUM BREAK 
 
OVERVIEW  
 
13. The Wall to Spaghetti Break (Magnum) is initiated from the same speed and height 
parameters as the Spaghetti Break; however, the formation will set-up in Wall and move to 
Diamond during the pull-up. The formation split, and the landing sequence is exactly the same as 
the Spaghetti Break.  
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SEQUENCE  
 
14. On the run-in to the break, the leader will call, 'this is for a down the line for the Magnum’; 
the call will be acknowledged by Red 2. The TL will then arrange the formation into Wall. Once the 
wall formation is established the TL will call ‘Smoke On Go’ (Reds 1-5,8 and 9 smoke white). The 
TL may delay his smoke call if he believes the Team have limited smoke left. The TL will initiate 
the loop by calling ‘and pulling Up’. Once the pull is established the TL will call ‘Diamond Go’. This 
will be acknowledged by Reds 2,3,8 and 9. Reds 6 and 7 will lengthen onto the Diamond 
reference. Red 7 will call ‘aboard’ when Reds 8 and 9 are in position, enabling the TL to call the 
break. 

 
TECHNIQUE  
 
15. Once the TL’s command ‘Diamond Go’ is acknowledged, Reds 2-5, 8 and 9 should 
collapse their width from Wall into Diamond to ensure an even rate of closure across both sides of 
the formation. At the same time Reds 6 and 7 should lengthen onto Diamond reference. On '9', all 
remaining ac turn their smoke on. By this time, Red 6 will have deepened Gypo to approximately 
twice their normal depth to maintain added separation with Enid. Red 7 will also lengthen to give 
added separation between himself and Reds 8 and 9 
 
EMERGENCIES  
 
16. Prior to the break any pilot may call ‘fly it through’ should he have an emergency. If still in 
Wall, he can maintain position or if in Diamond he can escape if he deems it unsafe to remain in 
close formation. Either action will result in the breakdown of the manoeuvre and the Modified 
Spaghetti break will not be flown. For minor emergencies, the pilots are briefed to break as normal, 
leave smoke on, and then inform the TL. The TL will then decide the landing priorities for the 
formation.  
 
ESCAPE PROCEDURES  
 
Escape procedures are SOP throughout the break.  
 
R/T FAILURE  
 
17. If Red 1 has a failure to transmit then he will be unable to initiate the move from Wall into 
Diamond, or initiate the break, depending on where the failure occurs. The manoeuvre will 
subsequently break down. XO will try to establish contact on A/VHF. Wingmen with a receive 
failure before the Diamond move will maintain their wall reference, fly the loop and the manoeuvre 
will break down. Wingmen with a receive failure after the move to Diamond will be made aware of 
the forthcoming break when Reds 6 and 7 switch their smoke on or, for Reds 1-5, the break is 
initiated. If there is no ‘Aboard’ call from Red 9 the break will not be flown, and the loop will be 
completed in Diamond. At all times the pilots fly their allocated angles and profile and attempt to re-
establish comms once he has recovered from the descent.  
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ANNEX AA TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY DIRECTIVE 
PART 4, SECTION 1 

 
MANOEUVRE BRIEF: SHOTGUN 
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. Synchro. 
 
AIM 
 
2. To fly along the display line with Red 6 and Red 7 alternating between straight and level 
and inverted flight.   
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. Synchro will fly along the display line, wings level, and will periodically roll inverted and then 
upright, both in and out of sequence.   
 
SETUP 
 
4. Red 6 will line-up along the display line at 200ft and 350kts. Red 7 will be established in the 
perch position, which is above Red 6’s right wing tip at approximately standard Line Astern length 
and tail fin depth.  
 
SEQUENCE 
 
5. Red 6 will call for, “Smoke On” and then, “Synchro Roll Go”, at this point Synchro roll 
inverted, Red 6 initiates a roll-in to the right and Red 7 to the left, creating the visual of both aircraft 
spot-rolling in opposite directions. Once inverted Red 6 will call, “7 Roll Go”, Red 7 will roll upright 
(rolling to the right) whilst Red 6 remains inverted. Red 6 will then call, “Synchro Roll Go”, Red 6 
will roll upright (rolling to the left) and Red 7 will roll inverted (rolling to the left). Red 6 will then call, 
“6 Roll Go”, Red 6 will roll inverted (rolling to the right) whilst Red 7 remains inverted. Finally, Red 
6 will call, “Synchro Roll Go” and both Red 6 and 7 will roll upright (Red 6 rolling to the left and 7 
rolling to the right). Red 6 always rolls inverted to the right and upright to the left. Red 7 always 
rolls inverted to the left and upright to the right. 
 
TECHNIQUE 
 
6. Figure 1 shows the side view of the Shotgun: 
 

 
 
       Fig - 1 

(a)

Red 6

Red 6 Red 6

Red 6 Red 6 Red 6

Red 7 Red 7 Red 7

Red 7 Red 7 Red 7

(b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
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a. Synchro will be established in a similar setup for the Mirror Flat, with Red 7 in the 
‘perch’ position. 
 
b. Red 6 will call, “Synchro Roll, Go”.  Red 6 will roll to the inverted attitude, rolling in to 
the right. Red 7 will roll into the inverted attitude, rolling to the left.  Both Synchro will be 
inverted at this stage. 
 
c. Red 6 will call, “7 Roll Go”, at this point Red 7 will roll upright, rolling to the right. 
Red 6 will remain inverted.  
 
d. Red 6 will call, “Synchro Roll Go”, both Red 6 and Red 7 roll at this stage. Red 6 
rolls upright rolling to the left and Red 7 rolls inverted rolling to the left. 
 
e. Red 6 will call, “6 Roll Go”, at this point Red 6 will roll inverted, rolling to the right. 
Red 7 will remain inverted. 
 
f.  Red 6 will call, “Synchro Roll, Go”. Red 6 will roll to the inverted attitude, rolling in to 
the right. Red 7 will roll into the inverted attitude, rolling to the left. Both Synchro will be 
upright, and the manoeuvre will be complete at this stage - Red 6 will call “Complete”. 
 

7. Red 7 will use the same ‘perch’ reference for Corkscrew when both aircraft are upright. 
When both aircraft are inverted Red 7 will use the intersection between the flap and the aileron on 
Red 6’s left wing, maintaining depth, width and length. When Red 6 is inverted and Red 7 is 
upright, Red 7 will use the intersection between the flap and the aileron on Red 6’s left wing, 
maintaining depth, width and length. 
 
EMERGENCIES & ESCAPE PROCEDURES 
 
8. Red 7 can call, “Fly it Through” before Red 6 has called, “Roll, Go”. Red 6 will acknowledge 
the “Fly it Through” and continue flying along the line, using R/T to investigate the problem. If either 
Synchro ac has a malfunction whilst inverted that necessitates a roll out, they will carry out the Exit 
Procedure described below. 
 
9. Red 6 reserves the right to call, “Complete” if required to remedy a minor malfunction. In 
this case, Red 7 will acknowledge. 
 
EXIT PROCEDURE 
 
10. If any ac suffers an emergency which results in the ac unable to hold length, the following 
Exit R/T and procedures apply: 

 
a. If Red 6 has the malfunction:  “6 Exit” – “7”.  Red 7 will apply full front stick (as he 
calls “7”) if he is in the inverted attitude, before rolling out and avoiding Red 6. If Red 7 is 
upright, then he will pull back on the stick to the light buffet (as he calls “7”). 

 
b. If Red 7 has the malfunction:  “7’s Escaped” – “6”. 

 
R/T FAILURE 
 
11. If Red 6 has a transmitter failure, Red 7 will not hear his roll-in call. In this case, Red 7 will 
remain upright, allowing extra room for Red 6 to manoeuvre. If Red 7 has a receiver malfunction, 
he will not hear Red 6’s call but will see him roll in. In this case, Red 7 will remain upright and 
follow Red 6 down the line, leaving enough room for Red 6 to manoeuvre. 
 
1. 12. If Red 6 tx or Red 7 rx fails during the manoeuvre Red 7 will see Red 6 rolling 
without RT commands. In this situation he will lengthen, widen and roll upright and attempt to 
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contact Red 6 on A/VHF. Nose-tail separation will ensure no MAC/confliction issues if either radio 
fails.
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ANNEX BB TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY DIRECTIVE 
PART 4, SECTION 1 

 
MANOEUVRE BRIEF: PYTHON 
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. 1-5. 
 
AIM 
 
2. To arrive on an angle in front of the crowd and perform two consecutive barrel rolls78 in 
Leaders Benefit formation.  
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. The formation approach datum in Leaders Benefit from the CF-CR 45° and aim to perform 
two consecutive barrel rolls. The pull up for the first roll is timed so that at approximately 320° of 
roll the bank will be held in order to present a plan-form aspect of the formation at datum. The turn 
is maintained, and the TL shall judge the ease up of the second roll to coincide with the desired CF 
exit track.  
 
 
 

 
 

Plan view of Python 
 
SETUP 
 
4. The TL rolls Enid out on the CF-CR 45° having had Reds 4 and 5 move ‘uncalled’ into 
Leaders Benefit during the positioning turn. The ease up for the first roll is timed to de-conflict with 
the preceding Gypo/Synchro manoeuvre.  
 
SEQUENCE 
 
5. With Enid rolled out on the CF-CR 45° the TL calls “White on Go”, followed by “Easing Up”, 
“Colour on Go”,79 “And Roll”. A barrel roll is performed and after approximately 290° of roll the TL 
calls “Holding the Bank, Now”. This last command should result in Enid holding approximately 40° 
AoB for the crowd present at datum. Throughout the manoeuvre, the TL may call for further bank 
adjustment in order to ensure crowd line safety, or for geometry correction. The TL will then call 
“White on Go” before initiating the second roll, exiting on the CF-CL 45°. 

 
78 The barrel roll technique is IAW Annex C, part 4, RAFAT DD 
79 Reds 4 and 5 smoke colour only.  
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TECHNIQUE 
 
6. The technique is the same as all barrel rolls performed on RAFAT albeit with Reds 4 and 5 
in Leaders Benefit. The only difference is that the first roll is finished with approximately 40° RH 
AoB applied and therefore the starting position for the second roll is not a wings level ease up. 
However, this does not pose any extra difficulties to flying a roll, only a different nuance to the 
initial input.  
 
EMERGENCIES AND ESCAPE PROCEDURES 
 
7. Pilots should either ‘fly it through’ (FIT) if possible to maintain formation or escape. 
Standard rolling escapes should be used throughout the manoeuvre. If an escape is initiated in the 
first roll, further consideration must be made for the post escape positioning in relation to 
Synchro/Gypo’s location80.  
 
R/T FAILURE 
 
8. If the TL has a failure to transmit it will soon become apparent when Reds 2-5 fail to put 
their smoke on prior to the ease up. Uncle Enid can attempt to establish comms with the TL at 
suitable juncture. If Reds 2-5 experience a receive fail they should attempt to fly the manoeuvre to 
completion and attempt to re-establish comms, cognisant that Gypo will use #20 soon as the 
Python is complete. 
 
 

 
80 In 2015, Gypo will be positioning for the Gypo Break; therefore, Enid should escape on-crowd. 
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ANNEX CC TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY DIRECTIVE 
PART 4, SECTION 1 

 
MANOEUVRE BRIEF: MIRROR ROLL 

AC INVOLVED 

1. Gypo (Reds 6-9). 

AIM 

2. To fly an inverted barrel roll for Red 6 with Red 7 in Mirror below and Reds 8 and 9 in Arrow 
on Red 6’s wing. 

OVERVIEW 

3. Once established in a stable formation shape, the formation will pitch upwards and then fly 
a barrel roll to the left in front of the crowd.  Red 6 will be inverted and will lead the manoeuvre with 
Red 7 below in Mirror and Reds 8 and 9 in Arrow on Red 6.  The manoeuvre is completed with 
Red 7 lengthening and Red 6 rolling upright while Reds 8 and 9 fly co-ordinated high-speed 
rollbacks. 

SETUP 

4. Gypo will get into the correct position (uncalled) on the required run-in heading before 
initiating the manoeuvre.  Red 7 will position offset left below Red 6 and Reds 8 and 9 will position 
wide prior to the roll in.  This is particularly relevant for Red 9 on the left as Red 6 will move over to 
the left a little during his roll-in.  Red 6 will ensure that the run-in heading provides adequate 
spacing for the roll to be completed without any infringement of the 230 M line.  

SEQUENCE 

5. The manoeuvre is initiated by Red 6 calling ‘smoke on go…and 6 rolling in’; all 4 ac put 
white smoke on.  Once Red 6 has rolled inverted, he pauses for a couple of seconds to allow Reds 
7-9 to close into their Mirror Roll positions.  Red 6 calls ‘easing Up’ whereupon he initiates a wings 
level push to -2.5g.  He will call ‘…and roll’ on passing 25° NU, initiating the roll by pushing the 
stick left and holding the load.  To minimise the chance of cognitive failure, all barrel rolls are flown 
to the left.  At the completion of the roll, Red 6 calls ‘holding the bank now…And 6 rolling out’.  On 
the A, Red 7 uses airbrake and reduces power slightly to lengthen.  Reds 8 and 9 fly rollbacks 
away from Red 6 on the ‘6’.  This allows a safe and comfortable separation from Red 6 during his 
roll-out. 

TECHNIQUE 

6. The diagram below depicts the start/finish positions of Reds 6-9 during the barrel roll phase 
of the manoeuvre as seen from in front/behind: 

 

Gypo positions for Mirror Roll 
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7. The technique for Red 6 is the same as it is for Red 1 leading a normal barrel roll.  The 
entry parameters for the manoeuvre are 360kts and 300ft.  By achieving -2.5g and rolling at 25° 
NU, he will aim to apex the roll at a height of 2700ft.  Ideally, he should aim to finish the manoeuvre 
at approx 700-1000ft from a roll-in height of 300ft.  This allows a buffer to ensure 300ft MSD is not 
broken and will give the manoeuvre a level appearance to the crowd as it progresses away from 
datum.  Red 7 positions in Mirror below Red 6 and should aim to position long (approx half an ac 
length) until he is happy to push forward to pure Mirror.  Red 7 must lead with outside rudder prior 
to the roll input from Red 6 to avoid going behind it.  Reds 8 and 9 fly a normal roll on the wing of 
Red 6 looking down the leading edge of his wing.  Prior to the roll-out, Red 6 will achieve a slight 
climbing attitude with Red 7 lengthening with airbrake and power and Reds 8 and 9 perform hi-
speed Rollbacks for separation.  The formation then finishes in loose Shuttle prior to the “smoke off 
go” call.   

8. Should 6 be below 2700ft at the apex of the roll, he shall unload slightly and/or increase the 
roll rate during the second half of the manoeuvre to finish the roll high, with the 3 ac on his wing 
able to cope with any load/roll rate changes.  6 will additionally cross check his AI during the final 
quarter of the roll to ensure that, if a steep ND attitude (30°-35°) has developed the roll rate is 
subsequently increased to complete the roll at the intended height. 

EMERGENCIES AND ESCAPE PROCEDURES 

9. Pilots should either fly it through if possible to maintain formation or else escape.  To avoid 
stepping on the leader’s ‘holding the bank’ call, pilots should try to avoid using R/T to alert the 
formation to their emergency until the bank angle is established.  Should Red 6 need to escape, he 
will call ‘6 exit’, acknowledged by Red 7 only, and he should continue the roll as he drops 
backwards out of position.  7 will take depth on 6.  At the ‘exit’ call 8 assumes the lead and 
completes the barrel roll as planned with 7 and 9 formating on him.  6 can roll upright as soon as 
he is clear behind the formation.  Should 7 need to escape he will call ‘7s escaped’ and will fall 
back away from the formation.  Should 8 or 9 need to escape they are to complete a rolling escape 
as they would do during any other formation roll.  

R/T FAILURE 

10. If Red 6 has a failure to transmit, formation members should try to go with the manoeuvre 
and anticipate an uncalled roll.  XO will try to establish contact on A/VHF.  Wingmen suffering Rx 
failures should attempt to re-establish comms on A/VHF at a safe juncture, ideally, once the bank 
angle has been held.  8 and 9 are to auto-widen rather than attempt a roll-back to complete the 
manoeuvre if they have suffered a receive failure.
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ANNEX DD TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY DIRECTIVE 
PART 4, SECTION 1 

 
MANOEUVRE BRIEF: LEFT/RIGHT BREAK  
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. Reds 1-9 plus Red 10 on an opportunity basis. This break will not be flown if any member 
of Reds 1-9 is missing; the SOP for a missing man will be for a Big Battle Break to land.  
 
AIM 
 
2. To recover the ac to an airfield for a full stop landing in an efficient and professional-looking 
manner. 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. A Left/Right break (L/R Break) may be flown at an airfield where there is no confliction to a 
crowd line.  Pairs of ac fly simultaneous breaks to the left and right, and land in sequence from 
opposite circuit directions.  The manoeuvre is flown ‘flat’ only. 
 
SET UP 
 
4.   The manoeuvre will be flown from Big Vixen for a formation comprising Reds 1-9, and from 
Mange if Red 10 is on board the formation.  The break will be flown at 310-330 Kt and should the 
speed be greater, then Red 1 will call, ‘We are hot’.  The break is initiated from 300’ QFE when the 
formation is within the airfield boundary. 
 
SEQUENCE 
 
5. Check-in. Prior to the break, when the formation is assembled, a left to right check-in 
is to be performed as follows: “1 Left” (Red 9), “2 Left” (Red 5), “3 Left” (Red 3), “4 Left” (Red 
7), “5 Left” (Red 1); “1 Right” (Red 8), “2 Right” (Red 4), “3 Right “ (Red 2), “4 Right” (Red 6) (“5 
Right” (Red 10), if aboard - ‘Mange formation’ only). Post check-in, pilots are to retain their L/R 
ident until the landing sequence is complete, except for acknowledgements to the Leaders info 
calls. 
 
6. Execution. The Team Leader will initiate the break with the call, “Reds...Breaking...Now”. 
The formation breaks in pairs, initiated by the ‘Right’ call signs. The break commences when 1 
Right calls “One Righ-Ta”, at which point 1 Right and 1 Left break away on the “Ta”. Then 2 Right 
will initiate his pairs’ break and so on. The Team Leader will set the cadence of the break in his 
call, while consideration must be made not to speed the cadence up as this will reduce the 
separation downwind. The ‘Right’ elements must not initiate the break if the preceding left-hand 
side ac has not broken away.  
 
7. Smoke. The Team Leader will call for smoke prior to the break. Reds 2 & 3 (and Red1 if 
Mange formation) should only switch on their smoke when they hear “Reds...(Breaking….Now)”. 
Smoke should be switched off as the ac rolls out downwind. Downwind height is 700 ft.  
 
8. Finals.  The Team Leader will begin the break to give 1 Right sufficient time to complete 
his D/W cx before turning finals. 1 Right will declare the wind direction to set the type of finals stack 
for the entire formation.  On initiation of the finals turn, 1 Right will turn his white smoke on to 
enable 1 Left to confirm his position and call “1 Right gear”. 1 Left will then turn finals to establish a 
2000 ft separation with the correct stack and will call “1 Left gear” whilst turning his white smoke 
on.  At this point 1 Right will turn off his smoke so that 2 Right can confirm 1 Left’s position, and so 
on.  If there is a tail wind component of less than 10 knots, and the runway has enough length to 
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do so, the Team Leader may elect to land with a tail wind. 1 Right will call “double spacing” after 
declaring the wind direction to establish a 4000 ft landing separation between each ac.  Preceding 
ac on finals are to check that the ac ahead has called ‘C/S Gear’ and confirms visually that the 
gear is down. 
 
TECHNIQUE 
 
9. The technique for the break manoeuvre is slightly different to the standard RAFAT break; 
the ac is rolled to approximately 70 degrees and then pitched initially on light buffet whilst selecting 
idle and airbrake to achieve 700’ on rollout heading.  The pilots are trained and pre-briefed to 
ensure they achieve a consistent upward vector throughout the break manoeuvre. If any pilot 
needs to go-around, the L/R ident will be retained (per para 5) and the ac is to be turned downwind 
in the same direction as the break. 
 
EMERGENCIES 
 
10. Prior to the break any pilot may call ‘fly it through’ should he have an emergency, or he can 
escape if he deems it unsafe to remain in close formation; either action will result in the breakdown 
of the manoeuvre and the L/R break will not be flown.  For minor emergencies, the pilots are 
briefed to break in their allocated place in the break sequence, leave smoke on, and then inform 
Red 1 once the last call has been made in the break sequence.  Red 1 will then decide the landing 
priorities for his formation. 
 
ESCAPE PROCEDURES 
 
11. Escape procedures are SOP prior to the break.  
 
R/T FAILURE 
 
12. If Red 1 has a failure to transmit then he will be unable to initiate the break and the 
manoeuvre will break down.  XO will try to establish contact on A/VHF.  Wingman with ‘Right’ 
callsigns who suffer a transmit failure will not be able to call the next sequence of the break and the 
manoeuvre will break down.  Wingmen with a ‘Right’ callsign who have a receive failure will not call 
the break until they have heard the preceding call in the break sequence and hence the 
manoeuvre is stopped. Wingmen with a ‘Left’ callsign who have a receive fail shall fly their break 
only if they can positively determine that their opposition (Right) partner has initiated the break. If in 
any doubt, they are to remain in their position and the break will not called by the next ac in the 
sequence. 
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ANNEX EE TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 

 
MANOEUVRE BRIEF: COBRA 
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. 1-5. 
 
AIM 
 
2. To perform 4 sets of rollbacks on the inbound and outbound CF 45° from Big 5 formation.     
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. Inbound on the CF-CL 45° Reds 2&3 and 4&5 will fly one set of matched rollbacks each 
prior to a level turn at datum. On the outbound CF-CL 45°, the same sets of rollbacks will be also 
be flown. The rollbacks are flown in the same way as stated in Annex J, RAFAT DD Part 4.  
 
  
 
 
 

 
 

Plan view of Cobra 
 
SETUP 
 
4. The TL rolls Enid out on the CF-CL 45° in Big 5 formation at 270-300 kts A/B out.   
 
SEQUENCE 
 
5. Following the TL’s command to turn smoke on, the TL will then call “2&3 Roll Go”; Reds 
2&3 will perform rollbacks up and away from the formation to re-join on the outside of Reds 4&5. 
Simultaneously, Reds 4&5 will close up to the Arrow reference on the TL. When Reds 2&3 have 
safely completed their rollbacks, they will call “Clear” respectively. The “Clear” call tells the TL that 
the rollbacks are complete81. The TL will then initiate the command for Reds 4&5 to rollback by 
calling “Reds 4&5 Roll Go”. Once Red 5 has called “Clear”, the TL will call “Coming Right Now” to 
turn the formation onto the CF-CR 45°. After the roll out, the same sequence of rollbacks will occur; 
however, Red 5 will call “Complete” following his second rollback to terminate the manoeuvre.  

 
81 This is the only difference to the rollbacks flow in Annex J, which has Red 3/5 calling Go/Complete post rollbacks IOT 
initiate/terminate the next set.  
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TECHNIQUE 
 
6. The execution of Cobra rollbacks are exactly the same as stated in Annex J at Part 4. 
 
EMERGENCIES 
 
7. Pilots should either fly it through (FIT) if possible to maintain formation or escape.  Pilots 
suffering engine failures must ensure that the airbrake is selected in to maximise gliding range. 
Escape procedures are covered in Rollbacks (Annex J). 
 
R/T FAILURE 
 
8. If the leader has a failure to transmit, it will soon become apparent as wingmen fail to 
execute the anticipated manoeuvres; the leader will FIT and try to establish contact on A/VHF.  
Wingmen suffering Rx failures should remain in formation, the TL will see that the manoeuvre 
sequence has broken down and will FIT.  If a re-joining ac suffers a Tx failure, the Clear/Clear call 
will not be heard by other formation members; therefore, the manoeuvre sequence will safely break 
down 
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ANNEX FF TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 
 

MANOEUVRE BRIEF: HURRICANE 
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. Gypo. 
 
AIM 
 
2. To fly along the display line with Red 6 and Red 7 alternating between straight and level 
and inverted flight whilst 8 and 9 roll behind.   
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. Synchro will fly a shortened Shotgun manoeuvre whilst 8 and 9 fly Corkscrew.   
 
SETUP 
 
4. Red 6 will line-up along the display line at 340kts. Red 7 will fly the ‘Corkscrew Perch’ 
position, which is above Red 6’s right wing tip at approximately standard Line Astern length and tail 
fin depth.  Red 8 will fly on Red 7’s depth and 6 ac lengths behind Red 7 on the right-hand side.  
Red 9 will fly the same depth but taking an extra 6 ac lengths from Red 8’s ac.  
 
SEQUENCE 
 
5. Red 6 will call for, “Smoke On” and then, “Gypo Roll Go”, at this point Synchro roll inverted, 
Red 6 initiates a roll-in to the right and Red 7 to the left, creating the visual of both aircraft spot-
rolling in opposite directions. At the same time 8 and 9 change their coloured smoke (Roll Go) and 
start their opposing rolls around the smoke. To give Red 6 SA on 8 and 9, Red 9 gives an 
information call of “Aboard” once the rolls have commenced. After the ‘Aboard’ Red 6 will call, “7 
Roll Go”, Red 7 will roll upright (rolling to the right) whilst Red 6 remains inverted. Red 6 will then 
call, “Synchro Roll Go”, Red 6 will roll upright (rolling to the left) and Red 7 will roll inverted (rolling 
to the left). Red 7 will then position with rudder to the opposite wing tip of Red 6 ready for the roll 
out. As Red 9 finishes his 3rd roll he calls “Com-Plete” and both he and Red 8 change back to white 
smoke. At the same time as Red 9 calling complete Red 7 rolls out to the left to position on the 
perch to the left of Red 6. 
 
TECHNIQUE 
 
6. The diagram below shows the side view of the Modified Corkscrew for Synchro: 
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Red 6

Red 6 Red 6

Red 6 Red 6 Red 6

Red 7 Red 7 Red 7

Red 7 Red 7 Red 7

(b) (c)
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(d) (e) (f)
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a. Synchro will be established in a similar setup for the Corkscrew, with Red 7 in the 
‘perch’ position. 
 
b. Red 6 will call, “Gypo Roll, Go”.  Red 6 will roll to the inverted attitude, rolling in to 
the right. Red 7 will roll into the inverted attitude, rolling to the left.  Both Synchro will be 
inverted at this stage. 
 
c. Red 6 will call, “7 Roll Go”, at this point Red 7 will roll upright, rolling to the right. 
Red 6 will remain inverted.  
 
d. Red 6 will call, “Synchro Roll Go”, both Red 6 and Red 7 roll at this stage. Red 6 
rolls upright rolling to the left and Red 7 rolls inverted rolling to the left. 
 
e. Red 9 will call, “Complete”, at this point Red 7 will roll out, rolling to the left.  

 
7. Red 7 will use the same ‘perch’ reference for Corkscrew when both aircraft are upright. 
When both aircraft are inverted Red 7 will use Red 6’s wing tip, maintaining depth, width and 
length. When Red 6 is inverted and Red 7 is upright, Red 7 will use Red 6’s wing tip, maintaining 
depth, width and length. 
 
8. Reds 8 and 9 will use the same technique as the standard Corkscrew. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) “Gypo Roll Go”, Red 8 will apply left bank before reversing the input to continue 
flying a right-hand barrel roll.  The opposite applies to Red 9.  They will need to add a small 
amount of power to maintain their length during their rolls. 
 
(b) Red 8 and 9 should fly their rolls using a rhythm that will be developed over the 
winter trg period.  The aim is that they fly matched barrel rolls, albeit in opposite directions.  
 
(c) The ‘bottom half’ of each roll will be loaded with a reasonably slow roll rate, 
attempting to describe as close to a circle as possible. 
 
(d) As Reds 8 and 9 reach the apex of each roll they should increase the roll rate whilst 
maintaining the load.  This will ensure that the rolls remain ‘tight’ around Synchro’s smoke 
trails. 
 
(e) For the first 2 rolls, Reds 8 and 9 will not stop the bank as they reach the horizon 
but will continue until they have each flown 3 rolls.  At the end of the 3rd roll they will stop 
wings level with Red 9 calling “Complete”. 

 
9.  After Red 9 has called “Complete” and Red 7 has rolled out Red 6 will call “Coming right 
now”. Red 7 will flat turn so that Synchro will be in Line Astern and Reds 8 and 9 flying Escort on 
their respective sides (fudge applied as required). 
 
EMERGENCIES & ESCAPE PROCEDURES 
 
10. Any of the formation can call “Fly it Through” before Red 6 has called “Gypo Roll Go”.  Red 
6 will acknowledge the “Fly it Through” and continue flying along the Display Line, using the R/T to 
investigate the problem. If either Synchro ac has a malfunction during the manoeuvre that 
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necessitates an exit, they will carry out the Exit Procedure described below.  If Reds 8 or 9 have an 
emergency during their rolls, they will roll out on their side and attempt to maintain length.  If Red 8 
cannot maintain length, the Exit Procedure will be used. 
 
11. Red 6 reserves the right to call, “Complete” if required to remedy a minor malfunction. In 
this case, Synchro will roll the correct way up if inverted and Reds 8 and 9 will complete the roll 
they are flying at the time. 
 
12.  If the length between Reds 8 and 9 decreases to an unsafe extent during the rolls, Red 9 is 
to roll out and avoid Red 8.  It behoves Red 8 to remain on length and not drift long.  The same 
applies if Red 8 is too close to Synchro, he will simply roll out on his own side, avoiding their ac, 
Red 9 can continue to roll in this case and call “complete” at the appropriate time.  
 
EXIT PROCEDURE 
 
13. If any ac suffers an engine emergency which results in a loss of thrust that means the ac is 
unable to hold length, the following Exit R/T and procedures apply: 

 
a. If Red 6 has the malfunction: “6 Exit” – “7”, “8”, ”9”; Red 7 will apply full front stick if 
inverted or pull if the correct way up (as he calls “7”) before rolling out and avoiding Red 6.  
Reds 8 and 9 roll-out on their own sides and avoid Reds 6 and 7. 

 
b. If Red 7 has the malfunction:  “7 Exit” – “8”, “9”, “6”; Red 7 will push if inverted or 
pull if the correct way up to ease away from Red 6.  Reds 8 and 9 roll out and avoid Reds 6 
and 7.  

 
c. If Red 8 has the malfunction: “8 Exit” – “9”, “6”; Red 9 rolls out and avoids the other 
ac. 

 
d. If Red 9 has the malfunction:  “9’s Escaped” – “6”. 

 
R/T FAILURE 
 
11. If Red 6 has a transmitter failure, Gypo will not hear his “Gypo Roll Go” call. In this case, 
Red 7 will remain upright, allowing extra room for Red 6 to manoeuvre; Reds 8 and 9 will not roll, 
there will be no “Aboard” and Red 6 will roll out. If Red 7 has a receiver malfunction, he will not 
hear Red 6’s call but will see him roll in. In this case, Red 7 will remain upright and follow Red 6 
down the line, leaving enough room for Red 6 to manoeuvre. 
 
12. If Red 6 tx or Red 7 rx fails during the manoeuvre Red 7 will see Red 6 rolling without RT 
commands. In this situation he will roll upright, and nose-tail separation will ensure no 
MAC/confliction issues if either radio fails. Red 9 will call “Complete” and Reds 8 and 9 will roll out. 
 
13.  For all other R/T failure scenarios, the manoeuvre will be safe but untidy.  It will be apparent 
to Red 6 for all other cases if there is no “Aboard” call from Red 9.  Red 6 will remain predictable 
throughout the roll in and roll out portions in all cases (always applying the same inputs). 
 
 
WORK-UP: MODIFIED CORKSCREW 
 
14. The workup will be the same as the standard Corkscrew with the Synchro rolling elements 
practiced during the pairs inverted flying stage. Reds 8 and 9 will only begin the workup once Red 
7 is able to hold a stable position as assessed by a supervisor (OC RAFAT, Team Leader or Red 
10).    
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OC RAFAT Comments: The increased lengths for Reds 8/9 from 4 to 6 ac will allow for slight 
variance in Red 7’s positioning during the Shotgun portion of the modified Corkscrew. It’s a comm-
reliant manoeuvre but it breaks down safely if there is a missed call or a minor/major emergency. 
All players will have a clearly defined escape route. The trg should be incremental: initially Reds 
8/9 are to fly the rolls without the Shotgun portion so that they build experience with a 
stable platform. Only when Red 8/9 maintain stable lengths during the rolls should Red 6 consider 
the addition of the Shotgun component. 
 
Comdt CFS Comments: In conjunction with OC RAFAT I have established that there will not be 
an appreciable increase in risk compared to the previous corkscrew.  The number of 8/9 rolls have 
been reduced and will be a more relaxed rhythm.  6 is not to step down until all elements are 
stable.
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ANNEX GG TO  
RAFAT DISPLAY DIRECTIVE  
PART 4 SECTION 1  

 
MANOEUVRE BRIEF: CENTENARY SPLIT 
 
AC INVOLVED  
 
1.  Reds 1-9  
 
AIM  
 
2.  To split the whole formation from a Loop towards the crowd, with Enid conducting a break 
with an upward vector in the vertical (like Palm Split) and Gypo conducting a break with a 
downward vector in the vertical- (similar to Vert Break).  
 
OVERVIEW  
 
3.  The formation pulls up towards the Crowd Line on the CF90 in Lancaster formation (Fig 1) 
and executes a Loop; as the lead ac’s nose passes 60° nose up, Enid symmetrically split outwards 
from the formation, from the outside of the formation, working in.  R6 continues to execute the 
Loop and at a suitable point beyond the vertical (down) R6 calls Gypo to turn away through a set 
angle to effect individual recoveries to wings level flight, generating lateral separation and fanning 
out away from the crowd.  
 
SETUP  
 
4.  The formation approaches Crowd Centre at 360kts, perpendicular to the Crowd Line (on 
the CF90) and at an appropriate point the TL commences a loop using the normal loop technique. 
The pull-up point will vary according to the wind on the day.  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 1. Lancaster   Fig 2. Phase 1 (Enid Brk)  Fig 3. Phase 2 (Gypo 

Split) 
 
 
 
SEQUENCE  
 
5.  Check-in. Prior to the break, when the formation is assembled, a left to right check-in is to 
be performed as follows: “1 Left” (Red 5),  “2 Left” (Red 3), “1 Right” (Red 4), “2 Right” (Red 2), 
“6”(R6). R6’s check-in is to confirm his intention to deepen Gypo, when Enid commence their 
break. There is no requirement for R7/8/9 to check-in; their element of the break is initiated by an 
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executive command from R6. Post check-in, pilots are to retain their L/R ident until the break is 
complete (“Smoke-off Go”) except for acknowledgements to the Leaders’ info calls.  
 
6. Execution. There are 2 phases to the break; Enid commence a break with an upwards 
vector, before the second phase whereby Gypo commence a break with a downward vector. The 
Team Leader (TL) will commence a Loop using standard technique. At 60° nose-up, the TL will 
initiate Enid’s break with the call “Enid…. Breaking.. Now”. Enid break in pairs, initiated by the 
‘Right’ callsigns. The break commences when 1 Right calls “One Righ-Ta”, at which point 1 Right 
and 1 Left break away on the “Ta”. Then 2 Right will initiate his pairs’ break. The TL will set the 
cadence of the break in his call, whilst consideration must be made not to speed the cadence up 
as this will reduce separation during the break. The ‘Right’ elements must not initiate the break if 
the preceding left-hand side ac has not broken away. Once 1L/R and 2L/R have broken, the TL will 
continue the loop until he reaches 30°ND, at which point he will spot roll and fly out on the CF90 
for Enid to re-join.  At the TL’s break call, Red 6 deepens Gypo to give greater separation from 
Enid, and specifically Red 1 as he initiates his spot roll at 30°ND. 
 
7. R6 will continue the loop on the CF90. As R6 approaches 90° nose down he initiates the 
second phase of the break with the command “Gypo….Break Break Go”. As the break is called, 
Gypo fan away from the CF90 using the same manoeuvre cadence and commence their recovery 
to wings level flight. Once the second phase of the break is initiated, each pilot must ensure that 
their own flightpath is clear, and recovery is achievable within the remaining height available.  
 
TECHNIQUE 
 
8. Phase 1 (Enid). When the appropriate ‘Right’ callsign initiates the breakaway, the Left and 
Right callsign roll 30° away from the formation, maintaining their load and power setting. Holding 
the pull, they will reference the main formation, keeping them on the horizon to match depth. On 
reaching 40° nose down, they will spot roll inwards and commence standard RAFAT sanctuary re-
join. TL will continue the loop until 30° nose down, at which point he will unload and spot roll, to fly 
outbound on the CF90 for the re-join.  
 
9. Phase 2 (Gypo). After TL has spot rolled, R6 will lead the remainder of the formation 
through the subsequent phase of the loop. When R6 initiates the break at 90°nose down, Gypo will 
roll away as follows: 
 
Reds 8 and 9 roll rapidly to 90 Deg 
Reds 6 and 7 roll to 45 Deg, using the standard cadence.  
 
10. To make the break look symmetrical, Reds 6 and 7 must use the same verbal cadence, ‘1 
Banana 2’, with each ac arriving at their correct divergent angle simultaneously. Maintaining the 
looping load for Reds 6-9, during the pull, should ensure that recovery is assured: wingmen should 
cross-check their height against R6 and be prepared to increase the load if any doubt exists over 
their ability to recover above MSD.  
 
EMERGENCIES AND ESCAPE PROCEDURES 
 
11. Prior to Phase 1 of the break, if possible, pilots should ‘fly-it-through’ to maintain formation, 
or escape. Once Phase 1 of the break is initiated, if a pilot has a minor emergency he is not to fly 
the break and remain in formation. The next-in-sequence ‘Right’ callsign will observe the 
breakdown and will not initiate any further breaks; the manoeuvre will breakdown and the loop will 
be completed by the TL.  If any member of the formation needs to escape during Phase 1, a 
‘straight-pull’ escape will ensure deconfliction from the fanning Enid break. Once Phase 2 of the 
break is initiated, a roll to normal angles and subsequent R/T call is deemed the safest manoeuvre.  
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R/T FAILURE 
 

12. R/T failures during the break can be summarised as follows: 
 

R/T Fail Probable Outcome/Diagnosis Subsequent Action Follow-on 

TL suffers R/T 
fail during break. 

‘1 Right’ does not initiate Phase 1 at 
expected time.  

TL ‘fly-it-through’. 
Completes Loop 

RAFAT SOPs for 
R/T fail. 

‘Right’ callsign 
suffers R/T fail 
during Phase 1 
break initiation. 

Opposite ‘Left’ callsign does not 
hear ‘Righ-Taa’ and subsequently 
remains in formation.  

Next sequence ‘Right’ 
callsign will not initiate 
second pair breaking if 
he has not observed 
‘Left’ breakaway as 
expected. F-I-T 

RAFAT SOPs for 
R/T fail once re-
joined.  

‘Left’ callsign 
suffers R/T fail 
during Phase 1 
break initiation. 

As above. Remains in formation. Next sequence ‘Right’ 
callsign will not initiate 
second pair breaking if 
he has not observed 
‘Left’ breakaway as 
expected. F-I-T 

RAFAT SOPs for 
R/T fail. 

Red 6 suffers 
R/T fail during 
Phase 2 
initiation. 

Red 6 will assume he has been 
heard and break to his angles. 
Remainder of Gypo will break to 
angles assuming they have suffered 
the R/T fail. 

Break will be executed 
but follow-on mvre will 
breakdown (Gypo Pass) 

RAFAT SOP for 
R/T fail during next 
Gypo mvre. 

Other member of 
Gypo suffers R/T 
fail during Phase 
2 initiation.  

Form Member will see other 
members of Gypo roll to angles and 
will follow suit.  

Break will be executed 
but follow-on mvre will 
breakdown (Gypo Pass) 

RAFAT SOP for 
R/T fail during next 
Gypo mvre. 
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ANNEX HH TO  
RAFAT DISPLAY DIRECTIVE  
PART 4 SECTION 1  

 
MANOEUVRE BRIEF: CIRCUS 
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. Synchro. 
 
AIM 
 
2. To fly a composite manoeuvre combining an advanced opposition pass with a flat carousel. 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. Synchro will fly tight individual left-hand barrel rolls before crossing at Datum, wings level 
into a Flat Carousel (3 Synchro crosses during a 360° turn). 
 
SETUP 
 
4. One ac will fly from CR and along the Display Line. The other will position CL 2 widths 
(approximately 400ft) from the Display Line.  Both ac will fly through their respective X-Points at 
100ft MSD and at 300kts with their airbrakes extended. As soon as Synchro ‘own the radio’ Red 6 
will declare the width to fly to cater for any on-crowd wind.  
 

a. In still wind or off-crowd wind conditions, he will call “Circus, On the Line”.  In this 
case, Red 7 will acknowledge and the ac will fly as described above. 

 
b. With any on-crowd wind element, Red 6 should ‘shift’ the entire manoeuvre into 
wind to allow for any drifting that might occur as the Carousel element is flown.  The amount 
into wind will be declared in ‘widths off’ (each width equates to 200ft, the width of the runway 
at RAF Scampton).  As a rule of thumb, for every 5kts on-crowd wind element, ‘one width off’ 
should be flown.  The maximum realistic amount should be ‘4 widths off’.  If Red 6 declares ‘x 
widths off’, Red 7 will acknowledge and will set up at their respective ends at that distance 
off-crowd from the Display Line.   

 
c. Consideration should be given to allowing for lateral drift. In a strong left or right 
wind, Red 6 can modify the entry pattern (throughout the preceding positioning) to allow the 
manoeuvre to start into wind. This will mean the second cross will be abeam Datum and the 
third cross an equal amount down wind. This is merely presentational, and care should be 
taken not to shift the pattern too much. In the case of very strong wind Red 6 has the option 
to declare ‘there will be no rolls’, which will be acknowledged by 7. 

 
SEQUENCE 
 
5. Red 6’s ‘widths off’ call is acknowledged by Red 7 and both ac are established on the 
correct run-in lines. Once both ac are lined up inside the X-Points Red 6 calls “Pull Go” to initiate 
the pull up into rolls. Any smoke change will be initiated on the ‘Pull’. 
 
6. The technique for the rolls is to pitch to 20° NU whilst simultaneously selecting full power.  
At 20° NU a left aileron input is made while slightly releasing some of the back pressure.  At the 
apex of the roll a positive ‘commit’ (i.e. pull down towards the ground) is required to achieve the 
shape of the roll.  If the ‘commit’ is too aggressive and the nose is too low, the technique to recover 
is to offload the back pressure and rapidly roll wings level before recovering.  ‘Wrapping up’ the roll 
will not achieve the desired result.  Lack of airbrake can significantly change the shape of the rolls 
and will cause the ac to track-progress towards each other during their first roll which could cause 
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a reduction in separation during the pass at Datum.  A pre-roll thorough check of the airbrake 
indicator is prudent. 
 
7. In strong winds it is possible for one ac to reach his DR Point before the other.  If Red 6 
reaches his DR Point first, he should execute the manoeuvre as usual.  If Red 7 is very late or 
early reaching his DR Point, he reserves the right not to enter the roll and can simply fly to a point 
whereby he will be in a position off-crowd of Red 6 ready for the turn. This is known as flying a 
‘Switch’.  As the ac approach their X-Points, it will be obvious to Red 6 if Red 7 will reach his DR 
Point first.  In this situation Red 6 can call to execute the manoeuvre for Red 7 to start his roll 
before Red 6 reaches his DR Point when he will execute his roll.  If Red 7 has flown a ‘Switch’ he 
should still change his smoke at the appropriate time and make the ‘fudge’ at the pass.  The 
‘Switch’ should be made obvious to enable Red 6 to see that safe separation at the pass will still 
be achieved.  
 
8. Another option to Red 6 with a combination of a strong wind and difficult line (green field 
site) is to call ‘Circus x widths off, there will be no rolls’ this will be acknowledged by 7. Red 7 would 
then set up on an off-crowd line (x widths off) and Red 6 on crowd (x widths off). In this case a 
normal threshold contract will apply, speed will be adjusted to 330kts A/B in, and the manoeuvre 
will begin on Red 6’s “Turn” call. 
 
9. As the ac merge Red 6 initiates the carousel part of the manoeuvre with a “Turn” call. At 
which point both pilots enter the turn and select their airbrakes in. A smoke change occurs, a 
second colour change occurs at the second and subsequent cross as detailed in the Smoke and 
R/T Plan. Once Red 7 has a clear flight path after the third merge he will call ‘Clear’. The next 
event is a ‘Tone’ from Red 6 when he is passed the DR point, which is the executive command for 
both Red 6 and 7 to turn off their smoke and pitch crowd rear. 
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TECHNIQUE 
 
10. A plan view of the Circus with the descriptions of each event is shown below: 

 
 

Figure 1 – Bird’s Eye View of Circus 
 

a. Red 6 and 7 will execute the Opposition Rolls as they reach the CR/CL DR Points. 
Red 7 will pass ‘off-crowd’ of Red 6, fudging accordingly 

 
b. As the ac cross and on Red 6’s “Turn” call, they will each select their airbrakes in 
and apply approximately 80° of bank away from the crowd, Red 6 will not turn until he is 
certain he is clear of Red 7.  Both ac will apply light buffet and full power and fly 5° nose up 
on their AIs. 

 
c. After 90° of the turn, both ac should achieve visual with the opposite ac and begin 
lowering the nose to achieve 2° nose up on the AI by 180°.  Red 6 should reduce the back 
pressure very slightly as he reaches 180°.  Red 7 will judge his turn and the amount of load 
to achieve the cross with at least 100ft MSD outside (off-crowd) of Red 6, fudging 
accordingly.  As they cross, both pilots reapply back pressure to achieve light buffet, allowing 
the nose to drop gradually to achieve 2° nose down by 360°. 

 
d. After 270° both pilots will again achieve visual with the opposite ac.  Red 6 will 
continue the turn on the light buffet and Red 7 will adjust his back pressure to achieve a 
cross with at least 100ft MSD again outside (on-crowd) of Red 6.  They will roll out on their 
initial headings at 100ft MSD and re-capture 300kts with Red 7 calling “Clear” once he is 
certain that Red 6’s flight path is clear of his ac and it is safe Red 6 to roll out of the 
manoeuvre to continue down the Display Line. 
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EMERGENCIES 
 
11. Either ac can call “Fly it Through” before Red 6’s “Pull Go” call or the “Turn” call.  Red 6 will 
speak in clear over the R/T and decide the best course of action.  
 
12. If either ac has an emergency during the roll they should not let it distract them and 
continue flying the roll first and foremost  
 
13. If a malfunction occurs during the turn, the ac will continue if possible remaining predictable 
and calling the issue over the R/T.  At opposite sides of the circle, either ac can roll out and position 
high to remedy the problem. 
 
ESCAPE PROCEDURES 
 
14. Before Red 6 calls the first “Pull Go” the escapes are on-crowd for the CR ac and off-crowd 
for the CL ac.  During the 1st rolls the ac flight paths cross, therefore after the first “Pull Go” the 
escapes change to off-crowd for the pilot who flies the CR pattern and on-crowd for the CL pattern 
pilot. The escape from the roll itself is to unload and roll wings level rapidly before recovering the 
rate of descent. 
 
15. In the carousel element Red 6 will maintain the turn and remain predictable.  If Red 7 feels 
he will not achieve at least 100ft MSD at the cross, he will fly low and roll wings level away from 
Red 6, even if that results in his ac breaching the 230m Display Line. Red 7 should always fly the 
turn to achieve the MSD on Red 6; if the turn results in his ac crossing the Display Line, it will be 
debriefed as a safety point. 
 
R/T FAILURES 
 
16. If Red 7 does not hear Red 6 call to roll he can fly the rolls visually once he sees Red 6 
start his rolls.  If he is not content to fly the rolls he should fly the ‘Switch’ and position to cross off-
crowd of Red 6.  An attempt to contact Red 6 on the A/VHF should be made 
 

17. The Carousel element can be flown without R/T if required.  The fault will more than likely 
be realised during the setup phase.  If Red 7 does not hear any of Red 6’s calls before the first 
cross, he should continue visually, setting up the miss-distance accordingly but erring on the side 
of caution.  As the ac cross, Red 7 should enter the turn, even if he doesn’t hear the “Turn” call.  
He should gain visual as soon as possible in the turn and perform a ‘radio check’, attempting 
contact on all radios.  If he sees that Red 6 has also entered the turn, the manoeuvre should be 
flown as usual.  If he sees that Red 6 had not started the turn he should continue to attempt 

contact on all radios.
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ANNEX JJ TO  
RAFAT DISPLAY DIRECTIVE  
PART 4 SECTION 1  

 
MANOEUVRE BRIEF:  VICE VERSA 
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. Synchro. 
 
AIM 
 
2. To perform an opposition pass with one aircraft inverted and the other upright. As the pass 
occurs the aircraft will swap orientations. 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. Red 6 will position from CR to CL along the on-crowd line while Red 7 will position from CL 
to CR along the off-crowd line.  Once established on the line Red 6 will roll inverted. As Synchro 
approach each other and safe separation is guaranteed Red 6 will call “Roll Go”, at this point both 
Red 6 and 7 will roll to the right. Red 7 will exit the pass inverted and Red 6 will exit upright.  
 
SETUP 
 
4. Synchro will position at their respective X-Points following either a Flat or Derry Pattern 
after the preceding manoeuvre.  Red 6 will position half a width off from the display line and Red 7 
will position approximately one width off which equates to a miss-distance of 100ft or 2/3rd the 
width of the runway at RAF Scampton (used as a visual aid during winter trg and judged visually at 
other display locations).  Both ac will fly NB 150ft MSD and at 330kts. 
 
SEQUENCE 
 
5. A standard Flat or Derry pattern is flown. Once Red 6 established his line he will invert his 
aircraft. Both pilots will then make their threshold calls to make the merge contract.  Provided that 
the threshold contract has been made, Red 6 will judge when to initiate the rolls using the call “Roll 
Go” as he approaches Red 7 and safe separation between the 2 aircraft is assured.  Collision 
avoidance still remains Red 7’s responsibility throughout the manoeuvre. 
 
6. If the line is difficult (green field or coastal datum), significant French is observed or if Red 6 
is not happy with his initial line setting he can reserve the right to roll inverted at the pass, 
simultaneously with Red 7, rather than before the pass. This will not be communicated to Red 7 
but will become obvious when Red 6 does not roll inverted before the pass. This will allow the 
manoeuvre, although subtly adapted, to be flown at sites where environmental conditions or 
orientation of the line is a challenge. 
 
TECHNIQUE 
 

a. Once Red 6 is happy with his line he will roll inverted to establish NB 150’ MSD. 
 
b. The executive to commence the manoeuvre is a “Roll Go” from Red 6; Red 6 rolls to 
upright, whilst Red 7 rolls inverted, away from each other’s flightpaths. This will reverse their 
orientations out of the pass. The roll right, away from Reds 6 and 7’s respective flightpaths, 
ensures a 100ft MSD at the opposition pass phase of the manoeuvre 
 

c. Reds 6 and 7 will be visual throughout the manoeuvre.  Red 6 will fly a 
constant and predictable line. Red 7 will fly his aircraft to ensure a 100ft miss-
distance as the ac cross.  He will then roll his aircraft inverted to maintain NB 150ft 
MSD on his original line.  Red 7 will avoid Red 6 throughout. 
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EMERGENCIES 
 
7. Either pilot can call “Fly it Through”.  If this is the case, then Red 6 will not roll inverted and 
will ‘Fly it Through’ down the line. The other pilot will acknowledge, and each ac will be flown along 
their established line to cross before using the R/T to remedy the situation. Once Red 6 is inverted 
before the pass, a ‘Fly it Through’ will cause Red 6 to roll out after the pass. If a ‘Fly it through’ has 
been called by either aircraft then ‘Roll Go’ will not be called and Red 7 will remain upright. Both 
pilots are to remain predictable. Red 7 will avoid Red 6 in all cases. 
 
ESCAPES 
 
8. If Red 6 needs to escape at any stage, then ON Crowd will be his escape lane throughout 
the manoeuvre. If Red 7 needs to escape at any stage, then OFF Crowd is the escape lane 
throughout the manoeuvre.  When Red 6 calls “6 Rolling In” he will roll inverted immediately, 
remaining predictable once inverted. The escape procedure for the inverted part of the manoeuvre 
is to push and roll out. 
 
R/T FAILURES 
 
9. Both pilots will be visual throughout the manoeuvre.  If either pilot doesn’t hear the other 
“Threshold” call they can continue, remaining predictable and vigilant.  As Red 7 sees Red 6 
commit to the roll out he has the option of rolling inverted or maintaining his line and flying it 
through.  Red 7 will still avoid Red 6 throughout. 
 
TRAINING CONSIDERATIONS 
 
10. Due to the inverted 150ft MSD required on this manoeuvre Red 6 and 7 will be required to 
complete 4 supervised sorties containing Flat Trimming Runs NB 150ft MSD. 
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ANNEX KK TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 
 

MANOEUVRE BRIEF: PALM SPLIT 
 
AC INVOLVED 

1. Reds 1-9. 

AIM 

2. Aesthetic fan split by Enid+ from the vertical in front of the crowd whilst Synchro run in at 
low level before breaking into a Derry Pattern outside the 230 m line. 

OVERVIEW 

3. The formation approaches the crowd on the CF90 in Phoenix and Enid+ pull up in 
formation whilst Synchro stay level and run in towards the crowd.  As Enid+ reach the vertical 
wingmen break away from the leader in sequenced pairs, starting with the outermost ac, and their 
smoke describes a palm tree-like shape in the sky.  Synchro performs an opposition break just in 
front of the crowd and set up for their 1st manoeuvre. 

 

Phoenix Formation 

SETUP 

4. The leader rolls the formation out on the CF90 pointing towards Datum in Phoenix (or 
Amateur Phoenix if Red 6 breaks from the left) and calls “Check in for the Palm Split’; Reds 8&9 
become 1-Right and 1-Left respectively, 4&5 are 2-Right/2-Left and 2&3 are 3-Right/3-Left.  

SEQUENCE 

5. Once established on the CF90 and at a distance from the Crowd Line factored for the 
prevailing wind but approx 2.2 nm on the GPS, the leader calls “And Pulling Up” and initiates a 
pull-up as for a loop; approaching the vertical he calls “Reds Breaking Now” and a sequenced 
breakout starts.  1-Right and 1-Left go first, initiated by 1 -Right calling “1-RighTaa” which sets the 
cadence for 2-Right to call “2-RighTaa” to initiate the 2nd split before 3-Right calls for the 3rd split.  
Red 1 maintains his pull up heading.  As Synchro approach their split point Red 6 uses a radio 
tone to initiate the break so as not to block any Enid+ transmissions. 

TECHNIQUE 

6. Prior to the pull up, Red 7 drops back from Line Abreast on Red 6 to establish the nose-tail 
separation required for the opposition break, which is executed using standard Derry Pattern 
techniques.  The Leader initiates the start of the break sequence by calling ‘Reds breaking now’.  
This call is started at 30° NU, which gives 8/9 the break-out at 60° NU, 4/5 at 75° NU and 1/2 at 
90° NU. On the “1-RighTaa” call, Reds 8/9 roll 90° away from the leader whilst maintaining the load 
to generate separation from the formation.  Reds 4/5 and 2/3 break in sequence using the cadence 
established by Red 8’s call, each pair turning through less angles than the preceding one.  Red 1 
unloads gradually to make his smoke higher than the others and give the true palm-tree look.  Red 
1 calls ‘Smoke Off Go’ at 25° ND which is the point he turns his off, however the other pairs 
procedurally turn their smoke off on a ND angle; 8/9 at 40° ND, 4/5 at 50° ND and 2/3 also at 50° 
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ND.  The main purpose for this ‘smoke off call’ is to signify the end of the manoeuvre and the 
transfer of the radio to Gypo.  All ac recover to their allocated divergent heading to establish safe 
lateral separation until visual with the leader and positively deconflicted from other ac.  Once full 
SA on has been gained on the other Enid+ ac, wingmen commence the re-join.  Reds 8&9 can 
either re-join Enid or join with Synchro to form Gypo as required by the display sequence. 

EMERGENCIES 

7. Pilots should either fly it through if possible to maintain formation or escape.  Once the 
break has been called wingmen should fly the manoeuvre if it is safe to do so, otherwise they 
should escape.  If a ‘FIT’ is called, the leader will continue with the loop and will flow on crowd. The 
display will naturally break-down and subsequent actions can then be taken. 

ESCAPE PROCEDURES 

8. Enid can use standard looping escape manoeuvres up until the break is called; at that point 
they should fly their normal breakout flightpath and deal with the emergency once positively 
deconflicted.  Synchro can fly On Crowd up until the Tone when they should fly the break 
manoeuvre, if an upwards escape is required before the break it should be limited to ensure it does 
not conflict with Enid. 

R/T FAILURE 

9. If the leader has a failure to transmit, formation members should maintain formation 
position during the pull up.  Red 8 will not call ‘1 RighTaa’ and the leader will continue the loop in 
Phoenix.  The formation will then flow on crowd remaining at or above 500 ft and keeping their 
smoke on.  Synchro will avoid Enid although they will not yet be flying down the line.  The leader 
and XO will try to establish contact on VHF as Synchro will have control of UHF, however pre-
briefed deconfliction plans between the Synchro pair meant that should UHF be required, it can be 
used as a last resort.  Wingmen suffering Rx failures should attempt to re-establish comms on 
A/VHF before the break.  If a wingman does not hear the break called but sees his opposite 
number break the he should fly his own matched manoeuvre and attempt to re-establish comms 

during the re-join being aware that Synchro will have control of Stud 20. 
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MANOEUVRE BRIEF: PALM SPLIT 2018 
 
AC INVOLVED  
 
10. Reds 1-5, 8,9.  
 
AIM  
 
11. To split the formation whilst pulling up towards the crowd to create a fan, or Palm, in the 
Vertical. 
 
OVERVIEW  
 
12. The formation pulls up towards the Crowd Line on the CF90 in Phoenix formation (Fig 1) 
and executes a Loop. As the lead ac’s nose passes 60° nose up, the formation commences a 
symmetrical, cadenced split away from the leader, working in from the outside of the formation. 
 
13. The formation approaches Crowd Centre at 360kts, perpendicular to the Crowd Line (on 
the CF90) and at an appropriate point the TL commences a loop using the normal loop technique. 
The pull-up point will vary according to the wind on the day 
 
SETUP  
 
 
 
 
  
 
         
        9    5   3   1   2    4    8 
        
 
 
       1L  2L  3L    3R  2R 1R 

 
Fig 1. Phoenix                       Fig 2. Palm Split   

 
 
SEQUENCE  
 
14. Check-in. Prior to the break, when the formation is assembled in Phoenix, a left to right 
check-in is to be performed as follows: “1 Left” (Red 9),  “2 Left” (Red 5), “3 Left (Red 3), “1 Right” 
(Red 8), “2 Right” (Red 4), “3 Right (Red 2)” “6”(R6). R6’s check-in is to confirm his intention to flat 
split into a derry pattern with R7, once R1-5, 8 & 9 commence their loop. Post check-in, pilots are 
to retain their L/R ident until the break is complete (“Smoke-off Go”) with the exception of 
acknowledgements to the Leaders’ info calls.  
 
15. Execution. The Team Leader (TL) will commence a loop using standard technique. At 60° 
nose-up, the TL will initiate the break with the call “Reds.. Breaking.. Now”. The formation will 
break in pairs, initiated by the ‘Right’ callsigns. The break commences when 1 Right calls “One 
Righ-Ta”, at which point 1 Right and 1 Left break away on the “Ta”. Then 2 Right will initiate his 
pairs’ break, followed by 3 Right.  The TL will set the cadence of the break in his call; consideration 
must be made not to speed the cadence up as this will reduce separation during the break. The 
‘Right’ elements must not initiate the break if the preceding left-hand side ac has not broken away. 
Once 1L/R, 2L/R and 3L/R have broken, the TL will continue the loop until he reaches 30°ND, at 
which point he will spot roll and fly out on the CF90 for Enid to re-join.  Dependant on the next 
manoeuvre, Reds 8 & 9 will either re-join Synchro or Enid. 
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TECHNIQUE 
 
16. When the appropriate ‘Right’ callsign initiates the breakaway, the Left and Right callsign roll 
away from the formation, maintaining their load and power setting. 1L/R will roll through 90 
degrees, to parallel the Crowd Line. 2L/R will roll to approx. 60 degrees away from the Leader 
during their break. 3L/R will roll approximately 30 degrees away from the Leader. Holding the pull, 
each will reference the main formation, keeping them on the horizon to match depth. On reaching 
40° nose down, they will spot roll inwards and commence standard RAFAT sanctuary re-join. TL 
will continue the loop until 30° nose down, at which point he will unload and spot roll, to fly 
outbound on the CF90 for the re-join.  
 
17. To make the break look symmetrical, each ‘side’ must use the same verbal cadence, ‘1 
Banana 2’, with each ac arriving at their correct divergent angle simultaneously. Maintaining the 
load will ensure that divergence from the main formation is assured. The manoeuvre is initiated in 
the vertical (up) and ac should only reach a maximum of 40 deg Nose down before spot-rolling 
wings-level therefore MSD adherence is not a significant factor, but each ac captain will clear their 
own flight path once the break has been initiated. 
 
EMERGENCIES AND ESCAPE PROCEDURES 
 
18. Prior to the break, if possible, pilots should ‘fly-it-through’ to maintain formation, or escape. 
Once the break is initiated, if a pilot has a minor emergency he is not to fly the break and remain in 
formation. The next-in-sequence ‘Right’ callsign will observe the breakdown and will not initiate any 
further breaks; the manoeuvre will breakdown and the loop will be completed by the TL.  If any 
member of the formation needs to escape, a ‘straight-pull’ escape will ensure deconfliction from the 
fanning break.  
 
R/T FAILURE 
 
19. R/T failures during the break can be summarised as follows: 
 

R/T Fail Probable Outcome/Diagnosis Subsequent Action Follow-on 

TL suffers R/T 
fail during 
break. 

‘1 Right’ does not initiate Phase 
1 at expected time.  

TL ‘fly-it-through’. 
Completes Loop 

RAFAT SOPs for 
R/T fail. 

‘Right’ callsign 
suffers R/T fail 
during break 
initiation. 

Opposite ‘Left’ callsign does not 
hear ‘Righ-Taa’ and 
subsequently remains in 
formation.  

Next sequence ‘Right’ 
callsign will not initiate 
second pair breaking if 
he has not observed 
‘Left’ breakaway as 
expected. F-I-T 

RAFAT SOPs for 
R/T fail once re-
joined.  

‘Left’ callsign 
suffers R/T fail 
during break 
initiation. 

As above. Remains in formation. Next sequence ‘Right’ 
callsign will not initiate 
second pair breaking if 
he has not observed 
‘Left’ breakaway as 
expected. F-I-T 

RAFAT SOPs for 
R/T fail. 
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ANNEX LL TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 
 

MANOEUVRE BRIEF: CROSSBOW 
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. Synchro. 
 
AIM 
 
2. To perform an advanced opposition pass. 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. Synchro will fly a tight individual left-hand barrel roll before crossing at Datum, wings level, 
and rolling to the inverted along the display line. 
 
SETUP 
 
4. Red 6 will fly from CR and along the Display Line, Red 7 will position CL, 1 width 
(approximately 200ft) from the Display Line.  Both ac will fly through their respective X-Points at 
100ft MSD and at 300kts with airbrakes extended. 
 
SEQUENCE 
 
5. Once both ac are lined up inside the X-Points Red 6 calls “Pull Go” to initiate a smoke 
change (Pull) and the pull up into the roll (Go).  As the ac merge a “Roll, Roll Go” call is made and 
both pilots check to the inverted attitude. Red 6 will then ‘tone’ when they are past the DR point, 
which is then the executive command for both Red 6 and 7 to turn off their smoke and derry to 
pitch crowd rear. 
 
TECHNIQUE 
 
6. A plan view of the pattern shown below: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
(a)      (b)     (c)  
      
 

Plan View of Crossbow (Red 6 CR pattern) 
 
 

a. Red 6 will execute the Roll as he reaches the CR DR Point. 
 
b. Red 7 will pass ‘on-crowd’ of Red 6, fudging accordingly. 
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c. The rolls will finish before datum at opposite widths to where they were started i.e. 
Red 7 along the Display Line and Red 6 approximately 1 width off-crowd. Red 7 should also 
note the position of the Display Line although they should not let the position of it affect the 
safety of his inverted pass. 

 
7. The technique for the roll is to pitch to 19° NU whilst simultaneously selecting full power.  At 
19° NU a left aileron input is made while slightly releasing some of the back pressure.  At the apex 
of the roll a positive ‘commit’ (i.e. pull down towards the ground) is required to achieve the shape of 
the roll.  If the ‘commit’ is too aggressive and the nose is too low, the technique to recover is to 
offload the back pressure and rapidly roll wings level before recovering.  ‘Wrapping up’ the roll will 
not achieve the desired result.  Lack of airbrake can significantly change the shape of the roll and 
will cause the ac to track-progress towards each other during their first roll which could cause a 
reduction in separation during the pass at datum.  A pre-roll thorough check of the airbrake 
indicator is prudent. 
 
8. Upon completion of the individual rolls, and as the aircraft merge at Datum, Red 6 calls 
‘Roll, Roll Go’ and both aircraft will “tweak” (as per a flat trimming run) and initiate a left roll to the 
inverted. On the “R” (of the first “Roll”) a smoke change will occur and on the “G” the aircraft will roll 
to the inverted attitude nb 150ft MSD (the “tweak” will ensure the 150ft waiver criteria is met post 
roll). A ‘Tone’ from Red 6 when he is passed the DR point, will be the executive command for both 
Red 6 and 7 to turn off their smoke and derry to pitch crowd rear. The airbrake should be selected 
in upon completion of the derry and the aircraft should be allowed to accelerate and stabilise at 
330kts.  
 
9. In strong winds it is possible for one ac to reach his DR Point before the other.  If Red 6 
reaches their DR Point first, they should execute the manoeuvre as usual.  If Red 7 is very late 
reaching their DR Point, they reserve the right not to enter the roll and can simply fly to a point 
whereby they will be in a position on-crowd of Red 6 ready for inverted pass; this is known as flying 
a ‘Switch’.  As the ac approach their X-Points, it will be obvious to Red 6 if Red 7 will reach their 
DR Point first.  In this situation Red 6 can call to execute the manoeuvre for Red 7 to start their roll 
before Red 6 reaches the DR Point.  If Red 7 has flown a ‘Switch’ they should still change their 
coloured smoke at the appropriate time and make the ‘fudge’ at the pass and, if settled, execute 
the remainder of the manoeuvre.  The ‘Switch’ should be made obvious to enable Red 6 to see 
that safe separation at the pass will still be achieved. 
 
EMERGENCIES 
 
10. Either ac can call “Fly it Through” before Red 6 calls the “Pull Go”.  The other ac will 
acknowledge, and both ac will fly at their predetermined widths along their own lines to cross and 
remedy the situation afterwards. 
 
11. If either ac has an emergency during the roll they should not let it distract them and 
continue flying the roll first and foremost.  They should not enter the inverted pass and should carry 
out the relevant drills once the ac have crossed. 
 
ESCAPE PROCEDURES 
 
12. Before Red 6 calls the “Pull Go” the escapes are on-crowd for the CR ac and off-crowd for 
the CL ac.  During the roll the ac flight paths cross, therefore after the “Pull Go” the escapes 
change to off-crowd for the pilot who flies the CR pattern and on-crowd for the CL pattern pilot. 
   
13. The escape from the roll itself is to unload and roll wings level rapidly before recovering the 
rate of descent whilst selecting the airbrake in. 
 
14. The escape from the inverted pass should be an immediate push then roll to an upright 
attitude ensuring the airbrake is selected in. 
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R/T FAILURES 
 
15. If Red 7 does not hear Red 6 call to roll they can fly the rolls visually once they see Red 6 
start rolling.  If Red 7 is not content to fly the rolls they should fly the ‘Switch’ and position to cross 
on-crowd of Red 6.  An attempt to contact Red 6 on the A/VHF should be made. 
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ANNEX MM TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PART 4 
SECTION 1 
 

MANOEUVRE BRIEF: ROLLING HEART AND SPEAR 
 
AC INVOLVED 
 
1. Synchro plus 8 or 9 for the spear. 
 
AIM 
 
2. To fly an oblique heart shape to cater for weather or airspace restrictions. 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
3. Synchro will fly in Tango, in a shallow climb, towards the crowd on the CF90, before 
splitting left and right to leave an oblique heart shape in the sky with their smoke. R8/9 will then 
spear the heart. 
 
SETUP 
 
4. Red 7 will formate in Tango on Red 6 using the standard Tango formation references.  Red 
6 will fly towards the crowd on the CF90 starting at 500ft, 300kts with 85-7% set. At an appropriate 
point for the show site and conditions of the day, Red 6 shall begin an ease up to 17NU before 
calling the formation to split; aiming for an apex of circa 1800-2500ft dependant on cloud-base and 
distance from the display line. 
 
SEQUENCE 
 
5. The sequence, R/T and smoke selections for the Rolling Heart are as follows;  
At the pull-up point on the CF90, heading towards the crowd, Red 6 starts the manoeuvre by 
calling “EaSing Up”. Both aircraft will then start a shallow climb.  Approaching the split point, Red 6 
calls the Heart colour, white or red as advised by Red 10 who assesses which colour will stand out 
best against the CF background; the call is either “White Heart” or “Red, Red Heart”, 
acknowledged by Red 7.  As Red 6 reaches the split point the command of “Smoke On Go” is 
made. On the “On” the appropriate smoke is turned on and on the Go both pilots initiate a level, 
light buffet, turn away from each other. The light buffet level turn is maintained for 120 degrees. At 
this point, each aircraft should overbank to 12ND to initiate a descent. Simultaneously, the rate of 
turn should be reduced following direction from Red 6 who will call “EaSing” and both pilots will 
smoothly release some back pressure. At the CF90 merge, Red 7 will call “Clear” to signal that the 
smoke should be turned off to make the point of the Heart.   
 
TECHNIQUE 
 
6. Red 6 will position their ac on the CF90 heading towards the crowd, upwind of Datum to 
allow for drift, with Red 7 in arrow at 500ft, 300kts with 85-7% set.  At a suitable distance from the 
Display Line (visually judged and wind dependant), Red 6 will begin the Heart manoeuvre by 
initiating the sequence described above by setting an initial climb angle of 17NU with a stable 
power.  The colour of the heart will be announced on the run-in before the split. At the split point, a 
level, light buffet turn away from each other should be maintained for 120 degrees of turn. Speed 
at the split should be circa 250kts to give minimum radius parameters aiming for an apex of 
approx. 2500ft. Red 7 has collision avoidance responsibility throughout the manoeuvre.  During the 
split, both pilots will keep on the light buffet whilst maintaining level.  
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7. After 120 degrees of turn, each pilot shall select 12ND whilst still maintaining the light 
buffet. Red 6 will then call an “EaSing” at which point both aircraft shall come gently off the back 
pressure as per the full Heart. An earlier easing gives a more aesthetically pleasing shape. 

 
8. As the aircraft approach each other during the descent to the off crowd CF90, Red 7 will 
adjust his back pressure and load to achieve a cross of at least 100ft MSD outside (off-crowd) of 
Red 6. Red 7 should aim to fudge the cross and keep the miss-distance as close to 100ft as 
possible to ensure the follow-on flat pattern is matched. Red 7 will call “Clear” as the ac approach 
the cross.  Their judgement of the call will determine the bottom ‘point’ of the Heart shape.  If there 
is a rate mismatch around the circle, they must visually assess when Red 6 is at the ‘bottom’ of the 
Heart and make the call.  They can turn their smoke off before or after the call as required.  If using 
red smoke, they should make an earlier call to anticipate the ‘dragging’ of the colour.  As Red 7 
calls “Clear”, both pilots should aim to parallel the Display Line and level off at 1000ft and capture 
330kts, using power as required to enter the Flat Pattern. 

 
SPEAR 

 
9. The Rolling Heart can also be speared by Red 8/9. The setup is flown in swept battle at a 
range of 1.5nm. Red 8/9 needs to be 0.2 - 3nm ahead of synchro (approximately the 0430/0730 
position) at the same speed. On the “Easing Up”, Red 8/9 should maintain the swept battle position 
and ease up with synchro. On the “Smoke On Go” Red 8/9 will max perform a turn in towards the 
heart and aim for the point just after the apex of the nearest lobe and cut through the smoke. The 
second half of the spear is aimed significantly closer to the completion of the heart shape than it is 
when performing the full Heart. The timings for on/off of the smoke are the same as the full Heart. 
Red 8/9 will always hold collision avoidance on synchro. 
 
10. The following is less likely with the Rolling Heart but if the manoeuvre was initiated too 
close to the Display Line or has drifted towards it, Red 6 can call for a “Cut 10”, “Cut 20” or “Cut 
30”.  This call will come post Red 7’s “Clear” and is acknowledged by Red 7 as Synchro ‘own the 
radio’ at this point.  Both ac will fly the Display Line heading with an off-crowd adjustment in 
degrees of the declared cut.  This will ensure that there is enough turning room to complete the 
subsequent Flat Pattern. 
 
 
EMERGENCIES 
 
11. If Red 7 experiences a malfunction before the ease up on the CF90 he can call “Fly it 
Through”.  Red 6 will acknowledge and fly on-crowd before determining the best course of action 
to continue.  If either ac experiences a malfunction during the manoeuvre, then “Fly it Through” will 
be called.  If pre-split Red 6 will fly the manoeuvre on crowd.  If post-split, either aircraft can level 
off and fly off crowd and deal with the emergency. 
 
ESCAPE PROCEDURES 
 
12. The manoeuvre is non-aerobatic so standard close formation escapes should be flown.  
However, should Red 6 or Red 7 commit too aggressively nose down from the perch, a positive roll 
and pull should be actioned to raise the nose. Furthermore, a call of ‘check height’ should be made 
by either pilot or the supervisor on the ground if noticed in time. Similarly, if Red 7 finds themselves 
encroaching the 100ft miss distance from Red 6, they should relax the backpressure and roll off 
the AOB, fly low, and roll wings level away from Red 6.  
 
R/T FAILURE 
 
If Red 7 does not hear Red 6’s “EaSing up” call, they will be left behind as Red 6 enters the ease.  
They should follow Red 6 in the ease and anticipate all subsequent manoeuvres, remaining on the 
Tango reference.  Red 7 should be able to gauge when Red 6 will start the split by seeing Red 6’s 
smoke come on and the subsequent break away. Red 7 should fly their own split and attempt 
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contact on A/VHF whilst flying the remainder of the Heart, increasing their miss-distance for the 
bottom cross and keeping the smoke on. 
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PART 4 - SECTION 2 

RAFAT MANOEUVRE RISK ASSESSMENT 

1. Purpose. To provide a Risk Assessment (RA) for all RAFAT Display Sequence 
manoeuvres. 

2. Description of Activities. RAFAT conduct 9-ship close formation aerobatics as part of 
their approved Display Sequences.  During the second half of the RAFAT Display Sequence, the 
formation split into Enid+82 and Synchro/Gypo8384.  Operating as a smaller element allows Enid to 
fly more dynamic formation manoeuvres than during the 1st-half and Synchro conduct high energy 
synchronised aerobatic manoeuvres, including opposition passes, down to 100 ft MSD. 

3. Methodology. Targeted Risk Management principles have been applied to identify, classify 
and propose control measures for the risks associated with Synchro manoeuvres.  The MAA RA 
definitions used in this document are detailed at Annex A. 

HAZARD IDENTIFICATION AND CAUSE ANALYSIS 

4. Hazard Definition. A condition or circumstance that, unless mitigated, can develop into an 
occurrence through a sequence of normal events and actions. 

5. Hazard/Cause. The primary hazards identified were the loss of one or more aircraft 
resulting from a LoSS(intra-formation) or Loss of Safe Seperation (LoSS(Ground)85).  Annex B 
summarises the hazards, and their likely causes, pertinent to RAFAT manoeuvres. 

RISK ASSESSMENT 

6. RA Definition. The process of formal identification and evaluation of the risks and the 
identification of associated risk control measures. 

7. RAFAT Generic Manoeuvre RA. The detailed unmitigated RA for generic RAFAT 
manoeuvres is at Annex C. 

RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

8. The primary method of managing the risks associated with any RAFAT manoeuvre is to 
ensure that there are adequate, robust and appropriate controls in place to ensure that the risks 
are kept as low as reasonably practicable (ALARP).  It is assumed that RAFAT planning and 
operating procedures will be fully compliant with the mandated risk control measures detailed in 
the revised RA at Annex D. 

RISK CONTROL DECISION AND IMPLEMENTATION 

9. The risks associated with generic RAFAT manoeuvring is accepted and it is recommended 
that RAFAT be granted authority for the inclusion of the manoeuvres detailed in this RA as part of 
their display sequence. 

SUPERVISION AND REVIEW 

10. The Team Leader is responsible for ensuring that the Risk Control Measures are complied 
with. 

 
82 Reds 1-5 (Enid) plus Red 8 and/or Red 9. 
83 Synchro comprises Reds 6 and 7 and becomes Gypo when Reds 8 and/or 9 leave Enid+ to join them.   
84 For the purposes of this RA, the term Synchro should be taken to include Reds 8 and 9 whenever they are flying in company with 
Reds 6 and 7 as Gypo.   
85 Loss of Safe Seperation, including man-made obstructions. 
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Annexes: 

A. Defence Aviation Hazard Risk Matrix (HRM). 
B. RAFAT Manoeuvre Hazard and Cause Analysis. 
C. RAFAT Manoeuvre Risk Assessment - Unmitigated. 
D. RAFAT Manoeuvre Risk Control Measure Analysis. 
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ANNEX A TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
DEFENCE AVIATION HAZARD RISK MATRIX (HRM) 
 
1. A HRM is designed to enable risks to be assessed on a like-for-like basis and enables the 
classification of Single Risks according to assessed severity and likelihood. 

SEVERITY 

2. The severity of a Single Risk is an assessment of the worst credible event that could 
result from the hazard. The severity categories listed below shall be used. 

a. Catastrophic. Three or more fatalities of MOD employees engaged in the activity in 
question or a single fatality of a member of the public. 

b. Critical. One or two fatalities of MOD employees engaged in the activity in question.  
A large number of major injuries should also be included in this category. 

c. Major. Major injuries to any person. A large number of reportable injuries should 
also be included in this category. 

d. Minor. Reportable injuries of any person. 

LIKELIHOOD 

3. Likelihood is assessed with respect to the likelihood of the assessed consequence of a 
hazard. This is based on the likelihood of a single accident resulting in harm for a particular fleet.  
The appropriate category listed below shall be used: 

a. Frequent. Likely to occur at least several times a year. 

b. Occasional. Likely to occur one or more times per year. 

c. Remote. Likely to occur one or more times in 10 years. 

d. Improbable. Unlikely to occur in 10 years. 

THE DEFENCE AVIATION HRM 

4. The Defence Aviation HRM is shown below. The resultant risk levels shall be used in 
conjunction with the DH Risk Ownership Levels and Risk Referral framework. 

 
Severity 

Minor Major Critical Catastrophic 

L
ik

e
li
h

o
o

d
 Frequent M H VH VH 

Occasional L M H VH 

Remote L L M H 

Improbable L L L M 
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ANNEX B TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

  
RAFAT MANOEUVRE HAZARD AND CAUSE ANALYSIS  

 
Serial Hazard (Worst Credible Event) Cause 

LOSS(INTRA-FORMATION) 
1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable to ‘see and 

avoid’ other ac leading to LoSS(intra-formation) 
- Reduced in-flight visibility, e.g. cloud/mist/haze 
- One or more ac diverge from standard display sequence ground pattern, e.g. due to emerging 
issue/emergency or pilot misjudgement 
- Impaired pilot vision (medical) 
- Impaired pilot vision (technical), e.g. Birdstrike 
- Failure to adhere to SOPs, e.g. incorrect re-join sanctuary plan 

2 Cognitive failure leading to one or more ac 
manoeuvring in an unexpected fashion 

- Wrong motor input by pilot, e.g. rolling right instead of left or positioning on wrong side of formation 

3 Reduced separation between ac leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation)  

- Misjudgement of steady state separation distance by pilot 
- Misjudgement of closure rate between ac 
- Incorrect formation reference flown 
- Gross positional error (GPE) i.e. pilot outside normal positional tolerance for formation being flown 
- Unmatched dynamic manoeuvring such that relative formation positions/lengths not maintained 
- Visual illusions 
- Technical failure, e.g. airbrake failure 

4 Confliction between Enid and Gypo ac during 2nd 
half of display 

- Enid and Gypo ac gnd tracks overlap during 2nd half of display  

5 Minor ac emergency leading to pilot distraction 
whilst attempting to maintain formation 

- Any ac systems failure or other arising (e.g. birdstrike) which does not cause pilot to break from 
formation but does require attention to be diverted in cockpit to manage it 

6 Major systems failure or emergency requiring 
pilot to break out of formation 

- Any ac systems failure or other arising (e.g. birdstrike) which prevents pilot from maintaining 
correct formation references 

7 Catastrophic loss of thrust leading to rapid and 
immediate deceleration and conflict with trailing 
formation elements 

- Engine technical failure 
- Mishandling leading to engine surge 
- Operating hazard, e.g. birdstrike 

8 R/T failure leading to confusion, inaction or 
manoeuvre initiated at the incorrect time 

- R/T transmission failure  
- R/T reception failure (one or more ac) 
- R/T call made in wrong place 

9 Insufficient miss distance between ac on 
opposition passes 

- Misidentification of line-up features 
- Crosswind leading to visual illusion (aka French) 
- Misjudgement by pilot responsible for establishing miss distance 
- Incorrect line established by non-manoeuvring ac 
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- Crossing flight paths at close range during opposition passes 

10 Controlled flight into other ac - Failure to break ‘collision course’ due to Human Factors 

11 Collision with 3rd party - Undetected non RAFAT intruder within display airspace 

Impact with the Ground (LoSS(Ground)) 
12 Incorrect MSD established by formation element 

leader for a manoeuvre 
- Ramp down to Datum too severe 
- Insufficient allowance made by element leader for wingmen’s manoeuvring e.g. Gypo Rolls for the 
Gypo Break 

13 Human Factors - Visual illusions e.g. looking up at leader during re-join without monitoring own flt path 
- Disorientation 
- G-LOC 
- Excess g illusion 
- Overbanking 
- Focus on Fudge vs own flt path  
- Failure to escape if looping gate height not achieved 
- Failure to fly correct escape/breakout manoeuvre 
- Committing nose too low on barrel rolls 
- Poor inverted flt control 
- Insufficient allowance made for flt path dropping during rolling manoeuvres e.g. aileron rolls 

14 Unforeseen/unnoticed obstacles/hazards - Unforeseen obstacle within display airspace not noted on pre-flight site survey 
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ANNEX C TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RAFAT MANOEUVRE RISK ASSESSMENT - UNMITIGATED 

SERIAL HAZARD 

UNMITIGATED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic) OCCASIONAL CATASTROPHIC VH 

1.1 
One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable 
to ‘see and avoid’ other ac leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

OCCASIONAL CATASTROPHIC VH 

1.2 
Cognitive failure leading to one or 
more ac manoeuvring in an 
unexpected fashion. 

OCCASIONAL CATASTROPHIC VH 

1.3 
Reduced separation between ac 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation) 

FREQUENT CATASTROPHIC VH 

1.4 
Confliction between Enid and Gypo 
ac during 2nd half of display 

OCCASIONAL CATASTROPHIC VH 

1.5 
Minor ac emergency leading to pilot 
distraction whilst attempting to 
maintain formation 

OCCASIONAL CATASTROPHIC VH 

1.6 
Major systems failure or emergency 
requiring pilot to break out of 
formation 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

1.7 

Catastrophic loss of thrust leading to 
rapid and immediate deceleration 
and conflict with trailing formation 
elements 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

1.8 
R/T failure leading to confusion, 
inaction or manoeuvre initiated at the 
incorrect time 

FREQUENT CATASTROPHIC VH 

1.9 
Insufficient miss-distance between ac 
on opposition passes 

OCCASIONAL CATASTROPHIC VH 

1.10 Controlled flight into other ac OCCASIONAL CATASTROPHIC VH 

1.11 Collision with 3rd party IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

2 
Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)) 

OCCASIONAL CATASTROPHIC VH 

2.1 
Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for a 
manoeuvre 

OCCASIONAL CATASTROPHIC VH 

2.2 Human Factors OCCASIONAL CATASTROPHIC VH 

2.3 
Unforeseen/unnoticed 
obstacles/hazards 

REMOTE CATASTROPHIC H 
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ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RAFAT MANOEUVRE RISK CONTROL MEASURE ANALYSIS 

1. The following table summarises the Risk Control Measures used to mitigate RAFAT display flying Risks to ALARP status.  The measures 
contained within this Annex are generically applicable for all RAFAT manoeuvring, specific additional measure taken to mitigate the risks for individual 
display manoeuvres are included as Appendices. 

2. Because of the public nature of RAFAT activity and the need to assess risks against the worst credible event, whilst the likelihood of risks 
maturing can be reduced, the potential for 3rd party fatalities as a consequence of an ac being lost prevents the severity assessment being reduced 
below CATASTROPHIC.  

SERIAL HAZARD RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic). a. Qualitative trg programme. 

b. Detailed and robust SOPs. 

c. High level of supervision. 

d. Rigorous pilot selection process. 

e. High engineering standards. 

f. Relevant and focused Regulations. 

g. Extensive and routine use of video debriefing 
tools. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable 
to ‘see and avoid’ other ac leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Display weather limits specify min in-flight visibility. 

b. Use of smoke to aid visual acquisition. 

c. Formation element leaders can alter profile 
(full/flat/rolling) or terminate display if actual weather 
conditions increase risk of elements unable to 
establish visual contracts. 

d. Winter trg builds consistency so that pilots 
instinctively know where to look to find wingmen during 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 
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re-joins from splits and during the set ups for 
opposition manoeuvres. 

e. Timing Runs before practiced by whole formation 

1.2 Cognitive failure leading to one or 
more ac manoeuvring in an 
unexpected fashion resulting in 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Winter trg reinforces correct motor reaction. 

b. Display designed with minimum cognitive traps e.g. 
barrel rolls flown to left. 

c. If the leader needs to turn the formation in a 
direction that the formation might not be expecting he 
can either transmit a pre-manoeuvre brief (e.g. the 
next move is …) or put verbal emphasis on the 
direction of turn during the executive call. 

d. Display sequence designed to have ac on ‘obvious’ 
sides. 

e. Red 6 & 7 always fly CR or CL pattern for their 
entire time on Synchro. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.3 Reduced separation between ac 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Progressive Winter trg reinforces correct ac 
separation/formation references. 

b. Building block approach to ensure all pilots 
individually content before increasing formation sizes.  
Next stage of training only started when supervisory 
chain content. 

c. Pilots to maintain escape lane during all re-joins 
until overtake under control i.e. allow for 
misjudgement/technical failure. 

d. Collision avoidance always in reverse numerical 
order (9 avoids 8 avoids 7 avoids 6 etc).  
Responsibility placed on higher number to honour 
lower numbers’ flightpaths and avoid them. 

e. All pilots responsible for clearing their own 
flightpath before committing to a manoeuvre. 

f. Winter trg reinforces pilot inputs/technique to match 
individuals’ rates and timing of manoeuvres in order to 
minimise relative positional movement during dynamic 
manoeuvring. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 
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g. Reduced longitudinal separation approaching any 
synchronised breakout manoeuvres is resolved by the 
‘short’ ac breaking out early. 

1.4 Confliction between Enid and Gypo 
ac during 2nd half of display leading 
to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Display synchronised during planning stage to 
avoid possible conflictions wherever possible. 

b. Timing runs before practised by whole formation. 

c. Known confliction areas identified and briefed with 
sanctuaries/avoidance procedures developed. 

d. Weather limits for 2nd half predicated on the need to 
enable disparate elements to visually deconflict. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

1.5 Minor ac emergency leading to pilot 
distraction whilst attempting to 
maintain formation resulting in an 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Fly it through option for all stages of every 
manoeuvre. 

b. Pilots briefed and reinforced to ignore minor failures 
until stable flight regime when other pilots can make 
allowance and ease formation references if required. 

c. Formation emergency handling procedures 
comprehensively rehearsed and refreshed during pre-
flight briefings and regular peer discussion. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.6 Major systems failure or emergency 
requiring pilot to break out of 
formation leading to LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a. Available controlled escape route identified and 
briefed for each manoeuvre. 

b. Pilots receive targeted escape training as part of 
their RAFAT workup programme. 

c. Escape scenarios regularly discussed during pre-
flight briefings and peer discussion (simulator lacks 
fidelity for effective escape training and not rehearsed 
airborne due to attendant risk). 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.7 Catastrophic loss of thrust leading to 
rapid and immediate deceleration 
and conflict with trailing formation 
elements resulting in LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a. Instances where loss of thrust significant factor 
identified and ‘Exit’ plan developed.  With following ac 
a factor, pilot generally holds depth and executes 
recovery action once clear of other ac. 

b. Avoid planning formation positions where no 
rearwards exit lane available. 

IMPROBABLE CRITICAL L 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, 
inaction or manoeuvre initiated at the 

a. R/T plan developed for all manoeuvres such that 
R/T fault naturally fails safe. REMOTE CRITICAL M 
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incorrect time resulting in LoSS(intra-
formation). 

b. R/T plan will have natural breakpoints where R/T 
failure can be detected and movement stops. 

c. Avoid planning manoeuvres where timing of R/T 
calls is critical to safety of participants. 

d. Formation emergency handling procedures 
comprehensively rehearsed and refreshed during pre 
flight briefings and regular peer discussion. 

1.9 Insufficient miss-distance between ac 
on opposition passes resulting in 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Pre-sortie planning focuses on identifying unique 
geographical features which can be used to aid 
establishment of the correct line-up wherever possible. 

b. Winter trg develops consistency, leading on to safe 
use of ‘wave technique’ at sites where line-up features 
are poor or non-existent, e.g. coastal display sites. 

c. On opposition passes Red 6 remains predictable to 
allow others to avoid (stops the ‘meeting in corridor 
scenario’). 

d. Threshold contract allows either party to indicate 
that they are not happy and for appropriate ‘fly it 
through’ action to be taken. 

e. French (crosswind illusion - see Synchro CONOPs) 
briefed and anticipated. 

f. Avoid planning opposition manoeuvres with close-
aboard pre-merge crossing of flight paths. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

1.10 Controlled flight into other ac. a. Identify when collision risk high, progressive winter 
trg to identify and teach how/when to break collision. 

b. Pre-briefed escape lanes. 
IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

1.11 Collision with 3rd party. a. RA(T) established for all displays and practice 
displays (R313 at Scampton). 

b. Radar Traffic Service used whenever possible. 

c. Red 10, on-site safety man for all displays, visually 
monitors RA(T) for intruders. 

d. Use of Smoke. 

e. Weather limits. 

f. SSR. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)). 

a. CFS deliver bespoke trg package for all pilots to 
familiarise them with the techniques and risks 
associated with RAFAT fg, including LL aerobatics. 

b. Progressive workdown trg programme for all pilots 
stipulated in RAFAT Display Directive Pt 1.  Formation 
LL aerobatics only commenced once singleton workup 
programme has been completed. 

c. Formation/element leaders and Synchro/Gypo 
pilots complete additional progressive workup trg as 
per RAFAT Display Directive Pt 1. 

d. Workup programme is qualitative, requiring pilots to 
demonstrate competent and consistently safe 
execution of manoeuvre before flying to next lowest 
MSD. 

e. All sorties video debriefed to ensure no unsafe 
trends develop. 

f. Pilot selection – 2nd/3rd years only for 
Synchro/Gypo.  

g. High level of supervision. 

h. Site survey conducted in advance of displays. 

i. Red 10 on site for displays. 

j. All pilots to clear own flight path. 

k. Anticipation and awareness of high-risk areas. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for a 
manoeuvre leading to potentially 
multiple ac LoSS(Ground). 

a. Element leader have an awareness of flightpath 
and available performance margins (eg looping gate 
hgt and PD over Datum etc). 

b. All pilots clear own flightpath. 

c. Accurate site-QFE calculated by the on-site safety 
man. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

2.2 Human Factors. a. Weather limits and airborne assessment of 
horizons for safe flt. 

b. Change profiles to suit weather and visual 
conditions. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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c. Awareness of disorientation and focus in winter trg 
on cross-checking instruments.  Especially when in the 
low sanctuary during turning re-joins as attention is 
focused up towards the leader extra care must be 
taken to prevent inadvertent descent. 

d. Entry speed for manoeuvres to limit instantaneous 
max-g. 

e. Wear g-suits. 

f. RAF CAM trg to remind of excess g-illusion, g-
straining manoeuvre, g-loc etc. 

g. Fudge second, own flightpath first. 

h. Looping gate height awareness and regular 
trimming runs for Gypo with emphasis on checking 
gate hgt. 

i. Inverted flt entry only from level or climbing flight. 

j. Increased MSD for sustained inverted flt (150 ft). 

k. Positively raise nose attitude before rolling inverted. 

l. Barrel roll technique trained at hgt.  Roll faster than 
traditional FTS type roll such that through 270 deg 
relatively quickly and generally less ‘performed’. 

2.3 Unforeseen/unnoticed 
obstacles/hazards. 

a. Pre-site survey and liaison with organisers. 

b. Safeguarding at airfield sites. 

c. Red 10 on-site supervisor review hazards before 
formation take-off (else pass on R/T). Binos. View from 
Helo. 

d. 2-way R/T established before show starts. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 
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Appendices: 

1. Risk Control Measures – Barrel Roll. 
2. Risk Control Measures – Loop. 
3. Risk Control Measures – Quarter Clover. 
4. Risk Control Measures – Vertical Breaks. 
5. Risk Control Measures – Infinity and Vixen Breaks. 
6. Risk Control Measures – Slalom/Helix. 
7. Risk Control Measures – Goose. 
8. Risk Control Measures – Rollbacks. 
9. Risk Control Measures – Whirlwind/Revolution. 
10. Risk Control Measures – Hammerhead Break. 
11. Risk Control Measures – Detonator. 
12. Risk Control Measures – Gypo Pass. 
13. Risk Control Measures – Cyclone/Slingshot or Rollercoasters. 
14. Risk Control Measures – Heart. 
15. Risk Control Measures – Vortex. 
16. Risk Control Measures – Opposition Barrel Roll. 
17. Risk Control Measures – Flat Carousel. 
18. Risk Control Measures – Corkscrew. 
19. Risk Control Measures – Gypo Break. 
20. Risk Control Measures – Double Rolls. 
21. Risk Control Measures – Full Carousel.  
22. Risk Control Measures – Twister. 
23. Risk Control Measures – Spaghetti Break / Magnum Break. 
24. Risk Control Measures – Shotgun. 
25. Risk Control Measures – Mirror Flat. 
26. Risk Control Measures – Tornado. 
27. Risk Control Measures – Python. 
28. Risk Control Measures – Mirror Roll. 
29. Risk Control Measures – Left/Right Break. 
30. Risk Control Measures – Cobra. 
31. Risk Control Measures – Hurricane. 
32. Risk Control Measures – Centenary Split. 
33. Risk Control Measures – Palm Split/Palm Split 2018 
34. Risk Control Measures – Vice Versa 
35. Risk Control Measures – Circus 

36. Risk Control Measures – Crossbow. 
37. Risk Control Measures – Rolling Heart and Spear. 
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APPENDIX 1 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – BARREL ROLL 
 

 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 Cognitive failure or poor formation-
keeping leading to one or more ac 
manoeuvring in an unexpected 
fashion resulting in LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a. Barrel rolls are always flown to the left. 

b. The phrases ‘This is for a Roll’ and ‘Easing Up’ are 
always associated with barrel rolls; alternative phrases 
are used for looping manoeuvres. 

c. Escapes can be flown and are comprehensively 
briefed; all pilots receive escape trg (practical and 
theory) early in the winter work-up using examples of 
previous escapes on videotape in the RAFAT archive. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)). 

 
   

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for a 
manoeuvre leading to potentially 
multiple ac LoSS(Ground). 

a. Leader work-up programme focuses on learning 
correct barrel roll technique and early recognition and 
remediation if roll rate lagging dangerously behind 
pitch rate (smoothly increase rate of roll whilst 
maintaining the load to rapidly achieve wings level and 
recovery to level flight). 

b. Visual cues and heights used as an aid to leader’s 
judgement. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 2 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – LOOP 
 

 
 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.2 Cognitive failure or poor formation-
keeping leading to one or more ac 
manoeuvring in an unexpected 
fashion resulting in LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a. The phrases ‘Down for a Loop’ and ‘Pulling Up’ are 
used for looping manoeuvres to differentiate the 
commands from those used for rolls. 

b. Escapes can be flown and are comprehensively 
briefed; all pilots receive escape trg (practical and 
theory) early in the winter work-up using examples of 
previous escapes on videotape in the RAFAT archive. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)). 

 
   

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for a 
manoeuvre leading to potentially 
multiple ac LoSS(Ground). 

a.  Leader work-up programme focuses on learning 
correct looping technique: the initial load is increased 
smoothly to ensure the exit height is higher than the 
entry height. 

b. If the gate height of 5000 ft above MSD is not 
achieved the leader will execute a roll-off-the-top 
manoeuvre once speed is increasing beyond the 
inverted attitude. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 3 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – QUARTER CLOVER 
 

 
 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.2 Cognitive failure or poor formation 
keeping leading to one or more ac 
manoeuvring in an unexpected 
fashion resulting in LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a. Because the majority of RAFAT rolls in manoeuvre 
are flown to the left, any 1/4 –clovers flown with a right-
hand roll in the vertical are prefaced with a ‘To the 
Right’ call, which is acknowledged by Red 2. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, 
inaction or manoeuvre initiated at the 
incorrect time resulting in LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a. Whilst R/T is used to warn of rolls to the right, 
wingmen will be able to follow uncalled turns safely. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)). 

 
   

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for a 
manoeuvre leading to potentially 
multiple ac LoSS(Ground). 

a. The Gate Height for ¼-Clovers (including loops with 
a twist during the recovery) is increased by 500 ft over 
normal looping gate to allow for the turn. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 4 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – VERTICAL (VERT) BREAK 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable 
to ‘see and avoid’ other ac during re-
join leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Vert Break only conducted during a Full Show with 
minimum visibility of 5 km and smoke, when available, 
is used during the recovery and re-join. It is therefore 
extremely unlikely that visual will be lost. 

b. Standard turning re-join sanctuaries used to further 
deconflict ac.  

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.2 Cognitive failure or poor formation 
keeping leading to one or more ac 
manoeuvring in an unexpected 
fashion resulting in LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a. Because the majority of RAFAT rolls in manoeuvre 
are flown to the left, any Vert Break ¼–clovers flown 
with a right-hand roll in the vertical are prefaced with a 
‘To the Right’ call, which is acknowledged by Red 2. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)). 

 
   

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for a 
manoeuvre leading to potentially 
multiple ac LoSS(Ground). 

a. The Gate Height for the Vert Break ¼-Clover is 
increased by 500 ft over normal looping gate to allow 
for the turn and break. 

b. Individual pilots responsible for clearing their own 
flightpath during the recovery. 

c. Manoeuvre based on a 3 – 4 g recovery. More ac 
performance is available if there is doubt in ability to 
recover to level flight by their MSD. 

d. Pilots on inside of turn (low sanctuary) specifically 
briefed to monitor their MSD during re-join. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 5 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – INFINITY AND VIXEN BREAKS 
 

 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable 
to ‘see and avoid’ other ac leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation) during the re-
join. 

a. Pre-planned recovery rollout headings used to 
deconflict flight paths on conclusion of the break until 
wingmen gain SA on the relative positions of their 
wingmen.  Leader may smoke to aid identification 
during recovery and re-join. 

b. Standard turning re-join sanctuaries used to further 
deconflict ac. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.3 Reduced separation between ac 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. For the Infinity break, the leader ensures that he 
has nose-tail separation on all ac before commencing 
his rolls. 

b. During the break out manoeuvring all pilots clear 
their own flightpath. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.7 Catastrophic loss of thrust leading to 
rapid and immediate deceleration 
and conflict with trailing formation 
elements resulting in LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a. Should any ac suffer catastrophic loss of thrust 
during the Infinity Break rolls, Red 1 will immediately 
recover to wings level flight and avoid the emergency 
aircraft. 

b. Red 1 always has lateral deconfliction with rest of 
Enid. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 
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APPENDIX 6 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – SLALOM/HELIX 
 

 
 
 
 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.3 Reduced separation between ac 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. All wingmen to ensure positive nose-tail separation 
at all times when in Line Astern.  For the Slalom, this 
separation must be guaranteed before crossing behind 
the aircraft ahead during the change from Reverse-
Battle to Battle. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.7 Catastrophic loss of thrust leading to 
rapid and immediate deceleration 
and conflict with trailing formation 
elements resulting in LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a. Pilots in Line Astern maintain sufficient vertical 
separation below the ac ahead to allow its rapid 
rearwards exit in the event of catastrophic loss of 
thrust 

b. Pilots are briefed on ‘Exiting’ procedures.  The ac is 
held on depth until clear of the formation.  

REMOTE CRITICAL M 
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APPENDIX 7 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – GOOSE 
 

 
 
 
 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.3 Reduced separation between ac 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Wingmen to guard against wing overlap during 
recovery from Goose to Big-5 formation references. 

b. ‘Gooser’ to maintain 100 ft MSD on any member of 
Enid. 

c. “Gooser’ to make positive break away from Enid in 
the event of a fly it through or an escape. 

d. The “Gooser” flies at 100ft MSD and consequently 
has the low sanctuary; the lowest member of Enid flies 
at 300ft MSD. 

e. If the “Gooser” does not establish visual, he will 
maintain 100ft MSD and call ‘”Blind”.  Therefore, there 
will always be a height deconfliction between the 2 
elements. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 8 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – ROLLBACKS 
 

SERIAL HAZARD RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable to ‘see and 
avoid’ other ac leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. If pilot does not regain visual with the 
formation at the expected point during the 
roll they are to escape. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.3 Reduced separation between ac leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Pilots not to close beyond waiting 
position unless closure under control.  An 
escape manoeuvre will be flown if the 
joining ac has excessive closure. 

b. Escape is to push (ie unload) and 
keep rolling to wings level.  If the rate of 
closure towards the formation is 
excessive the escape path is below, not 
above the formation.  The right-hand 
wingman should go only sufficiently deep 
to break the collision with the formation, 
the left-hand wingman should go ‘Deep 
Deep’ whilst remaining cognisant of their 
flightpath with regard to the ground. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.5 Minor ac emergency leading to pilot distraction 
whilst attempting to maintain formation resulting in 
an LoSS(intra-formation). 

d. Rollback will not to be flown if ac has 
an emergency. 

e. If emergency occurs during the roll 
back no diagnosis should be attempted 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 
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until the ac has been recovered to wings 
level flight clear of the formation. 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, inaction or 
manoeuvre initiated at the incorrect time resulting 
in LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Unless correct R/T sequence is heard, 
pilots are not to start the rollback 
manoeuvre. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

2 Impact with the Ground (LoSS(Ground)).  

   

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by formation element 
leader for a manoeuvre leading to potentially 
multiple ac LoSS(Ground). 

a. Leader to allow sufficient height above 
MSD on run-in to cater for wingman 
escape under the formation.  Allowance 
should cater with for wingmen’s 
experience and competence. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

2.2 Human Factors leading to potentially multiple ac 
LoSS(Ground). 

a. Rollback escape is counter intuitive, 
‘push, keep rolling’. Wingmen will brief 
required escape during the setup for 
rollbacks.  Knowledge tested regularly 
during sortie briefs. 

b. Extensive dual trg is flown and the 
manoeuvre is taught/demonstrated by an 
experienced RAFAT pilot.  Initial trg is 
conducted at a high MSD to allow a 
safety margin during recovery until 
experience levels increase. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 9 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – WHIRLWIND/REVOLUTION 
 

 
 
 
 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.3 Reduced separation between ac 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Rolls not to be completed unless correct Loose 
Diamond (Whirlwind) or Loose Battle (Revolution) 
reference has been achieved.  For the Whirlwind, Red 
7 is responsible for checking separation before calling 
‘Aboard’ for the formation. 

b. Progressive training, initially only 1 ac rolling at any 
one time.  As competence demonstrated gradual build 
up towards simultaneous rolls. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)). 

 
   

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for a 
manoeuvre leading to potentially 
multiple ac LoSS(Ground). 

a. Leader to allow sufficient height on run in such that 
the lowest ac is above MSD (including allowance for 
small hgt loss during the roll). 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 10 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – HAMMERHEAD BREAK 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable 
to ‘see and avoid’ other ac during re-
join leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

Break only conducted during a Full Show with 
minimum visibility of 5 km and smoke, when available, 
is used during the recovery and re-joins. It is therefore 
extremely unlikely that visual will be lost. 

b. Visual contact throughout the manoeuvre for Reds 
2-5 is backed up by cadence and rollout headings to 
ensure safe separation during the split. Visually flown 
manoeuvre mitigates an AHRS failure. 8 and 9 will roll 
to the gap between 4/7 and 5/6. Reds 6 and 7 use a 
visual feature to assess 90 degs onto line, only backed 
up by HSI. 

c. Standard turning re-join sanctuaries used to further 
deconflict ac.  

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.2 Cognitive failure or poor formation 
keeping leading to one or more ac 
manoeuvring in an unexpected 
fashion resulting in LoSS(intra-
formation). 

b. Because the majority of RAFAT rolls in manoeuvre 
are flown to the left, any Break ¼–clovers flown with a 
right-hand roll in the vertical are prefaced with a ‘To the 
Right’ call, which is acknowledged by Red 2. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)). 

 
   

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for a 
manoeuvre leading to potentially 
multiple ac LoSS(Ground). 

e. The Gate Height for the Break ¼-Clover is 
increased by 500 ft over normal looping gate to allow 
for the turn and break. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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f. Individual pilots responsible for clearing their own 
flight path during the recovery. 

g. Manoeuvre based on a 3 – 4 g recovery. More ac 
performance is available if there is doubt in ability to 
recover to level flight by their MSD. 

h. Pilots on inside of turn (low sanctuary) specifically 
briefed to monitor their MSD during re-join. 
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APPENDIX 11 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES - DETONATOR 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic)     

1.2 Cognitive failure leading to one or 
more ac manoeuvring in an 
unexpected fashion leading to a 
potential LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Pre-break Gypo formation requires all ac to roll 
inwards, which is in the natural sense. 

b. Red 6 & 7 always fly CR or CL pattern for their time 
on Synchro. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.3 Reduced separation between ac 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation) or 
potentially intra-formation collision. 

a. Winter trg is incremental.  Synchro practice 
manoeuvre as singletons before commencing pairs trg, 
only building to larger formations in stages once 
correct formation width and length consistently 
achieved.   

b. Wingmen must be able to demonstrate consistently 
correct response to positional errors that may arise. 

c. Any pilot unable to establish sufficient spacing from 
ac ahead as synchronised breakout manoeuvres is 
called is to break early.  Manoeuvre initiation process 
always incorporates delay between call and action to 
allow early breaks if required. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.4 Potential collision between Enid and 
Gypo ac during 2nd half of display. 

a. Known confliction area between 6 & 7 and 2 & 3 if 
time delay between Enid and Gypo breaks is short and 
Gypo flying 45 deg pitches.  Leader ensures that the 
Enid break is flown sufficiently far off to allow adequate 
spacing for Reds 6 and 7.  If the break is left too late, 
the Leader will call a ‘fly-it-through, the manoeuvre will 
not be flown and the formation will re-position. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1.5 Minor ac emergency that distracts 
pilot leading to intra-formation 
collision. 

a. For Gypo, any pilot can call ‘Fly it Through’ (FIT) 
until ‘Go’ called for split.  Red 6 will recover formation 
to level flight and fly ‘On Crowd’. 

b. After the ‘Go’ is called, all pilots to fly the 
manoeuvre as planned and call ‘FIT’ once established 
on outbound heading.  Red 6 will coordinate formation 
manoeuvring as required with Red 1. 

c. If Enid do not break (eg due to a ‘FIT’) Gypo to 
remain in pre-break formation and follow Enid On-
Crowd. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.6 Major systems failure or emergency 
that induces uncommanded 
movement of ac leading to intra-
formation collision. 

a. Standard up and out escape available until ‘Go’ 
called. 

b. After ‘Go’ but before manoeuvre initiated pilot 
should escape in the direction of his nominated ‘out’ if 
possible or fly on-crowd. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.7 Catastrophic loss of thrust leading to 
rapid and immediate deceleration 
and collision with trailing formation 
elements. 

a. Due to the lateral separation established during the 
setup for the manoeuvre, there is no risk to trailing ac. 
Pilots should escape as per 1.6. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, 
inaction or manoeuvre initiated at the 
incorrect time leading to intra-
formation collision. 

a. If Red 6 Transmit (Tx) failure or individual Receive 
(Rx) failure, Gypo to action on Red 6’s roll using 
standard break cadence learnt over winter trg.  Once 
established outbound Red 7 to attempt contact on A or 
VHF. 

b. If manoeuvre initiated quickly after Enid break, Red 
6 & 7 to ensure collision avoidance against Enid 
(consider limiting Derry pattern pitch angle). 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)) 
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SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for a 
manoeuvre leading to potential 
LoSS(Ground). 

a. If Red 1 has set formation flt path too low, Red 6 
options are to: 

(1) Consider shallowing flt path and FIT on crowd. 

(2) Breaking early with due regard to potential 
conflict with members of Enid. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 12 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – GYPO PASS 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable 
to ‘see and avoid’ other ac leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a.  Gypo wingmen to establish visual contact with 
element leader prior to committing to re-join during 
Derry pattern. 

b.  If Threshold contract for Reds 6 & 7 not made 7 to 
lead formation further off-crowd and increase miss 
distance (consider slight climb). 

c.  Red 6 can call continue if visual but then assumes 
collision avoidance responsibility. 

d.  Gypo wingmen not to descend below 300 ft MSD 
post-Roll Go. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.2 Cognitive failure causing one or more 
ac to manoeuvre in an unexpected 
fashion leading to potential 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Wingmen to sit on ‘outside’ of formation 
approaching merge (natural sense). 

b. Red 6 to always establish the line and remain 
predictable, 7 always contracted to avoid 6. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.3 Reduced separation between ac 
leading to intra-formation collision. 

a. Gypo wingmen to maintain escape option during re-
join to mitigate against excessive overtake. 

b. If unable to establish correct length at Threshold, 
Gypo wingmen will not fly the roll or they are to 
escape. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.5 Minor ac emergency distracts pilot 
leading to potential LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a. Fly it through (FIT) can be called until ‘Roll Go’. 

b. Post ‘Roll Go’ individual pilots need not roll and call 
FIT through once other ac have completed theirs. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 
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SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1.6 Major systems failure or emergency 
causing uncommanded ac movement 
leading to potential LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a. On or Off Crowd escape option always available 
(there are no crossing of flightpaths during any part of 
this manoeuvre or during any escape).  Gypo wingmen 
to trail element lead if they escape. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.7 Catastrophic loss of thrust leading to 
rapid and immediate deceleration 
and collision with trailing formation 
elements. 

a. Escape always available therefore ‘Exit’ not 
required. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.8 R/T failure causes confusion, inaction 
or incorrect manoeuvre timing 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Move breaks down and Threshold if not 
called/heard and ac pass with increased miss-
distance. 

b. Post-Threshold, with 6 Tx or other ac Rx failure, 
pilots not hearing call may roll if safe to do so.  Attempt 
to re-establish contact on A/VHF at sensible time. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.9 Insufficient miss-distance between ac 
on opposition passes causing 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Key part of Threshold contract is that sufficient miss 
distance has been generated.  Red 6 or 7 can 
terminate pass by not calling Threshold. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)) 

 
   

2.2 Human Factors leading to 
LoSS(Ground). 

a.  All pilots clear own flightpath during Derry patterns 
down to Cross Point. 

b.  Synchro pilots to ensure sufficient allowance made 
for hgt loss during 4-pt rolls (ie pitch up as required on 
entry). 

c.  Gypo wingmen to assure recovery to 500ft MSD 
prior to letting down to 300ft MSD. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 13 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – CYCLONE/SLINGSHOT AND ROLLERCOASTER 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable 
to ‘see and avoid’ other ac leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. 6 to stay predictable and fly manoeuvre as planned, 
advising 7 that he is Blind.  7 can call Continue if 
happy, otherwise 7 remain high and fly normal ground 
track. 

b. If 7 Blind during Cyclone, he is to ease of the back 
pressure and fly on-crowd, having called ‘Blind’, even if 
6 calls continue.  Should Red 7 re-acquire Red 6, he 
can re-commit to the turn.   

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.5 Minor ac emergency distracts pilot 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. FIT option available for all stages of manoeuvre. 
REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.6 Major systems failure or emergency 
causes uncommanded ac movement 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Escape option available for all stages of 
manoeuvre. REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.10 Controlled flight into other ac. a. 6 remains predictable throughout.  7 is contracted 
to avoid Red 6 and to fly outside the turn.  If a collision 
risk is evident, Red 7 is to ease off the back pressure, 
achieving instant separation. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)) 

 
   

2.2 Human Factors leading to 
LoSS(Ground). 

a. 6 to make sufficient allowance for 7 to make the 
Fudge without breaking MSD. 

b. If 6 does not allow adequate MSD for Red 7, 7 is to 
fly to his MSD and disregard the fudge. 

c. 7 to ensure safe flightpath when establishing fudge. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 14 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – HEART 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable 
to ‘see and avoid’ other ac leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Pilot flying Spear not to commit nose low into Heart 
if ‘Blind’. 

b. 6 or 7 can call ‘Continue’ if one Blind when 
approaching the cross when nose low. 

c. Double ‘Blind’ when nose low – both pilots max 
perform On/Off Crowd (6/7), Spear to stay out. 

d. Ac spearing is to remain no lower than 1500ft QFE 
post manoeuvre to ensure at least 500ft MSD to 
Synchro who will have levelled off at 1000ft. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.5 Minor ac emergency distracts pilot 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. FIT option for all stages of manoeuvre.  If occurs 
post split, pilots fly manoeuvre as planned but with 
increased miss distance. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.6 Major systems failure or emergency 
causes uncommanded ac movement 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. 7 to maintain positive nose-tail separation 
whenever in line astern to preserve escape option. REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.7 Catastrophic loss of thrust causing 
rapid and immediate ac deceleration 
and conllision with trailing formation 
elements. 

a. 7 to maintain positive vertical separation from 6 
whenever in Line Astern. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, 
inaction or incorrect manoeuvre 
timing leading to LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a. With 6 Tx or 7 Rx failure, continue to fly pattern with 
7 taking timing from 6’s manoeuvres. 

b. Spear pilot not to commit if no R/T heard. 
IMPROBABLE REMOTE CRITICAL 
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SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1.9 Insufficient miss distance between ac 
on opposition passes leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. 6 to remain predictable when nose low, 7 to take 
positive avoiding action, ideally on Off Crowd side but 
should not cross flightpath to achieve. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

 
2 Impact with the Ground 

(LoSS(Ground)) 
 

   

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for a 
manoeuvre leading to LoSS(Ground). 

a. 6 & 7 to ensure looping gate height achieved before 
committing nose low after split. 

b. For the ac spearing, they are to clear their own 
flight-path and ensure they can maintain a safe MSD 
post spear.  As para 1.1, this is to not below 1500ft 
QFE. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

2.2 Human Factors leading to 
LoSS(Ground). 

a. Pilots to maintain awareness of own ac hgt/spd 
whilst relaxing g to make bottom of Heart. IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 15 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES - VORTEX 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.5 Minor ac emergency distracts pilot 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Any pilot can call ‘Fly it Through’ (FIT) until ‘Go’ 
called for split.  Red 6 will recover formation to level 
flight and fly ‘On Crowd’. 

b. After the ‘Go’ is called, all pilots to fly the 
manoeuvre as planned and call ‘FIT’ once established 
on outbound heading.  Red 6 will coordinate formation 
manoeuvring as required. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.6 Major systems failure or emergency 
causes uncommanded ac movement 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Available controlled escape route identified and 
briefed for each manoeuvre. REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.7 Catastrophic loss of thrust leading to 
rapid and immediate deceleration 
and potential collision with trailing 
formation elements. 

a. Only an issue for 6 who should call ‘6 Exit’ and hold 
depth until clear of wingmen.  Wingmen to assist by 
calling clear in numerical order. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, 
inaction or incorrect manoeuvre 
timing leading to LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a. 6 Tx failure: wingmen don’t roll, but respond to 6’s 
manoeuvre and complete break using standard 
cadence.  Attempt comms on A/VHF outbound. 

b. Wingman Rx failure: may complete rolls if noticed in 
time, else remain S&L and break using standard 
cadence based on 6’s roll in. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 
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2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)) 

 
   

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for a 
manoeuvre leading to LoSS(Ground). 

a. Red 6 to ensure own flightpath to Datum 350-400 ft 
MSD to allow room for wingmen’s rolls NB 300 ft MSD. IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

2.2 Human Factors leading to 
LoSS(Ground). 

a. Rolling pilots to clear own flightpath during rolls. 

b. Adequate escape briefing and trg is to be 
completed by 7 and 9 prior to complete Vortex 
manoeuvre (both ac rolling). 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 16 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 
 

RISK CONTROL MEASURES – OPPOSITION BARREL ROLL 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable 
to ‘see and avoid’ other ac leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Threshold contract failsafe for ‘Blind’ scenario. 
REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.5 Minor ac emergency distracts pilot 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Fly it through option for all stages of manoeuvre. 

b. During rolls, pilots to assure recovery to S&L flight 
before resolving issue. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, 
inaction or incorrect manoeuvre 
timing leading to LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a. R/T naturally fail safe as ac will maintain miss 
distance, no planned crossing of flightpaths pre-merge. 

b. If manoeuvre called early 7 to back off the roll and 
increase miss distance on 6. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.9 Insufficient miss distance between ac 
on opposition passes leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Threshold contract required approaching merge. 

b. Ac turn away from each other as manoeuvre 
initiated; no requirement to cross flightpaths. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 17 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES -FLAT CAROUSEL 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable 
to ‘see and avoid’ other ac leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Threshold contract failsafe for entry to Carousel. 

b. 6 to remain predictable throughout Carousel and 7 
to make appropriate allowance if Blind. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.5 Minor ac emergency distracts pilot 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation) 

a. Fly it through option for all stages of manoeuvre. 
REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.6 Major systems failure or emergency 
causes uncommanded ac movement 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Pilot can roll off bank to escape upwards at any 
stage. REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, 
inaction or incorrect manoeuvre 
timing leading to LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a. If 6 calls Turn early, the inside ac must clear own 
flightpath before pulling into turn. 

b. 6 Tx / 7 Rx failure: 7 to start turn post merge but 
increase miss distance at crosses.  

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.10 Controlled flight into other ac. a. 6 remains predictable throughout, 7 to ensure 
‘collision’ broken (positive sightline spin) during 
crosses. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)) 

 
   

2.2 Human Factors leading to 
LoSS(Ground). 

a. 6 to make due allowance for 7 to make Fudge 
without infringing own MSD. 

b. If 6 does not allow adequate MSD for Red 7, 7 is to 
fly to his MSD and disregard the fudge. 

c. 7 to clear own flightpath when establishing Fudge. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 18 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES - CORKSCREW 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable 
to ‘see and avoid’ other ac leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. If the re-join for 7 leads him to be blind during 
Corkscrew re-join, he must remain in low sanctuary 
and transition through Line Astern reference before 
taking up the ‘Perch’. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.3 Reduced separation between ac 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. 7 to ensure sufficient separation on Perch to allow 6 
freedom of manoeuvre for roll-in to inverted. 

b. A very clear deconfliction plan exists for this 
manoeuvre and is to be briefed at regular intervals.  
Red 9 always avoids Red 8, who in turn avoids 
Synchro. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.5 Minor ac emergency distracts pilot 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Fly it through option for all stages of manoeuvre. 

b. After 6 rolls inverted FIT is automatic cessation of 
wingman rolls, 9 to call Complete, followed by 6 rolling 
out. 

c. Red 6 has the option to call ‘Complete’ if, for 
example, the rolls are taking too long and he need to 
roll upright for any reason (ac 30 sec inverted limit). 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.6 Major systems failure or emergency 
causes uncommanded ac movement 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Wingmen may escape during rolls. 
REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.7 Catastrophic loss of thrust leading to 
rapid and immediate deceleration 
and collision with trailing formation 
elements. 

a. 6 & 7 to call ‘Exit’ and maintain vertical separation 
until wingmen clear before actioning recovery action. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 
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SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, 
inaction or incorrect manoeuvre 
timing leading to LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a. 6 Tx / 7 Rx Failure: 7 will see 6 roll inverted, 7 to 
stay shallow and visual with 7, 8&9 no rolls. 

b. 8/9 Rx failure: no rolls. 
REMOTE CRITICAL M 

2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)) 

 
   

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for a 
manoeuvre leading to LoSS(Ground). 

a. 6 to ensure sufficient MSD to allow 8&9 to roll 
without infringing MSD. IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

2.2 Human Factors leading to 
LoSS(Ground). 

a. All pilots clear own flightpath during manoeuvre. 
IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 19 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – GYPO BREAK 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic)     

1.2 Cognitive failure causing one or more 
ac manoeuvring in an unexpected 
fashion leading to a LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a. Pre-break formation requires all ac to roll inwards, 
which is in the natural sense. 

b. Red 6 & 7 always fly CR or CL pattern for their time 
on Synchro. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.3 Reduced separation between ac 
leading to intra-formation collision. 

a. Winter trg is incremental.  Synchro practice 
manoeuvre as singletons before commencing pairs trg, 
only building to larger formations in stages once 
correct formation width and length consistently 
achieved.   

b. Wingmen must be able to demonstrate consistently 
correct response to positional errors that may arise. 

c. Any pilot unable to establish sufficient spacing from 
ac ahead as synchronised breakout manoeuvres is 
called is to break early.  Manoeuvre initiation process 
always incorporates delay between call and action to 
allow early breaks if required. 

d. A very clear deconfliction plan exists for this 
manoeuvre and is to be briefed at regular intervals.  
Red 9 always avoids Red 8, who in turn avoids 
Synchro. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.5 Minor ac emergency distracts pilot 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Any pilot can call ‘Fly it Through’ (FIT) until ‘8&9 
Roll Go’ called.  Red 6 will recover formation to level 
flight and fly ‘On Crowd’. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 
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4-2-D-19-2 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

b. After the ‘8&9 Roll Go’ is called, all pilots to 
complete their rolls and recover to S&L flight.  Red 6 
will recover formation to level flight and fly ‘On Crowd’. 

c. After the Split is called, all pilots to fly the 
manoeuvre as planned and call ‘FIT’ once established 
on outbound heading.  Red 6 will coordinate formation 
manoeuvring as required. 

1.6 Major systems failure or emergency 
causes uncommanded ac movement 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Standard up and out escape available until ‘8&9 
Roll Go’ called. 

b. After Split called but before manoeuvre initiated 
pilot should escape in the direction of their nominated 
‘out’ if possible or fly on-crowd. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.7 Catastrophic loss of thrust leading to 
rapid and immediate deceleration 
and collision with trailing formation 
elements. 

a. Post ‘8&9 Roll Go’ called, 6&7 must ‘Exit’, holding 
depth and waiting until wingmen clear before resolving 
emergency. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, 
inaction or incorrect manoeuvre 
timing leading to LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a. If Red 6 Transmit (Tx) failure or individual Receive 
(Rx) failure, Gypo to action on Red 6’s roll using 
standard break cadence learnt over winter trg.  Once 
established outbound Red 7 to attempt contact on A or 
VHF. 

b. If manoeuvre initiated quickly after Enid break, Red 
6 & 7 to ensure collision avoidance against Enid 
(consider limiting Derry pattern pitch angle). 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)) 

 
   

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for 
manoeuvre leading to LoSS(Ground) 

a. Red 6 to ensure own flightpath to Datum 350-400 ft 
MSD to allow room for wingmen’s rolls NB 300 ft MSD. IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

2.2 Human Factors leading to 
LoSS(Ground). 

a. Rolling pilots to clear own flightpath during rolls. 
IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 20 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – DOUBLE ROLLS 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable 
to ‘see and avoid’ other ac leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. If not visual with 6, then 7 to increase miss distance 
without crossing the predicted flightpath of 6. REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.5 Minor ac emergency distracts pilot 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Fly it through option for all stages of manoeuvre. 
REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.6 Major systems failure or emergency 
causes uncommanded ac movement 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Escape option at all stages. 
REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, 
inaction or incorrect manoeuvre 
timing leading to LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a. 6 Tx / 7 Rx failure: if 7 sees 6 commence 1st roll can 
either roll if safe to do so or adjust line to be in correct 
position for merge.  Auto start 2nd roll at merge. 

b. Late initiation by 6 risks minimal time to establish 
line for merge, both pilots to look for other as easing 
out of 1st roll and take positive avoiding action if any 
doubt exists as to line/miss-distance. 

c. If Red 7 assesses that there is insufficient time for 
him to complete the first roll, he has the option to 
switch.  In this case, he doesn’t fly the roll and adjusts 
his line to be in the correct place for the second roll. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.9 Insufficient miss-distance between ac 
on opposition passes leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. See 1.8.b 
IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)) 

 
   

2.2 Human Factors leading to 
LoSS(Ground). 

a. Barrel roll technique trained at hgt and pilots 
progressively work down in stages to 100 ft MSD.  All 
workdown sorties supervise by Reds 1, 10, 11 or 
Comdt CFS.   

b. Roll faster than traditional roll such that through 270 
deg relatively quickly and don’t bury the nose. 

c. Pilots are to be able to capture 300ft and can then 
slow their roll-rate down to allow a gradual descent to 
100ft. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 21 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES -FULL CAROUSEL 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable 
to ‘see and avoid’ other ac leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Threshold contract failsafe for entry to Carousel. 

b. 6 to remain predictable throughout Carousel and 7 
to make appropriate allowance if Blind. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.5 Minor ac emergency distracts pilot 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation) 

a. Fly it through option for all stages of manoeuvre. 
REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.6 Major systems failure or emergency 
causes uncommanded ac movement 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Pilot can roll off bank to escape upwards at any 
stage. REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, 
inaction or incorrect manoeuvre 
timing leading to LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a. If 6 calls Turn early, the inside ac must clear own 
flightpath before pulling into turn. 

b. 6 Tx / 7 Rx failure: 7 to start turn post merge but 
increase miss distance at crosses.  

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.10 Controlled flight into other ac. a. 6 remains predictable throughout, 7 to ensure 
‘collision’ broken (positive sightline spin) during 
crosses. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)) 

 
   

2.2 Human Factors leading to 
LoSS(Ground). 

a. 6 to make due allowance for 7 to make Fudge 
without infringing own MSD. 

b. If 6 does not allow adequate MSD for Red 7, 7 is to 
fly to his MSD and disregard the fudge. 

c. 7 to clear own flightpath when establishing Fudge. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 22 TO 
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RISK CONTROL MEASURES -TWISTER 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.3 Reduced separation between ac 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. The rolling ac is to ensure sufficient separation on 
Perch before rolling, minimum of 4 lengths. REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.5 Minor ac emergency distracts pilot 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation).. 

a. Fly it through option for all stages of manoeuvre. 

b. The rolling ac has an instant escape at all times of 
the manoeuvre up and/or away from the other ac. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.6 Major systems failure or emergency 
causes uncommanded ac movement 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Wingmen are to maintain their depth until the rolling 
ac has called ‘complete’. They will also call ‘Exit’ to 
warn the roller that they will be moving rearwards 
towards him.  The rolling ac will call ‘clear’ once he has 
manoeuvred away from the rest of the formation and 
the escaping ac can they climb. 

b. The rolling ac has sufficient time to react to an 
escaping ac ahead who is dropping back. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.7 Catastrophic loss of thrust leading to 
rapid and immediate deceleration 
and collision with trailing formation 
elements. 

a. Any member of the main formation is to call ‘Exit’ 
and maintain their depth as they drop back.  The rolling 
ac will call ‘clear’ once he has manoeuvred away from 
the rest of the formation and the escaping ac can they 
climb. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, 
inaction or incorrect manoeuvre 
timing leading to LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a. If the leader suffers from a radio failure, there will 
be no ‘roll’ call.  If the rolling ac suffers a radio failure, 
he won’t roll. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)) 
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SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for a 
manoeuvre leading to LoSS(Ground). 

a. The leader is to ensure sufficient MSD to allow the 
rolling ac to roll without infringing MSD. IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

2.2 Human Factors leading to 
LoSS(Ground). 

a. Both the leader and the rolling ac clear own 
flightpath during manoeuvre. IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 23 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – SPAGHETTI AND MAGNUM BREAK 
 

 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 Mid air collision (generic).     

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable 
to ‘see and avoid’ other ac leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a.  Pre-planned recovery rollout headings used to 
deconflict flight paths on conclusion of the break until 
wingmen gain SA on the relative positions of their 
wingmen.   

b.  All ac smoke to aid acquisition. 

c.  Break always the same for any given runway. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.2 Cognitive failure  or poor formation 
keeping leading to one or more ac 
manoeuvring in an unexpected 
fashion resulting in LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a.  Break briefed before sortie and before running in. 

b.  Recovery flown in same order and technique as 
left/right break. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, 
inaction or manoeuvre initiated at the 
incorrect time resulting in LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a.  Break will not be flown if Red 1 has R/T failure as 
he cannot initiate the break. Ac will reposition for SOP 
break with R/T fail 

b.  Wingman with a receive failure will fly the loop and 
will be aware of the forthcoming break when: Reds 1,2 
and 3 switch white smoke on; for Reds 6-9, depth is 
taken.  For Magnum, wingmen with a receive failure 
before the Diamond move will maintain their Wall 
reference, fly the loop and the manoeuvre will break 
down. At all times the pilots fly their allocated angles 
and profile and attempt to re-establish comms once he 
has recovered from the descent. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 
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2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)). 

 
   

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for a 
manoeuvre leading to potentially 
multiple ac LoSS(Ground). 

a.  The Gate Height for the Spaghetti Break loop is 
increased to allow for controlled descent at 20o nose 
down for extended period at end of manoeuvre.  There 
is a lot of extra ac performance available if required . 

b.  Individual pilots responsible for clearing their own 
flightpath during the recovery. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 24 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES - SHOTGUN 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 Mid air collision (generic).     

1.2 Cognitive failure leading to one or 
more ac manoeuvring in an 
unexpected fashion resulting in 
LoSS(intra-formation).  

b. 6&7 will always roll in one direction and roll out in 
the other direction reducing the risk of cognitive failure. 

c. RT commands differ from other Synchro inverted 
manoeuvres eg Corkscrew/Mirror where both ac roll 
inverted together in the same direction. 

d. 7 will always maintain nose-tail separation on 6 so if 
either ac has a cognitive failure and rolls the wrong 
way there will always be a robust deconfliction plan 
between the 2 ac. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.3 Reduced separation between ac 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

c. 7 will ensure sufficient separation on the ‘Perch’ to 
allow freedom of manoeuvre during the rolls – this 
being in both depth and length. 

d. A very clear deconfliction plan exists for this 
manoeuvre and is to be briefed at regular intervals. 

e. Escape lanes exist for both 6 and 7 throughout the 
manoeuvre. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 
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SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1.5 Minor ac emergency distracts pilot 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

d. A ‘FIT’ option exists for all stages of this 
manoeuvre. 

e. After 6&7 roll inverted ‘FIT’ is automatic cessation 
of any manoeuvring, followed by both 6&7 rolling out. 

f. Red 6 has the option to call ‘Complete’ if, for 
whatever reason, it is deemed that that rolls cannot be 
continued but Synchro can continue to fly along the 
display line. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.6 Major systems failure or emergency 
causes uncommanded ac movement 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

b. 7 may escape or choose not to roll at any point 
during the manoeuvre. REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.7 Catastrophic loss of thrust leading to 
rapid and immediate deceleration 
and collision with trailing formation 
elements. 

b. 6 to call ‘Exit’ and maintain vertical separation until 
7 is clear before actioning the recovery. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, 
inaction or incorrect manoeuvre 
timing leading to LoSS(intra-
formation). 

c. 6 Tx / 7 Rx Failure: 7 will see 6 roll inverted, 7 to 
stay shallow and visual with 6, 7 does not roll at any 
point and waits for the manoeuvre to be complete 
before attempting to establish comm. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)) 

 
   

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for a 
manoeuvre leading to LoSS(Ground). 

b. 6 to ensure sufficient MSD to allow 6&7 to roll 
without infringing MSD. IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

2.2 Human Factors leading to 
LoSS(Ground). 

b. All pilots clear their own flightpath during the 
manoeuvre. 

c. Rehearsed many times and a graduated approach 
to trg. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 25 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

RISK CONTROL MEASURES – MIRROR FLAT 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable to 
‘see and avoid’ other ac leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. If the re-join for 7 leads him to be blind during Mirror Flat 
re-join, he must remain in low sanctuary and transition 
through Line Astern reference before taking up the ‘Perch’. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.3 Reduced separation between ac leading 
to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. 7 to ensure sufficient separation on Perch to allow 6 
freedom of manoeuvre for roll-in to inverted. REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.5 Minor ac emergency distracts pilot 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Fly it through option for all stages of manoeuvre. 
REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.6 Major systems failure or emergency 
causes uncommanded ac movement 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Simple escapes exist for all 4 ac. 7 will push out of the 
manoeuvre while 9 can drop down and back. 6 and 8 will 
hold their depths as they drop back however Red 7 and 9 
respectively can easily identify an escape being performed. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.7 Catastrophic loss of thrust leading to 
rapid and immediate deceleration and 
collision with trailing formation elements. 

a. 6 & 7 to call ‘Exit’ and maintain vertical separation until 
wingmen clear before actioning recovery action. The rest of 
the escapes are as per 1.6a. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, inaction 
or incorrect manoeuvre timing leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. 6 Tx / 7 Rx Failure: 7 will see 6 roll inverted, 7 to stay 
shallow and visual with 6, 8&9. 

b. 8/9 Rx failure, manoeuvre unaffected. 
REMOTE CRITICAL M 

2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)) 

 
   

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by formation 
element leader for a manoeuvre leading 
to LoSS(Ground). 

a. 6 to ensure sufficient MSD to allow 8&9 to maintain 
Mirror without infringing MSD. IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

2.2 Human Factors leading to LoSS(Ground). a. All pilots clear own flightpath during manoeuvre. IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 26 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES -TORNADO 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.3 Reduced separation between ac 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

b. The rolling ac are to ensure sufficient separation on 
Perch before rolling, minimum of 4 ac lengths. REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.5 Minor ac emergency distracts pilot 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

c. Fly it through option for all stages of manoeuvre. 

d. The rolling ac have an instant escape at all times – 
out of the manoeuvre up and/or away from the other 
ac. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.6 Major systems failure or emergency 
causes uncommanded ac movement 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

c. Wingmen are to maintain their depth until the rolling 
ac have called ‘complete’. If necessary they will call 
‘Exit’ to warn the rolling ac that they will be moving 
rearwards towards them. The rolling ac will 
acknowledge and manoeuvre away from the rest of the 
formation and the escaping ac can then climb. 

d. The rolling ac has sufficient time to react to an 
escaping ac ahead who is dropping back. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.7 Catastrophic loss of thrust leading to 
rapid and immediate deceleration 
and collision with trailing formation 
elements. 

b. Any member of the main formation is to call ‘Exit’ 
and maintain their depth as they drop back. The rolling 
ac will acknowledge and manoeuvre away from the 
rest of the formation and the escaping ac can then 
climb. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, 
inaction or incorrect manoeuvre 
timing leading to LoSS(intra-
formation). 

b. If the leader suffers from a radio failure, there will 
be no ‘roll’ call. If the rolling ac suffer a radio failure, 
they won’t roll. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 
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SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)) 

 
   

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for a 
manoeuvre leading to LoSS(Ground). 

b. The leader is to ensure sufficient MSD to allow the 
rolling ac to roll without infringing MSD. IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

2.2 Human Factors leading to 
LoSS(Ground). 

b. Both the leader and the rolling ac clear own 
flightpath during manoeuvre. IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 27 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES - PYTHON 
 

 

Serial RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 
REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) 
(generic). 

 
   

1.1  Cognitive failure or poor 
formation-keeping leading to one 
or more ac manoeuvring in an 
unexpected fashion resulting in 
LoSS(intra-formation).  

a. Python rolls are always flown to the left.  
b. The ease-up is started in Leader’s Benefit and 
always commences with a ‘white on go’ prior to the 
ease up. .  
c. Escapes can be flown and are comprehensively 
briefed; all pilots receive escape trg (practical and 
theory) early in the winter work-up using examples of 
previous escapes on videotape in the RAFAT archive.  
 

REMOTE CRITICAL 

M  

2  Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)).  

    

2.1  Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for a 
manoeuvre leading to potentially 
multiple ac LoSS(Ground).  

a. Leader work-up programme focuses on learning 
correct barrel roll technique and early recognition and 
remediation if roll rate lagging dangerously behind 
pitch rate (smoothly increase rate of roll whilst 
maintaining the load to rapidly achieve wings level 
and recovery to level flight).  
b. Visual cues and heights used as an aid to leader’s 
judgement.  
 

IMPROBABLE  CATASTROPHIC  M  
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APPENDIX 28 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – MIRROR ROLL 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cognitive failure or poor formation-
keeping leading to one or more ac 
manoeuvring in an unexpected 
fashion resulting in LoSS(intra-
formation). 

d. Barrel rolls are always flown to the left. 

e. The phrases ‘This is for a Roll’ and ‘Easing Up’ are 
always associated with barrel rolls; alternative phrases 
are used for looping manoeuvres. 

f. Escapes can be flown and are comprehensively 
briefed; all pilots receive escape trg (practical and 
theory) early in the winter work-up using examples of 
previous escapes on videotape in the RAFAT archive. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.2 
 

Minor ac emergency distracts pilot 
leading to formation MAC. 

a.  Fly it through option available for all stages of 
manoeuvre.  REMOTE CRITICAL M 

2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)) 

 
   

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for a 
manoeuvre leading to LoSS(Ground). 

c. 6 to ensure sufficient MSD to allow roll without 
infringing MSD. IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

2.2 Human Factors leading to 
LoSS(Ground). 

d. All pilots clear own flightpath during manoeuvre. 
IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 29 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – LEFT/RIGHT BREAK 
 

  

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable 
to ‘see and avoid’ other ac leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a.  Pre-planned recovery rollout headings used to 
deconflict flight paths on conclusion of the break until 
wingmen gain SA on the relative positions of their 
wingmen.   

b.  All ac smoke to aid acquisition. 

c.  Break always the same for any given runway. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.2 Cognitive failure or poor formation 
keeping leading to one or more ac 
manoeuvring in an unexpected 
fashion resulting in LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a.  Break briefed before sortie and before running in. 

b.  Recovery flown in same order and technique as 
Spaghetti break. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 
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1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, 
inaction or manoeuvre initiated at the 
incorrect time resulting in intra-
formation mid-ai 
 collision. 

a.  If Red 1 has a failure to transmit then he will be 
unable to initiate the break and the manoeuvre will 
break down.  XO will try to establish contact on A/VHF. 
 
b.  Wingman with ‘Right’ callsigns who suffer a transmit 
failure will not be able to call the next sequence of the 
break and the manoeuvre will break down. 
 
a. Wingmen with a ‘Right’ callsign who have a receive 
failure will not call the break until they have heard the 
preceding call in the break sequence and hence the 
manoeuvre is stopped. 

 
c.  Wingmen with a ‘Left’ callsign who have a receive 
fail shall fly their break only if they can positively 
determine that their opposition (Right) partner has 
initiated the break. If in any doubt, they are to remain in 
their position and the break will not called by the next 
ac in the sequence.  
 

 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)). 

 
   

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for a 
manoeuvre leading to potentially 
multiple ac LoSS(Ground). 

a.  The Gate Height for the Spaghetti Break loop is 
increased to allow for controlled descent at 20º nose 
down for extended period at end of manoeuvre.  There 
is a lot of extra ac performance available if required . 

b.  Individual pilots responsible for clearing their own 
flightpath during the recovery. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 30 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – COBRA 
 

SERIAL HAZARD RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY 
ASSESSME
NT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable to ‘see 
and avoid’ other ac leading to LoSS(intra-
formation). 

b. If pilot does not regain visual with 
the formation at the expected point 
during the roll they are to escape. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.3 Reduced separation between ac leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

c. Pilots not to close beyond waiting 
position unless closure under control.  
An escape manoeuvre will be flown if 
the joining ac has excessive closure. 
d. Escape is to push (ie unload) and 
keep rolling to wings level.  If the rate 
of closure towards the formation is 
excessive the escape path is below, 
not above the formation.  The right-
hand wingman should go only 
sufficiently deep to break the collision 
with the formation, the left-hand 
wingman should go ‘Deep Deep’ 
whilst remaining cognisant of their 
flightpath with regard to the ground. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.5 Minor ac emergency leading to pilot 
distraction whilst attempting to maintain 
formation resulting in an LoSS(intra-
formation). 

f. Rollback will not to be flown if ac 
has an emergency. 
g. If emergency occurs during the roll 
back no diagnosis should be 
attempted until the ac has been 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 
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recovered to wings level flight clear of 
the formation. 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, inaction or 
manoeuvre initiated at the incorrect time 
resulting in LoSS(intra-formation). 

b. Unless correct R/T sequence is 
heard, pilots are not to start the 
rollback manoeuvre. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

2 Impact with the Ground (LoSS(Ground)).  

   

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by formation 
element leader for a manoeuvre leading to 
potentially multiple ac LoSS(Ground). 

b. Leader to allow sufficient height 
above MSD on run-in to cater for 
wingman escape under the formation.  
Allowance should cater with for 
wingmen’s experience and 
competence. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

2.2 Human Factors leading to potentially multiple 
ac LoSS(Ground). 

c. Rollback escape is counter 
intuitive, ‘push, keep rolling’. 
Wingmen will brief required escape 
during the setup for rollbacks.  
Knowledge tested regularly during 
sortie briefs. 
d. Extensive dual trg is flown and the 
manoeuvre is taught/demonstrated by 
an experienced RAFAT pilot.  Initial 
trg is conducted at a high MSD to 
allow a safety margin during recovery 
until experience levels increase. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 31 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – MODIFIED CORKSCREW (HURRICANE) 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable 
to ‘see and avoid’ other ac leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

e. If the re-join for 7 leads him to be blind during the 
re-join, he must remain in the low sanctuary and 
transition through Line Astern reference before taking 
up the ‘Perch’. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

1.2 Cognitive failure leading to one or 
more ac manoeuvring in an 
unexpected fashion resulting in 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

f. 6 & 7 will always roll in towards each other and out 
away from each other reducing the risk of cognitive 
failure. 

g. 7 will always maintain nose-tail separation on 6 so if 
either ac has a cognitive failure and rolls the wrong 
way there will always be a robust deconfliction plan 
between the 2 ac. 

h. 8 & 9 will maintain 6 ac lengths separation which 
will allow freedom to roll out if either aircraft rolls in the 
wrong direction. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

1.3 Reduced separation between ac 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. 7 to ensure sufficient separation on the Perch to 
allow 6 freedom of manoeuvre during the rolls – this 
being in both depth and length. 

b. A very clear deconfliction plan exists for this 
manoeuvre and is to be briefed at regular intervals.  
Red 9 always avoids Red 8, who in turn avoids 
Synchro. 

c. Escape lanes exist for both 6 and 7 throughout the 
manoeuvre. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1.5 Minor ac emergency distracts pilot 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

g. Fly it through option for all stages of manoeuvre. 

h. After the manoeuvre has commenced a FIT is 
automatic cessation of 9 & 9 rolls, 9 to call Complete 
and Synchro roll the correct way up. 

i. Red 6 has the option to call ‘Complete’ during any 
stage of the manoeuvre. 8 & 9 will stop rolling and 
Synchro will roll the correct way up. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.6 Major systems failure or emergency 
causes uncommanded ac movement 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

c. All pilots can either not roll or escape during the 
manoeuvre. REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.7 Catastrophic loss of thrust leading to 
rapid and immediate deceleration 
and LoSS(intra-formation) with 
trailing formation elements. 

c. 6 & 7 to call ‘Exit’ and maintain vertical separation 
until wingmen clear before actioning recovery action. 

d. 8 to call ‘Exit’ and escape. 

e. 9 to ‘Escape’ 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, 
inaction or incorrect manoeuvre 
timing leading to LoSS(intra-
formation). 

d. 6 & 7 Tx / 7 Rx Failure: 7 will see 6 roll inverted, 7 
to stay shallow and visual with 6, 7 does not roll at any 
point during the manoeuvre, 8 & 9 no rolls. 

e. 8 & 9 Rx failure: no rolls. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)) 

 
   

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for a 
manoeuvre leading to LoSS(Ground). 

d. 6 to ensure sufficient MSD to allow 8 & 9 to roll 
without infringing MSD. IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

2.2 Human Factors leading to 
LoSS(Ground). 

e. All pilots clear own flight path during manoeuvre. 

f. Rehearsed many times and a graduated approach 
to trg. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 32 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
 RISK CONTROL MEASURES – CENTENARY SPLIT 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable 
to ‘see and avoid’ other ac during re-
join leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

Break only conducted during a Full Show with 
minimum visibility of 5 km and smoke, when available, 
is used during the recovery and re-joins. It is therefore 
extremely unlikely that visual will be lost. 

b. Visual contact throughout the manoeuvre for Reds 
2-5 is backed up by cadence and rollout headings to 
ensure safe separation during the split. Visually flown 
manoeuvre mitigates an AHRS failure. 8 and 9 will roll 
to parallell a visually assessed Crowd Line. Reds 6 
and 7 use a visual feature to assess 45 degs onto line, 
only backed up by HSI. 

c. Standard turning re-join sanctuaries used to further 
deconflict ac within Enid.  

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.2 Cognitive failure or poor formation 
keeping leading to one or more ac 
manoeuvring in an unexpected 
fashion resulting in LoSS(intra-
formation). 

c. Loop technique utilised is standard as per Loop 
mvre brief. 

d. Load remains constant with a roll input during the 
break, ensuring rapid divergence from main formation. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)). 

 
   

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for a 
manoeuvre leading to potentially 
multiple ac LoSS(Ground). 

i. Individual pilots responsible for clearing their own 
flight path during the recovery. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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j. Manoeuvre based on a 3 – 4 g recovery. More ac 
performance is available if there is doubt in ability to 
recover to level flight by their MSD. 

k. Pilots on inside of turn (low sanctuary) specifically 
briefed to monitor their MSD during re-join. 
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APPENDIX 33 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – PALM SPLIT 
 

 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) 
(generic). 

 
   

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and 
unable to ‘see and avoid’ other 
ac leading to LoSS(intra-
formation). 

a. Pre-planned recovery rollout headings used to deconflict flight paths 
on conclusion of the break until wingmen gain SA on the relative 
positions of their wingmen.  Leader may smoke to aid identification. 

b. Standard turning re-join sanctuaries used to further deconflict ac. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.2 Cognitive failure leading to one 
or more ac manoeuvring in an 
unexpected fashion resulting in 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Check-in for the Palm Split conducted as formation setting up for 
the manoeuvre to minimise risk of cognitive failure.  Manoeuvre will not 
be flown if check-in not completed successfully. 

b. The manoeuvre is flown in Phoenix with good separation between 
ac. Should one ac break early, there is sufficient time for ac outside to 
react. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.4 Confliction between Enid and 
Gypo ac during 2nd half of 
display leading to LoSS(intra-
formation). 

e. A short interval between Enid pull up and Synchro break could 
cause conflict at top of Derry Pattern with 8&9 during their recovery.  
Reds 6&7 contract is to see and avoid Enid, if necessary by reducing 
pitch angle, either called by 6 or done autonomously.. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, 
inaction or manoeuvre initiated 
at the incorrect time resulting in 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

a. Break will not be flown if correct R/T sequence not heard.  Should 1 
or more wingmen fail to break out due to R/T (or any other reason), the 
leader will fly it through by completing the loop and flow on crowd. The 
display will naturally break down and the formation reformed to re-start 
the Palm Split. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 
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RISK CONTROL MEASURES – PALM SPLIT 2018 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable 
to ‘see and avoid’ other ac during re-
join leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

Break only conducted during a Full Show with 
minimum visibility of 5 km, cloud above 6000 feet and 
smoke, when available, is used during the recovery 
and re-joins. It is therefore extremely unlikely that 
visual will be lost. 

b. Visual contact throughout the manoeuvre for Reds 
2-5, 8 & 9 is backed up by cadence and rollout angles 
to ensure safe separation during the split. Visually 
flown manoeuvre mitigates an AHRS failure. 8 and 9 
will roll to parallel Crowd Line. Reds 4 & 5 use a 
cadence and roll rate to assess 60 degs from CF 90, 
only backed up by HSI. Reds 2 & 3 use cadence and 
slow roll rate to assess 30 degs from from CF90; they 
will retain visual with Leader during break to maintain 
similar ‘depth’ and therefore further assess distance vs 
angle. Break cadence ensures both lateral and vertical 
separation between 1L vs 2L vs 3L and 1R vs 2R vs 
3R. 

c. Standard turning re-join sanctuaries used to further 
deconflict ac.  

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.2 Cognitive failure or poor formation 
keeping leading to one or more ac 
manoeuvring in an unexpected 
fashion resulting in LoSS(intra-
formation). 

e. Technique to initiate manoeuvre is same as that for 
a Loop.  

f. Escapes can be flown and are comprehensively 
briefed; all pilots receive escape trg (practical and 
theory) early in the winter work-up using examples of 
previous escapes on videotape in the RAFAT archive 

 

 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 
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2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)). 

 
   

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for a 
manoeuvre leading to potentially 
multiple ac LoSS(Ground). 

l. Aircraft break out with a positive vertical vector; 
they will only pull the nose below the horizon having 
visually cleared their flight-path, which they are able to 
do given they are no longer in formation 

m. Individual pilots responsible for clearing their own 
flight path during the recovery once a ND vector 
established. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 34 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – VICE VERSA 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable 
to ‘see and avoid’ other ac leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

b. If not visual with 6, then 7 to increase miss distance 
without crossing the predicted flightpath of 6. REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.5 Minor ac emergency distracts pilot 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

b. Fly it through option for all stages of manoeuvre. 
REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.6 Major systems failure or emergency 
causes uncommanded ac movement 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

b. Escape option at all stages. 
REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, 
inaction or incorrect manoeuvre 
timing leading to LoSS(intra-
formation). 

d. 6 Tx / 7 Rx failure: if 7 sees 6 commence roll in he 
can continue the manoeuvre.  Auto start 7’s roll in at 
merge. 

e. Late initiation by 6 risks minimal time to establish 
line for merge, Red 7 can increase miss distance or 
take positive avoiding action if any doubt exists as to 
line/miss-distance. 

f. If in doubt Red 7 has the option to not roll inverted 
at the merge.  

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.9 Insufficient miss-distance between ac 
on opposition passes leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

b. See 1.8.b 
IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 35 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – CIRCUS 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable to 
‘see and avoid’ other ac leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

c. If not visual with 6, then 7 to increase miss distance 
without crossing the predicted flightpath of 6. 

d. 6 to remain predictable throughout Carousel portion and 
7 to make appropriate allowance if Blind. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.5 Minor ac emergency distracts pilot 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation) 

b. Fly it through option for all stages of manoeuvre. 
REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.6 Major systems failure or emergency 
causes uncommanded ac movement 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

b. Escape option at all stages 

c. In carousel portion the pilot can roll off bank to escape 
upwards at any stage. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, inaction 
or incorrect manoeuvre timing leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

c. 6 Tx / 7 Rx failure: if 7 sees 6 commence roll can either 
roll if safe to do so or adjust line to be in correct position for 
merge.  Auto start carousel at merge. 7 to start turn post 
merge but increase miss distance at crosses 

d. Late initiation of roll by 6 risks minimal time to establish 
line for merge, both pilots to look for other as easing out of 
1st roll and take positive avoiding action if any doubt exists as 
to line/miss-distance. 

e. If Red 7 assesses that there is insufficient time for him to 
complete the first roll, he has the option to switch.  In this 
case, he doesn’t fly the roll and adjusts his line to be in the 
correct place for the merge. 

f. If 6 calls Turn early, the inside ac must clear own 
flightpath before pulling into turn. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.10 Controlled flight into other ac. b. 6 remains predictable throughout, 7 to ensure ‘collision’ 
broken (positive sightline spin) during crosses. REMOTE CRITICAL M 
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SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)) 

 
   

2.2 Human Factors leading to LoSS(Ground). d. 6 to make due allowance for 7 to make Fudge without 
infringing own MSD. 

e. If 6 does not allow adequate MSD for Red 7, 7 is to fly to 
his MSD and disregard the fudge. 

f. 7 to clear own flightpath when establishing Fudge. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 36 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
 
 
 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – CROSSBOW 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable 
to ‘see and avoid’ other ac leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

c. If not visual with 6, then 7 to increase miss distance 
without crossing the predicted flightpath of 6. REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.5 Minor ac emergency distracts pilot 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

c. Fly it through option for all stages of manoeuvre. 
REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.6 Major systems failure or emergency 
causes uncommanded ac movement 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

c. Escape option at all stages. 
REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, 
inaction or incorrect manoeuvre 
timing leading to LoSS(intra-
formation). 

g. 6 Tx / 7 Rx failure: if 7 sees 6 commence roll they 
can either roll if safe to do so or adjust line to be in 
correct position for merge.   

h. Late initiation by 6 risks minimal time to establish 
line for merge, both pilots to look for other as easing 
out of roll and take positive avoiding action if any doubt 
exists as to line/miss-distance. 

i. If Red 7 assesses that there is insufficient time for 
him to complete the roll, he has the option to switch.  In 
this case, he doesn’t fly the roll and adjusts his line to 
be in the correct place for the merge. 

j. If in doubt both aircraft have the option to remain 
upright post the merge 

  

REMOTE CRITICAL M 
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SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1.9 Insufficient miss-distance between ac 
on opposition passes leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

c. See 1.8.b 

d. If the site is challenging i.e. green field or coastal 
both aircraft have the option not to roll inverted at the 
merge or indeed execute a roll at the beginning of the 
manoeuvre. In a situation where the line is difficult to 
set this will allow both aircraft the best chance of being 
stable and ensuring a suitable miss distance. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

 
2 Impact with the Ground 

(LoSS(Ground)) 
 

   

2.2 Human Factors leading to 
LoSS(Ground). 

d. Barrel roll technique trained at hgt and pilots 
progressively work down in stages to 100 ft MSD.  All 
workdown sorties supervise by Reds 1, 10, 11 or 
Comdt CFS.   

e. Roll faster than traditional roll such that through 270 
deg relatively quickly and don’t bury the nose. 

f. Pilots are to be able to capture 300ft and can then 
slow their roll-rate down to allow a gradual descent to 
100ft. 

g. Thorough briefing of push-pull affect and 
awareness after the inverted portion to post derry. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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APPENDIX 37 TO 
ANNEX D TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY 
DIRECTIVE PT 4 
SECTION 2 

 
RISK CONTROL MEASURES – ROLLING HEART AND SPEAR 
 

SERIAL RISK RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

REVISED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 LoSS(other air users) (generic).     

1.1 One or more pilots ‘blind’ and unable 
to ‘see and avoid’ other ac leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

e. 6 or 7 can call ‘Continue’ if one Blind when 
approaching the cross when nose low. 

f. Double ‘Blind’ when nose low approaching the 
cross – both pilots max perform On/Off Crowd (6/7) 

g. 6 to remain predictable throughout and 7 to make 
appropriate allowance if Blind. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.5 Minor ac emergency distracts pilot 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

b. FIT option for all stages of manoeuvre.  If it occurs 
post split, pilots fly manoeuvre as planned but with 
increased miss distance. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.6 Major systems failure or emergency 
causes uncommanded ac movement 
leading to LoSS(intra-formation). 

b. Pilot can roll off bank to escape upwards at any 
stage. REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.7 Catastrophic loss of thrust causing 
rapid and immediate ac deceleration 
and collision with trailing formation 
elements. 

b. 7 to maintain positive lateral separation from 6 
when in arrow. 

REMOTE CRITICAL M 

1.8 R/T failure leading to confusion, 
inaction or incorrect manoeuvre 
timing leading to LoSS (intra-
formation). 

c. With 6 Tx or 7 Rx failure, continue to fly pattern with 
7 taking timing from 6’s manoeuvres and increase the 
off-crowd miss distance. 

IMPROBABLE REMOTE CRITICAL 

1.9 Insufficient miss distance between ac 
on opposition passes leading to 
LoSS(intra-formation). 

b. 6 to remain predictable when nose low, 7 to take 
positive avoiding action, low and off crowd. IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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2 Impact with the Ground 
(LoSS(Ground)) 

 
   

2.1 Incorrect MSD established by 
formation element leader for a 
manoeuvre leading to LoSS(Ground). 

a.  6 to make due allowance for 7 to make miss 
distance without infringing own MSD. 

c. If 6 does not allow adequate MSD for Red 7, 7 is to 
fly to his MSD and increase the miss distance off 
crowd. 
 
d. Both aircraft should clear their own flightpath during 
the descending portion of the manoeuvre. If either 
aircraft establishes a too aggressive nose down 
attitude a call of ‘check height’ should be made by 
either pilot or the supervisor on the ground. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 

2.2 Human Factors leading to 
LoSS(Ground). 

b. Pilots to maintain awareness of own ac hgt/spd 
whilst relaxing G  to make the bottom of the Heart. 
Similarly, the speed should be kept in the bracket 300-
330kts at the split to minimise the effects of G. 

IMPROBABLE CATASTROPHIC M 
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PART 4 – SECTION 3 

RAFAT FORMATION DOMESTIC OPERATING RISK ASSESSMENT 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1. Purpose. To provide a Risk Assessment (RA) for those formation domestic86 operating 
risks which are unique to RAFAT. 

2. Description of Activities. RAFAT routinely operate with formations of up to 11 ac which 
brings an increased risk of ac collisions due to the larger than normal ground and air footprint 
which they occupy during the taxy, take off and recovery phases of flight.  The greatest risk is 
posed when the formation are breaking from or re-joining into close formation when up to 11 
separate elements need to be effectively and safely deconflicted by robust and well developed 
procedures; procedures primarily designed for 3-ship formations, such as those employed at 4 
FTS, are not appropriate in most circumstances. 

3. Methodology. A ‘Bow Tie Method’ of risk analysis was used to identify, classify and 
propose control measures for the risks associated with RAFAT formation domestic operating risks.  
The MAA RA definitions used in this document are detailed at Annex A. 

HAZARD IDENTIFICATION AND CAUSE ANALYSIS 

4. Hazard Definition. A condition or circumstance that, unless mitigated, can develop into an 
occurrence through a sequence of normal events and actions. 

5. Hazard/Cause. The overarching hazard identified was the loss of one or more ac as a 
result of intra-formation or 3rd party collision, either on the ground or in the air.  RAFAT formation 
domestic procedures have been developed over time to mitigate these hazards; whilst the 
mitigation has resulted in some RAFAT operational procedures differing from those used by other 
Hawk operators, the controls in place allow the total system risk to be deemed ALARP.  Annex B 
summarises the hazards identified during the Risk Analysis of RAFAT formation domestic 
operations and their likely causes. 

RISK ASSESSMENT 

6. RA Definition. The process of formal identification and evaluation of the risks and the 
identification of associated risk control measures. 

7. RAFAT Non-display Ops RA. The unmitigated RA for RAFAT formation domestic 
operations is at Annex C. 

RISK CONTROL MEASURES 

8. The primary method of managing the risks associated with any RAFAT activity is to ensure 
that there are adequate, robust and appropriate controls in place to ensure that the risks are kept 
as low as reasonably practicable.  It is assumed that RAFAT formation domestic operating 
procedures will be fully compliant with the mandated risk control measures detailed in the RA at 
Annex D. 

  

 
86 Routine formation procedures such as startup, taxy, take-off and recovery which are the building blocks for all the Red Arrows’ 
formation operations, not just the display elements of RAFAT activity. 
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RISK CONTROL DECISION AND IMPLEMENTATION 

9. It is recommended that the risks associated with RAFAT formation domestic operations is 
accepted and that the mitigation strategies detailed within Annex D are endorsed. 

SUPERVISION AND REVIEW 

10. The Team Leader is responsible for ensuring that the Risk Control Measures are complied 
with. 

Annexes: 

A. Defence Aviation Hazard Risk Matrix. 
B. RAFAT Formation Domestic Operations Hazard and Cause Analysis. 
C. RAFAT Formation Domestic Operations Risk Analysis – Unmitigated. 
D. RAFAT Formation Domestic Operations Risk Control Measure Analysis. 
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ANNEX A TO RAFAT 
DISPLAY DIRECTIVE 
PART 4 SECTION 3 

 
DEFENCE AVIATION HAZARD RISK MATRIX (HRM) 
 
1. A HRM is designed to enable risks to be assessed on a like-for-like basis and enables the 
classification of Single Risks according to assessed severity and likelihood. 

SEVERITY 

2. The severity of a Single Risk is an assessment of the worst credible event that could 
result from the hazard. The severity categories listed below shall be used. 

a. Catastrophic. Three or more fatalities of MOD employees engaged in the activity in 
question or a single fatality of a member of the public. 

b. Critical. One or two fatalities of MOD employees engaged in the activity in question.  
A large number of major injuries should also be included in this category. 

c. Major. Major injuries to any person. A large number of reportable injuries should 
also be included in this category. 

d. Minor. Reportable injuries of any person. 

LIKELIHOOD 

3. Likelihood is assessed with respect to the likelihood of the assessed consequence of a 
hazard. This is based on the likelihood of a single accident resulting in harm for the RAFAT fleet.  
The appropriate category listed below shall be used: 

a. Frequent. Likely to occur at least several times a year. 

b. Occasional. Likely to occur one or more times per year. 

c. Remote. Likely to occur one or more times in 10 years. 

d. Improbable. Unlikely to occur in 10 years. 

THE DEFENCE AVIATION HRM 

4. The Defence Aviation HRM is shown below. The resultant risk levels shall be used in 
conjunction with the DH Risk Ownership Levels and Risk Referral framework. 

 
Severity 

Minor Major Critical Catastrophic 

L
ik

e
li
h

o
o

d
 

Frequent M H VH VH 

Occasional L M H VH 

Remote L L M H 

Improbable L L L M 
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ANNEX B TO 
RAFAT DISPLAY DIRECTIVE 
PART 4 SECTION 3 

 
 

RAFAT FORMATION DOMESTIC OPERATIONS HAZARD AND CAUSE ANALYSIS  
 

Serial Hazard (Worst Credible Event) Cause 

 

1 Collision involving RAFAT ac during non-display 
ops. 

 

1.1 Ground collision. - Large taxy footprint allows 3rd party ac to interlope in formation during taxy sequence, risk of 
collision when trying to re-establish formation integrity, especially if manoeuvring space is limited. 
- ATC clearance confusion: possible that Gnd Controller could lose track of ac and issue conflicting 
clearances to 3rd party ac (eg crossing/clearing runways). 

1.2 LoSS(intra-formation) during formation re-join 
after take-off. 

- Large number of individual elements attempting simultaneous re-join leads to confusion and 
LoSS(intra-formation): human eye/cannot focus on many disparate elements at same time. 
- Cognitive failure/loss of SA on other ac callsigns leading to reduced intra-formation 
separation/collision. 
- Poor weather exacerbating the challenge of maintaining visual contact with other wingmen. 

1.3 LoSS(intra-formation) during formation 
recovery. 

- Cognitive failure: incorrect break sequence, wrong direction, wrong circuit height 
- Insufficient manoeuvre authority to clear the formation 
- Focus in cockpit looking at g-meter leading to loss of SA. 
- Confusion over relative position of wingmen/mis-identification leading belly up situation 
- Confusion over which side of the runway is to be used as the landing safe lane. 
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ANNEX C TO RAFAT 
DISPLAY DIRECTIVE 
PART 4 SECTION 3 
 

 
RAFAT FORMATION DOMESTIC OPERATIONS RISK ASSESSMENT - UNMITIGATED 

SERIAL HAZARD 

UNMITIGATED RISK ASSESSMENT 

LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 
Collision involving RAFAT ac 
during non-display ops. 

   

1.1 
Ground collision 

OCCASIONAL MAJOR MEDIUM 

1.2 
LoSS during formation re-join 
after take-off 

OCCASIONAL CRITICAL VERY HIGH 

1.3 
LoSS(intra-formation) during 
formation recovery 

OCCASIONAL CRITICAL VERY HIGH 
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ANNEX D TO  
RAFAT DISPLAY DIRECTIVE 
PART 4 SECTION 3 

 
RAFAT FORMATION DOMESTIC OPERATIONS RISK CONTROL MEASURE ANALYSIS 

3. The following table summarises the Risk Control Measures used to mitigate RAFAT formation domestic operations Risks to ALARP status and 
the revised risk levels with all mitigation measures in place.   

SERIAL HAZARD RISK CONTROL MEASURES LIKELIHOOD SEVERITY ASSESSMENT 

1 Collision 
involving RAFAT 
ac during non-
display ops. 

1. Taxy in close formation to minimise ground footprint and remove 
potential for 3rd party confusion which could arise from large spread of 
ac across busy airfields. 

2. Use 20 kts crosswind limit for formation take-offs to reduce the 
requirement for stream departures and thus minimise exposure to 
multiple ac formation joins after take-off. 

3. Compress stream take-off spacing to not less than 1 sec to reduce 
intra-formation spread and potential for confusion/mis-identification 
during formation joins after stream take-off. 

4. Always conduct breaks to land in the same numerical sequence.  

5. When unable to break for simultaneous left and right-hand circuits, 
break upwards and then outwards to ensure safe intra-formation 
separation. 

6. Use light buffet as performance indicator during breaks to avoid 
excessive requirement to fly ‘heads in’ looking at g-meter. 

7. Practice for worst case weather conditions to minimise opportunity 
for cognitive failure. 

8. Always retain centreline of runway as safe lane for bolting ac, odd 
numbered ac to land/clear to the left of runway centreline, even 
numbered to the right. 

REMOTE CRITICAL MEDIUM 

1.1 Ground collision 
during taxy phase. 

1. Taxy in close formation to minimise ground footprint and remove 
potential for confusion (own and 3rd party) which could arise from large 
spread of ac. 

2. Employ FOD prevention measures to minimise risk of 2nd order 
consequence wrt engine failure potential. Note: The Hawk is a very 

REMOTE MAJOR LOW 
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FOD tolerant aircraft and empirical evidence from RAFAT ops reveals 
no additional FOD damage or engine rejection risk from close formation 
taxying when compared with other Hawk operators who taxi at 150 yard 
spacing when in formation: 

a. Limit RPM settings. 

b. Maintain lateral separation during taxy whenever taxiway width 
permits. 

3. Ensure all pilots aware of remedial actions required to mitigate 
against risk of intra-formation collision due to loss of directional control 
when in close formation: 

a. Limit taxy speed to preserve safety margins.  

b. Conduct brake checks in dispersal on first move forward. 

c. Use of R/T to inform other ac of intentions & hazardous 
situations. 

d. Regular emergency briefings/quizzes to cover brake/anti-skid 
failure drills. 

e. Practice brake/anti-skid failure drills in the simulator. 

1.2 LoSS(intra-
formation) during 
formation re-join 
after take-off 

1. Minimise number of disparate elements during post-take-off re-join 
phase by taking off in close formation whenever possible. 

2. Use 20 kts limit for close formation take-offs to reduce overall 
exposure to the additional re-join risk inherent in stream take-offs. Note: 
20 kts limit equates to 66% of the ac’s cleared crosswind limit compared 
with 15 kts (50% of ac limit) which is used by non-specialist formation 
pilots (eg 4FTS). 

3. Reduce stream take-off separation commensurate with prevailing 
conditions:  

a. Not less than 1” intervals between ac within elements. Roll 
interval can be increased if formation leader deems weather and 
airspace conditions are safe for a more protracted re-join phase. 
Note: 4FTS use 5” minimum. 

b. Trailing sections not to roll until last ac of the preceding section 
has accelerated through 100 kts (nosewheel rotate speed). 

c. Use smoke as guide to trailing ac for purposes of avoiding wake 
turbulence after rotate. 

REMOTE CRITICAL MEDIUM 
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d. Robust abort SOPs to ensure safe separation from trailing ac. 

e. Limit element size to assure adequate lateral separation (150’ 
rwy 3 ac, 200’ rwy 4 ac). 

1.3 LoSS(intra-
formation) during 
formation recovery 

1. Always conduct breaks to land in the same numerical sequence.  

a. When unable to break for simultaneous left and right-hand 
circuits, break upwards and then outwards to ensure safe intra-
formation separation. 

b. All pilots to clear own flightpath before initiating break out. 

2. Use light buffet as performance indicator during breaks to avoid 
excessive requirement to fly ‘heads in’ looking at g-meter. 

a. Requirement on formation to limit speed at break to reduce 
potential for g-LOC. 

b. Formation leader to ‘fly it through’ if speed excessive. 

c. Pilots to monitor wingmen and be alert for excess-g illusion and 
overbanking. 

3. Practice for worst case weather conditions to minimise opportunity 
for cognitive failure: 

a. Assume 700 ft cloud-base. 

b. 300 ft run-in allowing vertical separation for ‘up and over’ break 
to 700 ft. 

4. Reduce landing separation to minimise ground footprint of formation 
on the break which could lead to confusion/mis-identification of 
formation elements and ‘belly-up’ situations: 

a. Use smoke as guide to trailing ac for wake vortex movement. 

b. Avoid all ac flying down exactly the same final approach path 
(stack high/low depending upon the crosswind wind component). 

c. Minimum of 2000 ft between ac, 4000 ft between ac landing on 
the same side of the runway. 

5. To avoid cognitive failure, always use centre of runway as ‘safe lane’ 
for bolting/brake failure ac. 

a. Odd numbered callsigns always landing on the left side of the 
centreline and even numbered ones the right. 

REMOTE CRITICAL MEDIUM 
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b. Pilots clear to ‘their side’ (odds left, evens right) once braking 
under control.  

c. Stay on own side of runway until last ac has braking under 
control and calls ‘clear cross’. 
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PART 4 SECTION 4 
 
RAFAT DISPLAY MANOEUVRE G ANALYSIS – Conducted 2012. Reviewed Apr 18. 
 
Aim 
 
1. This paper contains an analysis of the RAFAT display manoeuvres to identify the parts of the 
display that have an increased risk of G-induced impairment including A-LOC or G-LOC87.  For any 
manoeuvres that are identified as having increased risk due to G effects, mitigations will be 
identified and explained. 
 
Display Philosophy and G 
 
2. The RAFAT display lasts up to 24 mins and is split into 2 parts.  The first-half lasts 
approximately 10 mins and involves all aircraft flying in close formation, performing aerobatic 
manoeuvres88, wingovers and bends in various shapes.  The Team then splits into 2 sections for 
the more dynamic second-half with Enid89 and the Synchro Pair90 alternating manoeuvres; Reds 8 
and 9 switch between Enid and the Synchro Pair91 depending on the routine.  Generally, the 
Synchro Pair sustain the highest levels of G in the second-half but do not normally exceed +6g.  
Reds 8 and 9 pull the highest G, which can be as much as +8g, but this is of short duration while 
flying re-joins.  Enid can pull up to +6g during crowd-front breaks, but otherwise fly the same levels 
of G during the second-half as they do for the first. All manoeuvres are discussed in more detail 
below. 
 
3. The aim of the display is to produce an exciting spectacle, in front of the crowd, with the gaps 
between successive passes as small as possible to maintain crowd interest.  G is encountered in 
trying to achieve this, but high G is never flown for its own sake. 
 
4. G Protection procedures are outlined in Part 1 to the RAFAT Display Directive (DD) and 
more detail is contained in AP3456 6-1-1-3 “Physiological Effects of Acceleration” which all RAFAT 
pilots are mandated to be familiar with.  Of particular note for this paper: 

 
a. Tolerable G.  Although G tolerance differs from individual to individual, for a relaxed 
individual with no anti-g trousers, G effects may be encountered between +3 to +4g.  The 
conventional 5-bladder anti-g trouser fitted to the Hawk increase this by 1 to 1.5g.  If wearing 
properly fitted anti-G trousers and conducting an effective anti-G straining manoeuvre 
(AGSM), pilots can sustain +7 to +8g for periods of up to 15 seconds92. 
 
b. FCAGT. FCAGT provide better G protection and are the preferred AGT, however, 
there is a slower onset rate and the deflation time of the bladders can be longer. Full 
coverage anti-G trousers (FCAGT) used in Typhoon and Lightning II feature circumferential 
bladders covering a greater surface area of the lower limbs and raise the black-out threshold 
by 2 G to 2.5 G.93 Due to the increased size of the FCAGT, integration can be marginal in the 
Hawk TMk1 and a full assessment is required to ensure no control restrictions are present 
when wearing the garment. Heat stress from FCAGT is yet to be assessed. 
 
c. Physiological Factors which may reduce G-Tolerance.  There are several 
physiological factors that can conspire to reduce G-tolerance.  These are: increased body 
temperature, dehydration, minor illness, decrease in blood sugar, alcohol ingestion, 
hyperventilation and hypoxia, body morphology, time-off flying and fatigue.  The RAFAT DD 

 
87 G Induced Loss of Consciousness and Almost Loss of Consciousness defined in AP3456 6-1-1-3. 
88 Loops, Barrel Rolls and Quarter Clovers. 
89 Reds 1-5. 
90 Reds 6 and 7. 
91 When formed up with the Synchro Pair, the 4-ship is referred to as Gypo. 
92 AP3456 6-1-1-3 para 32a. 
93 Ibid 
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demands that if a pilot suspects that any one of these factors may affect his G-tolerance then 
he must highlight this to the Team Leader and not fly the planned sortie. 
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First-Half Manoeuvres 
 
5. The maximum normal G pulled in the first-half is +3¼g during vertical manoeuvres.  This is 
considered a low level of G94 and although sustained, requires no AGSM.  This level of G acts as a 
‘G warm up’95 for the higher G levels that will be encountered at the end of the first half and during 
the second half.  All first-half manoeuvres are discussed below: 
 

a. Loop. +3¼g is pulled during the first 60 degrees of pull, reducing over the top 
before steadily building again to +3¼g.  No AGSM is required. 
 
b. Barrel Roll.  These are always flown at +2½g.  No AGSM is required. 
 
c. Quarter Clover.  The same G is used for quarter clovers as for a loop.  No AGSM is 
required. 
 
d. Wing-Overs and Bends.  Normally a +2½g limit is used, with the Team Leader 
allowing himself to use up to +4g if he needs to stop the formation going over the display line.  
This limit is based on the Team Leader’s experience of what is the maximum comfortable 
level of G that can be pulled in close formation and requires no AGSM.  This +4g maximum 
would only be pulled for very short durations and, based on evidence from the 2011/12 
winter training period and the 2012 display season to date, it is not expected that this would 
have to be used during a display season. 
 

Enid Second-Half Manoeuvres 
 
6. Enid second-half manoeuvres fall into 2 categories: 
 

a. Crowd-Front Breaks: Detonator, Infinity Break and Vixen Break.  These 
manoeuvres result in the highest levels of G pulled by Enid in the display as they all involve a 
fan style break away from the display line from a run-in directly towards the crowd.  G is 
sustained for no more than 180 degrees of turn, which lasts approx 15 seconds.  The entry 
speed dictates the maximum instantaneous G, as all pilots will pull to the light buffet; but G 
reduces steadily through the manoeuvre as speed bleeds off.  For the Vixen Break, Reds 8 
and 9 also fly this profile and for the Detonator, all 9 ac are involved.  G risk mitigation is 
discussed below: 
 

(1) Entry-Speed 330-360 kt.  The target speed for these breaks is 330-360 kt, which 
results in no more than +6g being pulled.  This G quickly reduces as speed decays. 
 
(2) Entry-Speed 361-380 kt.  Above 360 kt, the Team Leader will make a ‘we are hot’ 
call to inform all pilots that they need to be prepared for slightly more G than normal.96  
However, a 380 kt entry speed should result in no more than +7g being pulled for only 
a short time.  Evidence from winter training and the first half of the 2012 season 
suggests that this would occur only one or 2 times in a display season. 
 
(3) Entry Speed >380 kt.  To avoid potentially excessive levels of G for large numbers 
of aircraft at the same time, above 380 kt the Team Leader will call ‘flying it through for 
speed’ and the break will not be flown.  The formation will fly over the crowd and 
reposition to start the second-half again or skip the manoeuvre completely.  Evidence 
from winter training and the first half of the 2012 season suggests that this is not 
expected to happen in a display season. 

 
94 ‘High G’ is defined in AP3456 6-1-1-3 para 32h as greater than 4g. 
95 AP3456 6-1-1-3 para 32h:  A G warm up should be carried out before any high G (>4 Gz) manoeuvring. It also gives the pilot a 
chance to assess his G tolerance on this particular sortie. 
96 RAFAT SOPs dictate that any call by the leader will be acknowledged by another member of the formation.  Depending on the 
manoeuvre, a ‘we are hot’ call would typically be acknowledged by Red 2 or 6. 
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(4) G Onset Rates.  The technique taught and emphasized during initial training and 
throughout the display season is to pull steadily to the light buffet rather than snatching 
to the medium or heavy buffet.  This produces a steady increase in G which would give 
the pilot visual cues as he began to ‘grey-out’.  He can then reduce the G pulled 
allowing an instantaneous recovery.  A snatch to medium or heavy buffet can result in 
higher G onset rates and a higher overall amount of G being pulled and is considered 
to be the incorrect technique.  Any error in technique is identified during dual training 
and the correct technique of steadily pulling to the light buffet is perfected at an early 
stage.  Dual flights throughout winter training and the display season with Red 11, 
Comdt CFS and on occasion, members of CFS Exam Wg, provide opportunities to 
highlight incorrect pull techniques. 
 
(5) MSD.  Although a 300 ft MSD is allowed for these manoeuvres, the Team Leader 
uses a target height of 500 ft MSD to begin the break as the formation will be 
descending slightly towards datum.  All aircraft break with an upward vector with the 
exception the 2 outside aircraft for the Vixen Break (Reds 4 and 5) who break level.  
This technique allows all aircraft to remain at or above 300 ft MSD giving added time to 
react to any ‘grey-out’. 

 
b. All Other Manoeuvres.  First-half G limits are used for all other Enid manoeuvres, 
including those flown with Reds 8 and 9. 
 

Re-joins for Reds 8 and 9 
 
7. The highest levels of instantaneous G in the entire display are pulled by Reds 8 and 9 while 
re-joining Enid and the Synchro Pair in the second-half.  If either (or both) Red 8 or 9 cannot make 
a re-join within the limits discussed below, they will remain out of the manoeuvre and can then 
position to join for their next manoeuvre.  G risk mitigation is discussed below: 

 
a. Speed.  To avoid excessive G being pulled on a re-join, Reds 8 and 9 will limit IAS 
to 400 kt if pulling to the light buffet.  This speed will be steadily reduced during the turn 
through 180º allowing G to be reduced.  If they are faster than 400 kt, extra care will be taken 
to avoid exceeding +8g and in any event, only the minimum G required for a safe re-join will 
be flown. 
 
b. G Onset Rates.  Reds 8 and 9 will prepare themselves for potentially high levels of 
G before a turn.  The combination of correctly fitting anti-g trousers and a good AGSM allows 
a pull of up to +8g for an initial 90 degrees of turn.  After 90º, G will be reduced.  The correct 
technique for these re-joins will be the same as for the crowd-front breaks, i.e. a steady but 
smooth pull to the light buffet only is to be used and medium or heavy-buffet should be 
avoided.  This technique will give adequate warning time should a pilot begin to ‘grey-out’.  
Should this be experienced, G is to be immediately reduced allowing an instantaneous 
recovery. 
 
c. MSD.  Both Reds 8 and 9 fly a visual re-join on Enid or the Synchro Pair.  For 
deconfliction purposes, 700 ft MSD will be flown by the main formation allowing a low and 
high sanctuary for Reds 8 and 9.  One aircraft will use the ‘low sanctuary’ of 500 ft MSD 
while the other aircraft remains above the formation to be joined.  These heights give added 
protection should a ‘grey-out’ be experienced. 

 
Synchro Pair Second-Half Manoeuvres 
 
8. Overall Awareness.  The dynamic nature of the Synchro pair routine demands a high level 
of awareness from the pilots.  The precise parameters flown on every practice and display, and the 
well drilled sequence, ensures that pilots know and expect the high-G parts of the display and 
commence AGSM at the correct time.  As is the case for all pilots, dual flights throughout the 
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season with Red 11, Comdt CFS and, on occasion, members of CFS Exam Wg, provide 
opportunities to highlight incorrect techniques. 
 
9. Lower-G Manoeuvres.  Slingshot, Double Rolls, Op Barrel Rolls and the Crowd Rear 
Pattern are all flown at low levels of G, nominally below +4g. 
 
10. Detonator to Gypo Break.  The target speed for this break is 330-360kts and is set by Red 
1 as defined in para 6.  This results in no more than +6g being pulled and the G quickly reduces as 
speed decays.  While Red 6 can check his speed before the break, the calls by Red 1 will give 
awareness to Red 7 who is completely focused on position keeping with Red 6.  The nature of the 
Gypo break, and the cadence “roll-check-pull” gives good cues for the onset of G and the timing of 
the AGSM.  
 
11. Gypo Break.  This is the same case as for the Detonator to Gypo Break although Red 6 
will dictate the out-speed dependent on timing and pattern. He will use the same break calls in the 
case of high speed as is defined in para 6. 
 
12. Cyclone.  The outbound turn for the Cyclone, flown after the Gypo pass, has a 350kt entry 
speed giving a +6g entry which quickly dissipates to below 5g.  
 
13. Carousel.  A 330 kt entry results in a +5g pull, quickly dissipating to below this.  A complete 
360 deg turn dictates that the G is well below 5g on the exit.  Red 7 releases back pressure to 
generate miss-distance, which will reduce G further.   
 
14. Vortex.  This is flown as per the Gypo break adhering to the speed and R/T calls in para 6.  
As per the Detonator to Gypo break, 'out speeds' are dictated by pattern/timing.  
 
15. Heart.  The initial pull for the heart is a smooth pull to +5g but this quickly dissipates as the 
aircraft climb.  The pull-out from the Heart results in a short duration smooth pull to capture 1000’ 
MSD which only uses up to +4g. 
 
16. Pattern and Pitches.  The crowd front pattern is flown at a maximum of 350 kt.  The 
pitches are short pulls to approx +5g which are not sustained. 
 
Recovery 
 
17. Run and Break Procedures.  While not part of the display, G is encountered on the Run 
and Break and is included in this paper for completeness.  All RAFAT Breaks are flown between 
310-330 kt to allow for enough control authority without excessive G loading on the aircraft and 
pilot.  This results in a pull to approx +4.5g.  If this speed range is exceeded, the Team Leader will 
make a ‘we are hot’ call97 to inform all pilots that they need to be prepared for slightly more G than 
normal.  The maximum permitted break speed is 350 kt, resulting in a pull to +5g, and if this is 
exceeded then the formation will be repositioned for another attempt at a break to land.  Of note, 
the correct technique for flying RAFAT Breaks is taught to new pilots by CFS Exam Wg during the 
initial 4 RAFAT conversion sorties.  Whenever possible during winter training and the display 
season, RAFAT Breaks will be filmed and the video debriefed. 
 
Other G Protection Factors  
 
18. Para 4b details a number of factors that can affect an individual’s G tolerance.  The G effect 
risk is part of the overall management of the RAFAT training programme and procedures as 
outlined in the RAFAT DD.  A robust fatigue management system, as outlined in the RAFAT Air 
Safety Management Plan, also forms an essential element of G risk mitigation.  This includes 
guaranteed down-days, both at Scampton and while ‘on the road’, coupled with sensible time 
management, a common-sense approach to display allocation based on SME experience, strictly 

 
97 To be acknowledged by Red 2. 
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followed alcohol limits and the use of suitable hotels to ensure uninterrupted rest during a 
disruptive and busy lifestyle.  Furthermore, any requests for additional displays are staffed between 
the DDH and HQ 22 Gp staff, with the final decision resting with AOC 22 Gp.  The RAFAT DD 
includes a comprehensive set of regulations governing the use of the aircraft anti-G system and 
pilot’s anti-G trousers.  The Directive also highlights the requirement for a Reporting Culture which 
is one of the foundations for a Positive and Questioning Air Safety Culture.  At all times, the Team 
Leader operates a ‘red card’ policy that gives any pilot who considers that he is not 100% fit the 
opportunity to remove himself temporarily from flying, in the full knowledge that he/she will receive 
the 100% support of the supervisory chain.  
 
Summary 
 
19. The RAFAT task is unique, producing a dynamic visual spectacle that aims to be the best in 
the world results in pilots sometimes aiming to fly high levels of G in the same way that any display 
pilot does.  The RAFAT supervisory chain and the display pilots are aware of the risks posed by 
high levels of G, and a considerable amount of work has gone in to identifying and mitigating these 
risks; this paper forms part of that risk mitigation strategy.  RAFAT pilots are acutely aware of the G 
levels at different parts of the display and have mechanisms in place to ensure that any pilot does 
not get exposed to unexpected levels of G to which he/she is not prepared.  Continual supervision 
throughout both the winter period and during the display season helps to ensure that the risk-to-life 
due to G induced impairment is kept Tolerable and ALARP. 
 
 
OC RAFAT 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 


